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-1-his volume is the result of a proposal made in the fall of 1967 to
the C)thce of Manpower Policy, .valuation, and Ft_esearch of the
E)e-partment of I-abor for a study of federal aid programs for
.A.ppalachian development and of alternative programs that might
be nndertaken to help tho people of the region. In response, it was
suggested that a. more general critical study be made af regional
development programs in the IJnited States, since regional and
urban problems and programs had never been integrated into a
comprehensive and coherent frame of reference for public policy
purposes. The author had recently completed a study, since pub-
lished, of French regional planning which developed a. policy model
for dealing with opportunity costs in terms of both different types
of investment and different categories of regions. That model, which_
is outlined in Chapter 1, is implicit throughout the present study.
Flowever, in contrast to dealing with the French situation, which is
based on integrated recrional planning for the entire nation, any ap-
proach to Americari problems related to spatial resource allocation
had to begin by confronting a bifurcated and un-coordinated group
of policies and institutions.

In a. work of this scope the author has necessarily drawn on the
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published studies af nnmeraus ather persans, thaugh extensi e use
has been made af unpublished materials and the anthar's awn
investigations. Aasa, if same af the many evaluations and sugges-
tians set forth here are similar to those of other writers, the authe.r
has saught, with the a;rri af furthering ratianal resource allocatian,
ta supply the camprehensiveness and cansistency whose lack acca-
sianed the request far this study_ It is hoped that students, schalars,
and palicy makers will be able ta make pcsitive use of the prapasals
that are developed, and that they will be prampted to imprave on
any deficiencies_

Part af Chapter 6 appeared in The Qtrarterly Review +of Eec2-
ricPnies arta LiZiNirlass, VIII (Summer, 1968). ie+k partian of chapter
9 was published in The Tc)m-prctl cof Ili 7 2 4272 Rescrurces% INT (Spring,
1969). Parts af iChapter 10 appeared In. LczbcPr Law fum-rictl, CfC
(Aaligust, 1969) and the Pctpers- arm' AFTheeedings :.f the Scmth-
ecister-tz Reg...it:mai' Science .4 ssc,eiaticw-7. IGhapters 8 and 11 were pub-
lished in abridged farm in the .'c-c.Pnc;ary-zic- and pLisirze-ss Erttiletirz,

Ii (F'all, 1969) and ,C,C (Winter, 1970), respectively_
inal preparation_ af this study was aided in part by a grant fram

the C>ffice of canamic rtesearch, Ecanamic 13evelapment At.dmin-
istratian, under Praject TTumber 99-7-00142_ The authar is in-
debted ta numerans persans far their assistance during the prepara-
tian af this study. CDrganizatianal affiliatians pertain to the periad
when_ assistance was abtained and are given anlv far pm-pascs af
identificatian. The fallawing -__dividuals in the17._sepri-T-rient af I-abar
were particularly helpful: Paul 4Carhin, 1-couis Earl, JDe
Arma-Stina. Ericson, Al F-cIrturie, Audrey P-reedman,
stein, regary (Grass, William I-Ialtigan, and klaward Ytasen_ Valu-
able help was received fram many persans in the Ecanurnic IDPevelap-
ment .44dministratian, including Jahn Cosgrove, J. ID. IT)ecsrest,
Gcraid T)uskin, 'Tarn I-Ierricic, Jahn ICaler, Margaret Clasen, Ft_ay
Tanner, Mary Thbarg, and John White. 'Thanks are alsa due ta
Joe cothier,10earge I-Iubley, Jr., and Walter Icric3dei, af the 13nrean
af Indian Affairs iu Washingtfan, tc B. I. A. afficials 1-4award
Mackey, Raswell, 14.1VI_ and Jae 13aker, Shiprack, and ta
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ftc.ci Starkey, Project IDirector of the Roswell Employment 'Training
Center. Within. the I.)epartment of Agriculture the author is indebted
to Fred Urover and Robert Raisch, and within the CDffice of Dusiness
Economics, to i_owell Ashby and 1Davict i4irschberg tDther in-
dividuals who made significant contributions are Joe iGtero, Four
Corners Regional Commission; 'David North, Interagency Com-
mittee on Mexican American. Affairs; Francois Poulin, Conseil
(TC1rieritat1on. Econornique du Québec; Peter M. Stern, 'Tennessee
Valley Authority; 1-larold "rownsend, 'Texas Employment Commis-
sion; kenneth IDeMott, I-ing--Ternco-Vought, Grand Prairie, 'Texas;
Sidney Sonnenblum, National Planning Association; Robert F.

IDepartrnent of Cornmeic-e; Sidney Jeffers, (Dzarks Re-
gional Commission; I-larold C. Jordahl, Jr., -Upper Great l_akes
Regional Commission; Richard E. Wright, New England Regional
Commission; F. 1-_ Parnell, Coastal Plains Regional Commission;
Eli March and Ralph Widner, Appalachian Regional Commision;
Freeman I-Ifudson, New England Regional Commission; and I-1Tarold
Rosenthal, Cifflce of Economic CDpportunity. My Ft cadernic col-
leagues Vernon. Driggs, James Brown, William Gunther, Walter
Graham, ESenjamin I-liggins, Edgar 17-loover, Sat- L_evitan, Ray
Marshall, kenneth McClennan, and utavid Ruesink were particu-
larly helpful. Finally, I would like to express my appreciation. for
the fine editorial assistance _rendered by Mrs. Mary B. Price a.ria
for the very able secretarial work of Carole Gibson, Candy Profitt,
and Jackie -Wallace.
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Increasing urbanization_ and revolutionary changes in agricultural
technology have made it difficult to close the gap between the
poverty of lagging rural areas such as Appalachia arid the South
and the more economically advanced parts of the country_ More-
over, the evidence from American and foreign experience shows
that attempts to force-feed the growth of large lagging areas arc too
ciften_ not only inefficient but also ineffective. Thc funds available to
development agencies are simply not sufficient to overcome the rela-
tive disadvantages of most poor areas.

In contrast, greater investment in human resources and expanded
manpower programs including relocation programs with compre-
hensive supporting servicesin lagging regions would be reason-
able on a national scale. -I-he human resource development needs
of the people of A.ppalachia and the South, of Mexican American
migrants and Indians, are great, while the facilities to meet their
needs arc relatively meager. CThviously there are personal and social
problems involved in migration from lagging regions to urban areas,
bkit there is a great deal of evidence indicating that workers are rficwc
willing to migrate than is commonly assumed, at least if they arc
given skills that are irk demand in receiving areas and adequate sup-
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porting services counseling for the worker and his family before
and after moving, aid in finding housing, and financial assistance
during the transition period. 'The attachment of poor people to their
native soil has been overemphasized by many conservatives and by
many liberals, for reasons r-anging from the cynical to the romantic_
While the values and traditions of onr regional subcultures are
worthy of respect, the glaring underinvestment in the human re-
sonrces of many of them too often means that attachment to the area
really only rcfleets a lack of choice.

"The degree of influence that governments exercise on aggregate
economic activity has become so great since the 1930's that fears of
another deep and lengthy depression have all but ceased to exist.
'Though macroeconomics still faces 2naportunt problems, particularly
those pertaining to inflaticm, the relative success of this branch of
c_tconornics has led to increased interest in problems of a structural
nature. Hconornists who take the structural approach argue that
the fundamental reason for the persistence of unemployment must
be sought primarily in a mismatch of labor demand and supply.
'They emphasize the importance of education and training programs,
better job Yucancy information, area redevelopment, and relocation
of workers. 'Their perspective conttrasts with that of economists who
emphasize the manipulation of effective demand by means of mone-
tary and fiscal policies.

'The present volume is ossentially structuralist in nature, but this
by no means implies any quarrel with the aggregatiye explanation
for problems of nnemployment and underemployment. employ-
ment situation in local areas is influenced by gerieral economic con-
ditions, and the degree of success of structuralist policies is directly
related to the degree of effectiveness of macroeconomic policy. (Dn
the other hand, few economists associated with the aggregative ap-
proach would deny that there are structural problems_ After all, it
was Walter IJellcr who, as iChairrnan of the Council of ..cortornic
Advisers, urged that "More intensive measures to attack structural
unemployment are necessary to reduce the unemployment rate not
merely to 4 per cent, but beyond." In general, then, it is commonly
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to national patterns. F'urtherrnore, both groups neglect the inter-
mediate areas which are neither lagging nor parts of large urban
agglomerations.

Tho many proposals for treating the ills of large metropolitan
areas concentrate on central city solutions_ Measures such as more
welfare, urban_ renewal and public honsing, and inducements to at-
tract industry to the ghettos falI into this category_ 1-Iowever, policies
which assume the continuance of the ghetto, no matter how refur-
bished, are riot likely to resolve the basic difficulties of the cities_
Since new industrial jobs continue to be located primarily in the
suburbs, it is essential that ghetto residents be given greater access
to them. This implies the dispersal of the ghetto. In the short rtm,
better transportation facilities will be needed to link central city
populations to suburban jobs; transportation subsidies should also
be given to ghetto residents. 'Longer-run solutions will have to con-
centrate on better laciusing opportunitiesespecially for Negroes
in the suburbs, and on more and better education and training pro-
grams for the poor. Elefore any of these largely curative measures
will be successful, however, it will be necessary to reduce the pres-
sures that are represented by continuing inmigration of unskilled
persons from lagging regions.

The need to provide an urban alternative to residents of lagging
rural areas, and the need to reduce inmigration into our large metro-
politan areas implies an urban growth center strategy based on
intermediate-sixed cities that already have given some evidence of
growth_ A.Ns will be seen, the l-'coricomie exrelcipmerit Akdministration
and c,ther regicin,a1 development agencies believe that they have
feasible growth-eenter strategies_ Tt will be argued that these
strategies are too often bootstrap operations for rural areas and
small towns, and that they probably will have no more success than
other efforts to force-feed the growth of depressed rural areas. Ae,
relatively large number of towns and small cities have been desig-
nated as centers with a potential for growth that can positively affect
the economic development of the centers themselves and their rural
hinterlands. I-lowever, because of the limitations imposed by rele-
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vant legislatian and because of a desire f.)lease a large number af
localities, it is difficult ta concentrate dev"&lapment funds in a rela-
tively few focal areas with genuine grawth potential. If these centers
are autside af lagging areas it has been all but impossible to give
them develapment subsidies, on the ground that rapidly growing
cities outside of lagging areas have na "need" far subsidies. In the
strict sense this is true. Flowever, an essential feature of regional
policy should be to link the problems of lagging areas to opportuni-
ties in rapidly growing cities with tight labor markets_ This could
be done by using public policy measures ta accelerate the develop-
ment of growth centers an the condition that the centers employ a
significant number of unemplayed or underemplayed persons from
lagging areas (as well as from within the centers in the cases
by na means rare---where high rates of growth are accompanied by
high or increasing rates af unemployment).

Evidence will be examined which indicates that a grawth-center
palicy based on the accelerated growth af intermediate-sized cities is
not only efficient fram an econamic point af view, but also in har-
mony with public locational preference patterns. Such cities offer
external ecanamies'l attractive to private investment but they have
nut yet reached the point where marginal external disecanomies of
congestian threaten ta exceed marginal external ecanomies of
agglameration. Some students of urban economies implicitly deny
the need for a growth-center strategy based on intermediate-sized
cities by arguing that it is impassible ta demonstrate that any city
is "tao big" in the sense that marginal external diseconomies have
autstripped the concomitant econamies_ Such arguments, however,
are generally based on cansiderations of private costs and benefits.
It is probably true that an examinatian of the external effects that are
internalized by private firms would provide scant ammunitian for
detractars of the big city. The difficulty with these arguments, how-
ever, is that while private firms do internalize most of the external
econamies, they do not internalize many of the external disecon-
omies, ar at least nat an amount sufficient tu halt the growth of large
metrapolitan areas once the marginal net social product would be
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greater in. an alternative location. 'Traffic snarls, air pollution,
crowded ghettos, lack of green space and recreational areas, and
cirhe-r manifestations of external diseconomies do ba.1.5c a real impact
on the residents of congested cities, even, if they are by no means
fully reflected in. the balance sheets of private firms. Since there is
no automatic mechanism to choke off the growth of large cities once
they become too big in terms of the social costs and benefits of con-
tinuing expansion, public policy might limit such expansion, either
by direct measures (building permits, tax and credit disincentives,
etc.), or by policy measures that shift the expansion of economic
activity to alternative locations. It should be emphasized that to
argue against the growth of large metropolitan agglomerations is not
to argue for a policy of rural industrialization, because there are
generally more efficient alternatives in intermediate areas.

The themes that have been briefly stated here are summarized in.
'Table 1, which outlines the nature of public and private investment
activity in three different types of regions over three different time
-1-^13LIE 1: INVaST4EN11- POLICY PFLOPOSAL -1-y-RE OF 1RaGICDN

AND 13"Nr- Tiivie FticiiD

P'fiaae "Type of region
(prIgealtecl

Intermediate
LaggingCongested
Interm eta late
Lagging
Congested
Intermediate
Lagging

Alature of publi,c and private
inyeatment activity

Overexpanded public and privateinvestment
Deficient EOC
IDeficient SOO
Public policy measures ta discouragefurther expansionaxesa ec)c capacity to induce privateinvestment

i-riphasis on expanded SOO investment
Public policy measures to discouragefurther expansion

CbfQ and private investment approachoptimal levels
Continuing emphasis on SOC investment,
with increaGed e-CDC and private invetment
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periods.4 4Csongested regions are urban areas wicre marginal soeial
costs of further expansion have risen in relation to marginal social
benefits to a point where the marginal net social produet would be
greater in an alternative location_ Intermediate regions, on the other
hand, are those which offer significant advantages to private firms and
whore expanded eiconornic activity would result in a marginal social
produet to cost ratio greater than that obtained in congested regions.
1-agging regions present few attribntes which would tend to attract
new economic aetivity.. They generally are areas characterized by
small-scale agriculture or stagnant or declining industries_

Pnblie investment is divided intc, twAD categories-, economie over-
head capital (E+C)) and social overhead capital (SCHC). The for-
mer is primarily oriented toward supporting private investment or
toward the movement of economic resources. SC projects, on the
other hand, may be rarcleci as equivalent to investment in. human
resonrces, ineluding programs to encourage more rational labor

Phase 1 (rrable I) indicates the sitnation in the absence of re-
gional policy measures. 'Because private (firm) costs do not fully
reflect social costs, public and private investment are overcon.cen-
trated in congested regions_ A greater proportion of F.4E) shoi_ild be
flowing to intermediate regions where it can provide external
economies attractive to private investment. At the same time, lag-
ging regions are ehuracterized by a relatively pronounced lack of
SiED_ In phase II regional poliey measures arC introdnced to increase

investment in intermediate areas (partieularly in cities with
high growth potential, growth centers) and to expand St:::0
projects in lagging areas_ The growth of congested regions is disconr-
aged by directing public investment flows elsewhere, if not by more
direct means snch as tax and ereclit deviees or land use eontrols_ In
phase III, as intermediate regions become more concentrated, the
focus of pnblie poliey shifts to thi balanced growth of lagging re-
gions, or at least to those whose populations have been prepared for
development opportunities by the SC investment af phase II_
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Throughout phases II and III, though espec4al1y in the former,
rational migration should be encouraged (or at least not discour-
aged) from lagging to intermediate regions_

It should be emphasized that these proposals are not intended to
exclude other policy measures_ Intermediate regions, for example,
will certainly need SC)C investment, and lagging regions will need
EC)C investment. I have merely tried to emphasize the focal issues

comprehensive regional planning program_ The measures here
outlined should thus be regarded as assertions or working hypoth-
eses; their justification and their relevance will be developed in the
following chapters in terms of specific regional problems and specific
public programs and proposals_

The present study attempts to examine the interrelationships
among lagging, intermediate, and congested regions, and to suggest
what policies might be applied to each kind of region in view of the
relevant opportunity costs that face decision makers responsible for
the location of both public and private investment.. Moreover, the
respective roles of manpower and human resouree development pro-
grams, infrastructure investment in the narrower sense (roads, in-
dustrial sites, power, etc.), and labor mobility programs are inte-
grated into the analysis_

The next chapter presents a broad background survey of regional
employment and income levels and growth rates as well as of the
nature and consequences of rural to urban migration and the decen-
tralization of jobs from central cities to suburbs within metropolitan
areas.

-Each of Chapters 3 through 8 deals with an area or group of areas
characterized by relatively lagging economic conditions. Chapter
3 explores the economic and social impediments of the eco-
nomic development of the South, a'nd points up the impoirtance of
investment in human resources and of urbanization as the region's
main hopes for future progress_ Chapter 4 considers the difficulties
confronting the people of Ak ppalachia, particularly those in the
central part of the region, and it eritically examines policy measures
being applied in the region_ The regional commissions that have
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been created on the model of the Appalachian Regional Commis-
sion are discussed in Chapter 5. The conomic E)evelopment Ad-
ministration, which is charged with promoting economic growth in
areas characterized by high unemployment and low income, is the
subject of Chapter 6. Chapter 7 examines the prospects for attract-
ing economic activity to Indian reservations, as well as those for
giving Indians employment opportunities in urban areas_ Chapter 8
deals with similar considerations with respect to the Mexican Ameri-
cans, and particularly those who reside in south Texas.

Chapter 9 presents a general analysis of the feasibility of attempts
to industrialize rural America. The rationale for a growth center
policy based on intermediate-sized cities is developed in Chapter
10. This chapter also considers measures for alleviating the prob-
lems of metropolitan ghettos. Chapter 11 presents evidence on the
feasibility of relocation programs to assist workers from lagging
areas in finding employment in growth centers with labor shortages.
The final chapter summarizes and integrates the analyses and policy
implications developed in the preceding chapters.



Chap,
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Before detailed consideration is given to specific problem areas, this
chapter surveys some of the broad regional trends within aggregate
national economic activity. Particular attention is given to employ-
ment and income changes because these aro the variables which ap-
propriately receive most attention from persons concerned with
regional development and regional policy_ In addition to examining
changes at the state and multistate levels, the nature and conse-
quence cbf recent patterns of urban growth are considered. Accom-
panying the growth of large metropolitan areas there has been a
redistribution of population and jobs between central cities and
suburbs. The central eity has increasingly become the place of ern-
plcyment for office workersmostly whites who commute from the
suburbs while unskilled and semiskilled jobs have been growing
incre zsingly scarce in the central cities because of the movement of
industry to the suburbs. I-Iowever, it is also shown that while the
central city-suburb dichotomy generally holds for the largest metro-
politan areas and those located in the Wortheast, the more rrumerous,
if smaller, metropolitan areas of the South and West tend to have
similar problems in the central cities and the suburbs_ The final
section of this chapter introduces some of the nanrc prominent prob-
lems confronting rural A.merica. Because of technological advances

12
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in agriculture, labor requirements have rapidly declined and pres-
sures for geographic and occupational mobility have increased. Un-
fortunately, the opportunities that are available to farm people for
training and preparation for nonfarm work and ways of life are not
yet commensurate with the need for such assistance.

Employment Growth
The data in Table 2 on nonfarm payroll by region for selected

periods from 1947 to 1966 show that during the period from 1947
to 1961, when the national growth rate was E6 percent, average
yearly increases ranged from 0.6 percent for the Middle Atlantic
States to 3.6 percent for the Mountain region. The mean deviation

TABLE 2: NONFARM PAYROLL EMPLOYMENT
SELECTED PERIODS, 1947-66

Number Percent
(thousands) distribution

Region a 1947 7966b 1947 1966b

BY REGION,

Average ann a/
growth rate

1947-61 1961-65 1965-66'
Sum of regions 43,443 63.070 100.0 100.0 - -

New England 3,333 4,156 7.7 6.6 0.8 1.9 3.6
Middle Atlantic 10,813 13,015 24.9 20,6 0_6 1.8 2.6
East North Central 10,067 13,381 23.2 21.2 0.9 3.1 4.2
West North Central 3,414 4,780 7.9 7.6 1_5 2.4 4.0
South Atlantic 5,269 8,941 12.1 14.2 2_3 4.1 4.8
East South Central 2.148 3.392 4_9 5_4 1.8 4.0 5.0
West South Central 3,059 5.131 7.0 8.1 2.4 3.5 4.4
Mountain 1.170 2,265 2_7 3.6 3.6 3.0 4.3
Pacific 4.170 8,009 9.6 12.7 3.3 3.6 5.9

Average
growth rateu 1.6 2.9 4.2

Mean deviation 1.0 0.7 0.7
As percent

of average 62.5 24.1 16.7

See appendix A-1 for states comprising regions.
b Preliminary (11-nvinth) average.

Based on average (mean) increase of regions, wei6rited by size of em-
ployment change.

Note: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.
Source: Manpower Report of the President, 1967, p. 26.

25
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was 62_5 percent of the average national growth rate_ In the period
from 1961-65 the average national annual growth rate was 2_9 per-
cept, bnt the mean deviation declined to 0.7, or 24.1 peleent of the
average growth rate; from 1965 to 1966 these three values were,
respectively, 4.2, 0_7, and 16_7. Thus, slow national growth was
accompanied by considerable variation in regional growth, but as
the aggregate growth rate rose arid remained relatively high, the
growth rates of the regions became more uniform.

This convergence of employment growth rates is no doubt more
related to the "competitive" element in an area's employment
change (that is, the growth rate of the area in its particular indus-
tries compared with the growth rate of other areas in these same
industries) than to the industry mix of an area. l_owell _Ashby has
shown that the importance of industry mix effects is declining rela-
tive to competitive effects largely beeause the industrial employment
structure of regions, states, and ever% local areas is becoming more
homogeneous_ The principal reason for this is continuing migration
from rural to urban areas, and the concomitant movement ont of
agricultural employment- into nonagricultural jobs_ Iii the process
the entire national mix has been moving closer to that of the indns-
trialized states.' Similarly, Borts and Stein have demonstrated that
"Interstate differences in growth rates of mannfactnring production
worker employment de, 'wt arise because status have different corn-
pos7,tions of industries. These differences arise because, in the indus-
tries they contain, states grow at rates different from the national
average in those same industries."2 C3n the other hand, the unfavor-
able industry mix of some areas, e_g_, the South and Appalachia, is
major factor in explaining why they have a. disproportionate share
of their employment in labor-intensive, low-wage sectors, as well as
per capita_ income levels below that of the nation as a whole_3

I ncx?rne ircwth
Per capita personal income in the United States in 1967 averaged

$ ,137, but there were large differences among the states. Average
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state per capita income ranged from $1,895 in Mississippi to $3,865
in Connecticut. New York, Illinois, Delaware, California, Alaska,
Nevada, and New Jersey all had values over $3,600. On the other
hand, the southern and border states generally ranked below the
rest of the nation (see figure 1).

Between 1948 and 1965 the largest gains in personal income
occurred in the western and southern parts of the United States,
while the smallest gains were found in the northeastern and north

TABLE PER CAPITA PERSONAL
AND REGIONS. 1948-67

INCOME, BY STATES

State and Region 1948 1953 1958 1963 1967a

United States 1,430 1,804 2.068 2,455 3,137
New England 1,494 1,921 2,258 2,710 3,436

Maine 1 .235 1,422 1.742 1.961 2,620
New Hampshire 1,285 1,616 1,957 2,347 3.019
Vermont 1,134 1,375 1,650 2.013 2,775
Massachusetts 1,500 1,910 2,287 2,770 3,488
Rhode Island 1,493 1,879 2,042 2,507 3,238
Connecticut 1.713 2.346 2,642 3.118 3,865

Mideast 1,648 2,068 2,387 2,807 3,534
New York 1,797 2.139 2,518 2,979 3,726
New JerseY 1,689 2.247 2,516 2,965 3,624
Pennsylvania 1,431 1,870 2,130 2,441 3,149
Delaware 1,721 2,379 2,610 3.013 3,700
Maryland 1,467 1,964 2,205 2,675 3.434
District of Columbia 1,957 2,363 2,813 3,370 4,268

Great Lakes 1,603 2,062 2,203 2,620 3,392
Michigan 1,560 2,161 2.149 2,587 3,393
Ohio 1,558 2,028 2,148 2,509 3,212
Indiana 1,451 1,930 1,998 2.472 3.241
Illinois 1,815 2,186 2.466 2,915 3.725
Wisconsin 1,419 1,787 2,018 2,378 3,153

Plains 1,444 1.642 1,970 2,308 2,995
Minnesota 1,432 1 .65 1,990 2,372 3.111
lowa 1,589 1,598 1,921 2,303 3,093
Missouri 1,389 1.728 2,023 2.358 2,993
North Dakota 1,402 1.243 1.700 2.002 2,485
South Dakota 1,497 1,377 1,668 1,908 2,550
Nebraska 1,509 1.612 1.963 2.276 2,938
Kansas 1 ,334 1 .722 2 ,073 2 .352 3 .009
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TABLE 3 Continued

Rural Poverty and the UrlDan Crisis

State and Region 1948 1953 1958 1963 1967a-
Southee_st 984 1,267 1,507 1,837 2.429

Virginia 1,130 1,488 1,684 2,095 2,776
West Virginia 1,120 1,282 1,549 1,781 2,341
Kentucky 990 1,292 1,496 1,837 2.387
Tennessee 944 1,229 1 .448 1,776 2,369
North Carolina 973 1,223 1,436 1,804 2,396
South Carolina 891 1,199 1,259 1,581 2,167

el:prgia 968 1,288 1.519 1,879 2,513
Florida 1,180 1,526 1,827 2,145 2,796
Alabama 866 1,124 1.404 1,673 2,166
Mississippi 789 923 1,128 1,436 1,895
Louisiana 1,032 1,346 1,613 1,843 2.445
Arkansas 875 1,035 1,279 1,627 2,090

Southwest 1,187 1,555 1,836 2095. 2.674
C.Mslahoma 1,144 1,467 1,762 1,992 2.623
-.-exas 1.199 1,583 1,851 2.105 2,704
New Mexico 1,084 1,386 1,827 2,052 2,462
Arizona 1.274 1.653 1.863 2,219 2,681

Rocky Mountain 1,419 1,699 2.001 2,324 2,859
Montana 1.616 1.779 2,059 2,266 2,759
Idaho 1.316 1,508 1,800 2,048 2,608
Wyoming 1,595 1,893 2,143 2,419 2,997
Colorado 1,433 1,767 2.115 2,483 3,086
Utah 1,240 1,578 1,831 2,215 2,017

Far West 1,715 2,144 2,433 2,910 3,588
Washington 1.600 2,001 2,231 2.622 3.481
Oregon 1,621 1,868 2,082 2,472 3,055
Nevada 1,814 2,462 2.651 3,244 3,626
California 1,752 2,204 2,511 2,997 3,660

cz. Preliminary_
Source: Survey of Current Business, April, 1968. p. 14_

central areas_ P'rom the cyclical peak in 1948 to thc first quarter
of 1965 the last qnarter not greatly affected by the -Vietnam
buildup personal income in the F`ar West, Sontheast, and South-
west combined grew about 30 percent faster than in the rest of the
country_ When the 1948-65 period is broken into four tirnespans,
each starting and ending at a cyclical peak, relative differences in
regional growth trends arc of about the same magnitude in each
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18 Rural Poverty and tho Urban Crisis
TAIE3LE 4: REGIONAL OnOWTH RATES IN PERSONAL INCOME

FOR SELECTED PERIODS
Growth rates (Average percent change per quarter,

annual rates, compounded)
1V-1948

to
11-1953

I1-1953
to

111-1957

1I1-1957
to

1-1960

1-1960
to

1-1965

1-1965
to

IV-1966

IV-1966 IV-1948
to to

1V-1967 1-1965
United States 6.5 4.9 4.5 5.4 8.3 6.2 5.5
Fast-growing

regions 7.6 5.7 5_1 6.2 8_7 7_3 6.6
Far West 8.5 6.1 6_4 6_2 8_0 8.2 6.0
Southeast 6.8 5.0 4.8 6_6 9_0 6.5 5.9
Southwest 7.6 5.7 4_1 5_6 8_5 6.6 6.9

Slow-growing
regions 6.1 4.4 3.9 4.9 8.1 5.5 5.0

Rocky
Mountain 6.0 5.9 4.8 4.9 6.6 6.6 5.2

New England 6.3 4.6 4.4 5.1 8.6 5.7 4.9
Great Lakes 6.9 4.0 3.5 5.1 8.6 5.3 5.0
Mideast 6.0 4.7 4.0 4.9 7.3 6.1 4.4
Plains 3.9 4.5 3.5 5.1 8.8 5.4 5.4

Relative differences between regional
and national growth ratesa

IV-1948 /1-1953 111-1957
to to to

11-1953 111-1957 1-1960

1-1960
to

1-1965

1-1965 1V-1966 1V-1948
to to to

1V-1966 IV-1967 1-1965
United States 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0_0 0.0
Fast-growing

regions 16.9 16.3 13_3 14_8 4_8 17.7 20.0
Far West 30.8 24.5 42.2 14_8 -3_6 32.3 9.1
Southeast 4.6 2.0 6.7 22.2 8.4 4.8 7.3
Southwest 16_9 16.3 -8.9 3.7 2.4 6.5 25.5

Slow-growing
regions -6.2 -10.2 -13.3 -9.3 -2.4 -11.3 -9.1

Rocky ..
Mountain -7.7 20.4 2.2 -9.3 -20.5 6.5 -5.5

New England -3.1 -6.1 -2.2 -5.6 3.6 -8.1 -10.9
Great Lakes 6.2 -18.4 -22.2 -5.6 3.6 -14.5 -9.1
Mideast -7_7 -4.1 -11.1 -9.3 -12.0 -1.6 -20.0
Plains -40.0 -8.2 -22.2 -5.6 6.0 -12.9 -1.8
a [(Regional growth rate divided by nationn-3 growth rate) less 1.00] 100_
Source: Survey of Current Business, April, 1968, p. 15.
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subperiad as in the longer period (see 'Table 4) _ The cons stency of
growth trends in individual regions is illnstrated by the fact that
among the 32 observations for the eight regions in the four time
periods, only three have signs that depart from the normal pattern
in relation to national growth rates_

IC:luring the seven quarters of rapid expansion between the first
quarter of 1965 and the fourth quarter of 1966 there was a high
degree of uniformity among regional growth rates_ The growth
rate of the three fast-growing regions exceeded that of the five slow-
growing regions by less than 10 percent, whereas the differences
earlier had been 30 percent Furthermore, the region that normally
has had the fastest growth ratethe F"ar West grew at a rate
below average whereas income growth in three normally slow-
growing regions--Wew England, Great L.a.kes, and Plains bad
rates exceeding that of the nation_ The main reason for the increased
uniformity in regional income changes was the rapid growth in acr-
gregate economic activity, which bad resulted in similar -uniformities
during previous recovery and expansion phases of the business cycle.
In fonr of the five periods of expansion since World War II, differ-
ences in regional income growth rates have been reduced.4

The rapid expansion of economic activity during 1965-66 was in
large measure a consequence of the Vietnam buildup and the tax
reduction of 1964-65. Increases in manufacturing payrolls played a
key part in improving the relative growth rates of normally slow-
growing regions_ In 1966 manufacturing accounted for about 25
percent of total personal income in slow-growing regions but only
18 percent in those that are usually fast-growing_ Generally accel-
erated manufacturing activity therefore had a particularly marked
effect on income growth in the slow-growing regions. In addition, the
annual rate of growth of factory payrolls in the slow-growing re-
gions increased from 317-2. percent during the 1960-65 period to 9
percent in 1965-66, whereas the comparable increase in fast-grow-
ing areas was from 53/4 to 103/4 percent. In other words, the rate of
growth of manufacturing payrolls in slower-growing regions moved
closer to that in faster-growing regions_ This shift was brought about
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primarily by large government purchases of conventional military
equipment relative to missiles and electronics purchases_ Production
of conventional military equipment is concentrated in slow-growing
areas, so the shift in military procurement mix contribnted to the
large increase in. mannfacturing wages and salaries in these areas.5

r3uring 1967 the national_ rate of economic growth slowed aria
relative regional growth rates again conformed to the long-run pat-
tern. -1-he West aria South had relatively high income growth rates,
while those in the Northeast and North Central areas were below
the national average. Personal income in the three fast-growing
regions rc--)se during the year by 30 percent more than it did in the
other regions; this was the same differential that prevailed during the
1948-65 period_ 1During the first half of 1967, when overall growth
was especially slnggish and durable goods outplit declined signifi-
cantly, the rate of income growth in the usually fast-growing regions
exceeded that of the stow-growing areas by 40 percent. Flowever,
when the pace of economic advance quickened during the last half
of the year, regional growth rates again converged_ ,As in the case of
the economic expansion of 1965-66, the rate of growth of the fast-
growing regions exceeeed that for the others by only about 10 per-
cent." In general, then, althongh regional income differences are
becoming less pronounced, the pace of convergence is slow and con-
siderable absolute differences still remain among the states. Personal
income behavior in metropolitan areas will be examined in the fol-
lowing section.

Elrbarz re:TP-avt

_Analysis of employment and income trends in terms of states and
multistate regions is important in studying the cTeographic dimen-
sions of manpower policy, but it is even more important to consider
spatial economic change in terms of the dynamics of urban growth.
Marion Clawson correctly maintains that "Lirbanization is perhaps
the dominant social, economic, and political movement in the con-
temporary ekriaricart scurie."7 A region is most likely to grow fast





Rural Poverty and the Urban Crisis
TABLE 5: POPULATION OF STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL

AREAS, BY

Regionb

REGION, 1950 AND 1965a
(Numbers in thousands)

Populaion
1950 1965

Change, 1950-65
Number Percent

Northeast 32,917 39,380 6,463 19.6
New England 7,408 8,877 1,469 19.8
Middle Atlantic 25,509 30,503 4,994 19.6

North Central 26,589 35,084 8,495 31.9
East North Central 21,093 27,801 6,708 31.8
West North Central 5,496 7,284 1,788 32.5

South 20,871 31,890 11,019 52.8
South Atlantic 9,670 15,723 6,053 62.6
East South Central 3,873 5,034 1,161 30.0
West South Central 7,329 11,133 3,804 51.9

West 14,160 24,365 10,205 72.1
Mountain 2,144 4,153 ,2,009 93.7
Pacific 12,016 20,212 8,195 68.2
c& Population data for 1950 and 1 1- cover 214 identical SMSA's defined

by the Department of Commerce as of 1967. These include some areas that
were not classified as SMSA's in 1950 or 1965, but that by 1967 had attained
such status. For New England, 12 State ecenomic areas and 2 counties
ware used. These include the 23 officially defined SMSA's in New England.
The consolidated metropolitan areas of New York-Northeast New Jersey,
Chicago-Northwest Indiana, and Los Angeles-Orange County were in-
cluded as individual areas.

b See Appendix A-1 for states comprising region.
Note: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.
Source: Manpower Report of the President, 1968, p. 130.

SMSA's with the highest average incomes were located in all CIlliee
of I3usiness Economics (c)F3) regions except the Southeast and
Rocky Mountains. (See Appendix A-2 for the states comprising
these regions). The highest ranking SIN/ISA in the Southeast, Rich-
mond, Virginia, ranked forty-eighth nationally, and the highest
ranking Rocky Mountain STVISA, nenver, Colorado, ranked fifty-
fourth. It is particularly noteworthy that only four of the 25 SMSA's
with highest incomes (Midland, 'Texas; l_as Vegas, Nevada; Salinas-
Monte Ley and Los Angeles-Uong Beach, California) were in the
southern two-thirds of the country, that is, south of a line running
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24 Rural Poverty and the Urban Cri_ s
from Wilmington, nelaware, to Saa Francisco (see Table 6) FIght
of the 25 highest-income SIVISA's were found along the East Coast
between New Haven, Connecticut, and Wilmington, Delaware. Ten
were in a large rectangle centering on Chicago, and six were sea
tered along the West Coast from Seattle to Los Angeles-Long Beach.
Three of Iowa's five SNISA's ranked among the thirteen highest
ranking, a record unequalled by any other state."

The lowest ranking SiVISA's were more widely scattered than the
highest ranking ones. Nevertheless, 20 of the 25 SNISA's with lowest
per capita incomes were found in the two southern 09E regions.
TABLE 6: HIGHEST AND LOWEST RANKING SMSA's

CAPITA INCOME, 1966
Highest

1. Patersen-Clifton-Passaic, N.J. 4.054
2. San Francisco-Oakland, Cal_ 3,976-
3. New York, N.Y. 3,962
4_ Wilrni:igton, Del.-N.J.-Md. 3,911
5_ Chicago, III. 3,892
6. Reno, Nov_ 3,892
7. Cedar Rapids, la. 3,875
8_ New London-Groton- orwich, Conn. 3,840
9. Des Moines, la_ 3,824

10. Las Vegas, Nev. 3,816
11_ Newark, N.J. 3,788

IN PER

Parcant of
national average

137
134
134
132
131
131
131
130
129
129
128

12_ Los Angeles-Long 12.each, Cal, 3,759 127
13. Waterloo, Ia. 3,729 126
14. Seattle-Everett, Wash_ 3,723 126
15. Hartford-New Britain. Conn. 3.707 125
16. Midland, Tex. 3,698 125
17. Detroit, Mich_ 3,695 125
18_ Rockford. !IL 3,685 124
19. Minneapolis-St. Paul, Min,. 3,621 122
20. Salinas-Monterey, Cal_ 3,607 122
21. Milwaukee, Wisc. 3.591 121
2;.f. New Haven-Waterbury-Meriden, Conn. 3,581 121
23. Jersey City, N.J. 3,567 120
24_ Ann Arbor, Mich. 3,562 120
25. Cleveland, Ohio 3,559 120
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TABLE 6Continued
Lowest

Percent of
national average

1_ McAllen-Pharr-Edinburg, Tex. 1,250 42
2. Laredo, Tex, 1,379 47
3. Brownsville-Harlingen-

San Benito, Tex. 1,725 58
4. Tuscaloosa, Ala_ 1,850 62
5. Provo-Orem, Utah 1,874 63
6. Charleston, S.C. 1,941 66
7. Fort Smith, Ark.-Okla. 1,955 66
8. Pine Bluff, Ark. 2,091 71

9_ Lafayette, La. 2,133 72
10. Fayetteville, N.C. 2,148 72
11. Johnstown, Pa. 2,156 73
12. Texarkana, Tex.-Ark. 2,235 75
13. Wilmington, N.C. 2,251 76
14. Biloxi-Gulfport, Miss. 2,261 76
-15. El Paso, Tex. 2,288 77
16. Monroe, La. 2,301 78
17. Gadsden, Ala. 2,305 78
18. Montgomery, Aia. 2,310 78
19, San Antonio, Tex. 2,313 78
20. Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton, Pa. 2,318 78
21. Mobile, Ala. 2,340 79
22. Durham, N.C. 2,364 80
23. Corpus Christi, Tex. 2,366 80
24, Salem, Ore. 2,382 80
26. Lewiston-Auburn, Me. 2.3E16 81

Source: United States Department of Commerce News (Office of Busi-
ness Economics). August 26, 1968.

The low standing of the southern regions is similarly seen in the fact
that only about one out of eight of the SIVISA's in the Southeast and
Southwest had incomes above the national average, and in most of
these cases the values were only slightly above the national
average. 12

Personal income growth in SMSA's between 1959 and 1966
ranged from an annual rate of just under 3 percent in South Bend,
Indiana, and Lake Charles, Louisiana, to between 10 and 12 percent

37
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in Anaheim-Santa Ana-Carden Grove, California, Huntsville, Ala-
bama, Las Vegas, Nevada, and Augusta, Georgia. Of the 75 fastest
growing SMSA's in terms of personal income, 59 were in the West
and South, with 34 of these being in the Southeast. Of the 75 slowest
growing, 46 were in the Northeast and North Central regions.13

Analysis of the regional distribution of changes in personal in-
come shows that the SMSA's of the Southeast had the largest relative
gain from 1959 to 1966. The next largest gains were in the Far West
and Southwest. The Rocky Mountain rate was equal to that for the
nation, while the Great Lakes, New England, Plains, and Mideast
regions' SMSA's grew at rates somewhat below the national average.
Thus, interregional comparisons in terms of SMSA's follow the same
general pattern with regard to levels and growth of income as did
comparisons in terms of states." The trend toward diminishing
interregional income differentials in SMSA's is also shown in the
decline of the coefficient of variation of median family income in the
15 largest areas from .069 in 1950 to .057 in 1960. Wilbur Thomp-
son interprets this decline as an indication that as SMSA's grow
larger they are able to support an increasingly diversified industrial
mix and that they will therefore have increasingly similar per capita
incomes. This does not mean that every metropolitan area will be-
come self-sufficient, but it does indicate that they will produce a wide
variety of products, and "that even random industry mixes, if large
enough, will tend to produce average performance characteristics."
Moreover, a diversified mix "not only blends high and low wage
rates but also mixes labor demands by sex, age, color, and educa-
tion to achieve similar labor force participation rates between urban
areas," so that "Boston, Baltimore and Birmingham will all come to
have a similar mix of rich and poor."15

Central City and Suburbs
Accompanying the growth of our large m tropolitan areas has

been a redistribution of population and jobs within urban agglom-
erations. The postwar exodus of white, middle-class couples with 4
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children to the suburbs has been accompanied in many areas by
population loss in the old central city_ In 1960 the proportion of
metropolitan area residents living in the central city was 51 percent;
by 1985 this value is expected to decline to 33 percent" The move-
ment of northern whites to the suburbs is in part a quest for more
space, but it is also the product of technological market forces that
have pushed excess labor from southern agriculture and attracted it
to what hopefully would be relatively better housing and income
opportunities in the north_ Too often, however, migrants to the cities
have merely exchanged rural for urban slums_ Nevertheless, their
continuing influx has served to maintain property values in the old
central cities, thereby facilitating the movement of middle class
whites to the suburbs_ The movement of southern Negroes, and to a
lesser extent Appalachian and other -poor whites," into the central
cities has added a "push" factor to the pull of suburban living_

Urban slums have been aptly characterized as areas "impacted by
segregation and discrimination; blighted by derelict and dilapidated
houses, non-conforming land uses, and uncollected trash; over-
crowded by a shortage of low-income housing units, and gouged by
too-high rents in code-violating dwellings.-17 In Newark the inci-
dence of tuberculosis and infant mortality has been found to be 22/3
times as great in slums as in public housing areas, and the incidence
of communicable diseases among children under five years of a-e
21/2 times as great_ Studies have shown that in Louisville, Cleveland,
Philadelphia, and many other metropolitan areas the juvenile de-
linquency rate is several times as high in bad housing areas as in
other areas_ The high economic cost of slum living consumes re-
sources that might otherwise contribute to eradicating poverty_ In
Los Angeles, for example, the slums, in relation to other areas, cost
the city 87 percent more per capita in police protection, 67 percent
more in fire department services, and 125 percent more in health
servicesyet they yield only 38 percent as high a rate 4Df tax
revenues."

To gain a clearer understanding of the problems of poverty and
unemployment in urban slums, the Department of Labor and co-
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operating state agencies c nducted a series of intensive surveys in
eight U.S. cities and San Juan, Puerto Rico, in November, 1966.
Comparable data for slum areas in Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles,
and Qakland were obtained from independent studies. The results
with respect to unemployment in the slums and for the metropolitan
areas as a whole are presented in Table 7.
TABLE 7: UNEMPLOYMENT RATES FOR SLUM AREAS AND FOR

METROPOLITAN AREAS AS A WHOLErz

Metropolitan area and
slum area

Boston-Roxbury area
Cleveland-Haugh and surrounding

Unemployment rate
Metropolitan area,
average for year

Slum area, ending
November, 1966 August, 1966

6.9 3.7

neighborhood 15.6 3.5
Detroit-Central Woodward area 10.1 4.3
Los Angeles-Sauth Los Angeles 12.0 6.0
New Orleans-several contiguous

areas 10.0 ( b)
New York:

Harlem 8.1
East Harlem 9.0 4.6
Bedford-Stuyvesant 8.2

Philadelphia-Nerth Philadelphia 11.0 4.3
Phoenix-Salt River Bed area 13.2 (b)St. Louis-north side 12.9 4.5
San Antonio-east and west sides 8.1 (b)San Francisco-Oakland:

San Francisco-Mission-Fillmore 11_1
Oakland-Bayside 13.0 5.2

San Juan-El Fangito 15.8 (b)

el. Metropolitan area data are based
the Current Population Survey.

on special tabulations of data from
b Data not available from the Current Population Survey.
Source: Manpower Report of the President, 1967, p. 75.

The results of the Labor Department study indicate that about
10 percent of workers in the slums of the cities in question were
unemployed. This rate was three times the national average. With
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the exception of San Juan, the unemployment rate was highest of all
in the 1-1ough area of Cleveland, yet the Cleveland metropolitan area
had an unemployment rate below the national average.

Of course, unemployment figures are only a part of the total com-
plex of problems related to poverty in the slums. Nearly 7 percent
of the slum residents with jobs were employed only part time,
though they preferred full-time work. Twenty percent of the full-
time workers were earning less than enough income to reach the
"poverty-line" income of about $3,000 per year for a family of four.
Moreover, about two-fifths of all slum families reported annual in-
comes of less than $3,000. The rate of nonparticipation in the labor
force, as indicated by the number of able-bodied adult men who
were neither working nor seeking work, was 11 percent in slum
areas, in contrast to a national rate of 7 percent. Finally, a fifth or
more of the adult males who were expected to be in the slum areas
were not located by the sUrveys (this parallels the Census -under-
count" for nonwhite males). To obtain a measure of the complex of
work problems in slum areas these various factors were combined in
the construction of a Subemployrnent index. Subemployment rates
for ten slums are shown in Table 8. The average rate of subemploy-
ment for these areas was 34 percent.19

TABLE 8: SUBEMPLOYMENT RATES FOR SELECTED SLUM AREAS,
1966

Area
Boston-Roxbury area 24
New Orleans-several contiguous areas 45
New York:

Harlem 29
East Harlem 33
Bedford-Stuyvesant 28

Philadelphia-North Philadelphia 34
Phoenix-Salt River Bad area 42
St. Louis-north side 39
San Antonio-east and west sides 47
San Francisco-Mission-Fillmore 25

Source: Manpower Report of the President, 1967, p. 75.
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Cone of the major obstacles to employment of slum residents has

been the movement of business and industry away from the central
city to the suburbs_ Between 1947 and 1967 total employment in
seven large central cities rose by 50,000, but during the same period
the suburbs of these cities experienced an employment increase of
900,000_ Between 1954 and 1965 about two-thirds of the value of
all new industrial buildings and over half of all new stores were
constructed outside of the nation's central cities. In Los Angeles, for
example, 85 percent of new industrial buildings and 63 percent of
the stores were located in the suburbs_ Increasingly the central city is
becoming the working place of office workers mostly whites who
commute from the suburbswhile there is a growing shortage of
unskilled jobs in or near slum areas.2°

The burden of getting to a suburban job is particularly great for
the Negro, especially in view of housing discrimination in the sub-
urbs. Public transportation to the suburbs is expensive and r.ften
circuitous, if it is available at all_ There is considerable evidence
that central city residents using public transportation spend more
money and time reaching suburban jobs than do commuters in the
opposite direction.21 The Traffic Commission of New -York City
esiimates that it would cost a worker in 1-larlem $40 a month to com-
mute by public traasportation to work in a Farmingdale, Long
Island, aircraft plant, in a N'onkers or Portchester parts plant, or in
a Staten Island chemical plant or shipyard. The cost of commuting
from Bedford-Stuyvesant to work in these same places would be $50
a month. Moreover, since auto ownership rises with earnings, slum
residents are the most likely persons to take publie transportation to
work. Most nonwhite families living in central cities dc not in fact
havc at! automobile. 22

The difficulties of slum residents in our large metropolitan areas
will be explored at greater length in subsequent chapters, particu-
larly Chapter 10. It should be pointed out here, however, that the
stereotyped dichotiamy between a central city where most of the
social and economic problems of a metropolitan area are found,
and a healthy, happy suburbia where most problems are only a
result of growing pains, is by no means universally relevant_

4 aZ
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Marjorie Cahn 13razer has analyzed the structure of all SMSA's with
populations of 100,000 or more in terms of 41 variables measuring
such characteristics as nonwhite population, age, mobility, families
with children under 18, unrelated individuals, education, occupa-
tion, women in the labor force, family income, unemployment, sub-
standard housing, and commuters. She found that for only three of
the 41 characteristicsrace, broken families with children, and un-
related individuals is a metropolitan dichotomy indisputable and
pervasive. In addition, in many metropolitan areas of the South and
West and in smaller SMSA's throughout the country, low status
nonwhites make up a larger proportion of the suburban population
than of the central city population. Substandard owner-occupied
housing is also more prevalent in the suburbs everywhere except in
the Northeast. For the country as a whole "the cities and suburbs of
most metropolitan areas face similar social problems and by and
large enjoy similar human and personal economic resources with
which to meet zhese problems."25 Nevertheless, in the largest SiVISA's
and those located in the Northeast, the central city-suburb dichot-
omy is marked and does conform to the stereotype. While these
SMSA's are numerically in the minority, they account for most of
the total metropolitan population. Of the 190 SMSA's analyzed by
Drazer, 41 are found in the Northeast and those in the rest of the
counti-y with a population of more than one million numbered only
17. In most of the remaining SMSA's the areas as a whole share
similar problems and should recognize the advantages of intrarnetro-
politan cooperation in dealing with them.

Rur al A rnerica
In March, 1967, about 57 million persons lived in rural America.

Of this total, 47 million were in the nonfarm population.25 Since
World War II the average number of persons engaged in agricultural
production has dropped from 10 million to about 5 _2 million. Of
these, about three-fourths are farm operators and members of their
families; the rest are hired workers.2"

A large proportion of farms have been too small to offer full ern-
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ployment to farm families. Technological advance has been incor-
porated into the operations of many small inadequate farms while
the number of large commercial farms has been increasing_ As a
result labor requirements have rapidly declined and pressures for
migration and occupational change have increased_ Farm people
have been highly mobile, but the migration process has drained
away the most productive age groups even though the migrants are
frequently ill-prepared for alternative work. Some segments of
American agriculture have also continued to depend on the services
of a large population of seasonal and migratory workers whose em-
ployment opportunities are not sufficient to lift them out of
poverty_ 2 7

The ann12.al average number of hired farm workers in 1966 was
about 1.4 million, but about 2.8 million persons did some farmwork
for wages during the year_ A high pmpc)rtiori of these workers did
only a few days of work, mostly during the planting and harvesting
seasons. tDver half worked in the South, and most worked on large
farms.28 The difficulties faced by many rural workers are not ade-
quately reflected in unemployment rates_ For example, in 1960 their
unemployment rate averaged 5.3 percent compared with 5.1 percent
for urban workers_ The most pervasive problem for rural workers
is underemployment and low earnings rather than total absence of
work_ The wage differential between farm and nonfarm sectors of
the economy is substantial.2') In 1966 wage rates of farmworkers
averaged $1.23 an hour, whereas workers in manufacturing earned
an average of $2.71. Seasonality of employment increases the farm-
workers' disadvantage. Male adult workers averaged $1,452 in
income in 1965, compared with $2,988 for farm operators, $3,343
for nonfarm laborers, $4,068 for service workers, and $5,317 for
operators of industrial and other equipment:1°

It has been estimated that if the rural labor force had been utilized
as efficiently as was the labor force of the country as a whole, the
money income of the nation would have been increased by about
$10 billion in 1965'.' There is general agreement that the redundant
supply of labor in agriculture is largely responsible for low incomes
and underemployment in rural America; though the magnitude of
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"excess" labor in agriculture is dIfficult to estimate, a number of at-
tempts have been made. For example, Tyner and Tweeten, working
with man-hour requirements based on estimates of optimum re-
source combinations in agriculture, found that labor was in excess
supply for the period from 1952 to 1961 by two-fifths_"2 Kaldor and
Saupe, using a model of income-efficient agriculture in thirl.cen
north central states in 1959, estimate that only 34 percent of the
labor actually used in that year was really required." In view of this
situation it is evident that while good opportunities still exist in farm-
ng if there is a high capital-labor ratio, the number of farms will

continue to decline rapidly. Heady suggests that an investment of
$200,000 per farm may define the lower limit for successful com-
mercial farms by 1980_ 1-lis projections indicate that during the
period from 1960 to 1980 the number of farms in the nation will
decline from 3.2 million to 1.5 million, while farm employment will
fall from 6 million persons to 3.5 million, or possibly even to as low
as 2.5 million. Recent trends would seem to support the lower
figure.34

While it is clear that millions of farm people need or will need
training and preparation for nonfarm work and ways of life, their
adaptation is often strained by poverty and all of its -unfortunate
attributes. Table 9 shows the number of persons in poverty in both
rural and urban areas in March, 1965, as estimated by the Presi-
dent's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty. Here it is
seen that there is proportionally more poverty among rural residents
than among urban residents. In metropolitan areas one person in
eight is poor; in the suburbs, one in 15_ However, one out of every
four rural residents is poor. About 30 percent of the national papil-
lation lives in rural areas, but these areas account for about 40 per-
cent of the nation's poor. Threc: out of four of the rural poor live in
small towns and villages rather than on farms, and of the 14 million
poor, 11 million are white. Nevertheless, a higher proportion of
Negroes are poor. Mhree out of five rural nonwhite families are poor,
and 90 percent of them are concentrated in the nation's poorest
counties_ Low income whites, on the other hand, are more widely
scattered as well as more numcrous.:45 SOMe have even argued that
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TABLE 9: PERSONS IN POVER-FY, IEVY RURAL_ AND uHBAN

REBIDENE. MARCH, 1965

Item
Persons at ail
income levels

Number Percent
distributicln

Number
(millions)

Poor personsm
Percent

distribution
Percent

poor
United States 189.9 100.0 33.7 100_0 17_7
Total rural 55.3 29_1 13.8 40.9 25.0

Farm 13_3 7.0 3.9 11_6 29.3
Nonfarm 42.0 22,1 9.0 29,4 23.6

Total urban 134.6 70_9 19_9 59.1 14_8
Small cities 27.1 14.3 6.4 19.0 23.6
Metropolitan

areas 107.5 56.6 13.5 40.1 12.6
Central cities 58.6 30.8 10.2 30.3 17.4
Suburbs 48.9 25.8 3.3 9.8 6.7
ct Income data relate to 1964_ Poverty statistics presented here are pre-

liminary estlrnates, based on the Social Security Administration poverty
lines for urL2An and rural nonfarm. However, the Commission calculates
that farm families need about 85 percent as much income as comparable
families in urban areas. The Social Security /Administration poverty line
used 70 percent as the farm-nonfarm ratio.

Source: President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty, The
People Left Rebind (Washington. D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1967).
P- 3-

recent programs to aid the poor and to develop poor areas may put
poor whites at a disadvantage, since "antipoverty, civil rights, and
related activities tend to be identified, particularly in the South, as
programs for Negroes rather than for disadvantaged people gen-
erally.3° In addition, there is the more general problem that "Fm-
phasis on the poor, as they are identified through an arbitrary, dis-
crete criterion such as income level, tends to increase the chances
of ignoring the very real problems of those just beyond arbitrary
poverty lines."37 Finally, it must also be recognized that educational,
health, and medical facilities in rural areas compare unfavorably
with those in urban areas, as de, social and cultural activities. 1-lous-
ng conditions, too, are often bad. In 1960, 27 percent of occupied

rural housing was classified as substandard, compared with 14 per-
cent for urban areas_ Cof the 9_2 million substandard occupied
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houses in Amentea, 3-9 million were in rurol oreas. 1_ess than one in
four occupied rural farm dwellings had water piped in, and about 30
percent of all rural families still used the traditional privy.3a

Migration in search of agricultural employment often intensifies
problems et unemployment, underemployment, and low income,
and it creates a host of social problems for workers and their fami-
lies. +Originating in Texas and F-lorida, two main distinctive groups
of seasonal migratory agricultural workers fan out, respectively,
through the central and western states, and along the .Atlantie Coast
and into other eastern states_ Smaller groups flow from iNrizona and
New Mexico to jobs in California. Washington, and Oregon_ Y-cow-
ever, these long distance movers represent only a minority of all
domestic migratory farmworkers. In 1964, two-thirds of all migra-
tory workers crossed county lines but remained within their own
state. Most travelled less than 75 miles from their home base, while
one-fifth travelled 1,000 miles or more_ The average migratory
farmworker was employed for only 82 days at formwork in 1965,
but about half of the workers also held nonfarm jobs at some time
during t.:te year_ The average farm wage paid migrants in 1965 was
$9.70 a. day. Migrants who were employed only in formwork during
the year received an annual income of about $1,000; those who also
worked outside of agriculture earned $1,700, of which $1,200 was
from nonfarm jobs. -About half the workers lived in families whose
annual income was below $3,000.'1" Moreover, the migrant worker's
plight is made even more difficult by the faet that none of his slack-
work periods are cnshioned by health and accident insurance or
workmen's compensation. It is not surprising, in view of these data,
that a team of Cornell rural sociologists who studied 1,700 migrant
workers in 1957 found that if completely free choice of occupations
were open, not more than one out of five would prefer migratory
farm work_40

S14172mci7-y aria ttsicIns
The -United. States is experiencing consideroble shifts of popula-

tion and economic activity. In particular, there is a pronounced

4-7
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mavernent away fram the cauntryside ta larger urban_ areas_ Half af
all eaunties last papulatian dnring the 1950's and many athers had
declines in rural papulation_ AIthaugh acYgregate figtirs shaw that
rnral papnlatian has remained about constant, a fincr breakdawn
shaws that gains near large urban areas balance lasses in mast rural
areas. Mareaver, a very lare decrease in. white farm papulatian
has been mare than affset by the increase in the white population
in rural nanfarm areas. T.T.Linwhite farm papnlation also hus decliried
sharply, but nanwhite migrants have, for the most part, gane ta
urban rather than rural nanfarm areas.

ICI, espite rapid urbanization, the Qlcler central cities af many
metrapalitan areas have: not grawn ar have declined in populatian.
The pastwar flight of people and jobs ta the suburbs has, particu-
larly in narthern cities, resnited n substantial segreeatian af peaple
in terms af race, income, age and ecanamic opportunity. Especially
difficnit prablems have been created by the continuing migratian oi
INlegraes fram the Santh seeking jabs and impraved sacial and eco-
namic opportunities_ the other hand, while the central city-sub-
urb dichatamy is relevant ta the larg--..st metrapalitan areas, the ma-
jarity of the smaller metropalitan areas of the Sauth and West face
situilar prablems in the central cities and suburbs_

When employment and income grawth are analyzed in broadly
regianal terms it is evident that despite relatively rapid growth the
South remains the nutian's principal problem area. Per capita per-
sanal incame in the Sautheast rase from $984 in 1948 *1_3 $3,137 in
1967, arid its prapartian of the national average rase f-com 70 per-
cent ta 77 percent during the same period, but its absalute gap in-
creased from $446 to $708. Mareaver, it is increasingly recagnized
that the Sauth's problems are not canfined ta itself, bnt are linked
ta thase of narthern eities by migration patterns_ Thus, it is neces-
...ry ta give particular attention ta the nature and cansequences af

the Smith's special position among the: nation's regians.
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Economic Structure and Growth
One of the major factors retarding the economic development of
the South has been its specialization in slow-growing sectors. A high
proportion of employment in the South in 1940 wa:i found in eleven
sectors1 where national employment either declined or increased at
a lower rate than the national average growth rate for all sectors
between 1940 and 1960. In 1940 these sectors accounted for 43
percent of national employment, but they accounted for 62 percent
of all employment in the South. The high proportion of southern
employment in agriculture had a particularly adverse effect on the
change in the South's share of national employment. In 1940, 34
percent of southern employment was in agriculture, whereas the
comparable national figure was 19 percent. In 1960, employment
in agriculture in the nation was about half the 1940 level of 8.4 mil-
lion, but in the South it was only 40 percent of the 1940 level of 4.2
million. In addition, the South had considerably higher proportions
of its total employment than did the nation in such declining sectors
as personal services, textile manufacturing, and sawmill and planing
activities.2 In no other major region wns the industry nlix as impor-
tant in explaining comparative gains and losses in employment.
"There were 34 states which experienced a downward pull on em-
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ployment increases between 1940 and 1960 from their industry-
mix. C/f this nurn-her, 13 were in the South_ _ _ _ More importantly,
over three-fourths of the industry-mix effect in these 34 states was
exerted by the 13 states of the South.3

(Dri the other hand, the downward pull of the South's industry
mix on employment growth was substantially offset by the competi-
tive performance of sonthern industries, Le., employment expanded
at faster than the, national rate in. most southern industries_ C.:1f the
19 sectors that had employment gains greater than the national
average between 1940 and 1960, the service-producing industries
(professional and related services; wholesale and retail trade; gov-
ernment; finanee, insurance, and real estate; and business and repair
services) showed the largest cvain, both in the nation and in the
Sonth. Eanployment in the 19 sectors in the South increased by
about 6 million, and the five service industries represented 58 per-
cent of this total_ When the increase in employment in the construc-
tion scetor is added to that for the services industries, the com-
parable figure is 69 pereent.4

-.rnployrnent in all types of manufacturing increased from 23 to
27 percent of total employment in the -United States from 1940 to
1960, but in the South it rose from 15 to 21 percents This growth
also played an important role in stimulating inereased deniand in the
constructioya, services, and other sectors_ E>espitc increwsinc, diversi-
fication of employment in southern manufacturing, however, slow-
crrowth industries still predominate. For example, in. 1966 only 40
percent of the Southeast's manufacturing employment was in the
fast-growing durable goods industries, whereas the national propor-
tion was 59 percent." The South's declining rural population has
provided the basis fOr the region's abovc-veragc cffirowth in manu-
facturing and nonagricultural employment in general-7 The manu-
facturing industries that had the greatest increases in employment
in the South between 1940 and 1960 were the traclitictrmily low-
wage, labor-intensive apparel and food processing indnstries that use
a high proportion of unskilled labor_8 In addition, employment in-
creases in several of the above-average-growth, capital-intensive,
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high-wage industries were not widely dist; ibuted among the South-
ern states. P-or example, Texas, fklabar 11 , Florida, and Virginia ac-
counted for over two-thirds of employment growth in the metal-
fabrication sector; and Texas, eorgia, and Alabarna aecounted
for about the same proportion of employment increase in the manu-
facturing of transportation equipment, chiefly automobiles and air-
planes. Three-fourths of the employment increase in. the chemicals
and plastics sector took place in Texas, -Tennessee, LADuisiana, Vir-
ginia, and 1<entucky.D

To summarize, between 1940 and 1960 the industry mix of the
South was becoming more like that of the rest of the nation_ TNTever-
theless, in 1960 the South still had a relatively high proportion of its
total employment in relatively slow-growing industries. Although
the South had high rates of employment growt:-.. in rapidly growinc,,
industries, it also increased its share of national empboyment in. all
relatively slow-growing sectors, with the exception of agriculture
and sawmills. If its principal employment increases continue to be
co entrated in. the labor-intensive, low-wage sectors, then the
South's relative underrepresentation in. the more desirable occupa-
tions will continue and possibly even increase in the sectors outside
of agriculture. P'urtherrnore, although per capita income will con-
tinue to increase it will remain below that of the nation. As Stober
has pointed out, ".A. continued narrowing of inconae differentials,
therefore, as well as differentials between the regional and national
employment structures, calls for competitive gains in the more capi-
tal-intensive industries with higher skill requirements_ 1-lere, the
record of the Southeast has not been impressive. Tri view of the
increasing educational requirements for employment in these indus-

the prospect for competitive gains is not bright."1° Thus,
examination of industry mix and competitive shifts in the South does
riot in itself explain why it is a lagging- region, or what must be
done to close the gap between employment and income opportu-
nity in the South and that in. the rest of the nation.11- 1--lere atten-
tion must be turned to the detvelopment of the region's human re-
sources.
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r-1141-rzc2rz -ittr-c-e! rivc.st 171 Isic..eas
There is widespread and increasincr agreement that the inter

related economic and social problems of the South are primarily a
consequence of the region's relatively low investment, in both the
past and present, in its human resources. This is particularly tb..1.- ease
with respect to education. Theodore Schultz., for example, finds that
"the South has been lagging seriously in providing people the oppor-
tunities to invest in aequiring the high skills for which the demand
has been increasing at so rapid a rate, predominantly because of
social, political, and economic discrimination adverse to poor
peoplc."1" -Vernon Briggs argues that th-2._ South needs educated
and skilled workers to meet the needs of its expanding private busi-
nesses and burgeoning defense industries. Its one-time asset cheap
aria unskilled laborhas become an albatross."1:1 Joseph Spengler
similarly -urges that "Both average income in the South and capacity
to increase it are depressed more by lack of training in the popula-
tion than by any other condition, especially in the rural white popu-
lation and in the non-white population, rural and urban_ Conse-
quently, range of skill, levels of aspiration, aria motivation are very
low ."14 Aric,thr reeent study of southern manpower issues con--
eludes that -the only logical solution to the economic development
problem facing the South lies in a highly stepped-up rate of develop-
ment of the region's human resources through education and train-
ing, so that the productive capacities of all southern workers may be
efficiently utilized_'"il

In addition to its greatr dependence on agri ulture, the South
has relatively low earnings for work because its labor force has a
greater proportion of NIegroes than the rest of the country, and in
terms of eaucatic3n and training southerr. Nlegroes are worse off
than NTegroes in other regions_ Moreover, a. higher proportion of
whites in the South have lower educational attainment than whites
elsewhere. Table 10 presents data on the proportion of persons 25
years and older who have completed fewer than five years of school
by region of residence in 1960. "Five years of good schoolin would
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appear to be close to the minimum l vel of educational preparation
needed to pe.rform most tasks in an industrialized society_ 'There is
every indication that 5 years of education in a Southern, and particu-
larly a Southern Negro, school represents substantially less."113 The
data show that about 24 percent of the Negroes and about 7 percent
of the whites in the United States did not have five years of school_
In the South these proportions rise to 32 and 10 percent, respec-
tively_ For the 'Deep Souththose states with a relatively high pro-
portion of Negroes they reach 39 arid 11 percent, respectively.
Moreover, if the data were given by region of birth rather than
region of r-,sidence, the disparities betwecrt the South and the re-
mainder of the country would be even larger because many Negroes
liTag in the North and West received their few years of education
in the South.
TABLE 10: PERCENT OF PERSONS 25 YEARS AND OVER COMPLETING

LESS THAN
RACE, 1960

united States
Northeast

FIVE YEARS

White
6.7
6.6

OF SCHOOL, ay REGION

Nonwhite
23_5
12_9

AND

8.3
7.0

North Central 4.8 14,0 5.4
West /4.8 16.0 5.6
South N0.0 31_8 14.0

Deep Southcz 10.6 39.2 18.3
Appalachia& 11.5 29_3 14.2

ck Includes South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and
Louisiana.b Includes Virginia, West Virginia. North Carolina, Kentucky, and Ten-
nessee_

Source: John F. Kain and Joseph J. Persky, -The North's Stake in South-
ern Rural Poverty," Harvard University Program on Regional and Urban
Economics, Discussion Paper No. 18, May. 1967, p. 46.

Iriterregional comparisons in terms of quantity of education cip
not take account of the lower quality of southern education. Educa-
tional efforts in the South have always lagged behind those of the
rest of the country. The growth of state-supported primary and

3
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secondat-y public school systems before the Civil War failed to
affect the South, except for North Carolina and a few large cities_
Such systems were imposed on the South during R.econstruction but
they were met with resistance. By 1890, 17 percent of the whites
and 72 percent of the Negroes over 20 years cold in the South were
illiterate, whereas the comparable figures for the North were only
7 percent and 40 percent, respectively_ It was only in the early part
of this century that the value of public education was recognized in
most parts of the South, and even then southern schools gave rela-
tively little emphasis to science, mathematics, engineering, business
administration, and other snbjects related to the promotion of eco-
nomic growth. Instead, the college curriculum favored languages,
law, and the humanities, and primary and secondary edu,:ation were
geared accordingly.17 Even today the courses offered in many south-
ern hic=h schools are not related to the region's new industrial needs.
For example, many of the aerospace companies with operations in
Texas, Florida, and 1___Iouisiana have an unfilled demand for techni-
cians, but few technicians are trained M. ti_,Lt South. It is easier to
import scientists and engineers by making them sufficiently attrac-
tive offers-1N Similarly, most students in southern high schools are
taking essentially college preparatory courses even though less than
20 percent of them will graduate from college. _And, while employ-
ment opportunities in agriculture are declining, the number of stu-
dents trained in vocational agriculture is increasing.1"

The median number of school years completed by persons 25
years and over in the United States in 1960 was 10_6 years_ In the
South this value ranged from 8_7 years in South Carolina to 10_9
years in Florida, the only sta '-1-. in the South to exceed the national
median. By 1966 the national median had risen to 12_0, though
individual state figures were not available. F1owever, the median
number of school years completed by persons 25 years and old-
was 10_8 for the eleven states included in the foregoing southern
figure plus five border states and the 'District of Columbia. In aLldi-
ticin, the rate of illiteracy in the South remains relatively high and
the number of young men failing Selective Servi e preinduction and
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induction mental tests is above the nat onal average.2" Negroes in
particular are adversely affected by the quality of southern educa-
tion. 'Yhosc Negroes who r.--ach the twelfth grade in the metropolitan
South have an average verbal ability 4_2 grades below white students
in the metropolitan Northeast, while the gap for Negroes in the non-
metropolitan South is 5.2 grades. Southern whites, on the other
hand, were only 0_9 years behind in the metropolitan South and 1_5
years in the nonmetropolitan South.'21

There are two principal reasons for the inadequacies of southern
school programs. First, the South's relatively low per capita income
does not provide the necessary financial resources. Second, the avail-
able resources have not been used effectively because of inefficient
school organization and the continuing effort to maintain many of
the aspects of segregated education.

A useful measure of resources available for education is the
amount of personal incon 1..!. per school-age child. In terms of this
criterion, each of eleven southern states ranked below the national
average of $10,644 in 1965. 'The range was from $5,559 per child
in Mississippi to $9,895 in Florida_22

"Overdependence on State revenues by local school districts can
seriously impair the quality of education in those districts. Iii such
cases, schools are at the mercy of the political direction of the
State."23 In 1966-67 about 40 percent of all revenue income for
public schools in the nation came from state sources, yet of el.a.ven
southern states only Virginia (Z.? percent) ranked below th ia-
tlonal average_ Alabama, North Carolina, Louisiana, South Caro-
lina, I<entucky, Mississippi, and 'Tennessee each provided over half
of local school district revenue. Low property tax rates help explain
the small role assumed by local governments in public school financ-
ing_ in. 1964-65 per capita tax receipts of local governments in the
nation amounted to $114, or 4.3 percent of total personal income.
In contrast, the southern states ranged from Alabama, with $25 per
,-apita (1.6 percent of personal income), to Florida, with $84 (3.6
percent). Another difficulty is the tax effort made to upgrade educa-
tion_ In. 1966-67 the median expenditure for the nation's school
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districts was l_a percent of the property value of the distriet. Median
ecpenditures 1<entucky, Tennessee, Alabama., and Mississippi, on
the zother haricl, averaged only 0.5 i!-ercent. F'inancial constraints put
the Scplith at a definite disadvantage in attracting qualified. teachers.
The average salary of all classroom teachers in publie schools in the
ljnited States in 1966-67 was $6,821, but in the South the aver-
age ranged from a low of $4-,650 in Mississippi to a_ high of only
$6,430 ill. 1rida.. The proportion of high school teachers with
at least a master's degree ranged from. 19 percent in NTirginia to
31 percent in_ Alaburna, whereas the national average is about 32
pereent.24

Tri addition to problems of inadequate financing, southerni public
schools alsn. snffer from an e3ccessive number cif inefficient small
selic)cpls_ acia.l segregaticiri has been a major factor in perpetnating
this pattern. In 1962-63 about two-thirds of the public: high scho;Dls
in the South hurl fewer than 500 pupils, and one-third enrolled
fewer than 250. 4,13.1y one in ten boLizi as many as 1,000 pupils. Al-
though complete data are not available on the size of elementary
sehools, "there is snfficient support for the cc-ielusion that elemen-tary schools are no more efficiently organized than are high
schools."a

If Southerners in ger,tral reeeive poorer education than persons
in the rest of the tinited States, the 'situation of the southern Negro
is still worse_ Thi.-4 already has been indicated By the data in Table 9
and by comparisons of gaps in educational equality between the
South and the Northeast. The lack of vocational training programs
for 1Tegroes is particularly glaring in view of the growing indnstrial-
ization and urbanization of the South. A survey of 394 aeeredited
southern high schools in 1963 indicated that in 312 white sehools
there were 66 different vocational subjeets, but in 82 Negro schools

re were only 37 different sub3ects. yping and home economics
re the only vocational subjects offered in over half of the INT cgr-c)

sclacleds .2° rhe combined effects of underinvestment in TVegro educa-
tion and training and of discrimination are clearly reflected in the
South's changing manpower situation -between 1950 and 1960. 'The
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Southeast and South Central regions together added almost a mil-
lion net new jobs in manufacturing, yet only a few Negro males
found factory employment_ According to Mi Oinzberg, "The out-
side figure would be 10,000, and it may have been as law as the
Census suggests -only 1,000! The South has long recognized four
classes of manpower white men, white women, Negro women, and
Negro men, and substantially in that order. Southern employers just
do not hire Negro men if they do not have to."27 Although the situa-
tion may be more complex than this, it is apparent that:

Enrollment in vocational education in Southern high schools is not
sufficient to satisfy either the needs of people or the projected needs of
the labor force of the South. Migh School programs are not keeping
pace with the increasing numbers of young people, their concentration
in urban centers, or their special difficulties in entering the labor force.
The shortcomings of the occupational education program in most
Southern high schools reflect generally insufficient concern for all
youth and especially 1Vegro youth.28

Southern leaders still must face up to the issue of how the South's
Negro population will fit into an industrializing and urbanizing so-
ciety_ A choice must be made between tradition and progress be-
cause southern tradition contains toa many elements that cannot be
reconciled with the region's economic development. William
Nicholls has effectively argued that these negative elements may be
classified into five nriricipal categories: (1) the persistence o
agrarian values, (2) the rigidity of the region's social structure,
(3) the undemocratic nature of its political structure, (4) the weak-
ness of social responsibility an the part of the traditional socio-
political leadership, and (5) conformity of thought ar behavior.29
Elespite the persistence of these barriers to progress there are at
work in the South and in the South's interrelations with the rest of
the nation a number of positive forces. These include the urbaniza-
tion and industrialization of the region, the increasing integration of
southern economic and social life with that of the rest of the United
States, the effects of population movements to and from the region,
and a growing realization in the North that southern problems ate in
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many respects national proble . and should be dealt with in that
perspective.

Urbanization of the South
'Eli Ginzberg has pointed out that the South has approximately

the same proportion of small SMSA'scities the size of Charlotte
and Savannah as does the rest of the country. However, "if one
focuses on the major metropolitan areas and disregards Florida, one
finds that only 5 per cent of the South's population is concentrated
in large urban centers, in contrast to a third of the population of the
country as a whole."3r) There are, he continues, "only three large
Southern metropolises Dallas, Houston, and Atlanta. This means
that there are few complexes with a population which has a variety
of skills in depth."31 However, this static view of the South's "re-
tarded urbanization" masks the fact that the region is in fact urban-
izing at a rapid rate.

Between 1940 and 1960 the total population of southern cities
with 100,000 or more persons rose from 5.6 million to 10.3 million.
This represented an increase of 83 percent, compared with 26 per-
cent for the country as a whole and only 16 percent in all areas out-
side the South combined. Southern urban growth caused the pro-
portion of the region's white population in urban areas to increase
from 35 to 58 percent, and that of its Negro population in urban
areas to increase from 34 to 56 percent.32 During the decade from
1930 to 1940 SMSA's in the South accounted for 52 percent of the
region's poulation growth; from 1940 to 1950 this figure increased
to 84 rercent; and from 1950 to 1960 it rose to 90 percent. This
left the region with thirteen cities in the 500,000-1 million popula-
tion size-class and another forty-nine in the 100,000-500,000 class,
well dispersed relative to the largest eities.33 In 1950 the South had
41 percent of the nation's rural population, but during the 1950-60
decade the annual rate of rural outmigration was 2.73 percent, com-
pared with the national rate of 1.69 percent. In consequence, the
South accounted for 60 percent of all rural outmigrants. The urban
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South had a net inmigration 2.6 million persons; its inmigration
rate of 1.2 percent per year was greater than the national rate of
1.07. However, urban inmigration in the South was not sufficient to
offset the region's rural outmigration, so the South lost a net total of
over 3 million migrants to the rest of the country. Of those who left
the South it is estimated that 1.4 million were whites and 1.9 mil-
Hon nonwhites.34

The metropolitan pattern that is -emerging in the South increas-
ingly resembles the national pattern. Leonard Riessman argues that
"the metropolitan conurbations in the South mean the end of the
region as a homogeneous unity and the creation of a new alignment
in which the older boundaries and older loyalties have less func-
tional meaning. For most of the South this will come to mean, as it
already has in some cases, the development of new chains of com-
mon interest and outlook."35 It may be expected that this process
will contribute to social, economic, and political changes since
urbanization involves changes in attitudes and institutions as well
as in place of residence. Thus the rural South "has become, and will
increasingly become, a complex series of metropolitan conurbations,
which will make out-of-date the older regional and rural conceptions
of the South."36

The urbanization of the South is significantly changino- the nature
of economic development in the region. In the past the pattern of
industrial growth in the South differed from that in the North in that
rural areas and small towns accounted for a high proportion of
manufacturing activity. Within the Deep South SMSA's contain the
majority of manufacturing employment in only one state, Louis-
iana.37 While it is likely that the rural South will continue to attract
firms seeking low labor costs and relatively unskilled workers, a dif-
ferent kind of development is taking place in the region's metropoli-
tan areas. In analyzing wage differentials in the United States, Victor
Fuchs found that quality-adjusted wages for rural areas and small
towns were significantly lower than for the entire South. His study
also indicates that employment growth in southern metropolitan
areas is much less attributable to low wages than is the case for the
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rural South, though quality-adjusted wages were somewhat lower in
southern than in northern metropolitan areas." On the basis of this
evidence and of the rapid growth of southern metropolitan areas,
Kain and Persky argue that where the rural South and the metro-
politan North have failed to provide the rural Southerner with an
opportunity "to earn a decent income in a decent environment," the
metropolitan South may well be able to succeed." Moreover, urban-
industrial growth in the South is taking place at a time when busi-
nessmen are showing greater interest in the social responsibility
doctrine, and when land use planners are offering attractive alterna-
tives to the kind of undisciplined and wasteful growth that character-
ized the expansion of so many northern cities. Over thirty-five years
ago Rupert Vance envisioned a pattern of urbanization for the South
that still contains much promise:
While the South develops the small city, the medium city, and a few
large cities, it need not produce the metropolis_ Thus, it may avoid
traffic congestion, the creation of slum areas, the loss of time going to and
from work, and the corrupt and inefficient municipal housekeeping
almost inevitably attached to overdeveloped population centers. If such
a program is possible, the South may finally attain many of the advan-
tages of contemporary industrialization without suffering its accom-
panying deficiencies and maladjustments_40

Unfortunately, southern planners have as yet done little to take
advantage of their favorable spatial situations,41 though the rapid
pace of urbanization leaves an even smaller margin of time for inac-
tion. If the South's traditional leaders again fail to respond to the
region's opportunities, then new leadership must emerge from within
the South, perhaps from among the many able and well-educated
inmigrants whose entry into the region has accompanied its increas-
ing interrelations with and integration with the rest of the United
States.

The South and the Nation
The great postwar growth of commercial air travel has been a

potent force in increasing mutual contacts between the South and
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the rest of the nation. Business, professional, and educational
leaders who formerly were reluctant to take up residence in the
South because of the fear of being isolated can now live there and
be within a few hours of cities throughout the country. The growth
of air traffic and demands of the airlines have also reinforced the
development of a number of southern cities--for example, Atlanta,
Miami, New Orleans, Houston, and Dallas as transportation hubs.
Thus air travel has both opened up the region and emphasized the
importance of its urban centers. In addition, it has broken up the
primarily east-west orientation of the rail network, as well as that of
the highway network that tended to parallel it. "With its greater
fluidity, air transportation almost overnight has brought the South
back again into a national transportation network from which it had
been more or less excluded since 1869 when the first transconti-
nental railroad was completed. 5542

The urban South also has made considerable gains as a conse-
quence of favorable educational selectivity in population migration
patterns_ As of 1960 there were 5,088,000 people living in the
South who were born in the North or West_ This does not include
foreign-born persons or those for whom state of birth- Was not re-
ported. On the other hand, there were 9,865,000 southern-born
people living outside of the South. Although there were more
southern-born people living outside the South than the converse, the
proportion of those born "outside" (but in the United States ) was
greater in the South. Thus the life and culture of the South is more
subject to outside influence arising from migration than the life and
culture of the rest of the country is to southern influence.43 How-
ever, the rate of autmigration of males from the South is high, espe-
cially among the youngest and best educated. Net outmigration from
the South is nevertheless low because the rate of inmigration also is
high. Whites have higher outmigration rates than nonwhites, but the
net outmigration of whites is lower than for non-whites because
nonwhite inmigration rates have been much lower than white rates.
The data in 'rabies 11 and 12 show that whites with the least educa-
tion are overrepresented while nonwhites with the least education
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are underrepresented in the net outmigration. Moreover, whites
with the most education are overrepresented up to age 35 in out-
migration, but overrepresented in inmigration above that age. Non-
whites with the most education are overrepresented in net outmigra-
tion at all ages up to 50. As a consequence of these educational
selectivity patterns, the educational distribution of whites above age
30 is shifted favorably for the South, but that for nonwhites is shifted
unfavorably.

Fein has analyzed the economic loss to the South of net outmigra-
tion by multiplying the net migration figure for each color, age, and
educational level by the discounted (at 5 percent) value of future
earnings for persons in the South with the same color, age, and
education characteristics. These dollar values were then compared
with the stock of human capital in the region as computed by multi-
plying 1955 residents by their capital value, or discounted future
earnings. The net loss for the region over the 1955-60 period was
about 0.34 percent of its stock of white capital and 3.3 percent of
its nonwhite capital. For all persons combined the loss was 0.4
percent, or only 0.08 percent at an annual rate.44 If differences in
the quality of education of the inmigrants and outmigrants had been
taken into account it is probable that this small loss would be even
smaller, or possibly turned into a gain. As Fein concludes, "losses
due to migration are not the big Southern problem we had pre-
sumed. The South's future may be dim, its out-migration may have
social implications, but its economy is not being held back materially
because of an exodus of human capital. Solutions to its problems
involve more basic matters."4:'

Finally, it should be emphasized that education-selective m ra-
tion has not affected the subregions of the South equally. Suval and
Hamilton have shown that areas with large, growing metropolitan
populations are attracting most of the well educated migrants,
whereas rural areas of the South continue to lose more well educated
people than they gain.4" Thus, here again the key to the South's
progress lies in its urban development. Furthermore, it is evident
that discrimination results in a loss of the able Negroes who could
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make a contribution to even more rapid growth and give badly
needed leadership to the South's Negro community.

If population migration has not had the adverse effects on the
South that many people have maintained, it has worked to the rela-
tive detriment of the rest of the country_ The pattern of migration
of whites from the non-South to the South and the migration of non-
whites from the South to the rest of the country (in relation to the
educational distribution outside the South ) has affected the North
unfavorably. It is therefore evident that the North as well as the
South has a stake in southern education. Kain and Persky maintain
that:
To the extent that the metropolitan North is closely intertwined with the
rural South through the forces of migration, these factors become press-
ing problems for that region too. To the extent that the Southern
migrant, ill-prepared for urban Iife, becomes a problem of the metropoli-
tan North, the improvement of the rural South is in the North's self
interest. Moreover, if Southern poverty leads to underinvestment in
human capital, the consequences may well be felt to a greater extent in
the more industrialized North than in the rural South.4

The social benefits accruing from the education of the southern
migrant are by no means limited to the employers who gain trained
laborers_ Taxpayers in general gain through reduced costs for crime
prevention, law enforcement, and welfare insofar as these are related
to lack of education. If education is viewed as an investment involv-
ing future as distinct from current returns, then it also has intergen-
erational benefits. When today's students reach adulthood their
present education will increase the likelihood that they will rear chil-
dren who recognize the economic and cultural benefits of education_
This implies that it is socially beneficial to educate women even if
their skills and training are not directly utilized by their entry into
the labor force. For all of these reasons "residents of areas of in-
migration have a stake in the education of children in the areas of
out-migration."48

The typical southern rural Negro lifetime migrant tends to move
to metropolitan areas with more than a million populati-in outside
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the South. Forty-eight percent of Negroes born in the South Atlantic
states and now living elsewhere live in Buffalo, New York, Philadel-
phia, and Pittsburgh. About 40 percent of Negro lifetime migrants
from the Fast South Central states live in Chicago, Detroit, Cleve-
land, and Milwaukee. Similarly, about 36 percent of this group
from the West South Central states reside in Los Angeles, San Diego,
San Francisco, and Seattle. Thus, Negroes have moved to northern
and western cities along three major streams: one following the
Eastern Seaboard, another the Mississippi Valley to Ohio and
Michigan, and yet another to the West Coast.49 White migrants
follow a more diffused pattern with a tendency to move to medium-
sized northern cities and metropolitan areas within the South_ Be-
tween 1950 and 1960, 2.6 million southern-born whites and 2.47
million southern-born Negroes moved to cities with over a million
population outside the South. Tn contrast, whereas 1.42 million
whites went to non-southern cities in the 250,000-1,000,000 popu-
lation-size class, only 420,000 Negroes followed a similar course.
All SMSA's with more than 250,000 population accounted for only
60 percent of white outmigrants, compared with 89 percent for
Negroes. Within the South, 2.86 million whites left their state of
birth for southern SMSA's but only 860,000 Negroes went to these
cities.5°

Kain and Persky have argued that from the viewpoint of the nar-
row self-interest of the North, "the economic development of the
South can play a crucial role in providing leverage in the handling of
metropolitan problems."51 In addition, they argue that "gilding"
programs which accept the Negro ghettos as given must be replaced
by programs aimed at their dispersal. Their approach to the ghetto
problem will be dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 10, but here
it is necessary to examine that part of their position that relates to
migration from the South:

While ghetto job creation, like other "gilding" programs, might ini-
tially reduce Negro unemployment, it must eventually affect the system
that binds the Northern ghetto to the rural and urban areas of the South.
This system will react to any sudden changes in employment opportuni-
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ties in Northern ghettos_ If there are no offsetting improvements in-the
South, the result will be increased rates of migration into still restricted
ghetto areas. _ . Indeed it is possible that more than one migrant would
appear in the ghetto for every job created. Even at lower levels of sensi-
tivity a strong wave of inmigration cnuld prove extremely harmful to
many other programs. The South in 1960 still accounted for about 60
ner cent of the country's Negro population, more than half of which
lived in nonmetropolitan areas. In particular, the number of pQtential
migrants from the rural South has not declined greatly in recent years.
The effect of guaranteed incomes or jobs available in the metropolitan
ghetto can be inferred from an analysis of the patterns of migration from
the South.52

Elsewhere Kam and Persky state with regard to rural outmigra-
tion. from the South that their findings "emphasize that no sudden
change in the extent of that movement is imminent. This is especially
true for the Negro population."53

TABLE 13: NEGRO POPULATION AND FSTIMATED NET OUT-
MIGRATION OF NONWHITES FROM THE SOUTH, a
1940-1968 (in thousands)

1940 1950 1960 1965 1968
Negro population in

the South 9,905 10,222 11,312 11,233b 11,573b

1940-50 1950-50 1960-65 1965-68
Nonwhite, average

annual net out-
migration from the
South 159.7 145.7 94.6 80_3

The South includes the States of the Old Confederacy as well as
Delaware, the District of Columbia, Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia.

b Excludes Armed Forces living in barracks.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Cur ent

Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 26, p. 2.

lt et, as the data in Table 13 show, there has been a recent sharp
decline in the number of Negroes leaving the South. The average
annual net outmigration of Negroes from the South in 1968 was
only half of what it was in the 1940's, and even considerably less
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than it was as recently as 1965. Furthermore, between 1966 and
1968 the number of Negroes liv.ing in the central cities declined. In
1966 there were 12.1 million Negroes in these areas, but at the
beginning of 1968 their number had dropped to 11.8 million.54

It is still too early to identify the reasons behind this sharp change
in rec-znt trends, or to know whether it signals a permanent altera-
tion in Negro migration patterns. Part of the explanation may lie in
the continuing rapid growth of the South's economy_ Kain and
Persky have pointed out that more rapid southern economic de-
velopment could change the historic pattern of Negro migration.
"Tentative research findings indicate that both manufacturing
growth and urbanization reduce Southern Negro outmigration.
While the holding effect of these changes is not as strong for Negroes
as for whites, the difference between the two responses can be sub-
stantially narrowed."55 The impact of -'ne South's growth on Negro
migration can only be adequately evatuated by careful study of the
growth of Negro job opportunities in the South. Present trends in
Negro family incomes show a rapid narrowing of the gap between
median family income in central cities of the South and those of the
Northeast. In 1959, the northeastern value was $4,790 (1967 dol-
lars), or 39 percent above the $3,454 value for the South_ In 1967,
median Negro family income in southern central cities had risen to
$5,015, ,only $370 or 7 percent lower than the $5,385 median
in the Northeast. Clearly, opportunities for Negroes in southern
cities have been improving at a relatively rapid pace.5°

Another reason for the loss of momentum of southern Negro
migration may be the riots and violence that have taken place ir;, the
northern ghettos_ They have focused national attention on the
misery and lack of opportunity that characterize life in the slums.
This publicity has undoubtedly not been lost on many potential
Negro migrants, to whom home may now appear relatively less un-
attractive, especially if advances in the civil rights field kindle hope
that even the South may change. Ivloreover, the fact that northern
rioters have been preoccupied with destroying their own neighbor-
hoods can hardly be an encouragement to potential inmigrants from
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the South. In any event, there is no prospect that the migration
stream linking the rural South to Northern ghettos will dry up in
the near future; nor will the problems of the ghettos be solved any
sooner. Although slum problems will be dealt with at greater length
in Chapter 10, it is clear from the discussions of this chapter that the
development of the South should be one of the major elements in
regional policy conceived from both so,ithern and national points
of view.

Summary and Conclusions
Although the industry mix of the South is becoming more like

that of the rest of the nation, a relatively high proportion of the
region's total employment is found in relatively slow-growing indus-
tries. Its main employment increases continue to be in those in-
dustries that are labor-intensive and -nay relatively low wages. Thus,
even though per capita income in the South will increase, it will
remain below that of the country as a whole unless competitive gains
can be made in attracting capital-intensive industriel- with relatively
high skill requirements.

However, before this can happen on a large scale, there will have
to be a much greater investment in the South's human resources
than has heretofore been the case. Indeed, underinvestment in the
South's human resources has been the greatest impediment. to the
region's economic progress. Moreover, this is a problem that also
affects the rest of the nation, and especially the large northern
cities. The pattern of migration of whites from the non-South to itie
South and of nonwhites from the South to the rest of the ct,untry
affects the non-South adversely in relation to its existing educational
distribution. For this reason it is in the self-inv:rest of the nation as
a whole to aid southern education financially. But the South should
also increase its effort on behalf of education and other forms of in-
vestment in human beings. Particular efforts should be made to
upgrade the health, education, and skills of those whose economic
and human potential has been most neglected and oppressed by dis-
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crimination. Although many Negroes with poor education leave the
South, the rest of the country is not receiving a disproportionate
share of poorly educated southern Negroes relative to their total
number. In other words, an even higher proportion of the Negroes
remaining in the South have low levels of education.

In addition to human resource development, the key to the eco-
nomic growth of the South lies in the region's urbanization. In the
past the South's characteristically low-wage, low-skill manufac-
turing employment was located for the most part in rural areas and
small towns. However, growing urbanization southern cities with
over 100,000 population grew by 83 percent between 1940 and
1960 as contrasted to 16 percent for comparable cities in the rest of
the country is providing a basis for attracting a greater share of
rapidly growing and capital-intensive industries. Urban growth
implies the generation of external economies attractive to business
and industry. It also implies a shift away from the traditional values
and attitudes that have done so much to hinder the growth of the
South and its integration into the life of the nation as a whole. More-
over, with rational planning the cities of the South still have an op-
portunity to avoid many of the disagreeable aspects of the congested
cities of the North. Thus, the concomitant development of the
South's human resources and of new job opportunities in the re-
gion's expanding urban areas are objectives that merit the support
of the nation as a whole.
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Introduction
For 150 years the Appalachian Mountains were the official frontier
between European and Indian America. In one of the first major
reports on the nation's transportation needs, Albert Gallatin,
Thomas Jefferson's Secretary of the Treasury, urged that four major
roads be built through the mountains so that the development of the
trans-mountain territories would not be impeded. Nevertheless,
commerce between the seaboard and the Midwest has bypassed
most of Appalachia. The only major east-west transportation routes
through the mountains between the Mohawk Valley and the terri-
tory to the north of Atlanta are in Pennsylvania. The early settlers
who sought isolation in the creeks and hollows of the region removed
themselves from the mainstream of American life. Over the years
their physical isolation became cultural isolation and then economic
isolation. Indeed, there are counties in Central Appalachia that have
lower per capita incomes than many of the world's underdeveloped
countries. The early Scotch-Irish settlers were followed by an influx
of workersmany from Central and Eastern 1Furopeinto the re-
gion's coal mining and steel mill towns. But the miners in particular,
as their farmer predecessors, were tied to the land by the nature of
their work. In consequence, even though much of Appalachia has a
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population density greater than that of the nation, there are rela-
tively few urban centers to provide badly needed hospitals, schools,
commercial activities, and jobs. In Central Appalachia only 250,000
of the area's 1.5 million inhabitants live in towns with more than
2,500 people. And the grimy towns and cities that grew up as steel
and coal centers in northern Appalachia in the last century often
lack the environment and facilities capable of attracting and sup-
porting significant economic growth. Thus, Appalachia represents
an unusual case among lagging regions of industrialized countries_ In
general, these regions are peripheral to their countries' economic
heartlands. Appalachia, on the other hand, is located between two
of the most highly industrialized and urbanized regions in the world
the Atlantic megalopolis and the industrial Midwest. With the
rapid expansion of Atlanta to the south, Appalachia appears more
and more as an island of distress in a sea of affluence.'

Appalachia as a Lagging Region: Some Leading Indicators
In 1966, the estimated population of the Appalachian region was

18.3 million, which represented an increase of 3.0 percent over the
region's 1960 population (see Table 14). The population of the
United States grew by 9.8 percent from 1960 to 1966. Net outmigra-
tion of 606,100 persons from Appalachia was largely responsible
for the lower growth rate of the region. The proportion of the Appa-
lachian population living in SIVISA's or in non-SMSA counties with
a total urban population over 50,000 was 49.7 percent in 1966; the
corresponding national proportion was 72.4 percent. The propor-
tion of the national population living in such areas increased by 2.2
percentage points between 1960 and 1965, but in Appalachia it
decl;ned by 0.5 percentage points_

In 1960 over 30 percent of the families living in Appalachia had
an annual income of less than $$3,000, the frequently used approxi-
mate borderline between poverty and a minimally comfortable stan-
dard of living. Conversely, whereas 15 percent of all American
families had an annual income in excess of $10,000, fewer than 9
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percent of Appalachian families were in this group. Savings in the
region, as measured by commercial bank deposits and savings and
loan association accounts, were $514 per capita. in 1960, while those
in the rest of the country were $920, or about 80 percent greater.2

The data in Table 14 show that, between 1959 and 1966, per
capita personal income in Appalachia increased by 38.3 percent,
from $1661 to $2297; In the United States as a whole the increase
was frorri $2161 to $2963, or 37_1 percent_ Thus, although in pro-
portional terms the situation in Appalachia improved slightly (the
Appalachian value rose from 77 to 78 percent of the national
value), the absolute gap increased from $500 to $666.

The 1960 male labor force participation rate in Appalachia was
72_6 percent, compared with a 77.4 percent rate for the nation. The
mate unemployment rate was 7.1 percent, compared with a national
rate of 5.0 percent. The unemployment situation would have been
even more acute were it not for substantial outmigration during the
decade of the 1950's, when the region's population increased by
only 2 percent and 2.2 million persons departed; even more signifi-
cant was the 5.1 percent decline in the 18-64 age group during this
period. However, data for the first half of the present decade indi-
cate definite improvement in the employment situation, no doubt as
a result of vigorous expansion of aggregate economic activity in the
nation. Prom 1962 to 1965 the regional unemployment rate dropped
by 3.4 percentage points, from 8.6 to 5.2 percent. The national rate
meanwhile droppc-d by 1_0 percentage point, from 5.5 to 4_5 per-
cent. The gap betm..en the regional and national rates was thus cut
from 3_1 to 0.7 vercentage points_ However, the data for the region
as a whole mask the fact that large parts of the region still are bur-
dened "with farm market towns that no longer have any markets,
mining towns ill-equipped to compete for anything but a share of the
declining employment in mining, and mill towns losing their once
valuable locational advantages to other markets elsewhere in the
Nation without being able to compete effectively for other kinds of
economic activity."a As will be seen shortly, the problems of Central
Appalachia remain especially acute_
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Urbanization and thc Prospects for Economic Growth
For the United States a s a whole, the most rapidly growing

SMSA's are in :he 500,000-1,000,000 size class, although 53 per-
cent of the absolute growth between 1960 and 1965 was in SMSA's
with over one million population. This suggests that cities that are
parts of metropolitan areas will grow faster than similar-size cities
elsewhere. For example, outside Appalachia urban areas which were
in the 2,500-56,000 size class and which were also in metropolitan
areas added 10 million to their population between 1950 and 1960.
In contrast, urban areas of the same size outside .zie:xopolitan areas
added only 2 million to their population. This trend has continued
in the present decade_ Between 1950 and 1960 the metropolitan
group of Appalachian communities grew faster than their non-
metropolitan counterparts in every size class_ Nevertheless, with the
exception of the 2,500-5,000 size class, the urban areas of Appala-
chia grew more slowly than their national counterparts.4 As pointed
out earlier, the population of Appalachia living in urban areas with
over 50,000 inhabitants is less than half of its total population,
whereas the national population living in such areas is over 70 per-
cent. A number of the trends that characterized the Appalachian
region in the 1950's seem to have been reversed during the present
decade_ SMSA's, which accounted for 41.3 percent of the region's
population in 1960, accounted for only 29.4 percent of the total
population increase between 1960 and 1966 (See Table 14). In
the nation as a whole, SMSA's received over 90 percent of the popu-
lation increase. The reason for this divergence is that many of
Appalachia's larger SMSA's are in the northern part of the region,
where many areas have experienced low rates of economic growth
and considerable outmigration. On the other hand, the belated
urbanization of the southern part of the region is taking place in
relatively small centers. While rural areas and urban areas in the
2,500-10,000 category were losing population in the United States
between 1960 ard 1966, they accounted for one-fourth of the popu-
lation growth in Appalachia. Another one-fourth of this growth took
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place in urban areas in the 10,000-25,000 category, while 15 per-
cent took place in the 25,000-50,000 category. Income increase was
about the same in the region's SMSA's as in Appalachia as a whole;
in contrast, the increase was somewhat higher in each of the next
three highest population size categories than in the region as a whole.

The data in Table 15 show that employment in Appalachia in the
declining agriculture and mining sectors decreased at faster rates
than those for the nation between 1950 and 1960. In addition,
growth rates in the construction, manufacturing, and service sectors
were lower for Appalachia than for the country as a whole. These
patterns were reflected in rates of population change. In areas
where manufacturing was the principal activity population increased
by 8 percent; where agriculture was dominant the population de-
creased by 7 percent; and where mining was the main activity, popu-
lation fell by 19 percent. For other areas the rate of gain increased
(or the rate of loss decreased) with the importance of manufactur-
ing, while the rate of population loss increased with the importance
of mining.

TABLE 15: EMPLOYMENT IN MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS IN
APPALACHIA AND THE UNITED STATES, 1960

Percent Percent-Change
Number (thousan Distribution 7950-1960

Major Groups Region U.S. Region U.S. Region U.S.
Agr culture 417.0 4.349_9 7.1 6_6 51.6 38_2
Mining 198.8 654.0 3.4 1.0 58.2 29_7
Construction 337.1 3,815.9 5.7 5_7 7.0 10_4
Manufacturing 1,911_6 17,513.1 32_6 26.4 17_2 19.9
Service 3,001.2 40,039.7 51.2 60.3 20_9 27.3

Total 5,865.8 66,372.6 100.0 100.0 0.0 15.5

a: Appalachian Regional Commission.

In 1960, 60 percent of national employment was in the service
sector, which grew by over 9 million between 1950 and 1960.
Appalachia, on. the other hand, had only 50 percent of its employ-
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ment in services. In contrast, Appalachia's employment structure
was relatively heavily oriented toward manufacturing; about one-
third of its employment was in this sector, whereas the comparable
value for the nation was only ab -)ut one-fourth. Moreover, Appala-
chian manufacturing consisted of a relatively high proportion of
relatively slow-growing, labor intensive industries. In 1954, value
added per worker in manufacturing was about 10 percent below the
national average; by 1963 it was more:than 20 percent below. Value
added per worker exceeded the national average only in West Vir-
ginia arid the Appalachian part of Ohio. "The Region's competitive
advantage for manufacturinci has been in part its relatively lower
wages and higher labor availability, advantages that will tend to
diminish under the combined pressure of outmigration and increased
job availability in the Region."'"

Not only were the services underrepresented in Appalachia's em-
ployment structure, but its metropolitan areas were less service
oriented than those of the rest of the nation. Proportion of employ-
ment in services exceeded the national average in only one of the
region's metropolitan areas, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, because of its
university. About a quarter of all service employment in Appalachia
was accounted for by Pittsburgh and Birmingham, but neither of
these cities had a proportion of service employment as high as simi-
lar cities outside the region. It should also be emphasized that Ap-
palachia's underurbanization has hindered its ability to attract man-
ufacturing industries. About three-quarters of all United States
manufacturing employment is now located in metropolitan areas;
by 1975 it is expected that manufacturing employment in the
nation will increase by 3.3 million, and that fully 3 million of these
jobs will be located in metropolitan areas.7

The employment estimates presented in Table 16 show that dur-
ing the present decade the growth of construction, manufacturing,
and tertiary activities in Appalachia cornpares more favorably to
national patterns than was the case during the 1950's. However, the
full significance of this change can only be evaluated when data on
the localization of employment change are available.
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The problems and prospects for the future development of Ap-
palachia, and particularly the southern Appalachians, are frequently
regarded as analogous to those of the South in general. While there
are numerous points of similarity, it is apparent that there are also
important differences in the two areas. Because of Appalachia's
physical geography and its relatively poor transportation network,
its residents have suffered from isolation. In addition, SMSA's in the
South, as we have seen, are growing at a considerably faster rate
than those in the nation as a whole; in contrast, Appalachia's
SMSA's are growing less rapidly than their counterparts in the rest
of the country, and those few that are rapidly growing tend to be on
the fringe of the region, e.g., Huntsville, Winston-Salem, and
Atlanta, a part of which extends into the region. Moreover, the
South has avoided any significant net loss of human capital because
of the inmigration of relatively well educated persons to its expand-
ing cities; Appalachia has undoubtedly not been able to compensate
in this manner for the large numbers of relatively (to the region)
well educated young people who have migrated to other parts of the
country. On the other hand, Appalachia is similar to the South in
that its employment structure is still weighted quite heavily in favor
of nationally slow-growing, low-wage industries. Heavy outmigra-
tion has also linked rural poverty to the northern metropolitan
ghettos. But perhaps the most important similarityfrom the per-
spective of the region's development as well as that of northern
ghetto problemsis underinvestment in Appalachia's human re-
sources.

Underinvestrnent in H man Resources
Numerous social scientists and other informed observers have,

while not ignoring other problems of the region, emphasized that
Appalachia's main need is to upgrade the quality of its human re-
sources. Benjamin Chinitz, who served as Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary of Commerce for Economic Development before becoming
chairman of the Economics Department at Brown University, has
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remarked that "The 'ivory tow r' approach of constructing an elegant
model and testing it with data from published sources will serve at
best only to delineate the problem" of developing Appalachia. "A
strategy which operates mainly on classical location factors with the
aim of making the region more competitive for industry can only be
a small part of an overall strategy fc.r growth in the latter part of this
century." Instead, he maintains that "the main thrust of our efforts
must be to upgrade the quality of human resources and, perhaps
even more important, the social and political superstructure which
we must now re rirard as the critical infrastructure for development."8
William IVIiernyck, Director of the West Virginia University Re-
gional Research Institute, has likewise urged that if Appalachia is to
be made a more attractive region, "the primary attraction will be a
greatly improved educational system."° Rupert Vance also points
out that "few would disagree . . . that a substandard educational pro-
gram is at the heart of the Region's problem-,.10

Inadequate investment in education is reflected in the fact that
in 1960, 11_3 percent of Appalachian residents over 25 years of age
had completed fewer than five years of schooling, in comparison
with a national proportion of only 8.4 percent. Similarly, about half
of the Appalachian residents over 25 years of age had not gone
beyond the eighth grade, compared to less than 40 percent in the
nation_ For the same age group, 16.5 percent in the nation had at-
tended college, but only 11.3 percent had in Appalachia_11 Appala-
chian expenditure per pupil in 196:- was $337; the national figure
was $518. Teachers' salaries in Appalachia lag considerably behind
those in the nation. In 1964, the average teacher's salary for the
whole country was $6,200, but in Appalachia it was only $4,200. A
1966 survey showed that in some Appalachian school districts the
average was well below $4,000. These figures help to explain why
Appalachian school districts have a much more rapid turnover of
teachers than the rest of the nation. Since 1960 the turnover in Ap-
palachia has been 14 percent, compared to 8 percent in the nation.12

Quality formal school systems and adult-training programs are
s riously restricted by the depressed employment and income of
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Appalachia_ The improvement of school programs, the acquisition
of better teachers and administrators, and the building of larger and
better-equipped schools call for much greater funds, which must of
necessity be provided from external sources. Especially in areas of
high outmigration, local leaders cannot be expected to finance the
education and training of young people whose social and economic
contributions will be made in other, nv doubt more affluent, areas.

A case in point is the Mayo Area Educational School in eastern
Kentucky_ Ur_ George Ramey, the school's director, recently testi-
fied before a congressional subcommittee on education that the
school has six hundred students studying eighteen trades_ The stu-
dents include both high-school level boys and girls and those who are
getting additional vocational education. In general the students are
highly motivated and anxious to gain vocational skills_ Eor many
years practically all the students have found good jobs, and it is rare
that a student does not find employment in the particular trade for
which he has been trained. 1Dr. Ramey conceded, however, that a
good job often implies leaving for industrial centers outside the
region_ He said, "of course that's bad. But it's still better than letting
them stay in the area and wind up on the dole or welfare."1-3 Unfortu-
nately, the school has a waiting list of 1,155 young people. A similar
situation exists in other eastern Kentucky vocational schools. In
Ashland, for example, a $1.7 million facility was opened in August,
1968, but about 300 adults and some 300 to 500 high school stu-
dents still remained on the school's waiting list_ Ramey pointed out
that:

Many of these are high school graduates. Many of these are boys and
girls who [sic.] we have been telling for years that in today's world they
need more than a high school education, that they should carry on for
more training in a trade. I can't admit them because I don't have any
place to put them_ We already filled our shops for next year. We are
already making excuses to explain why we can't take any more.14

It is significant that the attitudes of the people of Appalachia
toward education for the most part do not conform to the "hillbilly"
stereotype_ In 1958, a well-designed survey was taken to probe the
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values and beliefs of the Appalachian people. In all, 1,466 com-
pleted interview schedules were obtained. Of these, 31.5 percent
were from metropolitan households, 19.1 percent from other urban
households, and 49.4 percent from rural households. The responses
indicated that whatever may have been the force of traditional and
fatalistic values a gelieration ago, it has been weakened considerably
in recent decades.

Most of the people of the Region, according to the evidence of the
survey data, have adopted the majoi goals and standards typical of
American society. They, like other people throughout the nation, wish
to have larger incomes, greater material comforts, and more prestigeful
status. And if it seems unlikely that they will realize these aspirations for
themselves, they would at least like to see them realized by their
ehildren.15

The achievement aspirations of Appalachian people were evident
in their responses to questions concerning the amount of education
they desired for their children. Three out of four wanted a son to
finish college, and two out of three wanted the same for a daughter.
Less than one percent indicated that they would be satisfied if a
son or daughter had less than an eighth-grade education. Over 90
percent would prefer that a child take advantage of an opportunity
to go to college rather than stay at home and help the family, and
nearly all of these respondents would be willing to borrow money
to help pay part of college expenses. Larger proportions of metro-
politan residents expressed desires for their children to go to college,
but, even so, about two-thirds of the rural residents expressed similar
hopes. Moreover, over half of the lowest status and least educated
respondents wanted a college education for their children. Ford
states that while such aspirations are obviously unrealistic in a region
where only one adult in 25 had completed four or more years of
college (in 1950), they should not be dismissed "as representing
nothing more than the pathetic attempts of the respondents to win
the approval of their interviewers."" Rather, it is more likely that:

Appalachian residents view higher education in much the same way
as do people in other parts of the nation, and art-- cognizant of its value in
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an industrial society. And the fact that they believe their children shciuld
receive a good education, whether or not they actually believe they will,
is indication not only of the willingness to accept industrial society but
also of the hope that an oncoming generation will be able to participate
in it effectively.17

The development of Appalachia's human resources has been
hampered not only by poor educational facilities, but also by inade-
quate health facilities and a severe shortage of doctors and other
medical personnel_ The poor health of many Appalachian residents
s indicated by numerous statistics. The rate of infant mortality in

Appalachia is twice that of the rest of the country, and deaths re-
sulting from infectious diseases are one-third higher than the na-
tional average_ Intestinal parasites, malnutrition, and tuberculosis,
which are usually associated with the most underdeveloped coun-
tries, are still widespread in parts of the region. Hospitals that were
intended for the treatment of acute illnesses are crowded with
elderly persons and others who should be in institutions specializing
in long-term care. In addition, Appalachia has only 92 physicians
per 100,000 population, about a third less than the national figure
of 140. To bring the ratio up to 100 per 100,000 population would
require 2,400 more physicians in the region_ In most parts of Ap-
palachia facilities for treating mental illness and mental retardation
are inadequate or nonexistent. As for dental problems, one survey
in eleven southeastern Kentucky counties showed that 80 percent of
the children entering school had serious tooth problems.18

The Appalachian Regional E)evelopment Act of 1965 permitted
federal funds to be used in the construction of new hospitals, but
prohibited special aid for existing facilities. The 1967 extension of
the Act included existing hospitals in the health program, and a
number of projects are now under way to upgrade general hospitals.

evertheless, improving existing hospitals or building new ones still
will not bring an adequate number of physicians to areas most in
need of improved health care; in many areas the median age of prac-
ticing physicians is about 55," so new doctors are needed just to
maintain the present low physician-to-population ratios_
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This writer has observed large numbers of the rural poor in town

for food stamps in one of the more progressive counties in eastern
Kentucky_ The sheer physical debilitation of so many of these peo-
ple in all age groups is uii.ike anything he has ever seen in rural
areas or urban slums in the rest of the United States or in western
-Europe. Indeed, it seems almost beside the point to discuss educa-
tion and training for these people without allowing for concomitant
programs to improve their health substantially_ Given the high inci-
dence of chronic and acute illness among them, and their fre-
quent neglect of even elementary sanitary measures, it is not sur-
prising that so often they are not "motivated" to upgrade their
education and training. The plight of the infants and small children
who already are caught up in the culture of poverty is particularly
disturbing_

Considerably greater support is needed from outside the region if
Appalachia's health and educational needs are to be met. The rest
of the nation is assuming more than its share of the welfare costs of
Appalachia; the rest of the nation also is an importer of Appalachia's
people and therefore has a stake in their quality_ Thus, it is in the
interest of the nation as a whole to improve Appalachia's human
resources. This means not simply providing financial assistance, but
also concerted programs to attract to the region teachers, doctors
and nurses, and other professional personnel directly involved in
developing human resources.

Initially, federal programs oriented t ward Appalachian develop-
ment tended to favc--r the construction of highways and similar in-
frastructure over human resource development and manpower pro-
grams_ highways accounted for over three-quarters of total outlays
authorized by the Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965.
Th, oil-11y other specific program that received over 5 percent of total
authorizations was that for demonstration health facilities (6.3 per-
cent); only 1_5 percent was authorized for vocational education
facilities." -Table 17 shows the amounts authorized by Congress for
various Appalachian programs in the 1967 amendments to the
original Appalachian Regional Development Act highways ac-
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TABLE 17: AUTHORIZATION LEVELS BY PROGRAMS IN THE
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACT
AS AMENDED IN 1967

Program
Amount

(millions)

Administration $ 1.7
Highways 715.0
Demonstration health projects 50.0
Land treatment 19.0
Timber development 2.0
Mining 30.0
Water survey 2.0
Housing 5.0
Vocational education 26.0
Sewage treatment 6.0
Supplemental grants 97.0
Local development districts and research 11.0
Authorization of appropriationsa 170.0

a This item consolidates all authorizations except those for administra-
tion and highways. It is $78 million less than the sum of the individual ceil-
ings of the relevant programs_

Source: Economic Development Acts, Part I, Public Law 90-103, Title I,
Appalachian Regional Development Act Amendments of 1967, 90th Con-
gress, 1st Session (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, October,
1967).

count for $715 million and administrative costs for $1.7 million.
The ceilings for the other programs, when summed, amount to $248
million, but the "authorization of appropriations" in Section 401 of
the amendments places a $170 million ceiling on them for the two-
fiscal-year period ending June 30, 1969. In view of this constraint,
highways alone account for over 80 percent of all authorized out-
lays. Vocational education and health programs together amount
to only about one-tenth of highway expenditures, assuming that they
reached the maximum amounts authorized. Similarly, during fiscal
years 1966 and 1967, the Economic Development Administration,
which has placed considerable investment in Appalachia, approved
a total of $564 million in projects nationally, but only $18 million
went for health facilities and only $12 million went for education
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facilities. On the other hand, utilities (primarily water and se a e
facilities ) accounted for $258 million worth of projects.21

In fairness to the Appalachian Regional Commission it should be
pointed out that actual expenditures by the Commission have been
much more oriented toward human resource development than a
mere consideration of authorizations would indicate. For one thing,
the original highway authorization was for six years, whereas all
other authorizations were for two years. After four years of author-
izations, highways account for 70 percent of the total. However,
spending limitations imposed by American involvement in Vietnam
have sharply curtailed actual appropriations for highways. In addi-
tion, the highway program is 50 to 70 percent federally funded,
whereas most of the other programs are combined as supplemental
grants with other federal funds up to a maximum of 80 percent.
According to the Commission's Annual Report for 1968, a total of
$595 million was appropriated for ail programs under the Appala-
chian Regional Development Act, including $370 million for high-
ways and $225 million for all other programs.22 The Commission's
Executive Director has estimated that at this writing health and
education obligations alone amount to $425 million in federal, state,
and local funds; those for highways total about $400 million in
federal and state funds.23

Despite a relative shift in emphasis on the part of the Appalachian
Regional Commission toward human resource programs, there is
still widespread reluctance among local political leaders in the region
to give up their attachment to public works projects. In part this
relates to the migration issue. Public works projects of the highway
type receive relatively high political priority because (1) they are
very tangible, (2) they represent a means by which, it is hoped,
economic activity may be attracted to lagging regions; and (3) they
cannot be moved to other regions as can investments embodied in
human beings. Nevertheless, from the perspective of rational re-
source allocation in the nation as a whole, and from the viewpoint of
the people rather than the place, it is essential that population migra-
tion be dealt with forthrightly.
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The Problem of Outn igration
The various reports and hearings concerning the Appalachian

Regional Development Act of 1965 tended to either ignore or decry
the possibility of outmigration of the region's residents. However,
more recent publications of the Appalachian Regional Commission
suggest a more flexible position in this regard. For example, a recent
Commission report states that "The primary goal of the regional de-
velopment program is to provide every person in Appalachia with
the health and skills he needs to compete for opportunities wherever
he chooses to live."24 This attitude has also appeared at the level of
the states, where goals, priorities, and fund allocations are actually
implemented through state development plans. Thus, Virginia's first
State Appalachian Development Plan states that "Our general pur-
pose will be to assist the people of Appalachian Virginia in acquir-
ing the training, skills, and health which are necessary to participate
in and contribute to the nation's economy wherever they may choose
to live,"23 as well as to improve economic opportunity in the region.
It is also pertinent that the Appalachian Regional Commission has
by resolution required that the curricula in vocational-technical cen-
ters be tailored to national and regional manpower requirements.

Nevertheless, while the Commission has adopted a permissive
stance toward migration from Appalachia, it is still not encouraging
such movement, nor is it developing comprehensive labor mobility
programs linked to job opportunities in outside areas. Here the
Commission is no doubt acting under legislative constraints, though
one staff member has indicated to the author that it is probably legal
for the Commission to spend funds outside the region so long as such
spending benefits th people of Appalachia. In any case, the Com-
mission has not chosen to test the issue.

The Commission does intend to take advantage of development
opportunities pressing toward the region from such metropolitan
areas as Washington, Baltimore, Atlanta, Lexington, and Cincin-
nati. The highway program is designed to facilitate commuting from
Appalachian areas within the range of these centers. However, the
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highway program is still largely a device for linking jobs and workers
within Appalachia, whereas links to outside areas tend to be viewed
as means for opening markets to firms located in Appalachia.26 Here
again, though, no effort is being made to hinder those persons who
wish to seek better opportunities outside the region.

A common objection to outmigration is that the economic gains
may be outweighed by the psychic losses. This argument is generally
based on the assumption that the Appalachian resident is particu-
larly attached to family, friends, and the regional culture, and that
he is likely to be a miserable "fish out of water" when he settles out-
side the region. We are told that when young people leave Ap-
palachia, they "want to return because they have strong ties to
cousins, to neighbors, and to a host of relatives as well as to parents.
They thus stand out as psychological exceptions in a nation that has
almost made a virtue of youth's rebellion and fast departure from
horneoften enough a final departure."27

No student of Appalachia can deny that the Appalachian family
puts greater stress on tradition and family continuity than does the
American family in general. Nevertheless, Appalachian residents
have a realistic awareness of the disparities in economic opportunity
that exist between their region and areas outside Appalachia.
Schwarzweller, for example, asked a group of 157 young men in
eastern Kentucky how they would rate their county of residence
as a place to find opportunity for work. The same question was
asked of a group of 150 young eastern Kentuckians who had mi-
grated to industrialized areas of Kentucky and Ohio. Of the former
(nonrnigrant) group, 84 percent responded that work opportunity
was "poor" or "very poor." In contrast, 71 percent of the migrants
responded that their opportunities where they mign.`ed were "very
good" or "pretty good." "One can formulate a reasonable argument
that the Ohio ValleyPastern Kentucky comparison dominates the
evaluation. If this assumption is made, the data reveal _ . that both
migrants and nonmigrants were very much aware of regional dif-
ferentials in work opportunity. 7223

Not only have national aspirations penetrated the mountains, but
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Appalachian parents, as we saw earlier, desire a better future for
their children. And they are willing to have them leave the region in
search of a better life. In the survey discussed earlier concerning
Appalachian values, beliefs and attitudes it was found that metro-
politan residents favored their children's remaining by a more than
two-to-one ratio; on the other hand, over half of the rural and urban
area respondents stated that they would wish their children to leave.
Family affection was the reason most often given by those who
wanted their children to remain at home, while over three-quarters
of those who said they would want their children to leave gave lack
of economic opportunity at home as the reason_2°

Similar evidence is found in a study of the first retraining program
in Tennessee, involving trainees from Campbell and Claiborne
counties. Campbell county is about forty miles north of Knoxville
and Claiborne is adjacent and to the northeast. Kentucky borders
the area on the north and Virginia borders it to the northeast. The
area is typical of much of Appalachia in that the once-dominant
mining and agriculture sectors have been declining and the area has
in consequence experienced heavy outmigration. Of the 188 re-
spondents in an interview sample of the area's families, more than
two-thirds believed that it would take less than $4,000 a year to be
as well off in Lexington, Kentucky, as in their home county. Most
of the two-thirds also said they would move to Lexington or another
town within 200 or 300 miles if a job in their occupation were avail-
able there and if moving costs were paid. "The fact that nearly 75
per cent of the total interview sample felt that young people should
leave is a further indication of willingness to be mobile."'"

Of course, to demonstrate the considerable attraction that eco-
nomic opportunities outside of Appalachia exert on the region's
young people is not to deny that family and neighborhood ties tend
to discourage the potential migrant or make the new migrant uncom-
ortable in his new environment. Yet a study of outmigrants from

eastern Kentucky by Schwarzweller indicates that of the young men
residing outside of eastern Kentucky in 1960, 84 percent had never
moved back after initially moving away. Moreover, al- ut four out
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of five of the migrants from eastern Kentucky said that they had no
intention of moving in the near future, even though many of them
expressed some dissatisfaction with their present circumstances.
Thus, when they realistically appraised their situations, "the pull of
home and parental family ties had been relegated to a form of
nostalgia."31 It would also seem reasonable to infer that since tradi-
tional and family values are relatively strongly held in eastern
Kentucky that problems involved in outmigration would be even
less for most of those persons migrating from other parts of
Appalachia.

Finally, it is often held that migration from the Appalachian
South, as that of southerners in general and Negroes in particular,
merely tends to transfer problems of rural poverty to northern
ghettos_ Weller, for example, believes that in the northern city:

Opportunities for employment are limited, for the mountain man's
few skills and little education enable him to get only the low-paying and
insecure jobs. The inner city, too, becomes a kind of labyrinth where he
gets lost in the maze of people and buildings and traffic. Here he can
be cut off again from the opportunity of steady work, adequate income,
health services, good education, and an environment which can be
stimulating_ . . _ The mountaineer often simply changes place of resi-
dence when he moves to the city. The forces that mold him are much
the same in either p1ace_32

Kain and Per sky state that the Appalachian South plays a role for
white urban poverty in the North Central region similar to that
which the Deep South plays in relation to metropolitan ghettos.33
Rowever, such comparisons can easily be overdrawn. The white
Appalachian outmigrant, as the southern Negro outmigrant, tends
to lower the average level of education in both the home region
(because he has more schooling than those left behind ) and the
receiving region (because he has less schooling than the average
resident). Nevertheless, the training and education of the Appala-
chian migrant still sets him apart from the southern Negro. In addi-
tion, though he may encounter prejudice against his "hillbilly" back-
ground, he is usually spared the humiliating discrimination that
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confronts the Negro. And the children of Appalachian migrants
certainly have a much better chance of participating in the main-
stream of American life than do those of Negro migrants.

Of particular interest is the role of the "stem family" in helping
the white Appalachian migrant to adjust to the psychological, so-
ciological and cultural stresses in finding a job and a place to live in
the new community. The home, or stem, family sends out branches
to northern urban-industrial areas. The stem family continues to
support the "branch family" while the branch family also supports
relatives who migrate from home by introducing them to the ways
of city life and city people. The individual who is unhappy with his
circumstances in Appalachia and wishes to advance economically
and socially has an "escape mechanism" through the family struc-
ture. Thus, those who emphasize the negative aspects of the Ap-
palachian family with regard to the mobility potential of Appala-
chian residents should be reminded of its positive side in supporting
adjustment to new circumstances in the migration system and in
helping to stabilize the migrant.34 Indeed, one prominent student of
the Appalachian migration patterns of whltes told this author that he
was considering examining the Appalachian ghettos in the North,
but was having difficulty in obtaining relevant data. He finally came
to the tentative conclusion that his inability to come to grips with
the problem may be that it really is not so great as some imagine, in
large part because of the branch families' success in adapting new
migrants to life in urban-industrial centers. He noted that although
Chicago represents an exception, most of the cities to which mi-
grants go do not seem to have major problems with permanently
"ghetto-ized" migrants. This does not deny that new migrants have
difficulties in becoming integrated with their new environment, but
their difficulties are often exaggerated. Most migrants who begin
urban life in an Appalachian "ghetto" eventually move to more
mixed neighborhoods and become integrated with the larger com-
munity; many migrants do not even begin their new life in a

hetto."
Thus far we have been discussing outmigration from Appalachia
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in fairly general terms, but it is also instructive to take a closer look
at some of the major migration streams. With the exception of the
people who move to adjacent counties or areas, most migrants move
to places outside the region or on its fringe. Migrants from eastern
Kentucky tend to go to the Midwest, especially to such Ohio cities as
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton, whose populations are made up
of sizeable numbers of persons born in Kentucky. Western West
Virginia migrants generally move to central and northeastern Ohio,
to cities such as Columbus, Akron, and Cleveland. Further east in
West Virginia the migrants tend to go to Pittsburgh, while still
further east in the state they move to Maryland and Washington,
D.C,. with some going to the Midwest_ Persons leaving Alabama
counties tend to go to Birmingham, while those leaving Georgia
counties go to Atlanta_ The latter city also draws large numbers of
migrants from the Carolinas, Tennessee, and other southern states,
though it does not exert much pull on Virginia, West Virginia, and
Kentucky_ These migratory streams are now fairly stable, yet many
of them are of relatively recent origin_ As recently as 1950, for ex-
ample, many of the migrants from mining areas in Kentucky and
West Virginia moved only short distances, nearly always to other
mining areas. But by 1955-60, with sharp employment declines in
mining, migrants from these areas were moving much more to areas
with other industries. The proportion of persons who left the Ken-

cky mining areas for Ohio increased from 14 percent in 1950 to 29
percent in 1955-60; another 20 percent went to Indiana, Michigan,
and Illinois in 1955 60, though few persons had gone to these states
in the earlier period. Likewise, the proportion of migrants from
West Virginia's mining areas who went to Ohio during this time
interval rose from 8 percent to 21 percent; the comparable figures
for outmigrants bound for Illinois and Michigan were 4 percent and
8 percent. Meanwhile, migration to other parts of West Virginia fell
from 32 percent to 17 percent of all moves.a5

In general, then, the "typical" Appalachian resident hardly con-
forms to the stereotype of the mountaineer who prefers to live his
own peculiar and isolated life apart from the mainstream of Ameri-

4
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can economic and social life. When economic opportunities outside
the region are clearly much better than those in the region, he will
leave or at le:1st he is quite prepared to see his children leave.
Although the Appalachian family structure which is far from
being homogeneous tends to preserve and foster traditional values,
the branch family constitutes a valuable vehicle for helping migrants
bridge the gap between Appalachia, on the one hand, and life and
work in urban-industrial centers outside the region on the other.
However, even a cursory view of the general migration streams in-
volving Appalachian residents reinforces the point made at the out-
set of this chapter that Appalachia is by no means a homogeneous
region. Thus, we must next consider, in at least a rough way, the na-
ture of the Appalachian subregions, as well as the ways in which
they are re1at.7..d to the "outside" world.

Appalachia's Subregions
The Appalachian Regional Commissi-3n distinguishes four broad

subregions within Appalachia.36 Each differs from the other in its
potential for growth and in its public investment needs.

The first is Northern Appalachia, which includes some dozen
counties in southern New York, most of the Allegheny Plateau area
in Pennsylvania and Maryland, northern West Virginia, and south-
ern Ohio. This subregion has a long history of urbanization and in-
dustrialization, but shifting demands and changing technology have
created many problems for its economy. In particular, it is grappling
with problems of converting from its dependence on coal, steel, and
railroad employment to newer types of manufacturing and service
employment. The area is faced with serious environmental prob-
lems, industrial blight, and community obsolescence. These in turn
are a consequence of past mining and industrial activities that failed
to take account of external diseconomies. These diseconomies in-
clude mine drainage pollution, mine subsidence, blight -,nd water
pollution from strip mining, mine fires and flooding, and air pollu-
tion caused by heavy industry activities. Public overhead capital in
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Northern Appalachia is more developed than in much of the rest of
the region, but its future growth will depend in large measure on
community renewal and improvements in the quality of the environ-
ment.

Industrialization and urbanization are occurring relatively rapidly
in another subregion, Southern Appalachia, though employment
growth is being generated for the most part in such relatively (na-
tionally) slow-growing, labor-intensive industries as apparel, tex-
tiles, and food processing. The states included in this areaMissis-
sippi, Alabama, South Carolina, North Carolina, Tennessee, and
Virginia have given high priority to developing manpower skills so
that their workers will be competitive with the nation as a whole.
They have recognized the need to develop high school and post-
high school vocational training to prepare young people for the jobs
that are opening. To attract a greater share of new industries the
states are also developing their higher education facilities, as well as
their medical education programs. A second priority is the provi-
sion of public overhead capital for the area's growing industrial
communities_ The general approach, therefore, is one of balanced
growth of public facilities and skilled manpower.

The third subregion, the Appalachian Highlands, extends from
northern Georgia, through the Smoky Mountains of Tennessee and
North Carolina, into the Blue Ridge of Virginia, and the Alle-
ghenies, all the way to the Mohawk Valley and Catskills in New
York. This highly scenic but sparsely populated strip has its r;reatest
potential as a tourism and recreation area for the rest of Appalachia
and the metropolitan populations living on either side. The Appala-
chian states, in cooperation with federal agencies and the Appala-
chian Regional Commission, are studying how this potential can be
exploited through comprehensive development, conservation, and
recreation complexes, often involving private capital.

The last of the four subregions, and that of greatest concern in
this study, is Central Appalachia, which consists of sixty counties in
eastern Kentucky, southern West Virginia, northern Tennessee, and
southwestern Virginia. The data in Tables 18 and 19 show that this
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subregion is Appalachia's biggest problem area. Column 7 of Table
8 shows th t the Appalachian parts of Kentucky, Virginia, and

West Virgii-iia each lost population between 1950 and 1960. How-
ever, the central Appalachian portions of these states lost people
at even higher rates, as shown by the figures in parentheses. The
Appalachiatri portion of Tennessee gained 5_1 percent in population
during the clecade, but the Central Appalachian portion of the state
lost population, the rate being 9.5 percent. The Central Appala-
chian portion of Kentucky was particularly hard hit, showing a
19.3 percent change.

Betweert 1960 and 1965 the Appalachian portions of Kentucky
and West Virginia continued to show population declines, but the
population jj the Central Appalachian counties declined even more
rapidly (Table 18, column 3) The Appalachian portion of Virginia
gained poplilation, but its Central Appalachian counties' population
declined by- 3_7 percent. The Central Appalachian part of Tennessee
gained pop-ulation, but at a lower rate than Appalachian Tennessee
as a whole.

Turning to Table 19, the unemployment rate for Appalachia fell
by nearly talree percentage points between 1963 and 1965. In the
latter year it was only 0.7 of one percentage point higher than the
comparable national figure. The unemployment rates for the Ap-
palachian portions of Kentucky (10.0 ) West Virginia (7_8) and
Virginia (5,7 ) remained well above the Appalachian rate of 5.2
and the na_tional rate of 4.5. Data on unemployment rates in the
Central Appalachian area were not available for the respective
states, but for central Appalachia as a whole the rate was 11.9 per-
cent in 1963, and it had dropped to only 10.1 by 1965.37 Partial data
_or 1967 (rable 19) show that unemployment rates in the Ap-
palachian portions of the three Central Appalachian states for which
data were available were above the national rate, with Kentucky
(9_1) and West Virginia (6.4) having particularly high rates. The
Central Appalachian portions of these states certainly had even
higher rates.

In 196% Central Appalachia had a per capita income figure of
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TABLE 19: UNEMPLOYMENT AND PER CAPITA INCOME STATISTICS

FOR THE UNITED STATES, THE APPALACHIAN REGION,
AND THE APPALACHIAN PORTION OF RELEVANT STATES

Unemployment Rate Per Capita Income
Percent
change

1963 1965 1967 1962 1966 1962-1966
United States 5.7 4.5 3.8 $2368 $2963 25.1
Appalachian Region 8.1 5.2
Appalachian portion of:

Alabama 5.9 4.4 4.3 1687 2169 28.6
Georgia 7.0 4.8 1371 1857 40.6

9.1Kentucky 11.0 10.0 1095 1378 25.8
Maryland 8.1 5.8 5.2 2353 3137 33.3Mississippi 6.3 5.6 4.6 1135 1589 40.0
New York 5.7 4.2 3.7 2220 2503 12.7
North Carolina 5.2 1712 2205 28.8
Ohio 7.4 5.6 5.2 1669 2054 23.1
Pennsylvania 8.5 4.7 4.0 2117 2683 26.7
South Carolina 5.3 3.8 1822 2488 36.6
Tennessee 6.8 4.2 4.3 1638 2188 33.6Virginia 7.9 5.7 1229 1638 33.3

6.4West Virginia 10.3 7.8 1726 2211 28.8

Note: A dash indicates that data were not available.
Source: Appalachian Regional Commission_

$918, compared to a national average of $1,850.38 Though more
recent data were not available for Central Appalachia, Table 19
shows per capita income values for the Appalachian portions of the
relevant states. In 1966, national per capita income was $2963; the
comparable value for the Appalachian portion of West Virginia was
$2211; for Tennessee, $2188; for Virginia, $1638; and for Ken-
tucky $1378. Between 1962 and 1966, per capita income in the
United States increased hy 25.1 percent; the increases for the four
states in question here ranged from 25.8 percent for Appalachian
Kentucky to 33.6 percent for Appalachian Tennessee. Nevertheless,
these higher percentage increases were not sufficient to close the
absolute gaps between these areas and the nation. Indeed, the abso-
lute gap in Appalachian West Virginia increased from $642 to

1.00
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$752; in Tennessee, from $730 to $77 in Virgin a, from $1139
to $1325; and in Kentucky, from $1273 to $1585. It may also be
inferred that the situation was even worse in the Central Appala-
chian portions of these states.

If it is evident tha-t Central Appalachia poses the greatest diffi-
culties of _any Appalachian subregion, it is even more evident that
eastern Kentucky poses even greater problems from an economic
development point of view than does the rest of Central Appalachia.
The problems of eastern Kentucky therefore invite closer exam-
ination.

Eastern Kentucky: The Toughest Problem
Kentucky is a relatively poor state, but the degree to which

eastern Kentucky differs from the rest of the state is seen in a num-
ber of regression analyses using data for the state's 120 counties."
Analysis of the factors associated with differing levels of median
family income gives the following equation:
(1) Y60 162 -I- 3.76S -I- 18.2 (P60/P50 X 100)

(0.58) (2.72)
22_9A60 -I- 49.4E60,
(2.88 ) (5.17 )

where Y60 -= median family income in 1960; S58 -= set-vice industry
importance as measured by per capita dollar receipts from personal,
business, and repair services in 1958; (P60/P50 X 100) = popula-
tion in 1960 as a percent of that in 1950; A60 -= importance of agri-
culture as measured by the proportion of all employed persons who
were farmers or farm managers; and E60 = educational effort, as
measured by per capita expenditures from local resources for educa-
tion. The values in parentheses are the standard errors of the regres-
sion coefficients. The regression coefficients are each significant at
the .01 level of significance, as is the F value of 222_7. For equation
(1), R 0.89. Variation in the four independent variables is there-
fore quite closely associated with variation in median income. It is
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par icularly important to note here that the eastern Kentucky coun-
ties that are in Appalachia, as defined by the Appalachian Regional
Commission, rank very low with regard to each of the independent
variables except A8o, where they rank relatively high. The average
rank for the counties of eastern Kentucky for each of the four inde-
pendent variables is 76, 82, 60, and 81, respectively. For the de-
pendent variable their average rank is 86. The lowest possible aver-
age rank, considering that there are 49 counties in eastern Kentucky,
would be 95. Similarly the highest possible average rank for eastern
Kentucky counties would be 25. Low incomes in eastern Kentucky
are therefore associated with its relatively low levels of service ac-
tivities and educational effort, its relative population decline, and its
relatively high proportion of employed persons in agriculture.

A broader measure of the well-being of the populations of the
counties in question is given by their socioeconomic status. This
index is derived by adding the reversed ranks of a county on the fol-
lowing variables: median family income, median value of homes,
and proportion of total employment accounted for by professional
workers. To this sum is added the rank of a county on proportions of
total employment accounted for by unskilled workers. Thus, the
larger the index, the higher is the general socioeconomic status. The
following equation is instructive in "explaining" variation in socio-
economic status:
2) SES 228 -1- 0.047V60 3.81B58 ± 9.581200,

(.003) (0.42) (0.85)
where SES = Socioeconomic status; Y 0 = median family income
in 1960; B58 = economic base index in 1958, as measured by add-
ing value in manufacturing, wholesale sales, retail sales, per capita
receipts from services, and then dividing this sum by the value of
farm products sold (giving the relation between commercial and
industrial activity to agriculture) ; and -0.0 urbanization as meas-
ured by the proportion of the total population that was urban in
1960.

For equation (2), R2 0.83 and F = 1939,. highly significant
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at the .01 percent significance level. The regression coefficients are
each significant at the .01 level. The significance of Y60 is extremely
high even in view of the fact that it is in some measure being re-
gressed upon itself. The average rank for the counties of eastern
Kentucky for the three independent variables is 86, 53, and 70, re-
spectively, while that for the dependent variable is 77, indicating the
low socioeconomic level of these counties.

It was pointed out in an earlier section of this chapter that higher
levels of urbanization and education are necessary if Appalachia is
to capture a greater share of rapidly expanding tertiary activities_
The following equation shows the influence of urbanization and
education on tertiary activity in Kentucky's counties:

(3) C58 = 433 -F 185.1U60 -I 19.4E60,
(24.7) (7.1)

where C58 = per capita commercial and selected services sales
receipts in 1958; and U60 and E.0 are as defined in equations (2)
and (1), respectively_ For equation (3), a2 = 0.51 and F 60.66_
The regression coefficients and the r value are all significant at the
.01 level. The average rank of the eastern Kentucky counties is
again low: 70 and 82 for the respective independent variables and
74 for the dependent variable. Levels of urbanization and local edu-
cational effort therefore "explain" over half the variance in C58 for
all counties, and the low values for these independent variables in
eastern Kentucky account in large part for its low level of tertiary
activities.

The low local education effort in eastern Kentucky [these counties
had an average rank of 81 for F60 in equation (1)1 is balanced in
part by outside help from state and federal funds, as is shown in the
following equation:
(4) SFE61 247" .02131(60,

(.0019)
where SFE01 state and federal educational expenditures (grades
1-12) per pupil in 1960-61; and Y.. = median family income in
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1960. Por equation (4), R2 = .052; the regre sion coefficient is sig-
nificant at the .01 level_ Thus, 'over half the variance in SFE61 is
"explained" by V-60, the relationship being an inverse one. Since the
eastern Kentucky counties had an average rank of 86 with respect to

it is obvious that they are relative gainers from state and federal
aid.

Of course, federal aid for education has increased substantially
since 1960-61, the year for which our relevant data were obtained_
However, it is best to consider education within the total framework
of human resource development, for, as Bowman and Haynes have
remarked, "special attention to human resource development is
called for on many grounds but especially because in no aspect of
the mountain situation is the national as distinct from purely local
interest so profoundly involved_"40 Their position is based on the
argument that we have presented earlier, namely, that people are
eastern Kentucky's greatest export, but they are not an export from
which the mountains can derive an inco ic. Neither can they be
barred from the cities outside the region. Therefore, the nation as a
whole has a stake in investing in these people who will become a part
of the nation_ "The cost of not doing so is far too great."41

In analyzing the federal government's implicit policy with respect
to human resource development in eastern Kentucky it is useful to
divide public overhead capital into two parts: economic overhead
capital (CDC) and social overhead capital (SOC). Projects of the
first type are primarily oriented toward supporting directly produc-
tive activities al- toward the movement of economic resources, and
include roads, bridges, power and water installations, and similar
undertakings_ SOC projects, on the other hand, are more concerned
with the provision of satisfactions which have generally, at least in
the past, been regarded as primarily noneconomic in nature_
Although they may also increase productivity, the manner in which
they do so is much less direct than is the cae for FOC. Thus, SOC
would include such activities as education, cultural programs, health
projects, and some types of welfare_ Investment in SOC may be
regarded, therefore, as equivalent to investment in human resources.

10 4
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It may be noted that the use of SOC here differs from that in most
of the relevant literature, where it has tended to be synonymous
with public overhead capital in general. However, the usefulness of
disaggregating public overhead capital into SOC--EOC components
has been demonstrated in a number of previously published studies
by the author.42

An analysis of the soc-rac structure of federal expenditures
in eastern Kentucky is presented in Table 20. The programs of three
agencies were grouped together to give the SOC values. They are
the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and the Department of Labor. Similarly,
the outlays of the Department of Commerce, the Department of
Transportation, and the Small Business Administration were
grouped together to give the EOC values. Of course, other agencies
have SOC and EOC programs but the activities of these agencies
do not fall in tote into either the sac or 'ROC category. On the
other hand, the outlays of the agencies included in Table 20 can be
regarded as falling fairly clearly into either the SOC or the EOC
category. The data were obtained from the Office of Economic Op-
portunity, which began compilinP data in 1966 on federal program
expenditures by state and county. On the advice of 0E0 officials,
data for 1966 were not included in Table 20. The principal difficulty
is that there were a considerable number of programs that were not
reported for 1966. In contrast, these officials had reasonable con-
fidence in the comprehensiveness and quality of their data since
1966.

The structure of EOC and SOC outlays within Kentucky is shown
in columns (2) and (4). In 1967, eastern Kentucky received 46
percent of the state EOC total but it received only 28 percent of the
state SOC total. Likewise, in the first half of fiscal year 1968 eastern
Kentucky received about half of all the FOC expenditures in the
state, but 1-!ss than a third of all the SOC expenditures. Thus, even
though SOC needs are relatively greater in eastern Kentuk-ky than
elsewhere, the federal programs put greater relative emphasis on
FOC programs in the region relative to the rest of the state.
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The Appalachian Region
The data in Table 20 may also be analyzed in terms of the E0C-

SOC structure within areas. Here it is necessary to consider the
values in columns 6 and 7_ If the arguments presented in this and the
preceding chapter concerning the relatively high priority that should
be attached to SOC programs in lagging areas are correct, then
Kentncky should be receiving a higher proportion of SOC than the
nation as a whole_ Moreover, eastern Kentucky should receive a
higher proportion of sac than the rest of Kentucky. In fact, the
situation is quite different_ In 1967, the proportion of the E.00C-SOC
total going for SOC in the United States as a whole was 85 percent.
For the state of Kentucky the proportion accounted for by SOC was
only 82 percent, while the comparable figure far eastern Kentucky
was only 73 percent. A similar situation is indicated for the first half
of fiscal year 1968. For the United States as a whole, the SOC pro-
portion of total EOC-SOC expenditures was 83 percent, whereas for
Kentucky it was 82 percent. For eastern Kentucky the SOC propor-
tion is only 75 percent. Preliminary results from detailed analysis
of the SOC-E0C expenditures of all federal agencies for all of 1967
and 1968 confirm these general relationships.

These results reflect the fact that insofar as there is a fede al
policy for lagging regions, it is relatively biased in favor of EOC
progtams. The relative neglect of programs to improve the quality
of human resources in lagging areas stems in large measure, as was
argued earlier, from the federal government's preoccupation with at-
tempts to attract economic activity to lagging regions, and its con-
comitant failure to deal with the issue of outmigration from such
areas.

Popula ion change within Kentucky counties due to in- and out-
migration is closely related to education levels. This is shown by
the following equation :
(5) M = 47 -4- 1.661-160,

(0_12)
where M population change between 1950 and 1960 resulting
from in- and outrnigration; and H00 -= per cent of all persons 25
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years of age and older who had at least a high school education in
1960. M is an index value where 100 indicates no gain or loss due
to migration; a value over 100 indicates net immigration, while a
value less than 100 indicates net outmigration. For equation (5),

0.63 and the regression coefficient is significant at the .01
level_ The average rank for the counties of east. rn Kentucky with
respect to 1-100 was 86. In general, then, even within Kentucky,
counties with low education levels had relatively high outmigration,
while those with relatively high education levels had the largest gains
from immigration.

A survey conducted by a University of Kentucky student in the
summer of 1968 and supervised by the author gives some inter-
esting evidence concerning the locational preferences of graduating
high school students in eastern Kentucky. Seniors from four schools
were asked their locational preferences under differing wage rate
assumptions. Eight different relative wage structures were given for
three locations: the student's own community; a Kentucky city such
as I-exington or 1-ouisville (both outside of Appalachia) ; and a
northern city (see Table 21).

If the wage rate is higher in the Appalachian community than in
the other locations (case V), then over three-quarters of the re-
spondents would stay in their home town; yet the remainder would
move to another Kentucky city even if they were paid $1.00 less
per hour! In case 1, where wages are equal in all locations, 28 stu-
dents would stay at home, but 16 would go to another Kentucky
city. However, only 3 would go to a northern city_

What is striking is that in any case where the wage in another
Kentucky city exceeds that of the home community, more respon-
dents would prefer the other Kentucky city to their home. Moreover,
the preference for another Kentucky city increases with the n-iagni-
tude of the wage differential between the home community and the
other city. For example, when the differential is only $0.25 (case
II), those who would leave for another Kentucky city outnumber
those who would stay home by 21 to 18. When the differential is in-
creased to $0.50 (case III), the ratio becomes 28 to 9; to $0.75
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(case IV), 28 to 6; t $1.00 (Case VII), 30 to 4; and t 2.00,
45 to 3.

TABLE 21: LOCATIONAL PREFERENCES OF
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS UNDER
RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Location Wage Rate
Own town $1.50

EASTERN KENTUCKY
DIFFERING WAGE

Preferences Indicated
28

I Kentucky city 1.50 16
Northern city 1.50 3

Own town 1.50 18
11 Kentucky city 1.75 21

Northern city 2.00 8

Own town 1.50 9
III Kentucky city 2.00 28

Northern city 2.50 10

Own town 1.50 6
IV Kentucky city 2.25 28

Northern city 3.00 14

Own town 3.50 36
V Kentucky city 2.50 11

Northern city 1.50 0

Own town 1.50 3
VI Kentucky city 3.50 45

Northern city 2_50 0

Own town 1.50 4
VII Kentucky city 2.50 30

Northern city 3.50 13

Own town 1.50 2
VIII Kentucky city 3.50 29

Northern city 5.50 20

Note: A total of 53 responses were received to the mail questi nnaire,
but some respondents did not answer all of the alternatives.

Source: Mail questionnaire sent by Judith Noble to graduating seniors
in PaintsvIlle, Prestonsburg, Salyersville, and Elkhorn City high schools.
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No less striking is the disposition of the resoonderits to avoid

going to a northern city. In the two casvs where the wage in another
Kentucky city exceeds that of the northern city, not a single indi-
vidual would go north_ Even in case VII, where the wage in the
North exceeds that in another Kentucky city by 40 percent (and
both exceed the wage in the home community ), the number who
would go to another Kentucky city exceeds the number of those who
would go north by 30 to 13_ And even in case VIII, where the
northern wage exceeds that in another Kentucky city by $2.00, the
number who would go to the other Kentucky city exceeds the num-
ber of those who would go north by 29 to 20_

In addition to the students whose responses we have been discuss-
ing, a group of 27 students at Mullins, another eastern Kentucky
high school, were interviewed and asked substantially the same
questions concerning where they would choose to live and work.
'Merle responses are not included in the data in Table 21 because the
students were given only five cases, and because the wage levels dif-
fered somewhat from those shown in Table 21. Nevertheless, the
results were quite similar_ For example, if another Kentucky city and
a northern city each paid a wage of $2.40 (while the eastern Ken-
tucky wage was $1.60), 17 students would prefer to locate in the
Kentucky city; only 8 would prefer the northern city_ If the Ken-
tucky city had the highest wage, every student but one would choose
to go there_ The single exception would remain in his home com-
munity_ (In 1969 over 600 high school seniors in the Big Sandy
region were surveyed using the same wage rate assumptions shown
in Table 21; P---liminary analysis corroborates the earlier results
reported here_ )

These findings have important implications for regional and man-
power policies_ First, they reinforce the position that even in the
most lagging of Appalachian areas people are quite ready and will-
ing to leave for areas with better economic opportunity. Second, it is
erroneous to believe that outmigrants from lagging rural regions
prefer to go to big metropolitan areas, in this case in the North. They
obviously would prefer to locate in intermediate areas between the
lagging rural areas and the congested cities. Policies aimed at divert-
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ing rural people from the big cities should therefore concentrate on
intermediate areas, and potential migrants should be given skills and
training to match the job opportunities in intermediate areas. In the
present case, this would mean matching education and training pro-
grams in eastern Kentucky with the job requirements of industries
in, for example, Louisville and Lexington, where labor markets are

ht. Again, it is not a question of "moving out" people; in our mar-
ket system it is no more possible to compel people to leave than it is
possible to compel industry to move to the mountains. But it is a
question of giving people viable alternatives and therefore the pos-
sibility of genuine choice.

The conclusions of Bowman and Haynes with respect to the
economy of eastern Kentucky are essentially valid for Central Ap-
palachia in general. After intensive research on all asnects of the
regional economy, they found that:

Adding this all up, a few main points are absolutely clear_ "The ICen-
tucky mountains will not develop a significantly expanding economy, no
matter what public policies are pursued_ In an area of this kind neither
ARA [Area Redevelopment Administration, the forerunner of the pres-
ent Economic r3evelopment Administration] nor any other program
designed primarily to increase job opportunities can have any significant
effect. One or two fringe locations excepted, the most that can be ac-
complished is to hold the line; highway and civic improvements are
necessary to realize even this modest aim, but little more can be ex-
pected of thern.43

The data presented earlier on recent economic and demographic
change in eastern Kentucky and Central Appalachia in general show
that time has only reinforced these findings.

Growth Centers and Appalachia's Future
Much has been made, and rightly so, in discussions of Appala-

chian development problems of the lack of urban centers in the
region capable of providing the services, concentrated labor force,
and other external economies needed to support growth. This lack is
especially evident in the southern Appalachians. Many people feel
that difficult adjustment problems related to migration would be
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less severe if the region's own Aties could absorb more of the mi-
grant population_ Unfortunately, the performance of southern
Appalachia's SMSA's has not been bright_

From 1940 to 1950 the SMSA's of southern Appalachia, as de-
fined by Brown and Hillery, increased in population by 20 percent,
but from 1950 to 1960 the gain was only 7 percent, while all
SMSA's in the country were increasing in population by 26 percent_
E)uring the 1950-60 decade, only 30 of the 212 SMSA's in the
United States had population declines or increases of less than 10
percent_ Pour of the six southern Appalachian SMSA'sFlunting-
ton-Ashland, Charleston, Asheville, and 1<noxville---were among
these. The growth rates of the other twoChattanooga (13.3 per-
cent) and R_oanoke (18.1 percent)were below the national
median for SMSA's. Moreover, during the 1950-60 decade, the
combined SMSA's of the region actually lost population related to
migration, the net migration rate being 10-1 percent_ Innly
Roanoke did not lose population due to migration and most of the
other SMSA's had relatively high net outmigration rates. Thus, it is
apparent that the region's SMSA's have been less attractive to
migrants than other -SNISA_'s in the country." Moreover, according
to Burean ef the Census projections, this pattern is paing to con-
tinue_ The Bureau estimates that between 1965 and 1975 the six
SMSA's in question, taken together, will grow by only 3.5 percent.
If Roanoke is excluded, the ten-year growth rate will be only 1_9
percent.'" Drown and Hillery have correctly pointed out that:

iks metropolitan centers have become more important in national
life, the incapacity of the Appalachian Region to develop and sustain
many large, metropolitan areas has resulted in a decline of its national
significance. Flirthermore, various parts of the area have tended to fall
into the spheres of influence of the cities that have developed -Outside
the IZegion. Consequently, it is less meaningful today to consider the
Appalachians as a. region in itself, since it is becoming increasingly seg-
mented so far as its economic ties are concerned.4"

Thus we return to an important point emphasized earlier in this
chapter, namely, that Appalachia "is a collection of fringes of other
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systems which have sOrtle more or less common characteristics.
114ore and more each of these fringes is being integrated into the
particular system of which it is a part."47 A regional policy that is
primarily concerned with people would give high priority to inte-
grating the growth of urban areas outside of Appalachia with their
Appalachian hinterlands and to providing comprehensive relocation
assistance. North Carolina provides a gtood example of what this
impl ies.

The area of greatest economic growth in North Carolina is the
polynucIeated urban area known as the Piedmont Crescent. 'There
are five major cities in this complex: Raleigh, nurham, +Greensboro,
WinstonSalem, and Charlotte.4' Under the present regional com-
mission approach, the Appalachian counties of western North Caro-
lina, which do not include the Piedmont, have been encouraged to
try to solve their problems within the context of their own area.
Similarly, the counties of eastern North Carolina have been grouped
together to form a part of the region for which the Coastal Plains
Regional Commission is responsible. 'The Coastal Plains Commis-
sionwhich also includes counties in eastern South Carolina and
eastern Georgia----is modeled after the Appalachian Commission
and in principle its activities are to be carried out within the per-
spective of its own domain. However, Bishop points out that reloca-
tion assistance that attempts tc, guide migration to the Piedmont
Crescent may well have a greater payoff than efforts to subsidize
industry movements to lagging areas or to increase education at all
levels. In North Carolina, he writes, "we are trying to alter the mi-
gration pattern. Instead of having our people concentrate in New
York, Washington, or Philadelphia, we are attempting to encourage
a shift into the Piedmont from the Coastal Plains."'D He advocates
more serious consideration of relocation assistance programs -with
job information and moving expenses to be operated through the
State Employment Security Commissions."

Another lost opportunity is represented by the growth of parts of
non-Appalachian Kentucky, particularly around Louisville, and in
the Bluegrass area around Lexington. 'The cities in the Lexington-
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I-ouisville-CinciT-Anati triangle are now linked to one another and to
Appalachia by the interstate highway system and the Mountain
Parkway in eastern Kentucky. Moreover, as shown earlier in this
chapter, there is evidence that young people in eastern Kentucky
have strong preferences to move to growing Kentucky cities outside
of Appalachia, rather than to northern cities_ The Appalachian Re-
gional CIOMMiSS1C311 has taken an interest in the commuting possi-
bilities that have been and will be opened as a result of new and
projected highways. However, I-onisville is not within commuting
distance of Appalachia, and there has not yet been any really
systematic effort made to explore the possibilities of a comprehen-
sive migration program involving growth centers in non-Appala-
chian Kentucky_

In general, it is to be expected that migrants will be less and less
influenced in choosing their destinations by the previous choices of
their fzmilies, and that they increasingly will become more sensitive
to opportunities in the job market.51 The Appalachian Regional
Commission has taken account of the commuting possibilities that
are and can be made available to residents of the region who live
relatively close to growing urban areas on the fringe of the region.
Many of its human resource investments within the region also
imply that the beneficiaries may have to relocate to find gainfnl em-
ployment for their skills and training_ But as yet there has been no
systematic effort to guide migration, particularly if it involves move-
ment outside the region_

F'or the near future at least, the principal response to Appalachia's
lack of urban centers capable of providing the services, trained
labor, and other external economies needd to support sustained
growth apparently will be to encourage the development of such
centers within the region. _Fach state has determined areas where
it is believed economic growth is most likely to occur, taking ac-
count of commuting patterns, commercial activity, educatio.a.al
cultural services, professional services, inter-industry linkages, gov-
ernment services, natural resources, physical geography considera-
tions, and transportation networks_ IDuring the past three years the

1_1_4
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states have identified, throughont the sixty development and plan-
ning districts of the region, some 125 areas which have "significant
potential for future growth_" -I-hese areas taken together account for
80 percent of the people in the region, 88 perent of the bank de-
posits, 88 percent of the retail trade, 92 percent of the wholesale
trade, and 92 percent of the major services. Between 1959 and 1965
these areas also accounted for 86 percent of the total increase in per
capita income in Appalachia_ An analysis of public investments dur-
ing the first three years of the Appalachian program showed that
only 4.9 percent of the outlays for non-highway investments were
located outside cif these areas, and that less than 5 percent of invest-
ments were in projects deemed to have low priority relative to re-
gional problems_ Thus, the Executive IDireutor of the Appalachian
Regional Commission states that with few exceptions, most of which
occnrred during the first months of the program, "the publie facility
investments during the first three years of the program appeared to
have been properly located and their function directly related to
development problems in local areas."2 'Yet some hard questions
need to be raised in this regard.

The growth center policy of the Appalachian program is con-
strained by its district program_ Instead of beginning by delimiting
select number of "areas of significant potential for futnre growth,"
it has been necessary to define growth centers so that each of the
sixty-nine development districts has at least one center.53 If each
district really has a genuine growth center, then it would .7,111 that
there would be no need for outmigration from the region, nor for
commuting to outside metropolitan areas_ 'There would only need to
be commutingarid perhaps some limited relocation within each
district, from the hinterland to the 11-,rowth center_

Given the relatively low level of urbanization in Appalachia, given
the great comparative advantages of larger urban centers in terms of
external economies attractive to most firms, and given the enormous
financial effort to bridge the gap between a "potentially promising"
location and actnally providing it with enough external economies to
be competitive it seems that greater selectivity could have been used
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in designating growth centers. When one considers that public capi-
tal investment in established metropolitan areas in the United States
may range from a quarter to a third of the total capital outlay,54 it
becomes apparent that Appalachian program funds available for
growth centers are not sufficient to make 125 centers attraf;tive in
comparison to those in more advanced regions, at least not by a
process of balanced growth of public facilities within each center.

The Appalachian Regional Commission is aware of these prob-
lems and now distinguishes between 78 primai-y and recrional
"growth centers" on the one hand and smaller "district centers
the other. Moreover, Commission growth center investments have
been concentrated in thirty areas_ Although large absolute expendi-
tures have beer& made in some of the region's bigger cities, the
highest proportion of Commission obligations has gone to growth
areas in the 10,000 to 250,000 range. These areas account for 75.3
percent of all growth area obligations, compared to 15.6 percent
for areas with populations over 250,000 and 9.0 percent to areas
with fewer than 10,000 inhabitants. It is the policy of the Commis-
sion to invest more in per capita terms in communities of 250,000
or less than in larger cities because the impact of program funds is
likely to be greater in these communities. M(Dreav tr, the most rapid
growth in Appalachia is occurring in communities in the 10,000-
50,000 nopulation range, rather than in the larger cities or rural
areas. Between 1960 and 1966, communities in the 10,000-50,000
range accounted for 40 percent of Appalachia's population growth
even though they had only 24 percent of the region's population
(see Table 14) _

In practice, then, the distribution of growth center investments
has been much more concentrated than might have been expected
from an approach that gives each district at least one growth center
and some districts more_ Flowever, some nominal growth areas are
in fact hinterlands to more viable growth centers outside of their
districts or even outside of Appalachia_ The people in these nom-
inal areas might benefit more from investments in health and educa-
tion than from growth-type investments which might well be ineifee-

_4
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tive and which they are not receiving in any case. They might also
be given more encouragement to commute or move to areas where
employment growth is a viable prospect rather than a slogan of the
local Chamber of Commerce. It is hoped that this question can be
put in better perspective by the more general discussions in Chap-
ters 9 and 10.

Summary and Conclusions

As in the case of the South, Appalachia's employment structure
is heavily weighted in favor of declining and slow-growing sectors.
The region's relative isolation, its failure to develop growing cities
with attractive external economies, and its neglect of its human re-
sources have combined to discourage more rapidly growing and
better paying industriesparticularly in the tertiary sectorfrom
locating in A-ipalachia. For many of its residents, outmigration has
been the only feasible response to high levels of unemployment and
underemployment and low levels of income. The people of Ap-
palachia have much the same values and aspirations as other Ameri-
cans, and many are willing to move to areas where opportunities are
better, or at least they feel that their children should move. Unfor-
tunately, one of the main factors inhibiting Appalachian develop-
mentunderinvestment in human resourcesalso makes it difficult
for many Appalachian residents to find employment outside of the
region. Residents of non-Appalachian regions who are helping to
finance public works projects in Appalachia have reason to question
whether these projects are really going to generate self-rustained
growth in the mountains, much less help themselves. On the other
hand, because the rest of the nation is an importer of Appalachia's
people it has a stake in their quality. Considerably greater outside
support is needed if the health and educational needs of Appala-
chia's people are to be met.

Many parts of Appalachia, particularly Central Appalachia, will
not be able to provide decent jobs opportunities for many of their
people. Increased skill and training will not be sufficient to attract
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rapidly growing, relatively high-wage Industries in view of the many
other disadvantages of these areas_ Moreover, the magnitude of the
public works projects that would be needed to put these areas on a
par with their competitors in other parts of the country would be
financially beyond the means of the Appalachian program_ 'This is
fortunate from an opportunity cost viewpoint in a national perspec-
dive_

'The Appalachian rtegional 1Development Act of 1965 was largely
designed to attract eeonamic activity to the region_ Its primary em-
phasis was placed on highway construction, to open up the region
to the "ontside world_ I-II:DNA/ever, because of the Vietnam situation
appropriations for the Appalachian highway program have fallen
far short of authorizations. Moreover, the Appalaehian I;tegional
Commission has been cognizant of the human .i-z--souree deficiencies
of the region and has moved to do more to correct this situation than
might be supposed from a reading of the original Act_ The Commis-
sion realizes that improving _the quality of Appalachia's human re-
sources may inerease outmigration, but it has not developed a com-
prehensive labor mobility program geared to job opportunities
outside the region_ 'The Appalachian highway program provides
links to growing metropolitan areas on the fringe of the region, but
the Commission views these ties primarily in terms of commuting
opportunities for Appalachian people living near the fringe or in
terms of markets for Appalachian firms_

'There are places in Appalachia. with growth potential and the
Appalachian Ftegional Commission can play a valuable role in
stimulating, guiding, and coordinating their development_ I-Icrwever,
the future of many people c f the region might be brighter if future
legislation were to ptit more ,=mphasis than is now given to linking
the problems of Appalaehia to opportunities outside of the region_
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Introduction
The Public Works and F,conomc nevelopment Act of 1965 author-
ized the Secretary of Commerce to designate, with the concurrence
of the states involved, multistate regions that contain common prob-
lems of economic distress or lag that extend beyond the capability of
any one state to salve_ Among the factors used in considering
whether a region has lagged behind the nation as a whole in eco-
nomic development are: (1) a rate of unemployment substantially
above the national rate; (2) a median level of family income sig-
nificantly below the national median; (3) a level of housing, health,
and educational facilities substantially below the national level;
(4) an economy that has traditionally been dominated by only one
or two industries, which are in a state of long term decline; (5) a
substantial rate of outmigration of labor or capital or both; (6) ad-
verse effects resulting from changing industrial technology; (7) ad-
verse effects resulting from changes in national defense facilities or
production; and (8) indices of regional production indicating a
growth rati.t substantially below the national average.1

4Drice a region has been designated, the relevant states are in-
vited to participate in a Regional Commission- The Commissions
are patterned in structure after the Appalachian Regional Commis-
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sion. They are joint federal-state organizations, co;Liposed of one
member from each state (usually a Grovernor or his designee ) and
a federal member who is appointed by the President and confirmed
by the Senate. The federal member serves as federal co-chairman
and one of the state members, who is elected by his colleagues,
serves as state co-chairman. Any action taken by the Commission
requires the vote of the federal co-chairman and a majority of state
members_

The Regional Commission approach assumes that the states
know best the problems of their region. At the same time, it is as-
sumed that the federal government is more likely to have an objec-
tive view of the overall plan in its relationship to national objectives.
A joint plan combining these views is expectee to be of greater value
than a plan prepared alone at either levet. Each Regional Commis-
sion is charged with analyzing the problems of its area's economy
and developing an overall strategy for promoting the area's long-run
growth. More specifically, each Commission is confronted with the
following tasl (1 ) identifying the reasons why the region's econ-
omy is lagging behind that of the nation; (2) identifying the human
and physical resources available within the region; (3 ) determin-
ing overall developmental goals for the region in the light of its po-
tential; (4) developing alternative programs for reaching these goals
and identifying what should be done by the government and by
private enterprise; (5 ) working with federal, state, and local gov-
ernments for the implementation of the Commission's -:ecommenda-
t ions_2

In developing recommendations for prc,grams and projects for
future regional economic development, and in establishing within
these recommendations a priority ranking for such programs and
projects, the Commissions are supposed to take account _of the rela-
tionship of individual projects or classes of projects to overall re-
gional development. This includes locating projects in areas which
have a significant potential for growth in the view of the states_ Con-
sideration must also be given to the population of the area to be
served by the project or class of projects, including its per capita
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income and unemployment rate. In addition, the relative financial
resources available to the state or political subdivisions which seek
to undertake a project must be considered, as well as the importance
of the project in relation to other projects which may be in competi-
tion for the same funds. Finally, there must be some prospect that
the project will permanently improve the opportunities for employ-
ment, the average level of income, or the economic and social de-
velopment of the area served by the project.3 In this last instance,
it will be noted that the focus is upon the development of the place in
question, rather than upon its people, although in practice some of
the Commissions are oriented toward human resource development.

On the basis of Public Law 90-103 amendments to the Public
Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, the Commissions
are authorized to give financial aid to economically lagging areas in
financial difficulty by supplementing or substituting Commission
funds for those ordinarily required from the state or local bodies in
federal grant-in-aid programs involving the construction or equip-
ping of public facilities or land acquisition. Thus, where a federal
grant-in-aid program, such as public health services or vocational
education, would normally be funded 50 percent by the relevant
federal agency and 50 percent by state or local government, the sup-
plemental grant program permits the Commission to assume a por-
tion of the normal state and local matching share. The maximum
allowable combined federal agency-Commission share is 80 percent_
For example, under a mnximum supplemental grant arrangement
the funding for vocational euucation would be changed from SO per-
cent federal agency-50 percent state and local rovernment, to 50
percent federal agency-30 percent regional Commission-20 percent
state and local government. To carry out the supplemental grant-in-
aid program, $5 million was authorized for eaci of the rer,ional
Commissions for the last part of fiscal year 1968, and $10 million
was authorized for each Commission for fiscal year 1969.4 How-
ever, actual allocations have fallen considerably short of these
amounts.

Five Regional Commissions were established in 1966. The re-
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gions concerned are the Ozarks, New England, the Four Corners,
the Coastal Plains, and the -Upper Great 1.-akes. Because of funding
lags many of the Commissions were not able to complete their staffs
before 1968. The work of the Commissions is just getting off the
ground at this writing, hence it is not possible to attempt any defini-
tive evaluation of their programs. Nevertheless it is instructive to
examine their progress to date_

The Ozarks _Region
As designated in 1966, the Ozarks -Economic neveloprnent Re-

gion consisted of 125 counties in the states of Arkansas, Missouri,
and Oklaho:----:a. Nine ICansas counties were added to the region in
1968. These counties lie in the Ozark uplands, the Arkansas River
Valley, the Ouachita Mountains and the border counties which
merge into the bottom lands of the Mississippi River. The original
settlers in the Ozarks were descendents of the early English colonists
from the mountain regions of the eastern states. Although the Ozark
Mountains, like the Appalachian Mountains, are geologically
modest, they too have resulted in the isolation of many small settle-

, ments. Because of this isolation people of the region have been slow
to assimilate urban values and ways of living, and economic prog-
ress has lagged behind that in surrounding regions.

The IDepartment of Agriculture has developed an index of farm-
operator living standards based on average value of sales per farm,
average value of land and buildings per farm, proportion of farms
with telephones, proportion of farms with home freezers, and pro-
port: _)n of farms with automobiles. By these criteria the Appala-
cl-ans and the Ozarks have especially poor living indexes_ In rela-
tion to the rest of the country, the Ozarks region has poor soil, steep
land, and small farms, conditions not suited to large-scale, mech-
anized commercial agriculture_G The region is still predominantly
rural, despite the growth of urban population centers within it_ In
1960, only about 40 percent of the population in the re,Oon was in
urban areas, whereas the comparable national figure was 70 percent
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114 Rural Poverty and the Urban Crisis
Only fourteen cities and towns have more than 10,000 population,
and only four counties are parts of SMSA's. For several generations
farming and natural resource extraction have been the major eco-
nomic activities of the region. Because of technological changes and
market shifts, the region's labor force has suffered increasingly from
both underemployment avid unemployment. A high proportion of
the area's young people have migrated to places offering greater
job oppr vtunities; total population of the Ozarks declined by almost
5 percent during the 1950's, and by over 13 percent between
1940 and 1960.7

In 1959, per capita income in the Ozarks was $1,242, or 67 per-
cent of the national average. Compared to the nation as a whole,
the Ozarks Region has twice the proportion of families with an an-
nual income of less than $3,000, bu' only one-third the proportion
of families earning $10,000 or more. Furthermore, on the basis of
projections of population and income to 1975, the Commission finds
that the region's per capita income may fall short of the national
mark by as much as $1,000_ Low income is reflected in the stan-
dards of living of the region's people. For example, in 1960, 34 per-
cent of the houses in the region lacked hot or cold running water, 32
percent lacked a flush toilet, 33 percent had no tub or shower, and
32 percent had no sewage system. Retail sales in the region in 1964
amounted to $1,138 per capita, compared to a national figure of
$1,347. Of the 134 counties in the region, only one, Pulaski, Ar-
kansas (Little Rock), is in the top 164 counties in the United States
in total retail sales. In 1965 the federal government spent $236, -
000,000 in public assistance grants to the Ozark states. The pq:r
capita cost was $25.43 in Arkansas, $21.71 in Missouri, and $36.51
in Oklahoma, compared to a national per capita cost of $15.75.8

The physical resources of the Ozarks do not provide a promising
fr-1- r,.tc,ion's future economic development. A large part of

tb 0, :r.suited to further agricultural development. Only iso-
lated areas specializing in poultry, dairy, and intensive crops show
some promise for the development of commercial agriculture and
related industry. A great deal of the land that is adaptable to agricul-
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ture is forested. Much of the region is covered with slow-growing
hardwoods, but there is sufficient pine to support an expanded forest
products industry. The development of recreational centers for the
populations of major urban centers of the mid-continent offers a
promising potential use for the area's physical resources. Bauxite,
iron, lead, zinc, coal, and natural gas are being exploited in the
region, but mining employment has not contributed substantially to
the economy and is not likely to expand. Manufacturing employ-
ment has increased in the urban areas of the region, but not fast
enough to employ the large number of workers leaving the agricul-
tural sector. Moreover, the region's manufacturing activities are
concentrated in slow-growing sectors such as apparel. Public and
private services sufficient to support sustained economic growth
are available only in the larger urban centers of the region. Revenues
from local sources alone are not adequate to support the public
services needed for development. The need for additional education
and training is especially acute, since the age composition, education
level, and lack of marketable skills of the population tend to retard
development in the region and also to keep workers from moving to
where better job opportunities are available. Less than a third of tilt:.
Ozark Region's residents twenty-five years of age or over had com-
pleted high school in 1960. The median number of school years
completed was 8.9, compared with national median of 10.6.0 In one
of the most thorough economic surveys of the Ozarks region yet
undertaken, Jordan and Bender find that "The major economic
problem within the region affecting every type of adjustment is the
amount and quality of education."1"

In 1962, nearly 60 percent of local government expenditure
other than capital outlay in the Ozarks went for education. The
average was under 50 percent for all local governments in the United
States. Nevertheless, the region's expenditure per pupil in daily at-
tendance is too low to maintain an adequate educational system.
The Ozark expenditure per pupil in average daily attendance in
1962 was $253, which was especially low in relation to school size
(smaller schools need high expenditures per pupil if they are to
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provide the same quality of education as larger schools and to
density of population. Similarly, per capita local government ex-
penditure (other than capital outlay ) on education in the Ozarks in
1962 was about $65; the comparable national figure was over $83.11

The Ozarks Regional Commission's program for dealing with the
region's problems has as its principal goal closing the gap in per
capita income between the region and the rest of the nation. The
strategy adopted in this regard includes ( I ) expansion and im-
provement of education, with emphasis on technical and occupa-
tional training; (2) identification and promotion of products and
services to create the largest number of jobs, especially those that
will appeal to educated, abIe young people; (3) development and
upgrading of public facilities related to economic development in
areas_ of significant growth potential; and (4) cultivation of attitudes
favorable to economic growth and expansion."

Road, water, and sewer systems are considered secondary to
education in the Ozarks program. Dr. John Peterson, an economist
who has worked with the program, points out that "A lot of people
tend to think of resources as something tangible. 1 think the first re-
sources are peopletheir training, education and ways of thinking.
They have to want to improve their lot and then have the means to
do so."13 William McCandless, Federal Co-chairman of the Ozarks
Regional Commission, testified before the Senate Committee on
Public Works that "The Ozarks Region must place primary empha-
sis on the education and training of its people and an educational
system that is responsive to a changing technology and society of
the future."" School enrollnlent in the Ozarks as a proportion o
the population aged five to seventeen years is not far below the na-
tional level, but the median educational leve of the region's popu-
lation will remain low so long as young people continue to leave
the region once they complete high school. The Ozarks Commission
has initiated a technical education program which, it is hoped, will
create a reservoir of technically trained young people that will at- f
tract industry with the kind of jobs needed to lift the income level of I
the region. The first step in this program is planning for a system
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of occupational and technical skill training for each of the region's
states. Substantial funds will be required to construct the new tech-
nical education centers that will be recommended. The Commission
does not shy away from the outmigration issue, but believes that the

job skills that these centers create will provide a foundation for the
expansion of industry in the region. In the words of McCandless,
"We are quite conscious that part of the investment made by the
States will result in trained young people finding employment else-
wi-_ere. But, at the same time, we reiterate our conviction that the
greatest asset that this Region can have is a preponderance of edu-
cated and trained manpower."" Considerable importance is also
placed on developing research centers at the region's colleges and
universities and in independent laboratories, and on developing cul-
tural and recreational activities to help attract educated, skilled
outsiders.16

The Commission is cognizant of the fact that the heavy priorkty
given to education in manpower development means restricted funds
for public facilities. "It would be most simple for us to generalize
and state that all communities in the Ozarks need new and expanded
public facilities and on a need basis, [and] we would be right. But I
realize that the same plea can be made for virtually every com-
munity in the United States. The Federal Government already has
numerous programs seeking to answer these community needs."17
Thus, while the need for expanded public works in the Ozarks is
recognized, the role of the Commission is to be one of coordina-
tion of existing federal grant programs and relating them wherever
possible to realistic economic development goals. Where the Com-
mission will engage in direct public investment, the location will be
based not on community need but on economic development payoff.
However, this does not imply a growth center strategy, since "in an
open rural area such as the Ozarks, economic growth tends to be
linear along transportation corridors. Certainly, there is a greater
probability for growth at certain places in those corridors, but there
are immediate opportunities in other places."18

The states of the Ozarks region have prepared their recommenda-
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tions for a regional public investment plan, which is now being put
together as one comprehensive recommendation. At the same time,
a firm of economic and engineering consultants is making a develop-
mental transportat!on analysis of the region. A navigation channel
on the Arkansas River, scheduled to be completed in 19'70, repre-
sents a potentially valuable new transportation resource for the re-
gion. Where industrial sites can be located, where loading facilities
should be placed, and other questions related to the most effective
utilization of the channel are all related tID planning and constructing
a highway system geared to economic development. The Ozarks
region needs better access to the markets of the central part of the
United States, and it needs improvements in its existing road system
to link up growing areas within the region.19

Upper Great _Lakes Region
The Upper Great Lakes Region consists of a 119-county area

in the northern portions of Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin.
The population of this area is estimated at 2,700,000, or about 17
percent of the population of the three states comprising the region.
Since the Great Depression, when many former outmigrants from
the region returned because they had lost their jobs in the cities,
population growth in the Upper Great Lakes has been relatively
stagnant. From 1940 to 1950 the region's population grew by only
1.6 percent, compared to 18.1 percent in the nonregion segments
of the three states and 14.5 percent in the nation. A similar trend
prevailed during the 1950's. The region has long been characterized
by heavy net outmigration. From 1950 to 1967, there was a net out-
migration of nearly 300,000 people, more than 10 percent of the
3950 population. These outmigrants included more than half the
people in the 20-24 year age-group, and over a quarter of those in
the 15-34 year age-group. Continuing outmigration of the most pro-
ductive and adaptable members of the labor force therefore repre-
sents a serious economic loss to the region. Accompanying the loss
of people in the younger working age-groups has been an unfavor-
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able shift in the age distribution of the region's population. The per-
centage of the population aged 65 and over has risen sharply relative
to the nation as whole. In 1960 persons over the age of 65 repre-
sented 11 percent of the region's population, compared with only 9
percent for the entire country.2"

Fmployment trends in the Upper Great Lakes show a rate of
growth substantially behind the national average. Between 1950
and 1960, regional employment growth was 1.7 percent, compared
to a national growth rate of 14.8 percent. While the nation's labor
force increased by over 6 percent between 1962 and 1967, the labor
force in the Upper Great Lakes declined by several thousand
workers. In March, 1966, unemployment in the region was 7.2 per-
cent, almost double the national average of 3.9 percent. In the
upper peninsula of Michigan the unemployment rate reached 10.4
percent-21

Per capita income in the Upper Great Lakes in 1960 was $1,420,
or over $400 less than the per capita income of the three states as a
group. In the same year, the region's median -family income stood
at $4,735, compared to the national median of $5,660. Over 40
percent of the housing units in the region were classified as unsound,
compared with 26 percent for the nation as a whole.--

The relative stagnation of the Upper Great Lakes is related to a
heavy representation of slow-growth industries in the total employ-
ment structure of the region. Although a high proportion of persons
are employed in nonmanufacturing industries (63 percent), and
manufacturing (18 percent), a sizeable proportion of employed
workers is still engaged in agriculture, forestry, and fishing (14 per-
cent). Chronic decline in agriculture is a major contributor to the
region's slow growth_ Farm employment fell by 40 percent between
1950 and 1960, while the comparable national figure was 38.5 per-
cent. Total employment in farming, forestry, and fishing is con-
tinuing to decline; these activities accounted for 153,000 jobs in
1960, but only 120,000 jobs in 1966.23

Mining has also been in a state of long term decline. In recent
years, however, large investments in the growing taconite industry
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have provided a new and solid base for the mining industry in the
Minnesota portion of the region. Large steel and mining companies
have invested or plan to invest over a billion dollars in plants and
equipment to produce high iron-content, marble-sized pellets from
the hard taconite, of which there is a three hundred year supply in
the ground. Facilities at eight different locations will be in operation
by the end of 1969, and facilities representing another half billion
dollars of investment will probably be in operation by 1975. Despite
the highly capital-intensive nature of this industryan investment of
over $100,000 is required for each new job it is estimated that
direct employment in taconite operations will be close to 10,000 by
1970 and close to 14,000 by 1975. Moreover, taconite production
has also induced numerous other activities. In the process of grind-
ing taconite rock, ten pounds of finished steel are consumed for
every ton of taconite pellets produced. in the actual mining three
tons of rock are needed for each ton of pellets, and spare parts are
frequently required for the four hundred-ton shovels, and trucks,
and the other equipment used in mining operations. Taconite pro-
ducers spend $3.50 for replacement parts for every, ton of processed
taconite. In addition to expanding construction activities, the growth
of the taconite sector has resulted in rapid service-industry growth.
Because 'of the rising demand for manpower, workers have had to
be recruited from other areas to augment the local supply of con-
struction workers. Although business and union leaders felt that
prosperity generated by the taconite sector would continue to grow
for a considerable time, there has been a slackening of activity since
1966.24

During the 1950's manufacturing employment grew more slowly
in the Upper Great Lakes than in the rest of the nation, but from
1959 to 1965 the region's sixth-year growth rate of 9 percent
equalled that of the nation. However, most of the recent growth
has been accounted for by the southern border of the region, which
grew much faster than the country as a whole. Twenty-four southern
counties had an increase of about 16,000 jobs from 1959 to 1965,
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which represented a growth rate of 21 percent. In contrast, the
ninety-five remaining counties to the north had a net loss of 2,465
jobs, representing a decline of 3.8 percent. One reason for the rapid
growth of the southern counties was the expansion of highways that
provided quicker access to major markets farther south. In addition,
pressures from expanding manufacturing industries in congested
areas outside the Upper Great Lakes Region made its underutilized
labor force attractive for branch plant locations. It is hoped that im-
proved transportation and utilities will extend this industrial de-
velopment farther north.25

In summary, with the exception of recent employment growth in
the southern counties, major industries in the region have developed
historically around the abundant forest and mineral resources of the
region, and most industries still center around these resources. Areas
that lack minerals or timber in productive quantities for the most
part also lack any significant industrial activity. In consequence,
opportunities for gainful employment are severely limited. This is
probably the main reason why most graduates of vocational schools,
colleges, and universits scattered throughout the region go else-
where to find work; job opportunities simply do not exist for them.

In confronting the problems of the region, the Upper Great Lakes
Regional Commission has established as its first-priority compre-
hensive goal narrowing the gap between regional and national aver-
ages with respect to unemployment rates and labor force participa-
tion rates.26 It is assumed that once the job goal is reached other
objectives, such as those relating to income and standard of living,
will be closer to realization. In formulating the broad outlines of a
strategy that will be the foundation for the Commis5ion's plan for
economic development of the region, the Commission points out
that:

in regions such as the Upper Great Lakes, where a declining mining
economy must be replaced or diversified through the introduction of an
entirely new manufacturing industry or through the development of the
tourist potential, the readjustment process must necessarily be long and
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agonizing, if it takes place at all. Meanwhile, people and resources re-
main unemployed and wasted and the Nation is deprived of the valuable
productive contribution that the region is capable of making.27

Nevertheless, the Commission maintains that "Labor should be
trained for jobs in the region rather than largely for export to other
regions."28 To encourage economic expansion in their region, the
state-s Which comprise the Commission have recommended a series
of projects that fall into the general categories of industrial develop-
ment, tourism development, agricultural developme at, and trans-
portation development. In general, the public inveslment projects
that are proposed are intended to induce increased private invest-
ment. In the industrial development category, the states have pro-
posed geological mapping and forest inventory projects aimed at
exploiting the natural resources of the area; expansion of vocational
education facilities; and construction of water and sewage systems
that would allow communities to take advantage of opportunities to
expand industry and tourism. In the tourism development category,
the states have suggested expansion of salmon sports fishing, re-
habilitation of inland lakes, expanded training programs for tourist
industry personnel, and creation of a new national park in the re-
gion. In the agricultural development category, the states have
proposed soil surveys, creation of a plant research station, and a
horticultural opportunities project. In the field of transportation
development, new highways and airports are called for. In addition
to these proposals, the Commission will consider suggestions re-
ceived from various federal agencies and fror members of Congress
representing the region.2°

Owing to its conservative attitude toward (*migration from the
region, and owing to the fact that educational facilities are about on
a par with those in the rest of the country, relatively little emphasis
has been given to manpower and education in ofP,cial statements by
the Commission. Nevertheless, within the CornMission serious at-
tention has been given to these areas. A preliminary report3° points
out that a much larger percentage of the region's labor force is
composed of workers over the age of 45 than is the c..se nationally,
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and calls for special emphasis on programs of adult and continuing
education, and on facilities for retraining workers whose skills are
now threatened by obsolescence. Special programs related to social,
health, and other services may also be needed to link training pro-
grams for older workers to their place of work. The relative immo-
bility of labor within the region is also a consequence of low popu-
lation densities and low levels of per capita income. But the most
serious obstacles to labor mobility are presented by an inadequate
employment information system for matching men and jobs, and
the lack of supporting services for those persons considering migra-

tion. An improved mechanism for transmitting job market and
manpower information among centers within the region, and be-
tween these centers and such cities as Minneapolis and Detroit in
nearby regions, is a prerequisite for increasing mobility. Existing
information systems are deficient in geographical coverage, and they
give little or no information concerning (1) identification and means
of obtaining improved job opportunities; (2) minimum necessary
entrance requirements for available jobs; (3) general socioeco-
nomic conditions in the communities in which employment oppor-
tunities exist; and (4) availability, cost, and location of suitable
housing in communities offering employment opportunities. Like-

wise, programs for relocation assistance and supporting services are

either nonexistent or extremely inadequate. In order to provide the

information and services necessary to increase mobility of labor in
the Upper Great Lakes, it is recommended that the functions of the
state employment security commissions be upgraded and expanded,
and coordinated on a regional basis. The state employment security
offices should develop region-wide mechanisms for transmitting in-
formation rapidly and clearly, and for insuring that it reaches the

individuals who need it. In addition, the employment security com-

missions should establish working relations with the various social

service agencies that can provide supporting services for relocated

workers. On the other hand, for many members of the region's labor
force, relocation will not be necessary; rather, workers can com-
mute from smaller population clusters to available jobs in larger
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regional cer ers. Such commuting should be encouraged by provid-
ing reliable job market information and transportation assistance
similar to that discussed for those being relocated.

In addition to greater labor force mobility, another priority need
of the Upper Great Lakes Region is for expanded vocational-tech-
nical education. Many of the region's school districts cannot support
either highly sophisticated academic courses or vocational-technical
programs with any scope or depth because th f.! districts have small
student populations and only limited financial resources. This prob-
lem will become increasingly severe as the demand for highly edu-
cated and trained personnel expands. In order to insure provision of
adequate. programs to the region's population, programs should be
developed on an area or multi-district basis to encourage merging of
and cooperation among districts. Moreover, most programs financed
by state and federal aid are too limited in duration and lack con-
tinuity and stability. To insure rational educational development,
programs need to be approved for more than one year. Similarly,
there is frequently a lack of lead time between project proposals and
their approval. Finally, although funds are provided for the con-
struction and expansion of physical facilities, there is often little pro-
vision made for the operational support necessary to make pro-
grams effective.

Because of the traditional philosophical orientation of many
educators in the region, there tends to be a concentration on aca-
demic programs almost to the exclusion of vocational and technical
education. Many schools have no vocational programs or only a
limited number of courses, many of which are outmoded. Dispro-
portionate emphasis is often given to providing staff and materials
for "honors" programs, while inadequate attention is given to the
needs and problems of the slow learners. Improved and expanded
basic education and vocational-technical education will require
more and better trained teachers and instructors at all levels. Where
low population densities make area centers impractical, mobile
classrooms and instructors may be used to supplement courses in the
local school districts. Demonstration projects to study the feasibil
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ity and effectiveness of such innovations as televised instruction and
programmed learning should also be unaertaken.

The Coastal Plains
The Coastal Plains Region includes the coastal regions of North

and South Carolina and Georgia.31 Manufacturing industry and
employment have grown rapidly in these states in recent years, but
most of this growth has taken place in the Piedmont and other areas
away from the coast. The Coastal Plains Region has traditionally
been a low-wage area, and sharp and continuing decline in agricul-
tural employment has resulted in a great deal of underemployment
and poverty, particularly among the Negro population. In 1960, the
five million people of the region had a per capita income figure that
was $769 below that of the nation as a whole.

Since the states and counties which comprise the Coastal Plains
have not been accustomed to viewing their problems and potentials
in a common light, one of the first tasks of the Coastal Plains Re-
gional Commission is to encourage and motivate state and local
leaders to think in regional terms. At this writing, the Commission
is still engaged in gathering data on the region's characteristics,
needs, basic resources, and potentials.

The primary goal of the Coastal Plains Regional Commission is
to narrow and eventually close the gap that exists between the
region's per capita income and that of the nation. The initial strate-
gies that will be employed toward this end will involve industrial
development, marine resource development, education and man-
power training, tourist promotion, and agricultural development.
Programs which may later be considered include the region's trans-
portation, capital resources, and housing and health needs.

A preliminary assessment by the Commission of factors affecting
industrial potential in the region indicates that there are a number
of favorable conditions to support new industry. The location of the
Coastal Plains between the growing Gulf Coast-Florida region and
the northeastern states is an asset from the viewpoint of consumer
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and industrial markets. The recion contains many towns of suffi-
cient size to support a variety of industrial activities. in addition,
many smaller towns provide adequate personal and business services
for many types of manufacturing. Potential industrial sites and basic
utilities and transportation facilities are generally adequate for in-
dustrial development in many parts of the region. The Commis-
sion's staff has considered a number of possible ways to stimulate
industrial growth in the region, but at this stage more information is
needed regarding specific opportunities and barriers in particular
locations before a sound program for industrial development can be
formulated and implemented.

The Atlantic Ocean represents a major and largely untapped re-
source of the Coastal Plains. One of the main objectives of the
Commission is to assess the potential for increasing regional income
through the orderly development of marine res( iiirces, and to develop
and implement a program that will have the greatest impact on
the full exploitation of this potential. One of the main problems that
the region confronts in this regard is the conflict of interests among
various uses that can be made of the sea. For example, some persons
favor conserving and maintaining a natural type of marine environ-
ment. This position is in direct conflict with that favoring intensive
forms of recreational development. Such development often in-
volves filling of estuaries and diverting water flows. This hi turn up-
sets the delicate balance of nature and could have serious implica-
tions for future developments in the fishing industry and other forms
of recreation. The fishing industry in general consists of many
smaller fishermen with inadequate capital and management capa-
bility to remain competitive with other coastal regions and for-
eigners.

The Coastal Plains Commission regards the development of
tourism in the regicm as an integral part of economic development.
The region's temperate climate provides an extended season for
outdoor recreation, but its seashore and inland bodies of water and
its great variety of natural resources are relatively underdeveloped.
Its rich historical heritage has not been exploited to even a fraction
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of its profit potential. On the demand side, untapped extra-regional
markets will be easily accessible to all parts of the Coastal Plains by
1972, and people in these markets are enjoying increasing incomes
and leisure time for recreation or retirement living. The Commission
intends to produce the knowledge necessary to encourage profit-
motivated private investment in those areas which offer natural,
historic, transportation, and other opportunities. It will also seek to
encourage enterprises offering the greatest potential in balanced-
season activity, so as not to generate more short-season and sub-
marginal employment.

The Coastal Plains is a region of traditional agriculture which
has historically been oriented toward production of cotton, tobacco,
and peanuts as the main sources of income. Large-scale mechaniza-
tion in these areas has been undertaken only in recent years, but
within a short time cotton and peanuts will be completely mech-
anized. Recent breakthroughs have been made in the mechanization
of tobacco and more progress is expected in the near future. All
three of the traditional commodities are under strict production
control programs and a surplus of each exists at the national level at
the present time. Thus, future developments within the region's
agriculture are expected to involve some form of diversification of
production patterns. The Commission feels that the region has a
comparative advantage over many other regions of the country in
the production of vegetables and horticultural specialty crow, but
that this advantage has not been exploited sufficiently. Opportimities
for expanded production in certain poultry and livestock products
and soybeans are also considered promising. The agricultural econ-
omy of the Coastal Plains includes many large landholdings existing
alongside an extremely large number of small farms. The small
farmers, including tenants, have lacked management capacity and
the capability to develop intensive, high culture crops. Small fruit
and vegetable enterprises have not been really commercialized, and
the produztion of poultry and hogs has largely been for consumption
on the farm or for supplemental income. Until recently, large land-
owners have had no strong incentive to mechanize or diversify out-
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side of traditional crops. Although this situation is changing, many
of them have found that in order to get into large scale production of
nontraditional crops, they need high-quality labor on the one hand,
and a large amount of low-skill labor during the harvesting season.
Since many of the large landowners are independently wealthy, they
have tended to regard change as being more trouble than it is worth.

Another problem in changing the structure of the agricultural
economy is that the average age of farm operators in the region is
over fifty. Most farmers in this age category have low levels of
education and not much incentive to innova te. Many are merely
struggling with traditional ways of doing things in the hope that they
can continue to subsist in this manner and that their children can
make it to the cities if they get a good education. Finally, in addition
to production problems on individual farms, there has been a lack
of organization to support adequate marketing facilities. The Com-
mission hopes that it can promote agricuitural development in the
region by attacking some of these fundamenta/ problems. Among
the possible structural alterations that it envisages for the region's
agricultural economy are: (1 ) changes in the mix of commodities
produced and marketed in the region; (2) changes in the size and
organization of farm units; (3) improved marketing facilities; and
(4) improvements in technology as they relate to the agricultural
Industries of the region.

The future economic development of the Coastal Plains hinges
to a great extent on the development of its human resources. Current
projections indicate that approximately 50,000 agricultural workers
will be released from the region's farms by 1975. At present most
people in this category are not adequately prepared for industrial
and business occupations where trained workers are in demand. For
the region as a whole, 65 percent of those who begin school never
reach college, and 85 percent never earn a college: degree. In 196
the region had approximately 478,000 adults with an educational
achievement level of less than the fifth grade. Many thousands more
had less than an eighth grade level of education. A few basic voca-
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tional training programs have been provided in recent years, chiefly
through funding by the Manpower Development and Training Act,
for those persons with at least a fifth grade level of education. Per-
sons with less education have generally been rejected from most
occupational training programs. Their only alternative remains
basic adult education coutses, but the response to educational op-
portunities of this type has not been very great. Consequently, many
functional illiterates remain permanently in that classification.
Moreover, the Coastal Plains lags behind other areas of the region's
states in providing both technical and vocational training facilities.

The Commission believes that the greatest net return on regional
investment would be obtained by upgrading the capabilities of those
persons who are presently ill-equipped to contribute to the develop-
ment of the region, but who represent a constant drain on its wealth
through welfare programs. It regards an enlarged program of
manpower development as a prime necessity for the region. In re-
sponse, the Commission is sponsoring the development of multi-
county Regional Manpower Training Centers. Such centers will
serve as experimental training laboratories where, at one central
site, a complete range of occupational and technical training below
the college level can be provided. In addition, testing, counseling,
evaluation, rehabilitation, and basic education for adult functional
illiterates will be provided. The centers will serve as halfway houses
throtigh which illiterates will be transformed into literates, displaced
farm workers will be introduced to the skills of industrial pursuits,
and young people who do not go on to college will be provided with
the basic tools needed for a trade or industrial career. The centers
will maintain close association with technological advances in indus-
try and the service trades and thereby avoid obsolescence of curricu-
lum and faculty. In addition to the manpower training that the cen-
ters will provide on their respective sites, it is anticipated that they
will be staffed to provide outreach into their surrounding areas to
contact and motivate the population to upgrade its skills. Testing,
counseling, and guidance for the new or potentially new enrollees
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will be provided, and persons who have completed any given level _I
training will be placed in suitable gainful employment and provided
with follow-up services.

To implement this program, each state member of the Regional
Commission will appoint to a special state manpower advisory
council one or more citizens representing the fields of vocational
education, technical education, adult education, vocational rehabili-
tation, and industry, respectively_ The Employment Security Com-
mission and professional social scientists will also be represented on
the manpower advisory councils. The councils will work with the
Commission and with professional consultants to provide the data
required for the financing, location, program formulation and co-
ordination, and program implementation for the proposed centers
in the respective states.

In general, the Coastal Plains Regional Commission intends to
place relatively greater emphasis on human resource and manpower
development programs than on public works projects_ The issue of
outmigration of workers who seek to put newly acquired skills and
training to work in areas outside of the Coastal Plains is not officially
raised by the Commission. Nevertheless, the Commission is fully
aware of this possibility and has no intention of resisting outm a-
tion; neither does it intend to promote it_

New England
The six New England states form what is probably the most

clearly defined geographic region in the United States.22 It has been
recognized as an economic region, sharing common attitudes, char-
acteristics, and problems, for more than three hundred years_ Five
of the states share the Atlantic sea coast, which has served as a
principal corridor for settlement and transportation_ For the most
part, watersheds lie totally within the region, the only significant
exception being that of the St. Lawrence. 'The New Fngland states
share a generally common climate, including an abundant rainfal
they also have a common relative lack of natural resources_
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New F.ngland was initially settled along the New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island coasts, almost exclusively by
middle class Fnglish protestants. Although southern New England,
in particular, has received large numbers of immigrants of diverse
cultural and racial origins, a largely "Yankee" outlook and men-
tality have remained dominant in the region. With the exception of
the French-Canadian subculture, the cultures of immigrant groups
have generally been assimilated into the Yankee culture. Given its
common geography and generally common culture it is not surpris-
ing that the region also has a common history. The town and the
town meeting institutions are shared by all of New England_ and the
entire region is characterized by weak or abolished county govern-
ment.

The New England economy has gone through a series of historical
phases and rnany of its past and present problems can be attributed
to difficulties in adjusting to general economic changes. Two of the
main factors affecting the present evolution of the region's economy
are an infrastructure inherited from an older industrial economy,
and a rapid evolution from older declining sectors, such as textiles,
to advanced sectors such as services, electronics, research, and
higher education. In the last century, mill-towns were scattered
throughout the area wherever water power was available. A com-
prehensive railroad network was developed to service these com-
munities. Later, about the turn of the century, electric generating
stations and other public utilities were built to supply power to
widely scattered, independent centers of urban industry. Much of
the old infrastructure is inefficient by today's standards and the
economic need for much of it has disappeared. The stage of Ameri-
can economic growth that was characterized by the steel and auto-
mobile industries bypassed New England because of its iack of raw
materials and because, as population shifted westward, the region
became increasing/y removed from production and market centers.
In addition, New England has lost many textile plants as a result of
more attractive conditions in the southeastern United States.

The growth of employment in New England has lagged behind
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that of the country as a whole for many years. Between 1961 and
1966 the average annual rate of growth in nonfarm employment was
only 2.4 percent, compared to a national figure of 3.4 percent. In
some places employment losses in declining industries such as tex-
tiles and lccather have been more than replaced by job increases in
technologically advanced industries. On the other hand, in Rhode
Island, in parts of Massachusetts, and in eastern Connecticut there
are reservoirs of skilled workers with the wrong skills who are
located in the wrong places.

The brightest spot in New England's economy has been the rapid
growth of economic activities based on advanced science and tech-
nology. Much of the growth in this sector has been concentrated
around Boston, New Haven, Hartford, and other urban centers.
Many of the new industries have clustered around universities and
suburban areas, a development that has required a realignment of
both private and public services. This shift in the industrial structure
of New England has been brought about for the most part by the
high educational qualifications of the region's labor force. Even the
northern states of Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine have
higher levels of educational attainment than the national avera
However, there are sharp contrasts between the rapidly growing
research-oriented industries and professional and allied types of
employment en the one hand, and the smaller industrial towns scat-
tered throughout the area, with their economies still often based on
textiles, leather, and other declining sectors, on the other.

The New England Regional Commission has commissioned a
comprehensive review of the region's economy and its human re-
sources. It has also commissioned an analysis of all types of trans-
portation throughout the region. Unfortunately, neither of these
studies is available at this writing. Meanwhile, each of the states is
currently developing a state public investment plan for improvin
and strengthening its economic development programs. These plans,
financed by grants from the Commission, include: (1 ) a statement
of ..tate economic and social development goals and objectives;
(2) identification of potentials for growth and specific programs to
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achieve growth; (3) identification of important growth areas in the
state; (4) determination of priorities among alternative investment;
and (5 ) a statement of plans for improving the effectiveness of
state economic and social development planning and programming.
the respective plans will be coordinated on a region-wide basis by
the Commission.

In terms of overall planning objectives, the New England Re-
gional Commission has given top priority to human resource de-
velopment. Despite the relatively high education and skill levels of
the region's labor force, a great deal of retraining is necessary to
adapt workers to jobs in expanding industrial sectors. In addition to
industrial conversion in the southern states, an effort will be made
to attract more industry to Maine, Vermont, and New Hampshire.
The development of growth centers in the northern states will be
promoted so that residents of these states can find good opportuni-
ties for employment closer to home; many workers from the north-
ern states are now migrating to Boston and other metropolitan
centers where, the Commission feels, the external diseconomies asso-
ciated with increased congesion outweigh any concomitant external
economies.

The Four Corners
The planning of the Four Corners Regional Commission is the

least advanced of any of the commissions, so only the barest ten-
tative outline can be given of its program." The Four Corners area
includes 92 counties in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico and Utah.
The region is remote and lacks industry. With the exception of
Albuquerque, there are no large urban agglomerations or growth
centers and its inhabitants are sparsely scattered throughout the
area. In many respects, the area differs from the other designated
regions in that it needs not so much redevelopment as initial de-
velopment. Despite the region's dependence on declining agricul-
tural and mining activities and its lack of urban centers, the Com-
mission still has chosen for its principal goal raising the real per
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capita income of the region to that of the nation as a whole by stimu-
lating the existing economy and making it grow at a rapid and self-
sustained pace.

The Commission has set eight priority targets; involving the de-
velopment of transportation, tourism and recreation, education,
agriculture, mining and natural resources, industrial development,
health, and sociological improvements. However, it has not set any
relative priorities among this all-inclusive list of variables, so it is
difficult to say that it has any real priorities. Data on the region are
very difficult to obtain; it might be best if the Commission were to
give top priority to the collection and analysis of data on the region
before assigning really meaningful priorities to the types of projects
that compete for its limited funds.

As far as manpower programs are concerned, the Commission
favors labor mobility assistance to facilitate worker movement
within the region, as well as the creation of a regional employment
data center to identify job opportunities and disseminate such in-
formation. In general, it intends to evaluate vocational training and
manpower projects in terms of their contribution toward closing the
income gap between the region and the nation. The Commission's
planning efforts have not yet advanced to a point where considera-
tion has been given to the role that migration might play in increas-
ing the region's per capita income.

Summary anti Conclusions
As is the case with the Appalachian Regional Commission and the

Economic Development Administration, the legislation creating the
new Regional Commissions is oriented toward place, rather than
people. Moreover, whereas FDA at least maintains a genuine de-
gree of concern for the lagging regions of the country wherever they
may be, the Regional Commissions are more parochial in outlook.
Although the new Commissions were created by the same legislation
that created ELIA, and although they and ElDA have been linked by
the latter's Office of Regional Economic Planning, the author en-
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countered numerous instances where the Regional Commissions
apparently wished to sever all connections with EDA and function
as wholly independent entities. One reason for this preference
seemed to be a natural desire to give one's own agency maximum
visibility with respect to whatever accomplishments might be
achieved. In addition, the Commissions seemed content with their
mandate, whereas EDA officials tend to be more open in exploring
the possibility that the legislation governing their activities might be
too limiting or even erroneous. (These issues will be considered in
the following chapter. )

A few of the Regional Commissions have given high priority to
human resource development, but it is usually implicitly assumed
that the people involved will, or should, remain within the regions
they presently inhabit. Little or no effort is made to link human re-
source development and manpower programs to job opportunities
in growth centers outside the respective regions, even if outmigra-
Lion is not explicitly discouraged. Unless the Commissions can at-
tract significant economic activity to their regions, rational resource
allocation within the nation would be enhanced if greater attention
were given by the Commissions to job opportunities outside of their
regions. This same issue would seem to be a critical one with regard
to all of the Commissions except that for New -England, where
intraregional opportunities are abundant. Given their limited bud-
gets it is doubtful that the Commissions will have any great direct
impact in any case. Nevertheless, the principles of rational resource
allocation that are involved are important whether or not the levels
of funding for the Commissions eventually permit them to have a
greater impact on economic activity. Meanwhile, they can perform
a valuable function by increasing efficiency through encouragement
of multistate cooperation on problems and opportunities of mutual
interest.
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Introduction
One of the more important aspects of the War on Poverty is the
unprecedented effort that has been undertaken to help areas whose
growth has lagged significantly behind that of the nation as a whole.
The problems of many of these lagging areas have lasted too long to
be considered temporary. They are chronic problems often caused
by factors- -technological change, resource depletion, changing de-
mand, etc.that are beyond the control of the local penple. In
response to this situation, Congress passed four major items of
legislation between 1961 and 1965. The first, The Area Redevelop-
ment Act, was a four-year program to alleviate conditions of sub-
stantial and persistent unemployment in aceas characterized by
chronic high-level unemployment and low levels of median family
income. Among the tools employed in the ARA program were com-
mercial and industrial loans, public facility loans and grants for
infrastructure development, technical assistance to aid in local plan-
ning efforts, and training to upgrade labor force skills. By 1964, it
was apparent that this essentially experimental program of federal
assistance to depressed areas was producing only modest results.
The program had a number of major deficiencies. First, its county-
by-county approach resulted in excessive fragmentation. By focus-

138
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ing on a narrowing economic base, insufficient attention was given
to the concentrated development of centers with significant growth
potential. Second, the business loan component of the program
provided inadequate incentives for the establishment of new job-
creating industries. Third, funds were too limited to enable de-
pressed communities to improve their infrastructures to a point
where they would represent external economies sufficient to stimu-
late private investment. Finally, too much attention was given to
specific projects to the neglect of long run development planning.'

The Public Works Acceleration Act, passed in 1962, was a two-
year program to supplement the public works component of ARA
activities. The intent of this act was to provide immediate tempo-
rary employment in eligible areas, while improving community
facilities to encourage industrial development. The third major piece
of regional legislation was the Appalachian Regional Development
Act of 1965, which was discussed in Chapter Four. The fourth and
most farreaching piece of regional development legislation was the
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965.

The Mission of
In the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965

Congress declared that the federal government, in cooperation with
the states, should help areas characterized by substantial and per-
sistent unemployment and underemployment and relatively low in-
come levels to take effective steps in planning and financing their
public works projects and economic development programs. The
task of administering the Act was assigned to the Economic De-
velopment Administration, an agency within the Department of
Commerce.

EDA, in keeping with the mandate of the Act, has attempted to
be something more than the administrator of an attractive grant and
loan program on a project by project basis; it has recognized the
need for, though it has not generally acted on, an organized and
logical strategy as a fundamental precondition to any successful
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attack on the problems of lagging areas. Within this perspective,
EIDA has developed five target goals for measuring the success of its
program.

These goals include : (1) reducing the incidence of substantial
and persistent unemployment and underemployment characteristics
of certain designated and qualified regions, counties, and communi-
ties to a level commensurate with the levels prevailing in the national
economy; (2) improving economic development planning, coordi-
nating, and implementing capabilities at the federal, state, regional,
and local levels; (3 ) providing a basis for improved coordination
and continuity for federal, state, and local activities relating to
regional economic development, and for more efficient utilization of
all resources available for regional and local economic development;
(4) providing a basis for rapid, effective, and efficient expansion
of government investment at all levels to promote economic de-
velopment if and when such expansion is determined to be desirable
and necessary; and (5 ) developing alternatives to present patterns
of migration of the unemployed and underemployed by expanding
economic opportunities in more suitable locations.2

EDA has laid great stress upon local planning and initiative as
evidenced by an overall economic development planning require-
ment, and the active partnership of government at all levels with
private enterprise. Communities and areas are required to take the
first steps in developing their own programs for economic recovery,
for if they resist change the success of OIL, development process is
defeated at the outset. Public investment is viewed as an inducement
to private investment, and the success of the development process is
ultimately linked to increasing the amount of private investment
activity in distressed areas. Furthermore, ElDA regards overall plan-
ning as an essential element in the development process. Such
planning requires analysis of the relevant areas' strengths, weak-
nesses, and opportunities. Selected goals should be feasible and
realistic in terms of the resource capabilities of an area if given
federal or state assistance. Comprehensive planning should reflect
the views of all groups representative of the major interests of an
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are2, and it should take into account such noneconomic factors as
the quality of education and social patterns bearing on employment.
Finally, although EDA is the federal agency primarily charged with
the task of stimulating area and regional economic development, it
recognizes that a great many other agencies and organizations also
contribute to this process. Thus, it attempts to act as a catalyst, co-
ordinating its efforts with those of other agencies.3

DA Programs
To implement its goals, EDA has at its disposal a wide range of

program tools, including grants and loans for public works and de-
velopment facilities, industrial and commercial loans, and an exten-
sive program of technical, planning, and research assistance to find
solutions to economic development problems.

EDA is authorized to make grants up to 50 percent of the cost of
qualified projects in designated areas for public works, public serv-
ices, or development facilities, including related machinery and
equipment. Qualified projects must meet a pressing need of the area
and must tend to improve the opportunities for the successful estab-
lishment or expansion of industrial or commercial plants or facili-
ties, or otherwise assist in the creation of new long run employment
opportunities, or primarily benefit the long term unemployed and
members of low income families. In addition, proposed projects
must conform to the area's Overall Economic Development Plan
(ORDP) .

Frequently, communities that most need assistance experience
difficulties in raising the funds required to take advantage of various
rant-in-aid programs. FDA is authorized to make supplementary
rants that may be used to reduce the local share required in financ-

ing federal aid programs. The amount of the supplementary grant
depends both on the degree of economic distress of the area and on
the nature of the proposed project, but in no case may the combined
direct and supplementary grant exceed 80 percent of the project cost
for any federal program. Most projects which qualified for federal
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aid but which would norma ly receive a federal contribution of less
than SO percent of the total project costs are eligible for EDA sup-
plementary grants that will bring the total federal contribution up
to that level. In cases where supplementary grants would increase
the federal contribution to over 50 percent of the project cost, EDA
has classified all eligible areas by the degree of their economic need.
There are three groups of areas, which may be eligible for maximum
grants of up to 60, 70, or 80 percent, respectively, of the project
cost. Economic "need" is determined on the -aasis of median family
income and the unemployment rate.4

FDA is authorized to make loans up to 100 percent of the costs
of public works and development projects in redevelopment areas
(defined in the following section). This loan assistance is used
primarily to help communities that lack good, established credit
ratings in the private capital market and is provided only when funds
from alternative private or public sources are not available on terms
that would permit the accomplishment of the project. These loans
have a maximum term of forty years at an interest rate calculated in
relation to current yields on comparable debt obligations.°

In addition to loans for public facilities, FDA also is authorized
to encourage business and industry to build or expand their opera-
tions in redevelopment areas by providing such special incentives as
low cost, long-term loans and working-capital loan guarantees.
Loans may be made up to 65 percent of the total cost of the land,
buildings, machinery, and equipment needed to establish or expand
industrial and commercial facilities in redevelopment areas. These
loans, which may run as long as twenty-five years, are made only
when the project cannot be financed through other means on terms
that would permit its accomplishment. In most eases, at least 20
percent of the project costs must be obtained from private lenders
and a minimum of 15 percent must come from other private or
public sources such as bank investment, company equity, or local
development companies. Normally, 5 percent of the project cost
must be provided either by the state or by a public or quasi-public
community or area organization, though this requirement may be
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waived if funds are not available because of the economic distr ss
of the area.6

El:3A is not permitted to make loans for working capital, but
it may guarantee such loans made by private lenders in connection
with projects financed in part under the direct loan program. These
guarantees are made only when it can be demonstrated that the bor-
rower will be able to repay from roject earnings the working capi-
tal loan as well as other related d bt obligations.

A major part of the technical Jand planning assistance program
consists of feasibility studies of specific economic and business prob-
lems affecting needy areas. In addition, technical assistance may
include the identifying, planning, and programming of economic
development projects; management and operational assistance; pre-
liminary design planning and feasibility studies of development
facilities; and demonstration programs of special methods to pro-
mote economic development. Priority consideration is given to
projects that will have a specific effect upon employment or income
in a relatively short time. In addition to technical assistance, grants-
in-aid may be made to defray expenses connected with planning
development programs .7

Finally, FDA conducts an extensive program of research on the
causes and effects of chronic unemployment and underemployment.
This program makes available the results of studies and technical
assistance projects that may be of use in providinor guidance for eco-
nomic development efforts.

Total authorizations over the life of the Public Works and Eco-
Inomic Development Act of 1965 amounted to $3.25 billion. As of
Tune 30, 1968, FDA had approved 1,242 public works projects

: amounting to $606.2 million. There were 211 approved business
development projects, involving $138.9 million in loans and $14.3
million in working capital. A total of $29.3 million was provided

;for technical assistance and $9.7 million for planning grants. All
;programs together had received $818.7 million. California received
41 most money, $76,7 million, followed by Kentucky ($60.4 mil-
;lion) and West Virginia ($38.6 million). The pronounced tendency
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for El:3A programs to favor small communities is illustrated by the
fact that the number of public works projects (which accounted for
three-fourths of all FDA outlays) going to communities with fewer
than 10,000 persons was 963, or over three-fourths of the total,
while the corresponding expenditures amounted to $364.2 million,
or 60 percent of the pubfl c. works tota1.8

Areas Eligible for EDA Assistance
The Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 de-

fines four kinds of geographic entities that may be eligible for RDA
assistance. These are redevelopment areas, Title I areas, economic
development districts, and economic development regions.

A redevelopment area may be a county, a labor area, an Indian
reservation, or a municipality having 250,000 residents or more.
With the exception of Indian resenzations, redevelopment areas must
have a population of at least 1,500. Redevelopment areas are
eligible for th,7, full range of benefits described in the last section.

Redevelopment areas are designated on the basis of criteria that
reflect chronic economic distress. These criteria include substantial
and persistent unemployment, population loss, and low median
family income. "Substantial and persistent unemployment" is de-
fined by two criteria. First, 6 percent or more of the work force
must have been unemployed during the latest calendar year. Second,
the annual average rate of unemployment must have been at least 6
percent and (1) 50 percent above the national average during three
of the last four years; or (2) 75 percent above the national average
during two of the last three years; or (3) 100 percent above the
national average during one of the last two years.

Areas tl- t lost 25 percent or more of their population between
1950 and 1960 due to a lack of employment opportunities are
eligible for designation as redevelopment areas, provided they did
not have an annual median family income over $2,830 in 1960. An
area where this figure was less than $2,264 in 1960 may be desig-
nated as a redevelopment area without regard to rate of outmigra-

1

tion.
it
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When loss of a major source of employment causes the unemploy-
ment rate of an area to exceed the national average by 50 percent
or more, or when such a loss is expected, redevelopment area desig-
nation is authorized. In addition, Indian reservations with a high
degree of economic distress are eligible for designation as redevelop-
ment areas. Finally, when a state does not have any area that quali-
fies on the basis of high unemployment, low family income, or popu-
lation loss, the area in the state that most nearly meets these criteria
may be designated as a redevelopment area.

Title I areas, which take their name from the title of the act that
authorized their designation, are areas of "substantial" unemploy-
ment as defined by the Department of Labor. This designation in-
cludes labor areas with an annual average rate of unemployment of
6 percent or more during the preceeding calendar year. Title I areas
are eligible only for public works and development facility grants
assistance, and thus should be carefully distinguished from rede-
velopment areas.

The third kind of geographic entity eligible for EDA assistance
is the multicounty economic development district. Individual rede-
velopment areas often lack sufficient resources to provide a solid base
for their development. However, because of economic interdepen-
dencies among adjacent areas, successful development on a larger
scale may be promoted by grouping together economically dis-
tressed areas and economically healthy areas. EDA has therefore
encouraged groups of countiesusually five to fifteen in number
to pool their resources for effective economic planning and develop-
ment. The district program offers incentives to promote the eco-
nomic growth of the entire district, but it is aimed particularly at
redevelopment areas. Thus, a district must contain at least two re-
development areas. In addition to the benefits authorized for all re-
development areas, those located within districts may receive up to
10 percent more of the total cost in grant assistance for projects that
are consistent with the district program. With the exception of an
EDA-designated economic development center, counties in the dis-
trict that are not redevelopment areas are not eligible for project
unding from EDA. However, all participating counties are ex-
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pected to bet efit from coordinated, district-- ide development
planning.

Each economic development district must contain an economic
development center. The center must be an area or city with suffi-
cient population, resources, public facilities, industry, and com-
mercial services to insure that its development can become rela-
tively self-sustaining.

The growth of the development center is then expected to carry
over into the redevelopment areas within the district. Cities or con-
tiguous groupings of incorporated places located outside the rede-
velopment area may be designated as economic development cen-
ters if they have a population of 250,000 persons or less. Once
designated, development centers are eligible for EDA assistance on
the same basis as redevelopment areas. It should be noted that EDA
distinguishes between economic development centers and redevelop-
ment centers; the latter lie within redevelopment areas while the for-
mer do not.

Counties that wish to form a district must submit a formal pro-
posal for qualification to EDA through the governor of the state
involved. In considering whether and to what extent a proposed
district will effectively foster economic development, EDA considers
a number of factors, including the percentage of district population
living in redevelopment areas, district per capita income, the per-
centage of families with annual income of less than $3,000, trading
area patterns, the character of the proposed development center
and its ties to the redevelopment areas, and unemployment and
labor force participation rates. Once a district becomes qualified, its
major organizational task is to formulate a district Overall Eco-
nomic Development Program, or OEDP, which must be approved
by EDA before the district can be formally designated. EDA re-
quires that the district organization be broadly representative of the
major economic groups of the area, including business, labor, agri-
culture, minority groups, and representatives of the unemployed and
underemployed.

When the district OEDP is completed, it is submitted t EDA's
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Office of Development D;stricts in Washington for approval. Copies
also are submitted to state agencies designated to handle FDA
matters and to the appropriate regional FDA office. At this time the
district organization requests a change in its status from "qualified"
to "designated." When the district OEDP is approved, the district is
designated and becomes fully operational. The district is required to
maintain a currently approved district OEDP. A district's desig-
nated status will be terminated if FDA determines that it no longer
meets the standards for designation, or if the district requests ter-
mination with the approval of the state affected.

The final kind of geographic entity eligible for EDA assistance is
the economic development region. Economic development regions
are multistate areas where long range planning can be carried out by
joint federal-state commissions to solve economic problems too
large or too difficult to be dealt with in narrower terms. An eco-
nomic development region is eligible for supplementary grants, ad-
ministrative expense grants, and technical assistance. The structure
and objectives of the regional commissions were discussed in the
previous chapter.

The "Worst First" Policy
Since the total need of areas designated for FDA assistance far

exceeds the agency's available resources, it has developed as a part
of its strater.y an order of priorities known as the "worst first" policy.
A number of EDA officials have told the author that the "worst
first" policy has never really been implemented, while others main-
tain that it was never really taken seriously in the first place. Never-
theless, it is clear from a great deal of FDA's own literature that the
agency has at least attempted to allocate funds on the basis of such
a policy. And those who deny that a rst first" policy was ever
implemented generally are hard pressed to define the alternative
strategy that might have been used in its place. In brief, it seems
fair to say that insofar as FDA has had an overall strategy, that
strategy has been based primarily on the "worst first" concept.
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The worst fi st" strategy seeks to reduce each area's problem in
the order of its severity_ Those areas with the worst problems in
each of the categories of eligibility receive first priority in financial

Ta determine the order of priority within the categories, EIDA
first establishes to what extent each area lags behind the qualifying
threshold. Then it devises a standard measurement called the "job
gap" in each eligible area. The job gap is the number of jobs that
must be created to lower the rate of unemployment or to raise
median family income to a level that will remove an area from
eligibility for E1DA assistance. In areas where unemployment is the
principal problem, the job gap represents the number of permanent
new jobs that are necessary to lower the unemployment rate to less
than 6 percent. In areas where low family income is the situation,
the job gap is the number of jobs required to raise family incomes
above a median level of $2,264. These job gaps are then used to set
target budgets to indicate how much expenditure EDA can con-
sider for an area during the planning period." The "worst first"
policy was devised by E1DA on the basis of its experience that areas
just meeting, or a little over, the qualifying level for assistance also
are the most likely areas to benefit from vigorous national economic
growth. In a number of such areas it was found that their economies
improved to a point where they no longer qualified for F1DA assist-
ance, and they improved without the benefit of any operating EDA
projects. The first evidence of this pattern appeared in the agency's
first annual review of area eligibility in the spring of 1966. In its first
ten months of operations, -FDA had approved 650 separate projects,
and 324 eligible areas received one or more projects. However,
nearly a third of these 324 areas were terminated at the end of the
first annual review because their unemployment rates had fallen
below the 6 percent requirement for participation. This meaT-t that
they were terminated before any EDA projects had advanced suffi-
ciently to be the cause of the economic improvement. Their econo-
mies had benefited from vigorous and sustained national growth. It
was also found that areas in the 6 to 8 percent unemployment range
had a much greater probability of being terminated than those areas
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with higher unemployment rates. The second annual review, made
at the time when the "worst first" policy was being implemented,
brought out a similar pattern. Of the 176 areas terminated in this
review, 165 were in the 6 to 8 percent group. In the light of these
findings, EDA decided that it could best use its resources to aid
those areas that failed to benefit from growing national prosperity or
did not receive the full impact of the expansion. These were the
areas with the highest unemployment rates or the greatest propor-
tion of low income families."

In putting the "worst first" policy to work, fund allocations are
made by FDA's seven area offices. EDA has divided its funds
among the seven sets of problems that qualify an area for assistance

that is, so much for high unemployment, so much for low in-
come, the Indian reservations, and other categories that were dis-
cussed above. Once these objectives have been set for each different
problem, funds have been allocated to each EDA area office, gen-
erally in proportion to the part of the particular problem located
within its jurisdiction. The area offices in turn have applied the
strategy on the basis of problems within their areas_ The amount of
financial assistance actually exteoded in any part of the country has
depended in principle on the merits of individual project proposals."

The "worst first" policy is the guiding principle for EDA in the use of
its resources. It has moved the agency away from the selection of proj-
ects simply on the basis of their individual quality and general contribu-
tion to economic growth. Instead, EDA is now oriented toward meeting
particular geographic objectives.

That is, the goal is to improve the economies of specific places
through a systematic application of specific solutions to specific prob-
lems, with stress on local planning, initiative, and support.12

These two brief paragraphs give considerable insight into some
of the more questionable aspects of FDA policy. First, it is frankly
admitted that a high quality program which promises to contribute a
great deal to national economic growth might well have been re-
jected for EDA assistance. This is because EDA programs are not
oriented toward people, but, as the statement clearly asserts, toward
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"particular geographic objectives," and "specific places." In other
words, opportunity cost considerations from a national point of view
are rejected in favor of efforts to shore up those pieces of the na-
tion's geography that are the worst off. In addition, the "worst first"
policy seems In conflict with the growth center feature of RDA'
multicounty economic development district program.

EDA's Growth Cent rs
It has already been pointed out that each of EIDA's economic

development districts must include a development center of suffi-
cient size and potential to promote the economic growth necessary
to alleviate the distress of redevelopment areas within the district.
FDA recognizes that economic growth tends to be concentrated in a
relatively few areas_ Because of this clustering there should be
coordination of all government investment going into areas of po-
tential growth. Indeed, the district growth centers are viewed as the
key to solving the problem of rural-urban balance in the United
States.

It has become increasingly apparent that problems of urban
poverty and those of rural poverty are interrelated by the pattern of
migration from rural areas to the large metropolitan areas. One
approach to this phenomenon is to continue to concentrate on cen-
tral city solutions. Measures such as public housing, more welfare,
more training programs for the often illiterate and unskilled people
streaming into the cities, and inducements to attract industt-y to the
city core fall into this category. However, these programs are not
likely to stem the tide of migration to the big cities nor will they in
themselves eliminate the ghetto.

A second approach would be to create job opportunities for
people in rural areas while continuing curative programs in the
cities. But revolutionary developments in agricultural technology
and growing urbanization have meant that the underemployed and
unemployed in rural areas are increasingly unable to participate
fully in the expanding market economy. Overemphasis on rural
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agricultural programs would probably only aggravate this problem.
The third alternative, that advocated by EDA, concentrates not

on reversing the migration stream but rather on redirecting and
channeling it. This policy accepts the fact that urbanization is a basic
trend but strives to create a better urban-rural balance through the
creation of urbon alternatives. This does not necessarily imply the
creation of new towia, since they are both expensive to create and
of unproven value. Insti-tad, _FDA's alternative is represented by the
economic growth center approach which attempts to link under-
developed counties with healthy counties containing a regional
growth center. By providing the economic districts with an urban
alternative through the growth center, it is hoped that the growth
center will help the economy of the depressed area. The growth cen-
ter is expected to provide an economically efficient marketing and
servicing center for surrounding counties by providing job oppor-
tunities for depressed area residents who could commute to jobs and
by encouraging those rural area residents who do migrate to move
to the growth center. It is hoped that the growth centers will provide
definite and worthwhile migration alternatives within the urbaniza-
tion trend and that they will contribute to a greatly improved rural-
urban balance. Thus, RDA's program would relieve the pressure on
the big cities while at the same time lift the rural areas by the boot-
straps. This growth center approach implies that job opportunities
can be induced easily because growth factors are already present
even though the communiry may be located in a low-income area.
It is hoped that migration flows can be channeled to the growth
centers through a combination of forces including jobs, schools,
transportation systems, social amenities, and improved equal oppor-
tunity programs. FDA's program can also be linked with parallel
programs for resettlement assistance and manpower training and
development to assist the rural migrant to adjust to the urban ern-
piovrnent environment.13

How do the realities of EDA's development center policy com-
pare with the strategy just outlined? First, while a development cen-
ter strategy implies concentrating projects in a relatively few loca-
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tions, RDA simply does not have the funds to create the rnany
external economies that will be needed if rapid, self-sustained
growth is to be induced or reinforced in development centers. As
nuskin and Moomaw have pointed out, budget estimates for fiscal
year 1968 allot $27 million to development center projects. -If we
assume one development center per district, pro-rated, this would
amount to an expenditure of approximately $225,000 to $270,000
per growtn center. Hardly enough for a sewer line!"1-4 Second, even
if RDA had considerably more funds to devote to growth centers, the
nature of the centers that are actually being chosen leaves great
doubt as to their ability to provide a significant number of increased
job opportunities for migrants from rural areas. The results of a
study conducted by Brian Berry are instructive on this point_

Berry's analysis of the commuting behavior of the population of
thz United States in 1960 shows that all but 5 percent of the
country's population resides within the daily commuting fields of
metropolitan centers." These fields spread over the entire land area
of the United States except where population density is less than
two persons per square mile or where there are national parks and
forests, and Indian reservations. Berry finds that the degree of
metropolitan labor market participation is the key variable in what
he terms the "regional welfare syndrome," a pattern of urban in-
fluence on the surrounding hinterland's level of economic well-
being as measured by such factors as income and unemployment.
In general, degree of labor market participation declines with in-
creasing distance from the city, as do the average value of farm land
and buildings, median tamily income, median school years com-
pleted, rate of population increase, and population gain through
migration. Proportion of families with annual incomes less than
$3,000 and the unemployment rate are both directly related to
distance from the city. The lowest levels of welfare are thus at the
edges of metropolitan labor markets and especially in the nonurban
interstices between them. When employment centers are closely
spaced and their labor markets overlap, so that residents of one
center can take advantage of employment opportunities in another,
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the decline in welfare levels that accompanies distance from centers
is reduced or eliminated. Conversely, the wider the spacing of em-
ployment centers the lower the level to which the measures of re-
gional welfare fall. Berry attributes these results to the lack of op-
portunities for economies of production in rural areas. His findings
also support efforts to stimulate development in growth centers that
can give inmigrants higher incomes and better job opportunities.
He also concurs with the maximum size limit of 250,000 set by the
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 for de-
velopment centers. "Above that size, the necessary conditions for
self-sustaining growth seem satisfied. Perhaps the greatest payoff in
terms of both employment and unemployment is in concentrating
on cities close to 250,000 population rather than on those very
much smaller. Generally labor markets appear to need a population
of mure than 250,000 to be viable parts of the urban system."° On
the other hand, he finds that "The regional influence of smaller cen-
ters is too limited to justify putting public resources into them. Few
cities of less than 50,000 pcipulation appear to influence the welfare
of surrounding regions; those that do are located in the more periph-
eral areas."17 In conclusion, he advocates policies designed to en-
courage migration from rural areas to viable growth centers, but
not "to the cores of the largest cities, where isolation in ghettos pro-
duces a parallel and perhaps more debilitating isolation than in rural
areas - "1 8

The growth centers that have been designated by EDA are gen-
erally much smaller than the 50,000 population level that Berry
finds to be a minimum for a city to have a positive influence on its
surrounding hinterland. As of September, 1968, there were 52
designated Economic Development Districts and 80 Development
Centers (64 Economic Development Centers and 14 Redevelop-
ment Centers). The average population of Centers was only 38,192;
the median was 24,145. Only four centersLafayette-New Iberia,
Ea., Rome-Utica, N.Y., Knoxville, Tennessee, and Corpus Christi,
Texashad over 100,000 inhabitants. Only 13 Centers had Luore
than 50,000 irthabitants.10
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A Summary Critique
The present decade has been marked by an unprecedented effort

on the part of the federal government to promote the development
of economically lagging regions. Early experience under the Area
Redevelopment Act indicated a number of major deficiencies in
this experimental program. The ARA approach was highly frag-
mented in terms of both geographic and program considerations; its
geographic reach was limited because of its tendency to deal with
counties on an individual basis, and comprehensive long term plan-
ning was frequently precluded because of the tendency to emphasize
the immediate effects of specific projects. The Public Works and
Economic Development Act of 1965 attempted to overcome both
of these difficulties. First, it called for the creation of multicounty
economic development districts that would promote economic de-
velopment on a larger scale by grouping together economically
distressed areas and economically healthy areas. The counties,
usually from five to fifteen in number, are to work cooperatively on
problems and opportunities of mutual interest_ In addition, to stirnu-
late local initiative and to foster overall planning, each district is
required to formulate an Overall JEconomic Development Program
(OhDP), describing common economic problems and needs of the
district and proposing solutions_ 'The (-31-.Dp is supposed to give the
area an opportunity to take a comprehensive look at itself, to see
what is being done to stimulate economic growth, and to ascertain
what still remains to be accomplished_

Unfortunately, the preparation of OEDP's by the districts has had
little relevance to project proposals_ Those who prepare the (DEDP's
tend to view them as onerous and time-consuming exercises which,
once having passed review in Washington, can be permanently
relegated to some remote bookshelf_ The "economic analysis
model" of the °EDP is in reality a lengthy series of tables that con-
stitute an economic profile of the district_ Since most of the data
which go into these tables is available on computer tapes in Wash-
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ington, it would be preferable for EDA to send the completed
descriptive tables to the district staffs, and then require the staffs to
prepare a written analysis of the implications of the descriptive data.
For the most part, the persons who prepare the °EDP's have little
training in economic analysis; nevertheless, they would probably
acquire more insight into the problems and opportunities of their
districts if they could give more time to exploring the meaning of
the large amount of descriptive data with which they work, rather
than merely filling out reams of tables.

In addition to furnishing the districts with data concerning their
own areas, Washington should also furnish similar data concerning
the border regions within which the districts lie. A t present, the
districts tend to be treated as if they were isolated from the rest of
the world. At a minimum, they should be given data, comparable to
that for their own districts, for two or three nearby SMSA's and for
the Office of Business F:conomies region (defined on the basis of
commuting patterns to metropolitan centers ) of which they are a
part.

Finally, the quality of the effort made in preparing °EDP's would
be greatly enhanced if Washington would provide some real incen-
tives in this regard. The fact that OEE1P's are usually not related to
project requests implies that Washington as well as the districts
ignore their significance. Districts whose OEDP's represent well
thought out analysis should be rewarded, and districts that do little
more than feed back numbers and tables should feel the pinch in
terms of projects. Of course, EDA freely admits that better off areas
tend to submit better OEDP's and more attractive projects. Thus,
EDik's "worst first" policy a strategy of assigning top priority to
the most stagnant areasworks against meaningful and effective
planning. The worst off areas know that they will receive top priority
no matter how minimal their planning efforts have been. .EDA can
and has financed the preparation of OEDP's by persons or groups
outside the relevant districts' staffs. However, this often means that
the OEDP is even less rele vant than it would otherwise be because
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the staff officials directly responsible for implementing the (DEIDP
have not been obliged to confront directly the problems of their
areas_

The worst first policy also runs counter to the philosophy that
calls For economic development centers within Economic Develop-
ment Districts_ The economic development centers are communities
or localized areas with fewer than 250,000 persons where resources
can be concentrated most rapidly and effectively to create more
jobs and higher incomes for the population of the surrounding area.
Since Enik admits that areas of top priority under the worst first
policy are areas where growth responses are the least in evidence,
it is inconsistent to favor them and to maintain that growth centers
should be a proper focus for development policy_ .EDA maintains
that the goal of the worst first policy "is to help place needy com-
munities on a self sustaining economic basis so that, when EDA
activities are terminated in these areas, the communities will con-
tinue to grow on their own."2° Nevertheless, it is conceded that not
every rural area can make the transition from an agriculturally
based economy to an industrial economy based on regional growth
centers. Areas not suited to this type of growth pattern "can still
achieve a high and rising level of per capita income in. line with
national economic growth, if they are willing to concede the need
for outmigration of people."21 r-ADA does not favor the movement of
migrants from rural and small urban communities to the cores of
large cities where, because of lack of job skills and education, they
too often only add to unemployment, welfare rolls, and other prob-
lems. Indeed, ED.A. argues that it is necessary to stern and reverse
the tide of migration that takes people to places where there are no
jobs_ The agency views the problem as one of seeking ways to en-
courage would-be migrants to the cities to seek opportunities ;.11
smaller communities, that is, in growth centers.22

Efere there are two problems from a national perspective_ First,
because the -United States still lacks a coherent and comprehensive
regional planning framework, the approach taken by EDA leaves
out of consideration areas that are neither congested urban agglom-
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erations nor towns and small cities that are part of or in close
proximity to lagging areas. This no man's landin terms of policy
considerationshas growth centers which probably can absorb
more migrants more efficiently than the EDA growth centers, espe-
cially if they too were to benefit from federal aid aimed at helping
migrants from lagging areas to find employment Of course, it might
be argued that rapidly growing centers obviously have no need for
federal subsidies. This would be true if one were only concerned
with the rapidly growing center and its own population. However,
the relationship of concern here is that of centers of rapid growth to
the people of lagging areas. If a federal subsidy can accelerate
growth in a center which is already rapidly growing, and if this sub-
sidy is made conditional on providing employment opportunities for
residents of lagging areas, then it might well be more efficient for
EDA to tie into the growing environment than to attempt to create
growth in a relatively stagnant area by putting in water Of sewer
lines

Second, it is not clear that the public works projects in which
EDA is primarily involved, chiefly infrastructure in the narrow
sense, will really lead to a rational migration policy. If the unem-
ployment and welfare difficulties of rural migrants in large metro-
politan areas are largely a function of lack of job skills and educa-
tion, as HDA correctly maintains, why should the migratioki these
people to smaller growth centers not pose similar problems?

Here we come to the very heart of the problem of helping resi-
dents of our poorest areas. EDA, like the ARA and the Appalachian
Regional Commission, was created on the assumption that what
these people primarily need is improved public works facilities. Yet,
as has been argued in previous chapters of this book, the greatest
relative need of residents of depressed areas is for more investment
in human resources and for expanded manpower programs. This
point has been stressed in a great deal of recent research. Edward
Denison, for example, has shown that increased education is "one of
the largest sources of past and prospective economic growth," in
addition to being "among the elements most subject to conscious
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social deeision;"23 and Theodore Schultz has pointed out that "in-
vestment in human capital accounts for most of the impressive rise
in real earnings per worker" in Western countries.24

The dilemma proposed by EIDA's espousal of both the growth
center and "worst first" policies could be partially resolved if these
respective types of areas were given priorities corresponding to their
most pressing needs. Without greater investment in human re-
sources and manpower programs in lagging regions there is little
hope that industry will be attracted to such areas or that their resi-
dents cart find jobs in other areas. The United States definitely needs
a more integrated re gional policy at the national level, as RDA im-
plicitly recognizes y tying together the problem of outmigration
from lagging rural areas and problems of large urban centers. Of
course, it must be recogn;zed that Congressmen who represent
lagging regions will be reluctant to suggest, much less encourage,
outmigration of their constituents. This has been made abundantly
clear in congressional hearings concerning regional legislation.
However, insofar as regional policy aims at increasing individual
welfare rather than at maintaining a given level of population in a
given area, outmigration should be viewed as a social gain rather
than a cause for alarm.

Another problem that deserves more careful attention is that of
criteria for ElDA aid to redevelopment areas. It is often assumed
that the unemployment of an area can be reduced by nieasuresdc
signed to increase employment. However, George Idea has shown
that "except for extreme cases_ the unemployment level is not
closely related to the growth characLeristics of the area."25 He
found that there were areas cit persistent high unemployment that
also had rates of population growth, employment growth, net in-
rnigration and male labor force participation similar to the corre-
spGnding averages among all areas. Gene I-aber likewise has found
that 36 percent of the nation's counties with an employment growth
rate at or above the national average had an increase of one or more
percentage points in their county unemployment rates.26 Thus, it is
evident that growth factors must be considered along with unem-

1.70
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ployment ra4es before it is determined that an area is "lagging" and
therefore m need of aid.

It would be desirable and feasible to establish an independent
agency at the national level to coordinate and watch over compre-
hensive regional policy formation and implementation. The public
works projects that are the domain of RDA can play a vital part in
the development of growth centers, though the centers that now
qualify for EDA aid are unduly restricted. Responsibility for "worst
first" areas, on the other hand, might better be placed with an
agency or agencies more concerned with human resources and man-
power problems. In any case, it is important that the coordinating
agency be truly independent of any department. To place the co-
ordinating function in any given department would create the ob-
vious danger that it would give major attenti,---a to its own objectives
and programs and then try to force whether ,,:onsciously or uncon-
sciously the accommodation of other age programs to its
own.
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Conditions of Life
If the }=-7.conomic Development Administration had ever consistently
followed a "worst first" policy, it is virtually certain that the agency's
budget would have been exhausted solely by projects for the Indians.
Although there is no "typical" Indian or reservation, most reserva-
tions are located in sparsely settled areas that are poor in natural
resources and job opportunities.

There is no general legislative or judicial definition that can be
used to identify a person as an Indian. The Census has identified an
Indian on a self-declaration basis, though in some instances they
have been counted as Indians by enumerators if they appeared to be
full-blooded American Indians or if they were regarded as Indians
by the communities where they lived. To be designated as an Indian
eligible for basic Bureau of Indian Affairs services an individual
must live on or near a reservation or on or near trust or restricted
land under the Bureau's jurisdiction, and be a member of a tribe,
band, or group of Indians recognized by the federal government.
For some purposes he must also be at least one-fourth of Indian
descent.1

The 1960 Census reported 552,000 Indians, including 28,000
Aleuts and Fskimos. Of this total, slightly more than 300,000 lived
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on trust lands for which the Secretary of the Interior is the truste .2

A more recent estimate places the nation's Indian population at
about 600,000 with approximately two-thirds living within the juris
diction of the federal government and the rest living away from the
reservations in varying states of assimilation.3 In 1967 there were
290 Indian reservations under federal jurisdiction. This figure in-
cludes Indian areas such as the pueblos of New Mexico and the
rancherias of California, which are not usually referred to as reser-
vations even though they are for all practical purposes. Reserva-
tions range in size from a few acres to the 14 million acre Navajo
Reservation in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah_ There are ten other
reservations with more than a million acres; four are in Arizona, two
each in Washington and South Dakota, and one each in Wyoming
and Montana.4

'The gross value of agricultural productionincluding crop and
livestock production, as well as direct use of fish and wildlife by
Indians on reservations in 1966 was about $170 million. Indian
operators received $58.6 million of this total, while another $16
million was received by Indians from rents and permits. Income
from mineral rentals, bonuses, royalties, and other sources
amounted to $31 million during fiscal year 1967. The principal
minerals produced on Indian lands are oil, gas, uranium, sand,
gravel, phosphate, limestone, coal, copper, lead, zinc, and gypsum.
Approximately 800 million board feet of timber were cut from
Indian land during fiscal year 1967, and timber sales yielded $15
million to Indians. In the same period, Indians received $4 million
from private developers who leased Indian land for commercial,
industrial, and recreational uses. Behind these aggregate figures is
the fact that, while a few reservations have sufficient resources to
support their Indian residents, most cannot provide them with an
adequate standard of living.5

Even if the reservations were not for the most part lacking in
natural resources, the economic advance of the Indian would be
inhibited by traditional social and cultural values. For example,
Indian values tend to downgrade the individual personality in favor
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of the group or community In many tribes status and personal se-
curity are directly related to one's service in perpetuating ancestral
usages and customs_ In consequence, there is relatively little com-
petitiveness or a pride in material possessions for their monetary
worth_ Indian values have not customarily included the amassing of
valuables for private benefit because of the ingrained tradition of
sharing. These attitudes perhaps account in part for the improvi-
dence often attributed to Indians_"& In addition, spiritual attachment
to nature has made many I,-ictians consider land to be something
that its users have an innate right to enjoy, rather than as alienable
property_ "The Indian, for the most part, has a psychological and
cultural relationship with the land which surpasses that usually
understood by the non-Indian_

mployers have noted that Indian work habits often reflect a lack
of concern for time_ 'This shows up particularly in a casual attitude
toward reporting for work on time- or at allif some "more im-
portant" alternative arises_ A related prc, iem is the inability of
many Indians to reason in terms of cause and effect relationships.
E.ven in agriculture . . modern methods are directly contrary to gen-
eral Indian customs and beliefs_ Modern agricultural development rests
on research, improving seeds, use of fertilizer, on new ways of perform-
ing old tasks, and on an increased control f:f. environment_ But to the
Indian cultures, which typically stress ancestral customs based upon
need to work in harmony with nature, such modern practices a.re cofien
alien_ 'The historic experience of the Indian has, in general, moved out-
side of traditions of science and technology; yet the individual must
acquire an ability - to co-operate with a highly technical and com-
petitive society_ 8

13espite the di advantages they have faced, a few Indian families
have gained relatively high ineomes, educated their children, and
found employment in good jobs in towns near the reservations.
Others have made a good living in agriculture or ranching. But the
great majority, who depend for the most part on seasonal work and
welfare, are living in extreme poverty. About half of the Indian
families have annual incomes of less than $2000 and about three-
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fourths have annual incomes of less than $3000. Approximately
half of the Indians in the working-age population is chronically un-
employed.9 Some reservations have unemployment rates exceeding
70 percent of the tribal labor force. Among the Navajos, the largest
of the tribes, the unemployment rate recently stood at 45 percent.
Moreover, there is a great deal of underemployment on the reserva-
tions." The housing conditions of the Indians are likewise worse
than those of any other of the nation's minority groups. At least
three-quarters of the 76,000 houses on Indian reservations and trust
lands are below minimum standards of decency. Most houses are
overcrowded and over half are too dilapidated to repair_ Until 1961
little effort was made to alleviate the housing problems of the In-
dians, and even today the total of all federal programs directed to-
ward improving Indian housing would not keep pace with continu-
ing deterioration and dilapidation_ The conditions under which they
live, particularly the lack of safe, available water and adequate
waste disposal facilities, are in large part responsible for the high
incidence of preventable diseases found among Indian popula-
tions."- The most common infectious diseases among Indians are
influenza, pneumonia and other respiratory infections, dysenteries,
gastroenteritis, and streptococcal infections. Trachoma, which has
virtually disappeared in the general population of the country, still
affects many Indians_ Tuberculosis is six times more prevalent
among Indians than non-Indians, and ranks ninth as a cause of
death among Indians. Whereas the average life expectancy at birth
for the nation's population as a whole is 70.2 years, that for an
Indian baby is only 63.8 years."

It is universally agreed that substantial improvements are needed
in Indian education_ Despite significant improvements, the Indian
illiteracy rate still stood at 12 percent in 1959. Indian children at-
tend public, private, mission, and federal boarding or day schools.
In 1967, 56 percent of all Indian children in school attended public
schools, 34 percent attended federal schools, and 10 percent were
in mission or other private schools. The Bureau of Indian Affairs
encourages Indians to attend public schools, and operates federal
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schools primarily for those living in areas lacking adequate educa-
tional facilities or who require boarding home care in addition to
educational s,fi ices." Although most Indian ..;Iiiidreri are in school
and are, or will become, literate, they compare very unfavorably to
national averages in dropout rates and in achievement levels at all
grades. Indian children attend schools where most of the teachers
and administrators are non-Indians. The books and materials they
use and the educational objectives of their classes are designed
essentially to prepare them for life in the prevalent middle-class
American society_ The backgrounds of the Indian children, on the
other hand, reflect the traditional values of their own cultures; most
do not even speak English when they enter school_ Instead of at-
tempting to adapt the Indian children to changes within their own
culture, the schools view their task as one of helping thcii to adjust
to an alien culture_ Toward this end, the children are helped to
speak, read, and write English and are exposed to completely un-
familiar experiences. F-or example, most Navajo children have never
seen a city, a boat, or an elevator before going to school. In addition,
the children are helped to develop saleable skills and exposed to
values quite different from their .cown; e.g., they are introduced to
competitive roles that run counter to the traditional cooperative
roles. As Striner points out, it is exceedingly difficult for the schools
to bring the Indian children into line with those of the dominant
non-Indian society. "There is evidence that the emotional pressure
generated by this intercultural setting of Indian schools contributes
to serious mental health problems, high dropout rates, and unsatis-
factory achievement levels. Skill training and employability in adult
years is seriously affected by these early educational deficiencies. 1'14

The problems of educating Indian children are compounded by
the lack of involvement of their parents, who generally are not en-
couraged to participate in the education experience of the children_
They do not understand what is expected of their children in school
and of themselves, other than to see that their children attend
school_ "Not surprisingly," Strin,ztr remarks, "most Indian parents
have ambivalent attitudes toward the schools their children at-
tend."15

0-fr.
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In general, the children who attend Bureau of Indian Affairs
schools are more disadvantaged at the outset than those attending
public schools. Nevertheless, public schools are not more effective
in educating Indian children and often they are less so. Racial
prejudice in many areas where substantial numbers of Indians live
is often a contributing factor in this regard. In view of these general
considerations, Striner concludes that "the assumption that inte-
grated education is invariably better than segregated education must
be qualified by a careful assessment of local circumstances in Indian
country before it can be accepted as valid,"1" and that "the assump-
tions underlying the conventional approach to Indian education evi-
dently have not been valid and a systematic search for more realistic
approaches is clearly in order."17

Developing the Indians' Human Resources
Before the 1930's the Indian reservations were little more than

concentration camps designed to keep the Indians away from the
rest of the population. The Bureau of Indian Affairs was riddled
with ineptitude and incompetence, and staffed by non-Indians with
little know-how or means for dealing with Indian problems. Almost
nothing was done to help the Indians achieve a standard of living
more in line with that of the nation as a whole." The Wheeler-
Howard Act of 1934, frequently referred to as the Indian Reorgan-
ization Act, sought to improve conditions of Indian life by recogniz-
ing the importance of Indian society as a vehicle for preserving and
encouraging values upon which the Indians could base their own
innowations. It sought to transfer developmental initiative from the
Bureau to the Indians themselves_ The Act stopped the alienation
and allotment of tribal land, authorized the purchase of new hold-
ings, established a system of federal loans, confirmed Indian self-
government, provided for the creation of tribal business organiza-
tions, and called for measures to conserve natural resources_ Indians
also became eligible for Bureau posts without regard to Civil Service
Laws_19 By 1953 a great deal of progress had been made in cases
characterized by sympathetic superintendents, able tribal govern-
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merits, and emphasIs on local decision making. In that year, how-
ever, much of the progress that had been made was undone by
Mouse Concurrent Resolution 108, which declared it to be govern-
ment policy to withdraw federal responsibility and services for
Indians as soon as possible_ Linder this policy a major controversy
developed over whether the federal government should press for
prompt termination of tribes without their members' consent. IDur-
ing the middle 1950's mandatory termination appeared to be the
government's goal; several tribes vvere terminated without tribal
consent and thousands of Indians were relocated from reservations
to urban areas where job opportunities were thought to be more
plentiful_

The termination policy of the 1950's tux-Tied nut to be a disaster
for most of the Indians concerned and for efficient use of govern-
ment funds. Many relocated Indians ended up in the slums without
steady employment or else returned in bitterness to the reservations
because they were totally unprepared through education or voca-
tional training for urban job openings. As a result of the obvious
failures of termination policy, Secretar-y of the Interior Seaton an-
nounced in September, 1958, that henceforth no tribe would be
involuntarily terminated. 'During the present decade the termination
question has been played down in favor of emphasis on the develop-
ment of Indian resonrces "Vet proc7rams for the employment of
Indians have still not given adequate attention to education, train-
ing, and manpower programs in general_ This is clearly seen in what
was billed as the most important legislation concerning the Indians
since the Wheeler-Floward Act, the Indian Resources 'Development
Act that was submitted to Congress in 1967_

The main purpose of the Indian Resources IDevelopment Act was
to enable the Indians to participate more fully in the life of the
nation by providing them with managerial, credit, and corporate
tools, and by encouraging them to exercise greater initiative and
self-determination. (Drily one section of the Act, section 401, had
anything to do with training and employment_ This item provided
an increase of $10 million for adult vocational training_ As Striner
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correctly urges, this legislation "reflects a tragic misconception of
the needs of the Indian population and the means which mnst be
made available to Indians if they choose to move away from their
traditional cultures and toward that of the non-Indian society."20
Although the Act assumes a level of financial sophistication that is
not found in many tribes, the "core of the problem is that this new
legislation ignores completely the fact that a solution to the Indian
problem calls for efforts in education, training, housing, welfare, and
health at a level of funding never properly understood." The Act, he
concludes, "is analogous to developing a repair manual for a 1967
Rolls Royce before we have successfully built a 1928 model A
Ford-"21

As one of the best recent studies of the Indian argues, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs should take more initiative to help and encourage
the Indians to develop their own potential. "Indian leaders must
become versed in the scientific tradition of the age in order to
possess tools for adjusting the shape and pattern of their own
indigenous society and to allow them to participate in the life of the
dominant society, while retaining the best of their own culture_ 1?22

A simultaneous effort must be undertaken to improve the effective-
ness of the education given to Indian children. This is an essential
precondition to training for job opportunities comparable to those
enjoyed by non-Indians. The basic requirements for an effective
program have been set forth by Striner. First, the federally operated
Indian schools should be made into models of excellence for the
education of disadvantaged children. Second, per pupil costs will
probably have to be doubled or tripled to achieve a really effective
program, though such costs will be more than offset by consequent
reductions in unemployment and increased personal income. Third,
Indian parents must be involved to a much greater extent in the
education of their children. Wherever tribes desire and have the
evident capability to operate schools directly under contract they
should be permitted to do so. A successful model for this approach
already exists at Rough Rock 1Demonstration School at Chin le,
Arizona. Pour h, the lack of solid data on Indian education must be
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remedied by a major research and development effort_ And finally,
educational materials and the curriculum for Indian and non-
Indian children in Indian country should include more information
on Indian culture and history and more factual material about cur-
rent Indian life.23

Progress along these lines is already being made. The Bureau
of Indian Affairs has been increasing its efforts to involve Indian
leaders in decisions affecting their welfare and to create programs
that will build on the strengths of the Indian heritage_ E'or example,
programs to teach "English as a Second Language" (ESL) are now
being introduced_ In 1967 .ESL programs were established in each
of the more than sixty Bureau schools in the nation's largest Indian
Iand urea, -gite Navajo community_ 4Dne group of Navajo parents has
even requested that an ESL program be established for adults_ At
the same time, Indian languages are being taught to teachers of
Indian children_ To further help Indian educational programs to
correspond to the needs of Indian communities, a INTational Indian
Advisory Committee, including tribal leaders from throughout the
nation, was established in 1967 to assist in improving communica-
tions between the schools and the people they serve_ A course of
study is being developed to help Indian pupils understand the
strengths and origins of their own culture_ The Bureau has also in-
creased its college scholarship aid by more than 50 percent in the
past four years; about 2,400 students are now receiving such assis-
tance. In fiscal year 1967 the Bureau's adult education program
enrolled 12,400 persons in formal courses, 13,500 in informal
courses, and held 13,700 individual counseling sessions.2-4 fOf the
Bureau's 1967 budget of $214 million, over $111 million was al-
located to education and welfare services, including relocation and
adult vocational training.-

Federal agencies other than the Bureau spent more than $193
million on programs from which Indians received direct benefits in
1967. Approximately three-fourths clf this amount was accounted
for by two agencies directly concerned with human resource de-
velopment: the 11Department of Flea lth, Education, and Weltare
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($112 million ) and the Office of Economic Opportunity ($32 mil-
lion). On the other hand, it is striking that the Department of
Labor, under the Manpower Development and Training Act, spent
only $1.4 million on Indian programs.2"

Despite the profound change in attitudes toward the problems of
the Indians, their needs are so great that an even more intensive
effort must be made on their behalf. Moreover, more thorough con-
sideration must be given to the problem of matching Indian man-
power with job apc-ortunities. Even so strong an advocate of incen-
tives to attract industry to reservations as Striner admits that "Most
Indian reservations are relatively unappealing locations for in-
dustry."27 On the other hand, it is widely maintained that the Indians
are particularly reluctant to leave their native habitat in search of
opportunities elsewhere. What, then, are the relative merits of trying
to attract jobs to the reservations versus programs to train Indians
for jobs in urban areas and to relocate them to these centers?

Promoting Economic- Development on Reservations
Since 1962 the Bureau of Indian Affairs has expanded its pro-

gram to promote the location of manufacturing plants on the reser-
vations_ It works cooperatively with federal, state, and tribal
agencies, civic organizations, and private firms in this regard, and it
contracts for feasibility studies pertaining to potential development
projects. Of course, competition from some 3,500 other community,
state, and regional organizationssome with multimillion dollar
budgets for industrial promotion campaignsis formidable. One
inducement to firms to locate on reservations is a program of finan-
cial aid to companies who provide on-the-job training for Indians.
The employer may be reimbursed by the Bureau in an amount up to
one-half of the federal minimum wage, and this subsidy can con-
tinue as lung as it takes for the Indian employee-trainee to acquire
the skill necessary for his job_ In addition, the employer receives
other assistance, including a recruiting and screening service paid
for by the Bureau and cooperating agencies_ Another inducement to

1_81_
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industry is the offer to construct facilities according to the em-
ployer's needs and specifications_ Such facilities are usually paid for
by rental payments on a long-term loan, so that the tribe acquires
ownership after a period of from ten to twenty years. The loan may
be financed by a government agency or a private institution_ Special
tax inducements offered by non-Indian communities are offset by
the fact that the reservation employer has no taxes to pay_ Another
point in favor of the Indians is their proven capabilities in many in-
stances. Of all the factories employing Indians, the most successful
have been those where Indians do precision work calling for excep-
tional skills and attitudes that they seem to possess in unique degree.
Among the products and activities in this regard are jewel bearings
and precision instruments used in space vehicles; electric compo-
nents, principally transistors; precision gears; and diamond
cuttin -28

In 1c60 there were only nine plan s, with a total of 599 jobs,
built on or near reservations. By September, 1967, the number of
such plants had increased to 113, employing 5,510 Indians. The
reservation unemployment rate, as defined by the Bureau, fell from
49 percent in 1962, to 41 percent in 1966, and then to 37 percent in
1967. When applied to the 1967 labor force of 132,000 this reduc-
tion means that 15,000 more Indians were at work in 1967 than
would have been the case if the 1962 unemployment rate had per-
sisted_ Thus the Bureau's efforts to create employment opportuni-
ties on or near reservations, combined with sustained national pros-
perity, has resulted in significant gains_ Nevertheless, the magnitude
of the task remaining is formidable, especially when it is not known
how many of the 82,500 Indians who were employed in 1967 were
actually fully employed_ Moreover, fragmentary information indi-
cates that occupational upgrading is taking place, that fewer Indians
are working at farm jobs, and that year-around employment is in-
creasing, but that these gains are minimal in comparison with those
of the nation's labor force as a whole.29

Another major effort designed to attract economic activity to the
reservations is the joint Economic Development Administration-
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Office of Economic Opportunity Selected Indian Reservation Pro-
gram.

In May, 1967, a group of EIDA officials visited a number of EDA-
designated Indian reservations in an attempt to discover what as-
sistance the agency could provide to Indians living in impoverished
conditions and lacking job opportunities. As a result of the group's
findings it was concluded that any workable program to aid the
Indians would have to involve a deep commitment by the Indians
themselves to planning for the growth of their communities. It was
also apparent that no one federal agency could provide the resources
necessary to induce economic growth on the reservations; the com-
bined efforts of several agencies working jointly with a single action
plan was needed. As a result, an agreement was reached between
FDA. and OECo to pool their resources in helping to select a number
of reservations. The basic principle governing the selection of the
reservations was to select the ones which exhibited a strong potential
for substantial economic and social development. The criteria used
in choosing the reservations included ( I ) evidence of an active,
responsive tribal government with an interest in economic and social
development; (2) availability of an adequate manpower pool and
training facilities; (3) existence of community education and de-
velopment programs; (4) minimum social, political, institutional,
and cultural hinderances to growth; (5) current industrial activities;
(6) availability of natural resources and raw materials conducive to
the development of secondary and tertiary types of economic ac-
tivity; (7) proximity of the reservations to regional growth centers
with relevant inputs und markets; and (8) transportation linkages
between the reservations and these centers.

On the basis of these criteria, an Action List of fifteen reservations
was selected in May, 1967. In July, 1968, sixteen additional reser-
vations --termed the Planning Listwere designated to take part in
the Selected Indian Reservation Program. Reservations on the
Action List (see Table 24) will receive top priority in the imple-
mentation of projects addressed to the social and economic de-

. velopment goals of the tribes. Reservations on the Planning List (see
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TABLE 4: OEO-EDA, SELECTED INDIAN

ACTION LIST
RESERVATION PROGRAM,

Percent
Reservation State Population Unemployed
Navajo Arizona 125,000 39.0
San Carlos Arizona 4,473 74.0
Salt River Arizona 2.212 43.0
Gila River Arizona 7,113 55.0
Annette Island Alaska 1,000 19.3
Zuni Pueblo New Mexico 5,000 77.0
Mescalero New Mexico 1,559 ._ 61.0
Blackfoot Montana 6,381 39.0
Crow Montana 4,097 44.0
Red Lake Minnesota 2,538 38.0
Fort Berthold North Dakota 2,657 79.0
Standing Rock South Dakota 4,720 47.0
Pine Ridge South Dakota 10,495 32.0
Rosebud South Dakota 5,432 61.5
Lower Brule and

Crow Creek South Dakota 1,731 70.5

Source: Economic Developmont Administration

Table 25) will concentrate on developing the internal capacity
necessary to formulate and execute the tribes' own development
programs. Needed planning assistance is being provided to the tribes
for obtaining professional staff to assist in formulating development
programs. Before any projects are funded for any select reservation,
the tribe must develop a plan outlining actions to be undertaken
over several years and specifying priorities with respect to goals and
projects to be implemented. The plan is to be updated as the eco-
nomic conditions of the reservation evolve. Reservations also will
move into and out of the Selected Indian Reservation Program.
When a reservation on the Action List succeeds in developing a
sound economy or sustained growth it will no longer need the special
attention of the program and will be removed from the List. The
vacancy may be filled by a reservation from the Planning Llat, rtcl a
new reservation may then be selected in turn for the Planning List. A
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TABLE 25: OEO-EDA,
PLANNING

Reservation

SELECTED INDIAN
LIST

State

RESERVATION

Population

PROGRAM,

Percent
Unemployed

Cheyenne Rivar South Dakota 4,008 25
Turtle Mountain North Dakota 7,187 52
Leech Lake Minnesota 2,796 26
Papago Arizona 5,358 23
Fort Apache Arizona 5,407 43
Hopi Arizona 5,556 48
Colorado River Arizona 1,628 47
Eight Northern Pueblos New Mexico 3,301 N.A.
Jicarilla New Mexico 1,474 43
Nevada Reservations

-(22) Nevada 4,418 N.A.
Fort Yuma (Quechan) Arizona 1,634 35
Rocky Boys Montana 1,149 50
Fort Peck Montana 4,196 51
Flat Head Montana 2,761 34
Fort Belknap Montana 1,585 30
Northern Cheyenne Montana 2,448 22

Source: Economic Development Administration

reservation on either list that does not participate effectively may be
replaced by another reservation.

In the fall of 1967, EDA established an Indian Desk to coordi-
nate its own and other agencies' Indian programs. Action plans have
since been prepared for each of the Action List reservations. Five
federal agenciesEl:3A, 01-.0, the Bureau of Indian Affairs; the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, and the Small
Business Administration have cooperated in providing the data
necessary to develop feasible programs. The tribal leadership on
each of the fifteen reservations have been involved in the develop-
ment of the plans

The prospects for the success of the Selected Indian Reservation
Program must be viewed against the actual conditions that promote

, or hinder economic development on the reservations. Some light can
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be thrown on this delicate subject by briefly summarizing some of
the findings of an independent study of nine of the Action I-ist tribes.
Although these findings are often impressionistic and perhaps ex-
aggerate some problems, they do illustrate some of the impediments
confronting developmental efforts. Because the study is confidential
the tribes will be designated by a letter rather than their actual name.
Although the conditions perceived by the student who made the
study may have changed since he visited the tribes in the summer of
1968, they are set forth here as he observed them.

Tribe A has received ElDA funds for an industrial park, rebuild-
ing a sawmill, a loan to a furniture company, and a planning grant
The industrial park has been completed but no firm has located
there as yet. The furniture plant that is expected to be in operation
on the site within two years may be too big to have a stable work
force because of the high absentee rate on the reservation. The
Indians work hardtzit it is difficult to get them to show up for work_
A fence company on the reservation with a normal work force of
about 25 persons has had over 300 different persous employed in
less than four years. Only two workers from among the original
employees were still with the company. The available work force
figures for the rer.ervation are misieading because so few of the
Indians are psychologically or culturally prepared to hold down a
steady job. Attempting to assess how many jobs will be created by
EDA-financed activities is extremely difficult because the work
folce fluctuates so much that no one set number of jobs can be
ascertained. In many respects, attif:mpting to develop Tribe A is
analogous to attempting to stimulate growth in an underdeveloped
country with different cultural values, and government officials
should not place too much reliance on the statements of tribal
leaders who verbalize values more in harmony with those of the
dominant society. unA, is viewed as one more agency from which
the tribe can get money, but industry will have a difficult time mak-
ing a profit on the reservation so long as there is no stable work
force. nespite the fact that OEO jobs are used as part of the tribal
council's patronage system, this agency's programs have proven
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valuable in encouraging local initiative in dealing wIth social prob-
lems_ 0E0's programs to overcome behavior patterns that are not
conducive to holding a job are perhaps the key to Tribe A.'s future
development; if 0E0 left the reservation tomorrow it would return
to the way it was before °Ea came_ Moreover, there remains the
problem that the most ambitious and acculturated people tend to
leave the reservation.

Tribe B continues to maintain much of its traditional way of
life_ One of the greatest difficulties in communication is that
although most of the people under fifty speak some English, they
cannot articulate well in English and they are not as able to grasp the
discourse of a white man as easily as most Indians. Nevertheless, the
members uf Tribe ES have important assets, not the least of which is
a recognition by the leadership of the tribe's weaknesses_ Unlike
poverty groups which have lost their sense of identity and self-con-
fidence, these members have a strong sense of pride that can be
directed toward developing the reservation_ They are an energetic
people and the one manufacturing firm on the reservation is pleased
with the workers' efficiency. The expansion of this firm to a point
where it would emrloy 200 persons, about five times the present
number of employees, appears to be a reasonable project to which
ElDA could contribute_ Such an undertaking would give the tribe a
considerable psychological boost. The reservation also needs com-
mercial facilities; 92 cents out of every dollar earned by members is
spent off the reservation in the nearest city.

Tribe C is a good example of relying solely on economic develop-
ment to eliminate poverty_ The tribe has good plans for economic
development, and over five companies have agreed to locate in the
tribe's industrial parks. However, the tribe's plans are basically
those of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the tribal leadership; there
is no evidence that the development program has been communi-
cated to the general populace, which gives it negligible support_ The
population of the reservation is widely dispersed, there is a lack of
transportation, and roads are poor_ Many people, therefore, are
unable to participate in social development or job training pro-
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grams. In addition, the tribal leadership has done little to stimulate
pride among its people. The local 0E0 program is small, and at
present it lacks a program to overcome the psychological and social
impediments to economic development. Thus, despite the fact that
FDA. has approved grants and loans for nine projects totalling $4.1
million, with one application for $1.4 million pending, there is little
reason to be optimistic about the proress being made. So far only
three jobs have resulted from EDA projects. Even though this is in
large part a result of the incomplete state of most of the projects, it is
not likely that FDA's potential new job estimate of 1,500 will be
realized because of inadequate social development and the reluc-
tance of members to travel to industrial sites.

Tribe D is rent by political factionalism among its own people
and lack of cooperation between the tribe and federal agencies. The
members' concept of an Indian is taken from the Anglo-Saxon
stereotype, and they have little knowledge of their own history and
traditions_ The Burean of Indian Affairs Uoes not help with develop-
ment plans and the superintendent feels that white society should
dictate to the Indian how he should live_ In view of these conditions
it is not possible for the tribe to mount a community attack on its
social problems. Despite EDA assistance it is most unlikely that this
tribe will progress at even the average rate of the other selected
reservations.

Tribe E is dominated by a conservative group which plans to
obtain money from real estate developments in the outer areas of the
reservation while maintaining an inner area that is to be unchanged
from the way it is now. The tribe seems uninterested in training pro-
grams and industrial projects !- ecause of its goal of income without
jobs. Without social education aild jobs, Lowever, the members will
not be prepared for the responsibilities that money brings_ Since
they are not used to handling money, their lives may be disrupted by
extravagance and then bill collectors. It is not in the spirit of the
Selected Indian Reservation Program to try to change the plans of
local leaders, so until a more forward-looking group gains influence 4
over tribal policy the present approach of income without jobs will
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continue. The present leaders are not averse to taking EDA money,
but they have no apparent intention of promoting genuine economic
development.

Tribes F and G, located near one another, each have an industrial
park with on-site improvements financed by EDA. Tribe Ps park
has one firm employing five persons and Tribe G's park has one
firm employing seven persons, of whom only three are Indians
There seems to be little effort being made to expand either of these
activities. Tribe F has submitted an application to EDA for aid in
constructing a $2 million resort complex. An EDA-financed feasi-
bility study indicated that the complex was not feasible. The tribe
has submittzvJ a proposal for a motel whose success seems dubious
and whose job-creating potential would be small in any case. Be-
cause EDA has taken so long to render a decision on this matter
the tribe blames the agency for a four-year delay, longer than it has
been in existencetribal leaders are very dissatisfied. Tribes F and
G have applied to EDA for planning grants that would be helpful
if a competent staff were hired. Neither tribe has any definite plans
for future EDA projects at this time. The leadership of both tribes
tends to be lethargic, and neither tribe has well-designed economic
development plans or well-coordinated social programs.

The Indians of Tribe H seem to have lost their sense of identity
and pride and to have resigned themselves to being second-class
citizens. The tribe has not been able to implement most of its eco-
nomic plans because of internal institutional problems and a very
conservative approach to investing tribal money, caused by the fail-
ure of a manufacturing firm it had financed. As on many reserva-
tions, alcoholism is a very serious problem. At the present rate of
increase it has been estimated that over 90 percent of the members
over age 15 will be problem drinkers by 1980. The reservation has a
heterogeneous population, which, added to the Indians' own need
for greater self-esteem, means that whites would probably enjoy
the fruits of any economic development long before the Indian
population. At present, Tribe H has two projects pending with
FDA. One is for a plant that would be located off the reservation.
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However, ARA undertook a similar project and it did not ease
unemployment on the reservation. The second project involves an
industrial park, but lack of a firm development plan and communi-
cations difficulties with EDA have stalled this effort. The OEO pro-
gram on the reservation has failed to actively involve the general
population in social and economic development projects, but it has
made some progress in the area of social development. In general,
the tribe has shown willingness to attack its social problems but its
economic level has not been improved.

In contrast to many of the cases that have been cited, Tribe I's
plans and general environment make it a promising prospect for
future development. The tribe has problems ccmmon to many
Indian communities, e.g., high incidence of alcoholism, limited
attractiveness to industry and poor work habits, but it also is charac-
terized by attitudes and methods that can serve as models to other
reservations. For example, the tribal government is in close contact
with the members; it provides effective leadership while at the same
time taking account of the people's desires and ideas. After several
bad experiences, the tribal council in all cases now hires those who
are best equipped for job openings; it does not interfere with man-
agement's hiring practices or other activities. 1 he various federal
agencies on the reservation have an effective comprehensive and
coordinated approach to the social problems of the community. The
tribe knows that it wants to develop economically and socially, and
its plans are geared to first-rate enterprises. It also knows how to get
money from federal agencies_ Each agency is presented with a
project within its mandate while the tribe itself coordinates the
various projects into an overall development program. The main
objective of Tribe I is to have a year-around resort, building on the
area's great natural beauty, skiing possibilities, proximity to a race
track, and other attractions. Industrialization, cattle raising, and
timber operations do not figure prominently in the tribe's goals. The
resort concept seems feasible so long as it is implemented in tot°.
The estimated cost of this undertaking is $4,583,000 or about
$3,000 per tribal member. The cost per worker would of course be a
multiple of the latter figure. The chances for success on this reserva-
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tion are good---if the govern ent is willing to assume the necessary
financing.

In reviewing these cases the difficulties of industrial development
on Indian reservations are clearly evident, even if overdrawn.
Nevertheless, progress is being made in attracting industry to some
Selected Reservations. As of May, 1969, the Fairchild Semi-Con-
ductor plant on the Navajo reservation employed 880 Indians (for
the most part women), and upon completion of a new addition now
under construction another 300 to 400 people will be employed.
General Dynamics employs 148 Navajos, and three Navajo enter-
prises account for an additional 632 jobs. W. R. Grace employs 15
Navajos. On the Zuni reservation the Ami-Zuni Corporation em-
ploys 160 Indians and a new Dittemore-Freimuth plant will employ
35 persons. Forty-six Indians are employed on the Gila River reser-
vation, but new activities will provide jobs for about 250 more In-
dians. A new plant on the Rosebud reservation will raise employ-
ment to somewhat over 200, while a similar number of jobs will
exist on the Blackfeet reservation after a new plant has been fin-
ished. A divi, in of the Mohawk Carpet Company plans to employ
200 Indians on the Crow reservation."

Despite employment gains on reservations, it must still be remem-
bered that most reservations are established in areas which have had
little economic importance to white settlers. Moreover, as Striner
has remarked:
The distances between reservations and major markets result in high
transportation costs. Intrareservation transportation systems are mini-
mal. There is an acute shortage of management skill on reservations.
Much of the labor force is untrained and unaccustomed to the require-
ments of steady employment. Utilities and public facilities are only in
the early stages of development. The Indian population is widely scat-
tered; few Indian communities have a population of over 3 000.31

In view of this situation, Striner advocates strong incentives to
attract industrial plants. These include tax credits, depreciation al-
lowances, credit financing, and the creation of an Indian Develop-
ment Corporation.32

In contrast to efforts to attract industry to reservations, little

1.91
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attention has been given to pcograms to relocate Indians to jobs
off the reservations. This reluctance is probably a consequence of
relocation experience associated with the termination policy of the
50's and the related problem of the Indians' lack of preparation
for jobs and life off the reservations. Thus, what does seem ap-
parent from any point of view is the need to give the Indian the
sociological and psychological preconditions for participation in a
disciplined labor force, and then the training corresponding to avail-
able job opportunities. Until these changes take place there will be
no significant increase in economic opportunity either on or off the
reservation. The better prepared Indians are likely to leave in search
of job opportunities elsewhere and even if they stay and wait for
jobs the many relative disadvantages of the reservations may still
preclude significant industrialization. It is therefore necessary to
consider the extent to which rising Indian expectations, which no
one wishes te reverse, can be satisfied off the reservations..

Migra ion and Adaptation to Urban Places
The Bureau of Indian Affairs conducts a program of employment

assistance to provide opportunities for Indians who wish to move to
urban communities or to find work on or near a reservation, and to
obtain adult vocational training in school or in on-the-job training
programs." Relocation for employment involves not only training
and job placement for Indians who choose to resettle away from
reservations where job opportunities are more abundant, but also
financial help and counseling to ease the family's adjustment to the
new environment. By the end of fiscal year 1967 over 61,500 In-
dian people had been given help toward direct employment by the
_c,mployment Assistance Program, and more than 24,300 bad re-
ceived adult vocational training.

The types of help available in the Employment Assistance Pro-
gram share five common characteristics: they are (1) completely
voluntary; (2) give extensive individual help to the participant;
(3) are available only to Indians who are members of a tribe, band,
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or group recognized by the Bureau of Indian Affairs; (4 ) available
only where there is demonstrated need; and (5 ) supplied only if the
services cannot be obtained from other sources. Employment As-
sistance staffs are located at 65 Indian agencies and reservations. A
staff makes information about the program available to the local
Indian population, but no attempt is made to "push" an individual
into the program, and only those persons with a sincere desire to
take vocational training or find employment are encouraged to
participate. Many applicants are given aptitude and interest tests to
help in evaluating their attitudes and strengths.

The relocation program of the Bureau is intended for the person,
either single or bead of family, who is prepared to leave the reser-
vation for a job opportunity in an urban center. This program is
divided into two :-:=trvices, the Direct Employment Program and the
Adult Vocational Training Program.

The Direct JEmployment Program is intended primarily for the
person who has a marketable skill for which there is no correspond-
ing job available in the Indian community. Upon application for
services, the individual is given help in selecting an appropriate relo-
cation point; information on the environment and opportunities of
the communities available is provided, and the client identifies the
city to which he would prefer to move. Usually the city is one of the
eleven where a Bureau field employment assistance stati: iL located.
A wide variety of financial help is available to the participating
Indian and his family. This can include the cost of transportation to
the new job, a subsistence allowance, financial help for large families
and for families that wish to buy their own homes, health examina-
tions, and transportation of household goods. Several counseling
services are available in cities with a Bureau field office. There is a
vocational counselor whc) surveys current job opportunities and ad-
vises the client on securing employment. The client is informed of
the nature, location, and salary of a particular job opening, and if he
expresses an inte:rest in it an employment interview is arranged.
Before the actual interview the client is advised of what kind of ques-
tions to expect and how to fill out a job application form. There

3
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is also a community-living specialist who helps acquaint the Indian
and his family with the community and its recreational and social
opportunities. The Bureau provides temporary furnished living
quarters, but a housing counselor accompanies the family within a
few days after arrival in looking for adequate permanent housing.
The counselor gives advice on such matters as proximity to trans-
portation facilities, churches, shopping centers, and the job loca-
tion. Once the family moves into its new home, the counsaors begin
a series of home visitations that last for two or three months. These
meetings are primarily intended to help the family adjust to the new
environment. If the employee is dissatisfied with his job or loses it,
the cycle begins again and he is assisted in obtaining new work. If
he remains employed his intensive contact with the Bureau is
reduccd as he assimilates into the community. He is entitled to use
any of the Bureau's services for a period of three years after his
arrival, but frequently he is independent after six months.

The second service offered under the relocation program is the
Adult Vocational Training Program. The trainee is provided with
the same forms of assistance as in the Direct Employ , aent Program,
but in addition he is given vocational training before finding a job.
The Bureau contracts with established and accredited vocational
training institutions to provide the necessary instruction. Trainin
is offered in 115 fields at 437 institutions in 28 states. When the
client has selected his program of training and is enrolled, his tuition
and supplies are provided. Usually the training course lasts about ten
months, but in some cases the trainee may remain in school for two
years. During this time the Bureau defrays the living costs of the in-
dividual or family. Although this program has a higher initial cost, i
increases the individual's capacity to 4--told down a job more than
either direct employment or on-the-job training.

The On-The-Job Training Program of the Bureau is similar
OJT programs of other agencies. The Bureau usually pays 50 per- ,

cent of the trainee's wage until he has completed training and is t
regarded as a qualified employee. This program usually does not
result in a transferable skill, nor does it usually involve relocation.
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During the last two years the Bureau has initiated more compre-
hensive and experimental programs to aid individuals who uo not
have the vocational skills, social and educational background, or
motivation to compete effectively in the labor market. In late 1966
the Bureau entered into a contract with RCA to establish a residen-
tial training center for thirty families living near the Choctaw reser-
vation in Mississippi. Day care centers take care of children while
their mothers study community living, homemaking skills, child
care, and other subjects to prepare them for urban life. If they
chuose, they loay also learn a vocational skill to supplement the
family's income. Meanwhile, the fathers are given a program de-
signed to impart basic lheracy, mathematical skills, an introduction
to various kinds of jobs, and a social orientation. Counseling is given
to the family as a whole, and a center political organization is en-
couraged to promote self-involvement by the participants. Before
this program the participants lived in shacks and worked as share-
croppers. They lacked any opportunity for urban experiences,
handled no money, and visited no banks. Their average level of
schooling was 1.6 years. Of the initial group of families, eight have
completed training and are now located in Cleveland, Chicago, and
Memphis. There are now 55 families participating in the program
and there would be more were it not for housing limitations.

The promising results of the Mississippi project led the Bureau to
establish another residential training center for the hard-core dis-
advantaged at Madera, California. This center is operated under
contract by the Phi lco-Ford Corporation and accommodates 31
families and 168 single persons. The programs at Madera are similar
to those at the Choctaw Center, though the participants are drawn
from all over the country. The educational levels attained by the
Indians at Madera are higher than at Choctaw, but whereas the
Choctaws are accustomed to long, hard work, this frequently is not
the case for many of the Madera participants. Thus, prior to voca-
tional training or job placement they need the experience of a "half-
way house." The trainees are involved to the maximum with non-
Indians in community activities. The typical participant stays at the
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center for nine months. Eighty-eight Indians have completed train-
ing and all but four, who are awaiting placement, have gone directly
into jobs.

The newest residential training center is operated by Thiokol
Chemical Corporation at Roswell, New Mexico, on the former
Walker Air Force Base. The vocational skills that are taught are
based on a survey of available jobs in the area. The program is
similar to that at Madera, but more families will be involved. The
training is designed to allow trainees to advance as far as they can
and are able, or to drop off when they desire. At each level the in-
dividual is adequately prepared to enter appropriate employment.
Aggre-jate costs, including contract, transportation, subsistence,
furniture (which the family may keep), job placement, and follow-
up assistance, are less than $5000 per adult trainee.

One of the main reasons for contracting the residential center
programs to private firms is to promote a psychological transition
from traditional dependence on the federal government to associa-
tion with a large company. Even though the government provides
the trainees' subsidies, the pay is provided on ordinary company
checks. The experience of working for a company makes the partici--
pants more amenable to counseling and less dependent on govern-
ment agencies.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs' relatively long experience with
relocation programs has led it to the following generalizations con-
cerning their success: (I) Prevocational and vocational programs
should be flexibly tailored to the needs of individual persons and
families. (2) The programs should be entirely voluntary and avail-
able in response to participants' interest and motivation, rather
than on a scheduled basis. (3) Eventual employment near home is
more desirable than long moves (half of all Bureau clients found
work in their state of origin last year ). (4) Pre-departure counsel-
ing is or! ri...rtant ingredient in the ultimate success of a move.
(5 ; should be given to relocatees as long as they feel
thenisei'es to be in transition. (6) Counseling and aid to help the
wife to adjust to the new environment may be equally or more

1.4136
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portant than the technical proficiency of her husband in assuring a
successful move. (7) Group identification and the help of other
Indian families are valuable assets during the transition to urban
life. (In the early years of relocation experience individuals were
encouraged to shun Indian organizations and involve themselves to
the maximum with non-Indian organizations. That policy has now
been drastically revised.) (8) Early involvement with private
industry reduces dependence on paternal organizations and adds
reality to the training experience. (9) Financial assistance before
the first monthly paycheck arrives or to meet emergencies increases
the probability of success. (10) Respect for the Indian's own cul-
ture should not be lost either by himself those who work with him.

Because of the disastrous relocation efforts initially sponsored
by the Bureau it is often still assumed that such programs are to be
avoided. For example, one prominent study of retraining and mi-
gration states that:
the Bureau has not sufficiently evaluated their programs to yield bene-
fit of experience to the newer retraining programs. However, from in-
formal discussion one finds that the degree of success of the total pro-
gram depends upon establishing job opportunities within the vicinity of
the reservalion for social reasons. Relocation, even when accompanied
with acceptable training levels, has met limited success under the Indian
Affairs program.

The experience is useful if it only serves to emphasize the obvious fact
that retraining should be coupled with the provision of economic oppor-
tunity for the retrainees within their current environment, if at all
possible.34

In fact, in the same year as these words were written, the Bureau
did conduct a study" to determine whether and to what extent the
families and individuals who participated in its Employment As-
sistance Program could be considered to be self-sufficient. The
population sampled consisted of families and individuals who had
received employment assistance in 1963. Data were collected and
annlyzed during the period JanuaryJune, 1966. This intervaLwa_s
selected because 't represented a sufficient span to make the re-
spondents' self-sufficiency status meaningful, but not so long as to
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make it difficult to locate and interview them. The sample included
327 individuals and family heads out of a population of 5,108. The
sample, which was taken in consultation with the Bureau of the
Census a ad the Bureau of Labor Statistics, was stratified according
to whether the assistance recipients were placed directly in jobs,
trained on the job, or provided institutional vocational training be-
fore beginning work. Samples of approximately 6 percent were
randomly selected from each category.

The results of the study are summarized in Table 26. Of the total
number interviewed, 52 percent had received institutional voca-
tional training (IT), 37 percent direct employment (DE), and 11
percent on-the-job training (OJT) . Fourteen percent of the inter-
viewees were Navajos, 10 percent were Sioux, 9 percent were
Pueblo, and 7 percent were Chippewa; other tribes accounted for
4 percent or less of the total. Thirty-five percent of the respondents
lived in cities and towns surrounding Bureau area offices, while the
remainder were in one of the seven urban centers where the Bureau
maintains employment assistance offices (Los Angeles, Dallas, Oak-
land, Chicago, Cleveland, San Jose, and Denver

The study showed that 70 percent of the study group who re-
ceived services during fiscal year 1967 were employed during the
JanuaryJune, 1966, period. In addition, 17 percent were attending
school, in military service, caring for homes, or unable to work due
tb illness, disabilities, or family situations. Thus, 84 percent of those
in the labor market were employed.

Eighty-five percent of the DE recipients chose an urnan center
for service, as did 64 percent of the IT group. On the other hand,
most of the OJT group were trained and employed locally. The OJT
group tended to be older than the participants in the other programs,
which may account in part for this reluctance to move to urban
centers.

Average annual earnings increased for ail three groups, with the
IT trainees showing a 358 percent increase and the OTT group 68
percent. The spectacular increase for the IT trainees reflects in large
part the fact that before entering training they were often high
school students. The relatively low increase for the OJT group may
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TABLE 26: STATISTICAL SUMMARY IN PERCENTAGES FOR 327
INDIAN EMPLOYMENT SERVICE RECIPIENTS IN
FISCAL YEAR 1963

Location:

Pirect
Employment

On-the-job
Training

Institutional
Vocational
Training

Within area 15 97 37

Urban centers 85 3 00

Marital status:
Family 34 69 32

Single woman 16 14 35

Single man 48 17 33

Age:
18-19 9 8 9

20-24 55 31 67

25-29 23 25 16

Over 30 13 36 6

Education:
0-8 31 28 9

9-11 33 41 23

12 and over 36 31 68

Employment status:
Working 69 80 68

Unemployed 20 6 10

Not in labor market 6 8 17

Unable to work 5 6 5

Attitudes:
Question I: Are you living better now than the way you lived before you

received services?
Yes 61 61 72

No 5 8 5

Ques on II: Would you request the services again?
Yes 71 61 78

No 9 14 7

Arrests:
Percent decrease 59 33 38

Earnings:
Prior $1,039 $1,264 $ 681
After $2,694 $2,119 $3,120_

Increase 159% 68% 358%
Costs:

Average recipient cost $1,104 $ 648 $2,550

Source: "A Followup Study of 1963 Recipients of the Services of the
Employment Assistance Program, Bureau of Indian Affairs," Washington,
D.C.: Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1966, p. 49.
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be related to its older average age, but also to the fact that these
people did not leave for better payinR jobs in urban areas. In arry
case, there is a direct felationship between the amount of money
expended on a participant and his earnings.

Another indication of the success of the overall program is seen
in responses to the attitudinal questions. Sixty-one percent of the DE
and OJT group and 72 percent of the IT group felt themselves to be
better off than b,?fore they received the program's services. The pro-
portion who would request services again ranged from 61 percent
for the OJT group, to 78 percent for the IT group. In other words,
the most satisfied group moved to urban jobs and had had relatively
more preparation before leaving.

In 1968, as part of the continuing evaluation of the Employment
Assistance Program, the Bureau of Indian Affairs interviewed 85
percent of the trainees who were surveyed in 1966. The average
actual annual earnings figure for the two years 1966-67 for the DE
group was $4093, as compared to $2694 for the 1963-65 period.
The comparable respective values for the OJT group were $2957
and $2119, while those for the IT group were $4027 and $3120.
The proportion of the DE group that would request Employment
Assistance services again rose from 71 percent in 1966 to 78 percent
in 1968; the proportion of the OJT group responding affirmatively
rose from 61 percent to 69 percent, and that of the IT group in-
creased from 78 percent to 84 percent. Slightly fewer of the DE and
IT recipients were off reservations in 1968 as compared to 1966,
but the proportion of OJT recipients increased from 3 percent to
41 percent."6

In general, the Employment Assistance Program has been a suc-
cess in terms of both return on the government's investment and the
satisfaction of the Indian participants. Although the survey does
not include the relatively new residential training center programs,
it may be inferred that they will be even more successful than the
previous relocation programs, especially in dealing with the prob-
lems of the hard-core disadvantaged. For example, a recent study
indicates that the benefit-cost ratio for the Madera Employment
Training Center is about 3:1 (see Table 27). Benefits were nar-
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TABLE 27: COMPUTATION OF BENEFIT-COST RATIO FOR MADERA
EMPLOYMENT TRAINING CENTER (per trainee)

Benefits:
Present value of additional annual earnings, per trainee

Prior to METC 45 trainees were employed at an average
hourly wage rate of $1,84 or an annual income of $3800,
After METC 57 trainees were employed at an average
hourly wage of $2.19 or an annual income of $4550.
Additional annual earnings per trainee =
(4550 x 57) (3800 X 45) $736.25.

120
The present value of this amount for 40 years (assum-
ing the average age of trainees is 25 and retirement is at
age 65) at a 6% rate of interest is $11,078.

Costs:
Training-costs per trainee

Cost per month ($417) times average length of training,
in months (6.73)

Clothing allowance per t ainee
Allowance of $60 per trainee and child; an average of
.575 children per trainee

Foregone earnings per trainee
Number of trainees working prior to METC times their
monthly income times the average length of training
divided by the total number of trainees

.45 X 3800/12 x 6.73

$11,078

$2806.41

$94.50

$799.19

120
Total costs $3700

$11,078Benefit-cost ratio -= = 2.994:1
$3700

Source: United States Department of the interior, Indians, Job Training
and Placement Studies, Issue Support Paper No. 70-1, October 17, 1968,
p. 76.

rowly defined to include only the present value of future additional
earnings attributable to the program. Bruce Davie notes that "A
ratio of this magnitude is quite respectable, higher than those for
several other manpower programs whose analyses I am familiar
with."37 He concludes that:

Substantial intangible benefits from this program, particularly for the
children, undoubtedly exist. Future follow-up studies might try to docu-
ment the educational progress of the children. In my judgment, impor-
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tant as these intangible benefits may be, they need not be appealed to at
the moment to justify the continuance of the METC program. To date
the evidence shows that, purely on the grounds of economic efficiency,
the METC program is a worthwhile investment in human resources.38

Similarly, after a visit to the Madera Center in August, 1968
Herbert Striner wrote to the Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian.
Affairs that "My overall impression . . was that this is a unique
project which should be duplicated many, many times over."3°

Finally, it is instructive to take a closer look at the adaptation of
Indian migrants to urban life in Los Angeles, which has the largest
population of Indians in the country. In 1960, there were 12,400
Indians in greater Los Angeles but there are indications that their
number had doubled by 1966. A survey by John A. Price of 3,000
Indians in the Los Angeles area in 1966 showed that the great ma-
jority were migrants from other states only six were descendents of
the aboriginal occupants of Los Angeles and only 77 were descend-
ents of aboriginal Californians. The increasing mobility of Indians
was further indicated by the fact that only 19 percent of the respon-
dents were born in the same state as their fathers.4° According to
Price:

A key to the great size of the post-1955 migration is the Employment
Assistance ("Relocation") Program of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA). . By 1962, the BIA had trained over 5,000 Indians and had
relocated more than 40,000. Both programs have been intensified since
1962, and have been a massive stimulant to the growth of the Los
Angeles Indian community. The BIA office in Los Angeles has, in recent
years, been assisting about 1,300 Indians annually.41

Moreover, Price's survey showed that 42 percent of the Indians
coming to Los Angeles had received a brief BIA course on how to
live in the city. The main incentive for their leaving the reservations
was economic: they wanted jobs. As the years go by, they increas-
ingly tend to idealize life on the reservations, but they increasingly
withdraw from previous reservation contacts. There is a tendency
for recent arrivals to the city to live in the central city, but longer
term residents move outward to the suburbs. Persons from tribes
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located in the northeastern United States were found to be closest to
a direct adaptation to urban life, whereas the Navajos showed the
weakest degree of adaptation. However, the study showed that:

Indians fresh from strongly rural or reservation backgrounds tend, like
the Navaho, to shift over time to patterns of life exemplified by the Five
Civilized Tribes. Also, as the Indian community in Los Angeles matures,
we may expect tribal groups such as the Navaho to shift toward tribal
groups like the Five Civilized Tribes. The latter in turn is culturally close
to the general population of Los Angeles, except for the particular ethnic
identity.

Thus, while the problems of the Indian's adaptation to urban life
should not be minimized, conditions in the city lead him away from
tribal patterns. As with other ethnic groups who have entered the
"melting pot," the Indians tend to preserve certain values and cus-
torns that add to America's cultural diversiLy; but they, too, tend to
he assimilated info the mainstream of American life as a conse-
quence of the vastly greater range of choice available to them in the
city.

Summary and Conclusions

Much has been made of the Indian's at achment to his people
and his land, and there is a widespread assumption that Indians are
unsuited for life off the reservations. This view was reinforced by the
failure of the relocation policy of the 1950's, which moved a large
number of Indians directly from reservations to cities without ade-
quate preparation and training, and which explicitly or implicitly
denigrated the Indians' own culture. More recently the rising tide of
sentiment in favor of helping our Indian populations to attain a
higher material standard of life while respecting their culture has
tended to take the form of efforts to attract industiy to the reserva-
tions. Despite some progress in this regard, Indian reservations gen-
erally have few if any attributes to make them attractive to industry.
Moreover, Indians are not so reluctant to leave the reservations or
as unable to adapt to city life as many believe. They do need, how-
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ever, comprehensive programs to help them prepare for life and
work off the reservation. There is a direct relationship between, on
one hand, the amount of training and comprehensive assistance
given to the Indian (and his family, which is equally important)
and, on the other hand, his income after relocating and his success
at adapting to the new environment. Moreover, the cost per job
obtained by relocation programs is less than the government's cost
per job in attempting to attract industry to the reservations.

While industry can hardly be said to be clamoring to get onto the
reservations, even with government-financed incentives, there is at
present a backlog of some 2,000 Indians on reservations waiting for
training and probable relocation. There would no doubt be an even
greater number if the 2,000 could be absorbed, since participants
pass the word around that the programs are helpful and thereby
generate interest among still other Indians.

All parties agree that what the reservations most need is ex-
panded investment in human resources, including programs to
change the sociological behavior of many Indians to bring it more
into line with the kind of outlook needed to hold down a steady job.
It is also agreed that the Indian culture must be respected and that
any relocation program must be established on a voluntary basis.
But sentiment about reservation life-- which frequently is encoun-
tered more among older Indian leaders and well-meaning whites
than among the younger, and especially better-educated, Indians--
should not obscure the fact that the matching of workers and jobs
demands a broader geographic perspective than is available by con-
centrating on the reservations themselves.



Chapter

xican ,AmBrimaria

A Population Profile

The Mexican Americans constitute the second largest minority
group in the United States, yet outside of the Southwest there has
been little awareness of them and even less knowledge about them..
Over one-tenth of the combined populations of Arizona, California,
Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas is Mexican American, with the
proportion ranging from 9 percent in Colorado to 28 percent in New
Mexico (see Table 28). Of the nearly 3.5 million Spanish surname
population in the Southwest in 1960, over 2 8 million lived in Cali-
fornia and Texas. Outside the Southwest Mexican American com-
munities are found in a number of cities, including Chicago, Detroit,
Gary, and Kansas City.1

In the past Mexican Americans were for the most part agricul-
tural workers, but they have now become urbanized to such a de-
gree that the rural and migrant worker stereotype is outdated. The
1960 census showed that about the same proportion of Mexican
Americans as Anglo Americans SO percent was found in arban
areas. Moreover, Mexican Americans have a higher degree of dif-
ferentiation in socioeconomic status than is commonly supposed.
Leo Grebler has pointed out that "while the group includes large
numbers of people with little formal education, few skills, low in-
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come, and other disadvantages, one finds in its ranks relat vely
well-to-do families and highly trained persons-a U. S. Senator and
three Congressmen, others in responsible government posts, at-
torneys, physicians, teachers, social workers, and engineers,"2 The
Mexican Americans "are also differentiated in regional terms. New
Mexicans generally show patterns of behavior and attitudes that
distinguish them sharply from their counterparts in south Texas or
in Fresno, California, especially in the political arena. Mexican
Americans are clustered in vast urban populations, but they are
also scattered over hundreds of semi-rural and isolated colonias
throughout the Southwest."3

TABLE 28: SPAN1SH-SURNAME AND NONWHITE POPULATION
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL POPULATION, 1950 AND 1960,
FIVE SOUTHWEST STATES

1950
White

1960
White-

Spanish Non- Spanish Non-
Location Anglo Surname white Anglo Surname white

Southwest 80.4 10.9 8.7 78.9 11.8 9.3
Arizona 70.2 17.1 12.7 74.9 14.9 10.2
California 86.5 7.2 6.3 82.9 8.0
Colorado 89.0 8.9 2.1 88.0 9.0 3.0
New Mexico 56.0 36.5 7.5 63.8 28.3 7.9
Texas 73.8 13.4 12.8 72.6 14.8 12.6

United States 89.5 10.5 88.8 11.2

Source: Joan W. Moore, Mexican-Americans: Problems and Prospects
(Madison, Wis.: Institute for Research on Poverty. University of Wisconsin,
1967), p. 4.

Nevertheless, the diversity of the Southwest's Mexican American
population cannot mask the fact that in toto Spanish surname
families are heavily overrepresented among the region's poor_ The
data in Table 29 show that over one-third of the Spanish surname
group fall into the poor category as defined by the arbitrary but con-
ventional criterion of family income of less than $3000. The rate of
poor families is over twice as great within the Spanish surname
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TABLE 29: NUMBER AND PERCENT OF POOR FAMILIES IN VARIOUS
POPULATION GROUPS IN THE SOUTHWEST, 1960

Poor in
Percent of Each Group

All Poor Poor in as Percent
Population Group Families Familiesa Each Group of All Poor

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Total 7,356,866 1,451,655 19.7 100.0
White 6,766,367 1,205,729 17.8 83.1

Anglo 6,068,340 962,826 15.9 66.4
Spanish

surname 698,027 242,903 34.8 16.7
Nonwhite 590,299 245,926 41.7 17.0

a Families With annual income under $3,000 in 1959.
Source: Frank G. Mittelbach and Grace Marshall, The Burden of Poverty

(Los Angeles: U.C.L.A. Graduate School of Business AdministratiOn, Mexi-
can-American Study Project, Advahce Report No. 5, July, 1966h p. 3.

group as within the Anglo group, though it is still less than the
poverty rate within the nonwhite category.

In 1959 the median income of Mexican American males in the
Southwest was $2,768. This was 57 percent of the comparable
Anglo figure and only a little above that for the Negroes.4 Interstate
differences in median income are considerable. For example, the
data in Table 30 show that urban male median income for the
Spanish surname population ranged from $2,339 in Texas to $4,137
in California. In Texas the Anglo median income is nearly twice that
of the Mexican American, whereas in California the Mexican
American value is three-fourths that for the Anglo& In general, the
relative incomes of Mexican Americans vary directly with the over-
all levels of income of the states. It is instructive to note that "Close
to 90 percent of the income gap between Mexican American and
Anglo men in California is associated with differences in level of
education, and the situation is much the same in other States. The
remaining relatively small income gap may be attributed to wage
and occupational discrimination, as well as to differences in quality
of education."5
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TABLE 30: MEDIAN INCOMESa BY STATE, SPANISH-SURNAME,
ANGLO, AND NONWHITE URBAN MALESb IN THE

Spanish
surname

Anglo
Nonwhite
Ratio

(1)1(2)
(1)1(3)

SOUTHWEST, 1959

Arizona

1 $3,322
4,757
2,531

.70
1.29

California

$4,137
5,421
3,580

.76
1.16

Colorado New Mexico

$3,340 $3,278
4,719 5,276
3,190 2,563

.71 .62
1.05 1.28

Texas

$2,339
4,593
2,282

.51
1.02

a All incomes a e adjusted for within-state differences in age distribu-
tions,

b With income, age 14 and over.
Source: Walter Fogel, Mexican Americans in Southwest Labor Markets

(Los Angeles: U.C3A. Graduate School of Business Administration, Mexi-
can-American Study Project, Advance Report No. 10, October, 1967), p, 32.

Mexican American males are primarily employed in manual oc-
cupations. The white-collar jobs that they hold tend to be in small
retail trade establishments, while those few with jobs classified in
the professional and technical category hold mostly technical jobs.
In 1960, about 30-percent of the males were farm and nonfarm
laborers, and 40 percent worked in craft and operative jobs. In con-
trast, almost 40 percent of the Mexican American women living in
cities were employed in white collar occupations. A survey made in
1966 by the Equal Opportunity Commission on the occupational
distribution of Mexican American employees of firms with 100 or
more workers in the Los Angeles-Long Beach and San Francisco-
Oakland areas shows a continued concentration of Mexican Ameri-
can workers at the lower end of the occupational scale. Over half
were employed as operatives or laborers and only one-fifth were
in white collar jobs, mostly clerical and sales. In brief, Mexican
Americans 'are concentrated in relatively low-wage sectors, though
this phenomenon is less pronounced than it is for the Negro popu-
lation.°

The most recent compr hensive data on unemploy --nt in the
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Mexican American population date from April, 1960. The urban
unemployment rate at that time for Mexican Americans was 8.5
percent, compared with 4.5 percent for Anglos and 9.1 percent for
nonwhites. However, some of the unemployed Mexican Americans
in urban areas were probably only residing there temporarily, until
they could obtain employment in agriculture. On the other hand, the
bracerosMexican agricultural workers who had contracts to stay
in the United States on a temporary basis under a program termi-
nated in 1964were protected against extended jobless periods by
their contracts. They thus experienced artificially low unemploy-
ment relative to the permanent rural population.7

Urban unemployment for Mexican Americans, as for other
Americans, varies considerably with age. As the data in Table 31
indicate, unemployment tends to worsen with age, with the 65 and
over Mexican American rate being particularly high relative to that
for all comparable males. At the other end of the age groups, the
17.6 percent unemployment rate for Mexican American teenagers
was considerably higher than that for all teenage males in the South-
west, but still not relatively so high as in the other age groups.

TABLE 31: UNEMPLOYMENT RATES, URBAN SOUTHWEST, 1960

Age Class
Spanish Surname

(1)
All Males

(2)
Ratio

(Column 1 /2)

14-19 17.6 12.5 1.41
20-24 11.3 7.8 1.46
25-34 6.6 4.1 1.61
35-44 5.9 3.7 1.60
45-64 83 5.1 1.63
65 and over 12.6 7.1 1_78

Source: Waiter Fogel, Mexican Americans in Southwest Labor Markets
(Los Angeles: U.O.L.A. Graduate School of Business Administration, Mexi-

E

can-American Study Project, Advance Report 10, October, 1967), p. 20.

The lowest rates of Mexican American unemployment are found
in Arizona and California, while the highest is in Texas. The situa-
tion in south Texas is particularly difficult because of the large

209
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supply of unskilled iabor from immigration, natural increase, and
commuting workers from across the border. Even the unlikely pros-
pect of rapid economic growth in south Texas would not put an
early end to depressed labor market conditions. In contrast, Cali-
fornia's high wage levels mean a higher real return to wage earners,
and there is more opportunity and less job discrimination.8

There is evidence of substantial gains in income and occupa-
tional status between the first and second generations of Mexican
Americans, but similar gains between the second and third genera-
tions are not apparent. Occupational upgrading of third-generation
males is slight and income gains do not show any improvement. In
general, there is little ground for optimism that ihe economic gap
between Mexican Americans and Anglos will be closed in the near
future.°

Underinvestment in Human Resources

The employment problems of the Mex can Americans, like those
of other minority groups, are in many respects tied to deficiencies in
human resource development. As Robert Smith has argued,
basic problem [in the Southwest's employment picture] is to raise
the educational attainment and skill levels of the labor force, par-
ticularly among minority groups, to meet the needs of modern in-
dustry."1° For the Mexican American, Miguel Montes has deline-
ated five areas closely related to deficiencies ;n the education of
Mexican American students. These are (1) a lack of experiences
from which concepts grow, (2) an inadequate command of the
English language, which is the language of the instructional pro-
gram, (3) low self-confidence resulting from repeated frustration
and failure, (4) an unr,?alistic curriculum which imposes reading t

and writing requirements in English before skills in listening and I

speaking fluency were attained, and (5) a lack of personnci sensi-
tive to these problems.11 Joan Moore points out that "while the
overall ratio [in the southwestern states] is about one Mexican to !

seven Anglos, the child ratio was one Mexican child tor every five

10
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Anglos. TA.,_e impact of this minority on the school system and other
youth-serving agencies of these states therefore is far greater than
ordinary population ratios imply. Historically, the schools have
failed to cope with the educational problems of these minority chil-
dren."" In addition, Mexican American homes have generally not
stressed education or intellectual effort. Although more Mexican
American parents are beginning to encourage their children to con-
tinue their schooling, such parents are still the exception.13

Illustrative of the educational deprivation .of Mexican Americans
is the fact that in 1960 their median years of schooling were even
less than those of the Negro population. Mexican Americans 25
years of age and older had a median of 7.1 years of schooling,
whereas the comparable figure for nonwhites was 9.0 and for
Anglos 12.1. In Texas the median value was 4.8 years, only slightly
above the cut-off level for functional illiteracy. Despite this discour-
aging picture, there has been notable progress among younger
Mexican Americans. When only those persons in the fourteen to
twenty-four year age group are considered, the median was 9.2
years. Moreover, current enrollment data for 1960 show Mexican
Americans only slightly below Anglos in every state except Texas.14
The relatively poor showing in Texas a consequence of cultural
factors, migrant work, and unenforced school attendance lawsis
illustrated by the fact that the median number of school years com-
pleted by persons 14 years of age and older in 1960 was 6.1 for
Mexican Americans, as against 8.7 for Negroes and 10.4 for all
categories.15

Rural areas show much less progress in educational attainment
: from generation to generation, in large part because of the dispro-

portionate number of foreign-born Mexicans in the migrant labor
! force. Poor education of the rural parents prevents them from seek-
ing better opportunities in the cities. "Thus, the children's school-

= ing is poor, and without a massive effort to improve education in the
farm areas, the children are trapped. Apparently, the local power
structure in many of these areas is unwilling to invest in schooling
that will almost surely reduce the supply of labor by an exodus to
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nearby cities. I his problem can probably only be resolved by policy
decisions at a higher level of government."16

There ean be no doubt that education pays off for the Mexican
American, especially since discrimination is much less a problem
than in the case of the Negro population. As pointed out earlier,
about 90 percent of the income gap between Mexican American
and Anglo men in California is associated with educational differ-
ences. Moreover, the relative income of the Mexican Americans by
state is positively correlated with schooling of Mexican Americans
compared to that of the Anglo population.17 Of course, it must be
kept in mind that while Negroes have tended to encounter an oc-
cupational ceiling despite higher levels of education, few Mexican
Americans may have had sufficient education to encounter it.18
Nevertheless, Fogel has shown that given amounts of education
provide larger incomes to the Spanish surname group than to other
minority groups, i.e., Negroes, Indians, Chinese, Filipinos, Jap-
anese, and Puerto Ricans. He attributes this phenomenon to lower
levels of prejudice against Mexican Americans than against the
other minority groups.19 This does not deny the fact that, when
incomes of Mexican Americans and Anglos who have completed
the same number of school years are compared, the levels of the
former are for the most part 60 to 80 percent of Anglo levels.
Educational quality and discrimination undoubtedly account for the
differences." There is evidence that discrimination in employing
Mexican Americans is directly related to size of firm, market con-
centration, and earnings. To a considerable extent Mexican Ameri-
cans have low earnings because discrimination forces many of them
to accept jobs in small, marginal firms.21 Yet even in Texas, where
discrimination is greatest, the Mexican Americans "are well aware
of the fact that discrimination is becoming increasingly rare. All
can remember the days of segregated schools, direct insult, and I

unequal rights before the law. The Mexican-American sees the (-Air-
rent change as a result of his efforts rather than a product of increas-
ing Anglo demoeracy."22 iWhatever the causes of declining discrim-
ination, it is evident that future gains for Mexican Americans de-
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pend on how rapidly they can increase their educational attainment
and job qualifications. The increasing level of education of the
country's population as a whole and structural changes in the labor
market make it imperative for the Mexican Americans to realize
these gains.

The Problems of South Texas

An understanding of the economic position of the Mexican
Americans requires an understanding of the nature and significance
of immigration from Mexico. Approximately 1.3 million Mexicans
are reported to have entered the United States between 1900 and
1964, but this is certainly an understatement, since early records are
incomplete and many illegal migrants who remained permanently
are unrecorded. In the second half of the 1920's and during the
period from 1955 to 1964, Mexico accounted for about one-sixth of
all immigrants to this country; in eight of the eleven years from 1954
to 1964, more people entered on a Mexican immigrant visa than
from any other country.23

South Texas is particularly affected by Mexican immigration.
Fogel remarks that:

Whenever residents of Mexico near the United States border perceive
opportunities for a better life in Texas, they will emigrate to that state
(unless immigration restrictions are tightened). Thus, though employ-
ment is likely to increase as rapidly in Texas as in the rest of the South-
west and the nation, and even though many Mexican Americans will
share in these gains, the comparative position for the total Mexican
American group in Texas will not change very rapidly because of the
influx of immigrants from Mexico to the low wage jobs in the state.24

A particularly difficult situation is posed by the commuter or
"green card" worker_ This is a person who signs under oath at an
American Consulate that he is coming to the United States to reside
and work permanently, but who actually resides in contiguous

exican territory and commutes to his job in the United States.
Since the green card worker can live cheaper in Mexico he will work
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for less money than a domestic worker. Often a displaced domestic
worker is driven to the north where he in turn displaces other local
workers. Many Texas employers prefer to hire commuters because
they are more easily exploited than American citizens. The wage
that the commuter receives is very low by American standards, and
he does not pay property taxes to support public facilities. No re-
liable estimate is available of the number of green card workers.
Munoz, for example, gives a figure of 90,00025 while Grebler cites
a minimum number of 60,000 for the year 1960.20 In addition to
agricultural employment, the green carders serve in menial jobs in
hotels, restaurants, and grocery stores, and as domestics. They also
form a large part of the labor force in the garment industries of El
Paso and Brownsville. The Department of Labor has estimated that
they account for about 17 percent of the work force employed in
El Paso, 23 percent in Brownsville, and 5 percent in San Diego.
Their presence is related to high unemployment rates in all border
areas. Complicating the issue is the spectacular growth of Mexican
border cities, which have attracted large numbers of migrants from
other Mexican areas as work opportunities across the border be-
come increasingly publicized. For example, between 1940 and
1960, while the population of Mexico was increasing by 78 percent,
the municipality of Piedras Negras grew by 159 percent; Mata-
moros, 164 percent; Nogales, 198 percent; Nuevo Laredo, 205
percent; Ciudad Juarez, 403 percent; Ensenada, 418 percen
Reynosa, 483 percent; Mexicali, 534 percent; and Tijuana, 654 per-
cent.27 Moreover, as Grebler maintains, it seems unlikely that eco-
nomic conditions in Mexico will change rapidly enough over the
next generation to reduce significantly the pressure to move to the
United States.28

The other side of the green card issue is that restrictions on com-
muting could be harmful to American border towns. Those who
have adopted this position argue that many of the manufacturing
and service industries in these towns could not compete in their
markets without low-wage workers from the Mexican side of the
border. If they were forced to close by immigration curtailment then f
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adverse multiplier effects would spread throughout the local econ-
omies and cause increased unemployment of domestic workers. An-
other argument in support of the present system is that Mexican
nationals spend a great deal of their money on the American side
of the border. If commuting were restricted the Mexican govern-
ment could make it difficult for Mexican citizens to return home
with purchases from American retail stores. 1 hus, according to
these arguments, the American border towns may be better off on
balance with the present "convenient fiction" of the green card
workers, even if more tax money is required to support unemployed
domestic workers and their families.29

Whatever the net impact of commuting on the local economies of
American border towns, there has been mounting pressure to re-
strict the supply of commuters. Grebler summarizes the situation ef-
fectively and succinctly :

restrictionists can make a persuasive argument that there is no point in
spending public funds for alleviating poverty among citizens or resident
aliens if the effort is undercut by allowing commuters to take jobs at sub-
standard wages. if the employment of Mexican commuters is considered
an indirect form of foreign aid, the opposition can question the equity
of such an arrangement. in this instance, the burden of foreign aid falls
mainly on domestic labor competing in local job markets, instead of
being distributed over the whole nation.30

The position of the Mexican Americans' leadership generally
supports restrictions. As Robert Sanchez puts it, "we Mexican
Americans feel that we have the right to reject the people involved
in the commuter practice, even if they are of our own kind, and that
we have the right to demand that our government do something
about this very serious problem facing Mexican Americans today."31

If an effective manpower program is to be implemented in south
Texas it seems clekr that some restrictions will have to be placed on
commuting and that illegal residence of Mexican citizens must be
completely curtaied. Congress has already imposed a ceiling of
120,000 on Western Hemisphere immigration, though the effective
maximum including relatives is probably closer to 145,000, or about
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the reported total number of New World immigrants in fiscal year
1964. The effects of this ceiling will depend in large measure on how
it is administered. In any case, it should serve to check any sustained
increase in Mexican immigration over the 40,000 annual average
that has prevailed in the recent past."

Another possible threat to efforts to upgrade wages and condi-
tions of work on the American side of the border is the Mexican gov-
ernment's border development program. This is essentially a device
to permit American companies to set up plants on the Mexican side
of the border and use low-wage labor to assemble semifinished goods
for the United States market. Under the program, factories that pro-
duce goods for export may import machinery, raw materials, and
semifinished goods into Mexico with no payment of Mexican tariffs,
and the items produced can be exported free of charge. The tariff
applied by the United States is not based on the value of the product,
but on the value added in the Mexican plant, which is primarily ac-
counted for by low wages. The volume of these operations is not yet
great, but it is expanding rapidly. As in the case of plants that benefit
from commuters, it is not certain that firms would locate anywhere
in the border area if they could not benefit from the services of low-
wage Mexican workers. In any case, the program is unlikely to
result in any positive gains with respect to the economic and social
development of the American border area.

Despite the efforts of EDA and other government agencies to
attract more fi2-rns to south Texas, it is difficult to imagine that
enough economic growth can be generated in the area in the near
uture to increase significantly the wages and employment oppor-

tunities of the Mexican Americans residing there. The relatively
underdeveloped human resources of the area and its remoteness
from major centers of economic activity simply are not offset by I
attractive factors other than low wagesthat the region might
offer to private firms. Still, numerous voices are raised demanding
that south Texas be developed to a point whe.re it approaches or
equals the economic standards of the nation as a whole. Ernesto
Galarza, for example, advocates "the creation by agreement be-
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tween Mexico and the United States of a joint international border
development authority to bring the border areas of both countries
into balance by raising, at their point of contact, Mexican levels of
income to American standards, not, as is happening now, by lower-
ing American to present Mexican levels."33 Such a proposal ignores
not only the lack of attraction exercised by south Texas on Ameri
can firms, but also the forces of internal migration within Mexico
that would make it impossible for the border area of Mexico to
achieve anything approximating the American standard of living.
Similarly, the President's National Advisory Commission on Rural
Poverty urges that "special attention should be focused on the wel-
fare of migrant workers along the border in order to maintain health,
housing, education, and labor standards prevailing throughout the
country."'" While it is justifiable in terms of both social justice and
economic rationality to provide the Mexican Americanswhether
migrants or notwith human resource development opportunities
on a par with those in the country as a whole, it is not economically
justifiable to demand that they be given equal job and wage oppor-
tunities in the region if it is not competitive with other regions. Hu-
man resource investment at least will give them the option of
migrating.

Supporters of higher wages for farm workers in south Texas may
be justified in calling for measures such as federal government with-
drawal of all subsidies, contracts, and services from employers who
employ illegal entrants or green carders to break strikes, but they
also should recognize that higher wages will no doubt accelerate
mechanization and increase unemployment. The stoop labor of the
tomato fields has been displaced by machines and in some areas
mechanical cotton pickers are harvesting 90 percent of the crop.
"With shakers and air cushions two men can do in one minute what
a crew used to do in one hour in the harvesting of nuts. Machines
are picking grapes. Electric, not human, eyes are sorting lemons."35

, Unfortunately, the economic and social deprivation of the Mexican
, American migrant farm workers gives them little or nothing in the
, way of employment alternatives. The most recent Manpower Report
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of the President admits that despite efforts to strengthen services to
the Mexican Americans, the MDTA program has not been very
successful in reaching the most disadvantaged members of this
group, particularly in rural areas. Projects are largely urban, appli-
cants are often unable to meet training project entrance require-
ments, and many Mexican Americans appear to distrust the Em-
ployment Service in the belief that it cannot offer them jobs or will
categorize them as farmworkers and return them to the migrant
stream they are trying to leave. The Fmployment Service has been
unable to change these attitudes due to a lack of adequate outreach
facilities." Poor job opportunities in south Texas have already re-
sulted in a massive population shift to California.

Migration to call ornia
In the 1960 Spanish surname population of the Southwest, 60

percent of the interstate movers lived in California, while only 17
percent were in Texas. Since two-thirds of the Mexican American
population outside of California lived in Texas, it may be assumed
that most of the movement to California originated in Texas. One
three-county area in south Texas which had a population of
352,000 in 1960, slightly over two-thirds of whom were Mexican
Americans, lost 10,500 persons to California between 1955 and
1960. The three counties received only 1,800 migrants from Cali-
fornia. It has been estimated that net out-migration of Mexican
Americans from Texas between 1950 and 1960 was 49,000, with
most of these persons presumably going to California. The move-
ment of Mexican Americans from Texas to California has been
occurring for a considerable length of time. In 1900, Texas ac-
counted for 69 percent of the Mexican-born population of the I

United States, but by 1960 this figure was down to 35 percent
Meanwhile, the California share rose from 8 to 43 percent.37 n

1general, "most immigrants from Mexico now go directly to Cali-
fornia, and there is a good deal of interstate migration from Texas
(and to a lesser extent from other states ) to California. Even many
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of the Mexican immigrants who settle initially in Texas move on to
California."8

The flow of Mexican Americans from Texas to California has
been in large measure a rc,iponse to job opportunities. Between
1955 and 1959, for example, nonagricultural employment in Cali-
fornia grew by 17 percent, while in Texas it grew by only 10 percent.
In addition, Mexican Americans were attracted to California by
higher wages, greater chances for social acceptance, and a familiar
climate, though expanding job opportunities made it possible for
these factors to operate." Of course, the geographic mobility of the
Mexican Americans drains young talent from less attractive areas,
a problem already obvious in many parts of south Texas:" How-
ever, so long as this talent can be put to more productive use in
California or other areas than in south Texas, migration v.. 111 con-
tinue to benefit both the migrants and the nation as a whole. On the
other hand, immigration of Mexican Americans without marketable
skills contributed to the high unemployment rates in Los Angeles
and San Francisco in the late 1950's and early 1960's, and it no
doubt causes wage rates to be lower than would otherwise be the
case in labor markets where Mexican Americans are a significant
part of the labor supply. However, the depressing effect on wages of
this immigration should not be exaggerated. Mexican Americans
accounted for less than 10 pereent of migration in the Southwest be-
tween 1955 and 1960. Thus Fogel concludes that "had there been
no Mexican American migration to California in the past 20 years,
wage rates and labor costs . . would hot be greatly higher than at
present. It seems likoly that other movers to California, many of
them Negroes, would have filled the jobs now held by Mexican
Americans,.1241

Cultural Barriers to Economic Advance

One of the main barriers to the progress of the Mexican Ameri-
can, as the Indian, is the widespread beliefoften supported and
promulgated by members of the traditional leadershipthat ethnic
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cultural differences should be protected from all inroads by the
dominant culture. This view not only discourages the introduction of
modes of thought and action more conducive to rational economic
behavior, but also migration which would tend to uproot an in-
dividual from his culture. Joan Moore correctly maintains that too
often the isolation of the Mexican Americans ."is sustained and per-
petuated both by romantic anthropological nonsense about a poor
and proud people who want to remain Mexican and by liberal no-
tions of 'cultural pluralism., 1'42

Among many Mexican Americans the notion of la razathe race
functions as a kind of defense mechanism, emphasizing the
uniqueness, solidarity, and loyalty of people of Mexican descent.
Some equivalent concept is found in every underprivileged minor-
ity; the idea of "blackness" is another case in point. Unfortunately,
many Mexican American leaders have tended to retreat behind this
ideology.

The culture concept is easy to understand. it offers a comfortable sort of
remoteness to the problems of Mexican Americans in a competitive
world. It gives the leaders a vital role as a defender of an old and rich
culture. It permits a comfortably "segregated" approach for many
Anglos who prefer such an approach. And, to speculate for a moment:
the self-segregating, strongly Spanish, anti-materialistic "little corn-
munity"may offer a very pleasant sort of organi7ational Utopia both to
Anglos and to Mexican-American leaders who must otherwise cope with
a rapidly changing, often bewildering, modern industrial society.43

While it is difficult to measure the degree of adherence of an in-
dividual or group to traditional culture, it is generally accepted that
the Mexican Americans residing in south Texas are more "Mexi-
can" than those residing in Los Angeles. The rate of marriage out-
side the ethnic community is a good index of the disintegration of
attachment and loyalty to the particular community. Data on mar-
riages in Los Angeles in 1963 indicate that about 25 percent of the
marriages involving Mexican Americans also involved an Anglo.
The proportion of Mexican Americans marrying Anglos increased
in the third generation, in higher occupational groups, and among

220
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younger people. Mixed marriages are becoming increasingly com-
mon, and the data imply that the social distance between genera-
tions of Mexican Americans is greater than that between some
Mexican Americans and Anglos. While assimilation through inter-
marriage is still not imminent, the trends raise a serious question
about the perpetuation of the Mexican American culture in Los
Angeles. In general, "the findings indicate gradual assimilation of
the Mexican-American population. Both the implied rejection of
the traditional (especially by the young) and the implied accept-
ance of a social class culture rather than an ethnic culture amon
middle-class Mexican-Americans seem to spell out a growing
dynamic of change. 44

Similar movement toward acculturation and assimilation is also
evident among the Spanish Americans of New Mexico. Nancie
Gonzalez has found that:

The period since World War II has brought about the greatest changes
in the Hispano way of life, for the returning veterans, partly as a result
of their experiences in the service, sought further technical and academic
educational levels and went out to jobs requiring skills they had never
had before. The continuing federal commitment to defense projects in
New Mexico has helped to sustain an economy which is still not highly
industrialized. Large numbers of Hispanos are entering the colleges and
universities, as well as the technical schools, and many have left the
state for better opportunities elsewhere. Intermarriage with Anglos has
steadily increased, and many of the values and life goals usually asso-
ciated with Anglo culture have been adopted by Hispanos.45

Even in south Texas, where many M-xican Americans are caught
in a conflict between two cultures, an ever-increasing number are
trying to find a respected place embracing the best elements of both
worlds.40 StilL there are far too many Mexican American leaders
who promote the model of the Mexican American who "resists any
and all attempts to erode his culture, his language or his life style
just to satisfy the whim of a market-place morality."47 in this vein,
a great deal of emphasis is being given to resolving educational
problems by raising the self-esteem of the potential Mexican Ameri-
can school dropout. However, it seems most unlikely that the prob-
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lems involved in raising economic opportunities for Mexican Ameri-
cans in our complex industrial society can be adequately dealt with
by emphasizing the pride, language, and traditions of the ethnic
minority. In any case, as Moore states, such an approach is si
plistic, but it is politically acceptable. "And until more research is
done, such thinking may well continue to dominate southwestern
education."4 8

The same emphasis on Mexican American values also appears in
discussions of manpower policy. For example, George Roybal urges
that;
because of cultural difference and/or influence, regardless of degree,
there exist significant differences in behavior, beliefs and preferences
between the Mexican American and the Anglo.

The failure of government to understand the Mexican American is
the cause of all failures in government programming that should affect
Mexican Americans. The failure on the part of government to under-
stand, appreciate and accept cultural differencesin terms of human
values is undoubtedly the major root of all our manpower problems.4°

It is unquestionably important that the personnel of agencies
dealing with the Mexican Americans understand and appreciate
their culture, as Roybal insists. However, to "accept" all cultural
differences may be to condemn the Mexican American to a continu-
ing life on the margin of American society. Even the most sympa-
thetic students of Mexican American problems acknowledge that
traditional values tend to play down the importance of education
and to foster a short time horizon that leaves long run welfare to
forces beyond the individual's control. As we have seen, the more
economically progressive Mexican Americans tend to adopt the
values of the larger society and the trend seems to be accelerating
in this direction. But this phenomenon is most apparent in Los
Angeles and other areas where the advance of the Mexican Ameri-
can has been relatively rapid despite persistentthough declining
barriers to equal opportunity. The really hard core problem area
is south Texas. In fact, much of the progress made by Mexican
Americans can be explained by the shift in their regional composi-
tion from Texas to California.
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Operationally feasible answers to the employment problems of
south Texas, which includes the nation's largest concentration of
migratory workers, are being sought by various federal, state, and
local agencies. In fiscal year 1966, the Texas Education Agency,
with OEO funds, developed an adult education program designed
to give a group of 3,000 migrant farm workers a level of scholastic
achievement as close to the eighth grade level as possible. However,
only limited vocational training was included in the program, and
most of the participants drifted back into the migrant stream be-
cause of their lack of marketable skills.5° The 1967 Manpower Re-
port of the President summarized the plight of the more than
125,000 migrant workers in south Texas in the following terms:
(1) Mechanization is rapidly shrinking their opportunities for farm
work, and, although their average earnings are less than $1,200 a
year, they do not have the skills needed for alternative forms of
employment. (2) Many of the workers have a language problem
as well as low educational attainment. (3) There is insufficient de-
mand for labor in general in the area to warrant training for local
jobs. (4) Many of the workers are reluctant to move because of
family and community ties. (5) Availability of low-eost housing
(even though it is often substandard) in their present communities
keeps them th.d there. Finally, (6) training plus migration to indus-
trial areas frequently represent their only real hope for employment
and independence_51

What is particularly noteworthy in this evaluation is its frankness
concerning the lack of job opportunities in south Texas and its
advocacy of programs designed to train the migrants for employ-
ment in other areas. It would seem, however, that adopting this
point of view as a policy approach would be blocked by the alleged
reluctance of the workers to relocate, even assuming that their
educational and skill levels were upgraded. Reluctance to migrate,
as we have seen, is almost invariably raised as a reason to try to
develop lagging regions rather than establish relocation programs.
But we also have seen that this issue is not as important as it has
generally been made out to be; the people involved are much more
willing to move than their leaders or public policy makers seem

223
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willing to admit. Does this also apply to the Mexican Americans of
south Texas? The great migration flow from Texas to California is
itself evidence of the mobility of the Mexican American. Further
evidence in this regard is available from a pilot mobility project that
many federal and state officials hold to be the most successful to date
in dealing with unemployed migrant workers in the Rio Grande
Valley. Since this project could become a model for future policy
programs it merits detailed consideration.

Relocating Mexican American Migrants in Texas: The Eing-Te co-
Vought Experience

The growth of the Dallas-Fort Worth area has been so rapid that
trained and trainable manpower has become extremely scarce. Until
recently, Vought Aeronautics, a Eing-Temco-Vought company, car-
ried out its training programs within its Dallas plant, offering on-the-
job training and a classroom curriculum. As its needs expanded, a
new training facility was opened at nearby Grand Prairie, and its
recruiting program was expanded to include areas that had been con-
sidered too distant. In 1964, under the spur of opportunities
opened by the MDTA, increased its training program in cooperation
with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. In late 1965,
1--T-V decided that a modular training unit- a school temporarily
established in a locality of high unemploymentwas the solution to
its growing manpower needs. The Texas Employment Commission
and the Federal Bureau of Employment Security suggested locating
such a unit in the Rio Grande Valley. After initial reluctance be-
cause of the great distance separating the plant from the Valley,
E-T-V decided to go ahead with a training program in the Valley.
With the support of various federal agencies, 1--T-V developed a
pilot program to train 750 Mexican Americans from the areas sur-
rounding McAllen, Rio Grande City, and Harlingen as aircraft as-
semblers who could work in the Dallas area upon completion of the
program. L-T-V prepared training outlines, lists of tools and equip-
ment, and the overall conceptualization of the program and for-
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warded this package of information to the Department of Labor,
HEW, HUD, the Bureau of Employment Security, the Texas Educa-
tion Agency, and the Texas Employment Commission. The public
school system provided a training facility at McAllen, EDA financed
the conversion and renovation of an old laundry building that is now
the training facility in Rio Grande City, and a suitable building was
found in Harlingen at an abandoned air base.52

As of August 26, 1968, 752 trainees had entered the training
program in the Valley. Of this number, only 60 terminated their
training while still in the Valley (28 in Harlingen, 16 in Rio Grande
City, and 16 in McAllen) . Inability to do the required work was
only a relatively minor reason for termination. Data for the entire
Texas Labor Mobility Project, for which E-T-V accounted for
three-quarters of the relocatees, indicate that as of July 1, 1968, the
average cost per relocatee was $550, of which $386 was for reloca-
tion assistance allowances. The average age of the relocatees was
26.2 years, and the average number of dependents was 2.6. The
mean level of schooling was 9.4 years. Before entering the program,
the average relocatee had earned $1.48 per hour in the last job held,
but he had been unemployed for 9.3 weeks. The beginning hourly
wage on the job for L-T-V workers was $2.50. Of the 477 workers
who had moved to jobs with 1_,-T-V in the Dallas area prior to July
1 1968, 97 percent were still on the job."

The L-T-V program was designed as a comprehensive training
and assistance program. In addition to the company's own participa-
tion, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training acted as overall
government coordinator and provided funds to assist in the on-the-
job training program. HEW, in conjunction with the Texas Educa-
tion Agency, provided funds to conduct classroom training through
local school systems. HEW was also supposed to take care of the
trainees' health needs in the Rio Grande Valley but failed to do so
because of lack of funds. HUD was supposed to assist in finding
housing for the workers in the Dallas area, but this agency also
failed to live up to expectations because of lack of funds. In conse-
quence, L-T-V took the responsibility for getting children into
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schools in the Dallas area and for the health needs of the workers
and their families. The Texas Employment Commission lent assist-
ance in finding housing agreeable to the workers. The Office of
F.conomic Opportunity assisted in providing the basics of reading,
writing, and arithmetic the trainees needed to assimilate their train-
ing. Counseling services were also made available to the workers
and their families both in the Rio Grande Valley and in the Dallas
area. The importance of comprehensive relocation assistance is il-
lustrated by the fact that while E-T-V's retention rate was 97 per-
cent, that for a Fort Worth firm which took 99 Mexican Americans
from the Rio Grande Valley without adequate training or assistance
was only 67 percent as of July 1, 1968. (Only three other firms
took over four Mexican American relocatees, and the most that any
one of these took was nine.)

The author visited the 1--T-V training facilities in the Rio Grande
Valley and talked with numerous company staff members and Mexi-
can American trainees in September, 1968. The company officials
and teachers were all enthusiastic about the possibilities for trainin
migrant workers for permanent employment in urban areas where
jobs are available for persons with the necessary skills. They found
the trainees for the most part to be interested in advancing them-
selves and quite willing and able to learn. For their part, the trainees
welcomed the opportunity to acquire a skill and find a ready oppor-
tunity to use it. When questioned about the alleged reluctance of
Mexican Americans to leave the Valley, they generally replied that
they would certainly be reluctant to leave if they had to go to an
urban area with no training and no assistance in adapting to an
urban environment. Both company staff and Mexican American
trainees agreed without exception that the possibilities for training
nd relocating Mexican Americans out of the Valley have only

barely been scratched. Several stated, with reference to unemployed
and underemployed Mexican Americans, that "the whole Valley"
could be moved out given "a program like this." L-T-V itself would
have been willing to double the size of its program and perhaps
even go beyond that in the future if the cooperating agencies had
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had the funds to expand their participation accordingly. The com-
pany's experience is instructive for all who are quick to deplore
policies designed to assist the relocation of persons from lagging
areas to areas of economic opportunity

We have always considered distance to be a major factor in prohibit-
ing expansion into other labor markets. To the average individual, the
very process of changing from one type of work to another can be a
traumatic experience; however, this can be minimized if the man can
daily return to the familiar, comforting environment of his own home.
We have always felt it was out of the question to consider that he could
survive the job transition and also go through a second traumatic shift
of moving from his rural or small town habitat to-tlie city.

However, with the assistance of the state and federal governments, we
are now in the process of proving that theory to be out-moded.54

Another indication of worker mobility preferences is given by
responses to a post-screening detailed interview schedule which is
filled out for all persons who pass an initial screening for participa-
tion in MDTA labor mobility projects. Sample data for responses
from participants in the L-T-V project as well as responses from
persons who were rejected for one reason or another from participa-
tion (but who passed initial screening) were made available to the
author.55 In each case stratified samples were taken to assure that
all classes of trainees (and time periods for those rejected) would be
appropriately included. The sample of participants included 176
respondents, while that for rejected persons included 75 of the 156
individual files available on September 20, 1968.

In response to the question, "Since you last moved to your
present community, have you ever thought seriously of moving from
there?" 80 percent of the participants replied affirmatively (as did
91 percent of the applicants who were rejected after initial screen-
ing; the relevant proportions for this group will be given hereafter in
parentheses). Eighty-nine percent (96 percent) of the participants
who had thought seriously of moving gave no local employment or
poor wages as their main reason. When asked why they decided to
stay in their present community, 98 percent (97 percent) gave no
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satisfactory job elsewhere, lack of funds, or other economic con-
siderations as the reason or reasons, though other factorssuch as
family considerationsmay also have played a part in the decision
not to move. In response to the question, "If you could do as you
please, would you prefer to remain in your present community?"
41 percent (69 percent) replied in the affirmative. When the con-
tingency of employment opportunities was included, the combined
total of those preferring to remain in their present community was
52 percent (71 percent). The principal advantage that the partici-
pants found in their home communities was family considerations;
80 percent (79 percent) listed family considerations as a reason and
most gave it as the sole reason. No local employment or poor local
wages were given by 99 percent (100 percent) as the main disad-
vantages in staying in the present community.

All participants (99 percent) indicated a willingness to move to
another area for a job if relocation assistance of the type provided
by L.-T-V were available. While many expressed a willingness to
move anywhere in the country, 60 percent (61 percent) limited
their response to a willingness to locate anywhere in Texas--which
could still imply a move of considerable distance. Respondents were
also questioned regarding the kind of place in which they would be
willing to live. Four alternatives were given: a large city (250,000
and over), a smaller city (10,000-250,000), a small town (less
than 10,000), or a farm. The smaller city was the clear fa-forite
among these alternatives. Seventy-nine percent (81 percent) would
be willing to live in a large city and 80 percent (77 percent) would
be willing to live in a small town, but 95 percent (93 percent)
would be willing to live in a smaller city. Only 35 percent (47 per-
cent) would be willing to live on a farm. For those persons express-
ing a strong preferenc.3 to live in one of the four alternative places,
50 percent (49 percent) chose a smaller city.

In general, these results indicate a high mobility potential for
Mexican Americans in south Texas resulting from the push of poor
economic opportunities at home and the pull of job opportunities
elsewhere. This pattern was not limited to those who participated in
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the L-T-V project; if anything, those who were rejected after initial
screening showed an even more pronounced willingness to move
than those who were accepted. It was evident that the preferred
place of residence would be a smaller city rather than a large city
on the one hand, or a small town or farm on the other. While the
trainees in fact moved to a large city, they nevertheless have been
remarkably successful in adapting to their new environment, no
doubt because of the comprehensive assistance that was provided.

In conclusion, it must be acknowledged that the L.-T-V program
does have some questionable aspects. As already indicated, the
de facto cooperation of government agencies and the company fell
somewhat short of the ideal envisioned on paper. One may also
wonder if the jobs going to Mexican Americans from the Rio
Grande Valley could not go as well to unemployed and underem-
ployed Negroes from the Dallas-Fort Worth area or other areas
closer than the Valley. In other words, the government may be sub-
sidizing a project that serves to perpetuate Negro job market prob-
lems in the relevant markets. Some critics have also charged that
1,-T-V is obtaining government subsidies for a program that it would
carry on to its own advantage even in the absence of subsidies. How-
ever, company officials indicated to the author that even though
they would have desired more Mexican American trainees from the
Valley, the 750 workers would be all they actually would take if
the government did not continue to support the labor mobility
program. Since these conversations Congress has agreed to extend
the program, but no funding decisions have been made. Presumably,
however, 1.--T-V will be able to continue to recruit, train, and re-
locate unemployed Mexican Americans, most of them from the
migrant labor stream. In any case, it is fair to say that even if the
L-T-V project would go on to the benefit of the company even
without government subsidies, the Bureau of Employment Security
still must be credited with initiating the project in the first place.
With the advantages of employing Mexican Americans from the
Valley thus demonstrated to E-T-V, it is quite possible that other
companies might also wish to undertake similar projects.
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officials have expressed willingness to consult with other firms who
might wish to do so. There are still substantial labor shortages in the
Dallas-Fort Worth area, and some companies apparently realize
the need for and would like to emulate E-T-V's comprehensive
approach to training and relocating Valley workers. But they
simply do not know how to go about it. The Department of Labor
and the Texas Employment Commission could perform a valuable
service by acting as intermediaries for linking the information
E-T-V is willing to share and firms desiring to know more about
implementing a comprehensive relocation program.

It also has been argued that the project is skimming the cream
off the top of the relevant ponulation. In many respects this is true.
The educational attainment and language problems of the relo-
cateeswhile very real are still not so severe as among the more
hard-core unemployed and underemployed in the Valley. Never-
theless, cannot be blamed for desiring the potentially most
productive workers available. Nor can training and relocation proj-
ects of this type be expected to solve the deep and long standing
problems of the most deprived segments of the Mexican American
population. Eventually relocation may benefit many members of the
hard-core poor and unemployed, but in the interim a great deal
more attention must be given to ameliorating their formidable social
and educational problems. It must also be acknowledged that for
some, particularly those in the older age groups, welfare is probably
the only feasible type of assistance that the nation as a whole can
offer.

Finally, it should be noted that there is one respect in which the
1_,-T-V project may have an easier task than similar projects cen-
tered on other lagging regions. Since the trainees are drawn pri-
marily from persons associated with the migrant labor force, the
local leadership in the lagging area may be less likely in this case
than in others involving full-time "permanent" residents to decry
the loss of "their people." To be sure, some Valley merchants (and
others) have complained that relocation involves a decline in de-
mand for their goods and services, but such complaints do not ap-
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pear to have exerted any real influence on the operation of the
project. In other areas it is likely that political pressures against even
voluntary relocation will be more formidable.

Su mary and Conclusions
While considerable attention has been given to formulating pro-

grams to aid the social and economic advance of the Negro, rela-
tively little attention has been paid to the often equally severe prob-
lems of our Mexican American population. The Mexican American
is not handicapped by discrimination to the same degree as the
Negro, but he still is at a disadvantage in the job market because of
lack of education and training. The Mexican American also suffers
from two difficulties that do not directly affect the Negro. First,
although Mexican Americans constitute the largest minority in the
Southwest, their geographic concentration in this area tends to
make the rest of the nation unaware of their problems and therefore
unresponsive to them. Second, pressures resulting from migrating
and commuting from Mexico continually tend to depress wages and
job opportunities of Mexican Americans on the United States side
of the border.

There is a critical need for substantial upgrading of the quality
and quantity of education received by the Mexican population.
Although enrollment rates for Mexican American children are not
much below those for Anglo children in much of the Southwest,
greatly expanded adult educational and vocational training facili-
ties are needed; and cultural factors, migrant work patterns, and
poor enforcement of school attendance laws combine to make the
education of Mexican American children in south Texas a national
disgrace. There is clear and abundant evidence that increased educa-
tion pays off in terms of concrete economic gains for the Mexican
Americans, and their main hope for continuing progress lies in in-
creasing their educational attainment and job qualifications.

If, as Fogel suggests, "in our society the flow of causation is fre-
quently from income to education rather than i i the reverse direc-
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tion, then it is particularly urgent that the depressed economic
conditions of the residents of south Texas be ameliorated. Migra-
tion to better economic opportunities in California and northern
Texas is one means by which many Mexican Americans from south
Texas have achieved some measure of progress, but so long as
migrants and commuters from Mexico continue to flow into the
area, wages will remain low and unemployment rates will remain
high. Of course, with the exception of cheap labor, the advantages
that south Texas offers to firms are so minimal that industrial em-
ployment opportunities would not be bright relative to the rest of
the nation in any case. And any significant increase in agricultural
wage rates will only accelerate the already rapid rate of mechaniza-
tion. The implementation of any effective manpower program in
south Texas requires that some restrictions be placed on commuting
"green carders," and that immigration be reduced. Pressures within
Mexico virtually assure that Mexican citizens will continue to move
to the border in large numbers, and that many will seek work in
the United States or in American plants attracted to Mexico under
the Mexican government's border development program. Congress
seems to be moving in the direction of greater restrictions to protect
the Mexican American population, which heretofore has borne
most of the brunt of our indirect efforts at foreign aid with respect to
the commuter question. Perhaps the best approach to this question
would be a gradual tightening of restrictions to permit the Mexicans
to adjust to the new circumstances.

Of course, reducing pressures from the other side of the border
will not make south Texas any more attractive to industry, nor will it
do much to improve employment opportunities in the face of grow-
ing mechanization in agriculture. What is called for first of all is a
good basic education program (including adult education) that
respects and takes account of the minority ethnic culture and values,
but does not use them as an excuse for evading the complexities of
our urban-industrial society. Adequate job training is also a neces-
sity, but this implies training for jobs that will most likely be found
outside of south Texas. Finally, comprehensive relocation programs
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must be made available to those perhons who choose to leave the
region. There is considerable evidence that such programs are fea-
sible and that they benefit the relocatees, the receiving firms, and
even the government, since savings in welfare payments and in-
creased revenue from payroll taxes more than offset the modest
costs of comprehensive relocation assistance. These points also
apply to many areas of the Southwest where poverty and unemploy-
ment among ti-e Mexican American populations are at high levels,
but south Texas nevertheless remains the principal problem area.
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In the preceding chapters it has been emphasized that one of the
common characteristics of the nation's lagging areas is their lack of
rapidly growing urban centers, which increasingly have become the
foci for expanding national economic activity. In this chapter, a
more general view will be taken of attempts to stimulate economic
growth in lagging, nonurbanized areas, and of both the economic
and noneconomic arguments that often are used to justify programs
of this nature. The nature and role of external economies and dis-
economies will be given particular attention in considering invest-
ment efficiency from a spatial opportunity cost perspective.

Promoting Industrialization of Rural Areas
In recent years there has been a veritable outpouring of policy

proposals to industrialize rural areas of the nation. For example, the
1968 Manpower Report of the President, while pointing out that
some outmigration from rural and other lagging areas will continue
to be necessary, proposes that the basic need of such areas is for
programs designed to discover their economic potential and to pro-
mote their output and employment growth. It points out that:
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Given financial and other help in their redevelopment efforts (and
sometimes even without such help), labor areas with high unemploy-
ment have often demonstrated a capability for economic growth which
reversed their previous decline. Within the large depressed regions, small
cities have been identified as potential growth centers; it is hoped that
these can be developed as employment and service centers for surround-
ing distressed rural areas.'

The Report goes on to argue that it is likely that within the next
twenty or thirty years new growth centers will be established and
existing small towns expanded into growth centers in rural areas.
It points out that population sizes of from 50,000 to 500,000 have
been mentioned in connection with such centers, but suggests that
centers with a population of 10,000 to 50,000 may be adequate. (It
will be recalled that Berry's findings indicate that an urban place
with fewer than 50,000 inhabitants is unlikely to have any appreci-
able impact on its surrounding hinterland; see p. 153.) The Report
calls for a "whole array of public and private measures" to transform
the "potential demand" for the people and other resources of rural
America into effective private demand. These measures would in-
clude improving transportation and other infrastructure and im-
proving the educational and training opportunities available to rural
residents. The alleged "vigorous growth potential" that "lies dor-
mant in so many rural communities" may also need to be activated
by investment grants, loans, tax advantages, and other special in-
centives.2

The Department of Agriculture has been giving particular atten-
tion to developing rural areas as an alternative to the growth of large
metropolitan areas. In a recently issued report,3 the Department
argues that our big cities have more people and problems than they
can handle, whereas many villages, small towns, and countryside
areas are being drained of people and economic opportunity. Our
urban centers, it urges, are congested, noisy, and full of tension, sur-
rounded by polluted air and water, and burdened with too many
people on relief, many of whom have come from rural areas without
being properly equipped to cope with urban life. The report states
(without referring to its source) that when a New Yorker moves
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to the suburbs, he costs (presumably in marginal terms though this
is not indicated) the city $21,000 to provide facilities for his daily
journey to and from work. In Washington, D.C., the marginal cost
for each commuter is given at $23,000. In contrast, Fargo, North
Dakota, with a population of 50,000, has an annual budget of
$487,000 for all its transportation facilities. "Washington must
spend that much to add only 21 commuter cars,"4 the report con-
cludes. Of course, Fargo probably does not need to provide extra
facilities for a rapidly expanding population; its budget, which con,-
sists of a high proportion of operating expenses, should not be com-
pared to the marginal capital costs of large cities. Nevertheless, it is
clear that if these figures are at all reliable, the external disecono-
mies of large agglomerations are indeed formidable with respect to
just this one type of public infrastructure. The argument is put in
more general terms by Mayor Davis of Kansas City:

A city can get too big simply because the cost of providing services
increases all out of proportion to total population growth- This becomes
perfectly clear when put on a per capita basis, which is about $120 a
year in K.ansas City_ In a city twice this size, per capita costs would rise
to more than $200 a person.

Similar results have been obtained by the present author from
United States, French, and Belgian data.°

The Agriculture report finally maintains that, in addition to the
financial costs, there are adverse physical and psychological effects
that go with megalopolitan life. Here the eminent biologist Rene-
Dubos is quoted: "some of the most profound effects of the en-
vironment created by urban and technicalized civilization may not
be on the physical health, but on man's behavioral patterns and
mental development."7 Dubos further fears that the impersonality
of our large cities "is producing a gross impoverishment of individ-
uals which could lead to the death of this civilization."8

What alternatives does the Department of Agriculture propose
in the face of this "collision between man and his environment?" It
envisages the revitalization of rural villages and small cities as well
as the creation of new towns, so that each of these entities will have
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its own jobs and industries, its own college or university, its own
medical center, its own cultural and entertainment center, "and with
an agriculture fully sharing in the national prosperity."0 These
"Communities of Tomorrow," which may extend over several coun-
ties, will be capable of reversing the migration streams that presently
are leading people to the big metropolitan areas.

The report correctly states that the major cause of the present
"imbalance" of people and jobs between rural and urban areas is
the relative availability of jobs in metropolitan areas and their lack
in smaller cities, towns, and the countryside. Between 1945 and
1960 all the net gain in new jobs took place in large urban centers.
New jobs in the smaller cities and in towns were offset by rural job
losses in agriculture, extractive, and other resource-based industries.
Although 400,000 jobs a year were created from 1962 to 1964 in
counties with no city as large as 50,000 (compared to 800,000 jobs
per year in large cities or SMSA's), this rate was still only about
two-thirds of that necessary to halt the migration from the country-
side to cities_ In consequence, the report recorn .stnds that:

Communities of tomorrow must expand job opportunities fast enough
to absorb the countryside's natural population growth and to provide
jobs for those who would prefer to move from impacted city centers to
less densely populated areas_

Jobs can be created by expanding industry, business, and agriculture;
by developing health, education, and recreation facilities; by building
new homes and community facilities; and by providing all the services
demanded by a prosperous, progressive society_r_o

What is to draw private capital to rural areas and small towns
beside government investment? The report maintains that the
places that will be the "Communities of Tomorrow" already have
numerous advantages, including plant sites that cost less to buy and
build on, space for plant expansion and for packing, and the oppor-
tunity to live within easy commuting distance of both job and
recreation areas.11

The desire to promote industrial growth and to limit outmigration
from primarily rural areas also is apparent, explicitly or implicitly,
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in some of the relevant scholarly literature. Gene Laber, for ex-
ample, appears concerned that "counties experiencing employment
declines actually can be missed in the [EDA] designation process if
they adjust to their potential unemployment with out-migration or
reduction in labor force participation rates. "12 Why an area that is
adjusting to employment declines by means of outmigration should
be aided is not clear, unless it is assumed that federal subsidies
should be used to maintain the number of persons resident in any
given place, no matter how antieconornic such a policy would be.

Wffliarn Nicholls, in his well-known study Southern Tradition and
Regional Progress, argues that the South's historical lag can only
be overcome by the industrial-urban development of the region.
This position is strongly endorsed by the present study (see Chap-
ter 5). However, Nicholls goes far beyond urging promotion of
growth in the South's leading cities and SMSA's; he wants to empha-
size the industrial-urban development of rural areas. Among the
reasons for his position is that it is easier to get rural people to
F.hange occupations if they do not have to change their residences.
Moreover, local nonfarm jobs have a bigger impact on local incomes
than do distant jobs, and the drain on local human capital is reduced
if outmigration can be avoided. In general, Nicholls believes that
once industrial growth in rural areas is I. iated it will become self-
sustaining.13

The most authoritative alid most publicized study advocating
industrialization of rural areas is the recently published final report
of the President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty. 14
The Commission was composed of distinguished leaders represent-
ing various professional, occupational, educational, and political
organizations. The recommendations of the Commission were based
on information obtained from numerous public and private sources.
Members of the Commission's staff and leading students of rural
poverty from outside the staff assembled and analyzed an enormous
amount of data, including testimony of the rural poor. The Commis-
sion deliberated as a body to assess the facts of rural poverty and to
prepare its recommendations. With a few possible exceptions, the

3
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Commission believed that its recommendations could be applied on
a nationwide basis. In many respects these recommendations are
well taken in view of the difficulties confronting the nation's 14 mil-
lion rural poor. Nevertheless, as is the case with the studies dis-
cussed previously, the general perspective of the Commission's ap-
proach to rural poverty is distorted by its failure to come to grips
adequately with the issue of population migration. The nature and
consequences of the shortcomings in this regard deserve careful
consideration.

The Commission's basic approach to the rural poor implies that
solutions to their problems should not entail significant population
migration. "There is plenty of work that needs to be done in rural
areas. . The rural poor want jobs in their home conimunity, or
within reasonable commuting distance."15 Although it is acknow -
edged at one point in the report that many of them do not mind mov-
ing to a small or moderate sized city for work,16 the Commission
avoids encouraging even such limited moves. Indeed, one of the
"specific beliefs to which all members of the Commission subscribe"
is that

Every citizen of the United States must have equal access to oppor-
tunities for economic and social advancement without discrimination
because of race, religion, national origin, or place of residence.17

The Commission finds that in addition to widespread discrimina-
tion against minori groups

Rural people in general, white as well as nonwhite, have been the
victims of another more subtle kind of discrimination, based on location
the fact that they reside in rural areas.18

In response, the Commission recommends that rural people be given
the same opportunity as urban people to participate in all social and
economic programs designed to improve the quality of life.

The social costs of congestion in large urban areas constitute
the principal justification for the Commission's position on rnigra-
tion. Thus, it finds that many migrants merely exchange "life in a
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rural slum for life in an urban slum, at exorbitant cost to themselves,
to the cities, and to rural America as well!"° The Commission is
concerned that
industrial development within urban ghettos may trigger more senseless
migration of the rural poor to equally depressed and socially isolated
urban ghettos. Industrial development of, and job creation in, smaller
cities and towns closer to where the rural poor now live and within com-
muting distance of their residences is the wiser alternative. But tax
incentives are powerful tools to influence industrial location and should
be used-2°

In addition to arrangements to lower taxes, the Commission pro
poses that self-sustaining growth be promoted in rural areas by
other types of subsidies, including grants, low interest loans, and the
construction of industrial sites for new and expanding industries.21
It believes that subsidies financed by the federal government should
be much greater, because those which are locally financed often
lower the ability of communities to finance and pay for public
facilities and services, or threaten local tax revenues. Moreover, the
effect of subsidies on industrial location increasingly tends to be
cancelled out by the rapidly spreading practice of community utiliza-
tion of industrial development bonds and concessions on local taxes.
In addition, the more depressed communities are likely to be outbid
by the more affluent.22

The Commission acknowledges that there are some rural areas
that are not economically viable and therefore not capable of attract-
ing industry. Nevertheless, it clearly believes that it is possible to
attract sufficient industry throughout the country to a large number
of smaller towns and cities in and near depressed areas. It also urges
that "the Federal Government use a portion of its procurement ex-
penses and investment expenditures for new installations to stimu-
late growth in particular lagging regions and areas."23 No considera-
tion is given to the opportunity cost that would be involved if this
recommendation were followed, though it is certain that a large sub-
sidy element would accompany politically determined preferential
consideration for lagging regions and areas.
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In view of the nature and magnitude of the forces influencing in-
dustrial location, how realistic is the Commission's faith in localized
subsidies and strategies to induce industrial decentralization suffi-
cient to absorb rural unemployment and underemployment?

Creating Jobs in Lagging Rural Areas: The Evidence
With the exception of a few programs, most notably the Tennes-

see Valley Authority, the United States is a relatively late starter in
utilizing central government policy to guide the growth of large
lagging regions. Thus the experience of other countries provides
some valuable insights into the difficulties presented by such an ap-
proach. In France, for example, efforts have been made for well over
a decade to promote economic activity in lagging regions, particu-
larly those of the West, and to limit outmigration from these areas.
French policy has included central government infrastructure in-
vestment, direct financial incentives to private enterpreneurs, meas-
ures to restrict the location of firms in the Paris region, and delib-
erate decentralization of government agencies and nationalized
enterprises. These activities have been designed to promote the
growth of economic activity in regions characterized by high out-
miFration levels, relatively low purchasing power, and relatively
ew household and public amenities.24 Yet they still have not sig-

nificantly improved the relative position of the regions of the West.
rhe data in column 1 of Table 32 show that the ratio of inmigrant
to outmigrant workers is lowest in the largely agricultural regions of
the West, which accounts for the country's eight lowest ranking
regions. Aquitaine benefits from the presence of Bordeaux, and the
Center benefits from its proximity to the Paris region, yet even the
values for these western regions rank relatively low in comparison
with the other regions of France. The relatively low average house-
hold income values of the regions of the West are clearly seen in
column 2. Moreover, as the index values in column 3 show, the
growth in average annual wages between 1956 and 1964 was greater
than the national average in only three of the regions of the West.
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TABLE 32: MIGRATION, INCOME, AND INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION
DATA BY FRENCH PLANNING REGION

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Number of Average Average Industrial
inmigrant household annual wage surface con-
workers income index structed in

for each out-
migrant worker

(1954-1962)

( 62),
in francs

in 1964
(1950=100)

1964 (thousand
square

meters)

Paris Region 2.56 16,369 200 572
North and East

Champagne 0.73 10,040 194 236
Picardy 0.77 11,261 198 279
Upper

Normandy 0.87 10,758 197 226
Nord 0.67 10,245 195 466
Lorraine 0.97 11,253 185 203
Alsace 1.10 10,798 205 209
Franche-

Comte- 0.95 10,709 202 148
Burgundy 0.72 8,284 194 231
Rhone-Alps 1.34 10,376 210 699
Provence-

Côte d'Azur 1.23 10.970 202 229
West

Center 0.87 8,515 206 372
Lower

Normandy 0.51 9,283 199 183
Loire

Country 0.58 7,503 189 350
Brittany 0.38 7,297 209 256
Lirnousin 0.52 7,429 191 43
Auvergne 0.66 8,255 192 135
Poitou-

Charentes 0.60 7,134 196 187
Aquitaine 0.72 8,934 201 257
Midi-

Pyrenees 0.62 8,523 200 175
Languedoc 0.58 9,512 205 97

France 10,823 202 5,553

a Includes only projects involving over 500 square meters.
Source: Regionalisation du budget d'équipment et coordination des

investissements publics au regard des obiectifs de I'aménagoment du
territoire (Paris: lmprimerie Nationale, 1966), pp. 328, 367, 455 , 468.
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The data in column 4 show that 37 percent of new French indus-
trial surface construction in 1964 was located in the West; the
West's population also represents 37 percent of the French total.
Industrial surface created in the regions of the West in 1964 was 127
percent greater than that created in 1960, while the comparable
value for all of France was 58 percent. However, in 1964 new
industrial surface in the West grew by only 26 percent over the
previous year's level, whereas for France as a whole it grew by 29
percent. The corresponding values in 1965 were 2_8 and 0.8 per-
cent. In 1966 new industrial surface declined by 3_7 percent for
France as a whole, and by 3_5 percent in the West.25 Thus the
growth of industrial surface in the West clearly is not sufficient to
close the gap between its industry and that of the rest of France.

Italian efforts to promote the industrialization of the Mezzogiorno
and thereby halt outmigration also have met with disappointing re-
sults. Schachter's thorough study of Italian regional development
problems concludes that despite the government's efforts "over the
last twelve years, the economic problems which for so long have
plagued southern Italy remain unsolved. There are still nearly one
million unemployed (and maybe more, were all underemployed ac-
counted for), and the vast majority continues to live in abject
poverty- "26

Similarly, Benjamin Higgins notes the almost universal tendency
for politicians to believe in the mutual consistency of policies to
maximize national economic growth and to reduce regional dispari-
ties by investment in lagging regions. On the other hand, there is
considerable reluctance to seriously explore the possibility that de-
velopment of poor regions may best be promoted by investment in
rich regions, or that the best way to help the people of lagging
regions might be to encourage them to migrate to richer ones.27

The United States, with its Economic Development Administration
established to help designated "distressed" areas (with express provision
in the Act against encouraging out-migration), its Appalachia program
and its antipoverty campaign, is no exception to the rule; area and re-

; gional development policy is designed primarily to help poor people
where they are. Canada . . is in general following the same format. -
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Even the province of Quebec, despite its open espousal of French con-
cepts and practices of regional planning, has come dangerously close to
making the same mistake. The Eastern part of Quebec, chosen as the
pilot region for the regional development of the province, is perhaps the
poorest and most stagnant area with similar population in the entire
province.

However, Higgins notes that the Quebec planners have at least
attempted to establish growth centers in the more dynamic towns
within their pilot region, and they have recommended outmigration
from the more hopeless areas.29

It is difficult to find any case where hothouse efforts to promote
the development of large lagging regions have met with success_
Whatever advantages rural areas may have in terms of a stable labor
force that is relatively cheap and plentiful, of adequate and relatively
cheap land, and of easy access to work and recreation areas, they
still have a host of disadvantages to overcome. The cheap land and
low tax rates may be rnore than offsei by low levels of services_
There are relatively few business conta,:ts with other producers or
auxiliary business services. Labor may be plentiful, but it may prove
costly to adapt the relatively untrained labor force to the firm's
needs. The local market will probably not be significant, and fre-
quently firms find it advantageous to locate near competitors rather
than at a distance, for reasons that will be discussed below (see
pages 234-5 ). Bad connections with long distance traffic may mean
higher transport costs and more time in transit, though these prob-
lems have become less important than in the past. Rural areas also
tend to be lacking in cultural and educational facilities_ Finally,
there is often a great deal of mistrust of industrialization in rural
areas, including the mistrust felt by local "leaders" who do not wish
to alter the status quo-3° Moreover, recent American and foreign
evidence concerning greater equality in the geographical distribution
of rnz, afacturing does not indicate any corresponding lessening of
regional income differences or any relatively greater attractiveness
of small towns or lagging regions_ Recent growth in total national
employment has been accounted for primarily by expanding tertiary
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activities, which have been located for the most part in metropoli-
tan areas. Those industries that have tended to leave metropolitan
areas have been characterized by relative stagnation or decline; they
frequently seek cheap labor in areas with surplus agricultural popu-
lations. Rapidly expanding sectors, on the other hand, have favored
already concentrated regions because of their numerous external
economies of agglomeration.'"

It should be emphasized that the advantages of larger urban areas
cannot be explained simply in terms of the traditional economic base
approach, or in terms of classical location theory. The older export
base approach never really came to grips with the process by which
an area amasses overhead capital and by which it acquires new ex-
port bases. Similarly, classical location theory, including central
place theory, relied on static analysis of the transport costs required
to overcome distance under general equilibrium conditions, i.e.,
with "other things equal." More recently, greater attention has been
given to the dynamics of urban-industrial growth. Thus, Wilbur
Thompson effectively maintains that:

The economic base of the larger metrop litan area is, then, the crea-
tivity of its universities and research parks, the sophistication of its engi-
neering firms and financial institutions, the persuasiveness of its public
relations and advertising agencies, the flexibility of its transportation
networks and utility systems, and all the other dimensions of infrastruc-
ture that facilitate the quick and orderly transfer from old dying bases
to new growing ones. A diversified set of current exports---breadth"
softens the shock of exogenous change, while a rich infrastructure
"depth" facilitates the adjustment to change by providing the socio-
economic institutions and physical facilities needed to initiate new enter-
prises, transfer capital from old to new forms, and retrain labor.32

The size and diversity of the large city also creates certain mutual
advantages over rural areas for both employers and workers. While
differing groups of workers in the city do not respond in the same
manner and to the same degree to increases in employment oppor-
tunities or declines in unemployment,33 they are more likely than
workers in small towns or rural areas to find equivalent jobs in other
firms if their employer leaves the area. This type of employment
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stability, which results from industrial diversity and which benefits
both worker and employer, is to be differentiated from the stability
that employers are alleged to find in the rural labor force. The
latter is too often based on a lack of real employment alternatives
for workers. Moreover, acquisition of skills and increased indus-
triousness is encouraged by opportunities for mobility. This may
explain, at least in part, Borts' finding that rising costs, particularly
wages, that result from capital inflows are not a determining influ-
ence because they are offset by increases in productivity_34

The expanding role of the tertiary sector in urban growth deserves
particular attention_ Aydalot has argued that whereas industrial
location in the past was primarily determined by factors such as
energy sources, water, and transportation facilities, today entre-
preneurs tend to be more attracted by agglomeration economies,
and especially by tertiary services in the widest sense (including so-
cial amenities as well as business services) .35 As pointed out earlier,
nearly all of the net growth in total employment in the United
States since World War II has occurred in the service sector (trade,
finance, insurance, real estate, general government, and personal,
professional, business, and repair services), which now accounts for
over half of both employment and gross national product. More-
over, in contrast to manufacturing, the firm in the service sector
typically is 7rnal1 and owner-managed, and often non-corporate."
It is precisely these types of activity which, along with small manu-
facturing firms whose output is highly variable in both form and
volume (for example, apparel, publishing and printing, sporting
goods, toys), show the greatest tendency to cluster together in order
to reap numerous external economies. The products or services in-
volved are relatively unstandardized and cannot be stockpiled;
frequent ccnmunication is necessary with both material suppliers
and customers. In general, clustering creates a common pool for
space, materials, and labor, meeting the inherent uncertainties of
the small plants which accompany them. The supply of factors
which are provided in the aggregate is more stable than the needs of
the individual firms wh'Lch make up the complex, resulting in a fuller
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average utilization of the productive factors available in the area as
a whole.37

Among tertiary activities an increasingly important part is being
played by amenities. "That the 'geography of amenities' plays an
mportant part in the selection of location for people and a number

of industries is increasingly recognized by students of statistics and
by business managers."39 Therefore, "the massive economic suc-
cess of regions richly endowed with physical amenities seems a
logical development at a time of rising standards of living, lengthen-
ing of leisure time for the mass, greater mobility of people, and bet-
ter education for alL"39 If the growth of amenities may be regarded
as indicative of progress, it is significant that this growth points in
the direction of cities, that is, in the direction of a relatively few
growth centers. The failure of stern legislation in many countries
to stop a trend of concentration in small areas is clearly indicative
of the power of the economic, social, and psychological forces shap-
ing modern urbanization. It is also indicative of the increasingly
footloose nature of economic activity. Joseph Spengler estimates
that today only about 7 percent of the labor force needs to be
located close to natural resources, whereas only thirty years ago
nearly 30 percent were resource-bound. In other words, the great
prepondefanLe of the labor force now is potentially footloose or
must locate in proximity to consumers who are themselves relatively
footloose, and economic opportunity is associated less with land
and natural resources and more with the presence of capital and
human skilL49 One of the principal factors underlying this phenome-
non is the increasing nonlinearity of transportation costs with re-
spect to distance. As Edgar Hoover has pointed out, the added time
needed for an extra several hundred miles of personal travel, com-
munication, or goods shipment is often less than the time required
for the first ten miles. In general, Hoover finds a tendency toward
less differentiation in economic and social structure, as well as loca-
tional advantage, among broad regions, but at the same time in-
creasing differentiation among large and small centers within the
urban hierarchy. In other words, the location of economic activity
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is more free with respect to major regions and less so with respect to
size of community.41 John Friedmann summarizes the situation in
the following manner:

This growing indifference among location points is counterbalanced
by a weighing of extraeconomic elements which furnish a criterion for
more refined distinctions among communities. I refer to the quality of
life, especially the quality of the educational system, climate, and cul-
tural and recreational opportunities. Except for climate, which is su-
premely place bound, these other elements are the result of community
action and a will to attain high standards in the design of urban
culture.42

Recent studies of the relative importance of various plant loca-
tion factors from the viewpoint of industry have indicated the
importance of markets, labor, and raw materials, with markets
usually leading the list.43 However, this does not contradict the
importance of tertiary activities because market and tertiary factors
are mutually reinforcing. As Perloff has pointed out, tertiary activi-
ties, dealing as they do with such functions as transportation and
communications, construction, trade, finance, government, the pro-
fessions, and recreation, are by and large closely tied to markets.44

Of course, many of these phenomena are recognized by advocates I

of rural industrialization. The President's National Advisory Corn-
mission on Rural Poverty, for example, points out that the industries
that are generally attracted to rural communities are not rapid
growth industries in terms of employment. Of the sectors that typi-
cally favor rural areas textiles, food and related products, apparel,
vvood products, lumber, furniture,. and miscellaneous manufacturing
only apparel manufacturing showed rapid employment increases
between 1960 and 1965.45 During the 1950's, 90 percent of the
national increase in employment occurred in SMSA's. From 1959
to 1964 SMSA's accounted for about 72 percent of the national
growth in private nonfarm employment covered by social security.46
Given this situation it is difficult to justify the Commission's position
that people should be guaranteed equal economic opportunity ?

;regardless of their place of residence. Rather, Perloff is correct
arguing "that activities inhibiting the needed adjustment of in-
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dividuals, industries, or regions, can be serious drags on the required
adaptation. Subsidizing industries for continuance in uneconomic
locations would fall into this category, as would efforts to delay the
migration of workers from areas with little employment oppor-
tun1ty."47 A high capital-labor ratio is important in providing high
wages, but relative use of capital is itself related to regional wage
differentials. Low wages encourage labor-intensive activities rather
than large inflows of capital. This is clearly illustrated by data on
the rapid industrial expansion of the Tennessee Valley Region.
From 1958 through 1966, the 170-county area served by TVA had
announced new investment of $2.4 billion and a gross addition of
268,700 employees. Although the 133 rural counties in the region
accounted for 42 percent of its total population, they received 52
percent of the newly created employment. However, over half of the
new rural workers were employed in industries which nationally
averaged less than $5000 per worker in 1966, whereas the corre-
sponding value for all manufacturing was $6,631. Low-wage, labor-
intensive industries tended to locate in the rural counties, while capi-
tal-intensive industries located near heavily populated areas. New
investment per worker was $10,534 in SMSA counties, $12,020 in
counties with a city in the 10,000-50,000 population group, and
only $6,619 in the remaining, rural counties. Apparel, for example,
accounted for only 7 percent of investment in rural counties, but it
also accounted for 38 percent of the new -.3bs.48

Thus capital flows alone will not equalize interregional wage dif-
ferences for similar levels of skill. Under such circumstances, only
outmigration can be counted on to increase wage levels and per
capita income. In general, where workers in rural areas and small
owns are paid substantially less than they could earn elsewhere and

; where this situation iS likely to persist, a policy of relocation assist-
ance appears to be mon.; iational than efforts to attract economic
activity.

Of course, it is also necessary to consider the argume t that out-
Jnigration from lagging regions includes the adverse effects and

ocial costs of increased congestion and unemployment in indus-
lrial-urban areas. However, the assumption that the social costs of
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bringing industry to poorer reglons would be less than the social
costs involved in the migration of workers and the increase in con-
gestion and unemployment in industrial areas might well be reason-
able if there were only two basic types of region, lagging and con-
gested. However, migration may be directed toward intermediate
regions where growth is rapid but where congestion poses no
immediate threat. The following chapter proposes a growth center
strategy based on this approach.

Summary and Conclusions
The President's Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty is repre-

sentative of rural industrialization advocates in that it "believes that
industrial development of the smaller cities and towns of the country
is essential, especially in our currently lagging regions,"4° and it
"would prefer to see the new i-ural industries subsidized by the
nation as a whole, rather than the rural poor, who are now paid piti-
fully low wages."5° Yet there is no convincing evidence that central
government programs can attract enough industry to the country-
side to provide people everywhere with jobs in proximity to their
places of residence, even if this were desirable on grounds of value
rather than efficiency. On the other hand, a good case can be made
for federal subsidies for investment in education, health, and train-
ing in lagging regions, as well as for relocation subsidies and for
information programs to facilitate rational migration. It is quite j
understandable that poor communities are reluctant to tax them- 1i

i
selves for facilities and services that benefit regions to which their
people migrate. On the other hand, if federal expenditures to attract i
industry to lagging regions are not only antieconomic but also i
largely ineffective, programs to influence the quality of human re- I
sources in lagging regions benefit the people of both these regions
and the nation as a whole. The real problem in our current approach 1
to rural poverty, as represented in the report of the President's
Commission, is not so much that it neglects cost considerations or'
that it fails to specify overall priorities, but that it seems too con-,
cerned with the places, rather than the people, left behind.
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Introduction
In the preceding chapter data were presented which indicated that
the per capita costs of large urban areas are considerably greater
than those of towns and small cities. It was argued that this should
not be a justification for attempting large-scale industrialization of
rural areas, since the rural resident is not limited to a choice be-
tween the countryside and a large metropolitan area; there are inter-
mediate areas which offer rural outmigrants job opportunities with-
out the disadvantages of large metropolitan areas. However, there
are critics who argue that very few, if any, of our cities have become
too big in terms of efficiency; essentially they argue that the greater
costs of big cities may be balanced or even exceeded by the corre-
sponding benefits.

This chapter considers the question of whether our large urban
agglomerations are really too big in terms of economic efficiency
and the personal and social wants and preferences that economic
activity is presumably supposed to satisfy. Admittedly this is a very
difficult topic because economists have almost completely neglected
the issue of locational preferences (though they have given con-
siderable attention to time preferences ). Nevertheless, data are ex-
amined that relate to public residential preferences and to the always
complicated question of efficient city sizes, and these issues are
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related to public policy designed to improve resource allocation,
including that of people over space. In particular, this chapter de-
velops a growth center strategy based on rapidly growing intermedi-
ate-sized cities. The relevance of growth centers to workers in lag-
ging areas as well as to problems of our large cities is also examined
in some detail.

is the Big City Too Rig?
In defense of the big city. Jean Gottmann has estimated that over

the next fifty years the population density of major urban agglom-
erations is certain to increase, and that on the average they will be
closer to the present 30,000 people per square kilometer of Paris
and Manhattan than to the 2,000 of Los Angeles. This assumption
is based on distribution trends of various economic activities and
also on the costs of dispersal. The city of the future will be densely
populated, he believes, because this best suits its functions as a
center of research, cultural, and managerial activities.1

Many students of urbanization are not particularly alarmed at this
prospect. Hans Blumenfeld, for example, notes that at an average
travel rate of 20 miles per hour, a radius of one hour's travel de-
scribes a circle with a total area of 1,250 square miles. No more
than 312 square miles would be needed to house 10 million people
in single-family houses on 30 by 100-foot lots. Streets, schools, and ,1
other facilities for residential use would add only about 200 square
miles, and commercial and industrial facilities could be accommo- ;
dated an 150 square miles. In all, this would leave almost half of
the total area within an hour's distance from the center for parks,
recreation areas, forest, lakes, and similar uses. If the travel speed f
were increased to 30 miles per hour, the area within an hour's dis-1
tance from the center could accommodate 15 million people and
leave 1,000 square miles of open land, under the conditions just ;
described. Moreover, relatively few persons would live close to the !.t
periphery; the rest would be much closer to the center of the city
than an hour's driving distance. The modern metropolis, Blumenfeld
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concludes, necessitates neither very hi h residential densities nor
excessively long journeys to work.2

Werner Hirsch states that "To the best of my knowledge there is
no study that shows that the social costs of huge urban complexes
outweigh the benefits accruing to society. Nor do we know whether
urban sprawl, or balance, is socially desirable or undesirable."3
Similarly, a recent study of growth center concepts concludes that:
Certainly there is no evidence that there exists a city size beyond which
marginal costs outrun marginal productivity, and in this respect we have
nothing to tell us that an agglomeration is "too big," despite the attempts
being made in Western European countries to decentralize their major
capital cities. Indeed, there is accumulating a body of evidence to sug-
gest that per capita income, productivity in manufacturing, wholesale
sales per employee, and some other measures all continue to rise, without
apparent limit, with increase in the size of agglomeration (measured,
admittedly, in a cross-sectional sense) -4

William Alonso likewise maintains that there are "good grounds
for believing in increasing returns to urban size," and that "there is
no basis for the belief that primacy or overurbanization per se is
detrimental to the efficiency goal of economic development."5 On
the other hand, there are those who maintain that our large metro-
politan areas can, and in some cases already may have, become
too big.

The case against the big city_ Edgar Hoover has pointed out that:
many of the most pressing problems of our larger urban areas today,
ranging from traffic congestion to social discord, city/ suburb conflict,
and the fiscal crises of central cities, can be traced in some part to sheer
size_ It is clear that larger agglomerations, as such, raise increasingly
challenging problems of divergence of private from social (and local
from over-all) costs and benefits, in view of the intensified proximity
impacts involving scarcity of space, pollution of water and air, environ-
mental nuisances, and generally increased interdependence of interests.6

Elsewhere, but in a similar' context, Hoover remarks that quite
clearly it is a mistake to count some people's gain, ignore others'
losses, and use the result to rationalize public policies aimed at
underwriting the growth of areas as such."7
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There seems to be mounting evidence that crowding of people

produces a variety of deleteridns effects_ René Dubos finds that
crowded environments may promote an excessive secretion of var-
ious hormones, with a number of possibly harmful consequences
ranging from sexual aberrations and cannibalism to complete social
unresponsiveness_ Me believes that mob hysteria and juvenile de-
linquency may also be linked to crowding_8 A study of the back-
grounds of 1,660 residents of a middle-class neighborhood in New
'fork City showed that stress and mental disorder were directly re-
lated; in a report on these findings to the American Psychological
Association, Dr. Thomas Langner summarized the situation as "the
mare the unmerrier."° Likewise, Dr. John Christian of Philadel-
phia's Albert Uinstein Medical Center has reported that overcrowd-
ing may lead to mass psychosis and psychological collapse; Dr_ W.
Mors ley Gant of Johns Mopkins University gives some support to
this view by his findings of indications of increased mental dis-
turbance in persons who had lived under crowded conditions_1°
Kingsley Davis believes that the impact of giant agglomerations on
people "is best indicated by their headlong effort to escape them_
The bigger the city, the higher the cost of space; yet, the more the
level of living rises, the more people are willing to pay for low-
density living_ Nevertheless, as urban areas expand and collide, it
seems probable that life in low-density surroundings will become
too deur for the great majority."11 Qf course, the fact that people
desire or seek lower density sites within or near metropolitan areas
still does not explain why people continue to migrate to metropoli-
tan areas or why more people do not leave them altogether_ Th
author has examined this issue at some lengl-h in a previous study,
and a summary of that discussion will be presented here.12

C)ne of the major conclusions derivable from the assumptions of
classical economic theory is that factor mobility will equalize re-
turns to various classes of homogeneous inputs, other things being
equal. Space, however, is not homogeneous. Agglomeration of eco-
nomic activities results in a wide variety of external economies, so
that purely market forces tend to concentrate economic activities in
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a few focal areas. These external economies include relative abun-
dance of public overhead capital, proximity to buyers and sellers,
the presence of numerous auxiliary business services (banking,
brokerage, insurance) , educational facilities, and a well-trained
labor force. Me attraction of investment to already concentrated
areas tends to raise the marginal product of capital in these areas,
thereby inducing inmigration. Growth of a relatively skilled labor
force, induced public overhead investment, and other induced ac-
tivities further enhance the attractiveness of such areas for private
investment. This cumulative process results in ever greater concen-
tration of economic activity and population. However, it also entails
numerous social costs, including traffic congestion, inadequate parks
and recreation facilities, slum neighborhoods, natural beauty marred
by buildings and billboards, and air pollution. Unfortunately, there
is nothing in the nature of this process to halt these effects, because
the external diseconomies of congestion are not usually internalized
by private firms; or if they are internalized, they are not of such a
magnitude as to offset the external economies of agglomeraticn. It
is this disparity between social and private costs that causes jobs to
be created in areas where the net social product is less than it would
be in an alternative location (because external diseconornies out-
weigh external economies after a point) , and that causes people to
choose locations which they do not prefer (because the wage is
higher in congested areas as a result of labor's increased productiv-
ity based on privately internalized economies; and becauEe the wage
may reflect a payment made to help overcome the external dis-
economies borne by the individual. The latter phenomenon is most
clearly seen in the supplements paid by oligopolistic firms to profes-
sional and managerial personnel to induce them to live in I\Tew York
City) .

It may be argued that individ als will increase their welfare by
moving into concentrated areas so long as their marginal private
gain in income outweighs their own internalized marginal disecono-
mies associated with congestion. However, this does not imply an
ncrease in social welfare in a Paretian optimal sense, since such

4:41,90)
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action, by increasing concentration, increases the diseconomies
absorbed by previous residents. Some previously inframarginal resi-
dents might then prefer to leave the area. This would- be-the case
where income loss from outmigration is less than the increase in
marginal disutility resulting from increased congestion. C)n the other
hand, social and economic rirfidities, such as habituation to friends
and surroundings and the costs of moving, will keep many of these
people from moving; they will tend not to minimize their welfare
loss unless increased disutility in the agglomeration is substantially
greater than the private loss of relocating.

Public preferences cind city size. Any consideration of whether
big cities are too big should take account of public residential prefer-
ence patterns. Such information as we have in this regard indicates
a preference for medium-sized cities. Neutze's findings for Australia
show that firms and families prefer centers with 2 million or more
people to small towns, primarily because of the external economies
available to firms and the cultural amenities and employment op-
portunities available to individuals. However, "for many, and quite
possibly for most, the advantages of shorter journeys to work, less
traffic congestion, and the like make the medium-sized centre more
attractive."" By "medium-sized" Neutze means centers with popu-
lations of from 200,000 to one miilion.

French survey data also show that the social costs of urban con-
gestion are considerable and that they are significantly felt by the
populations involved_ Most Frenchmen would prefer to remain
where they presently reside or to live in a locality of more or less
similar characteristics. In the Paris agglomeration, however, only a
minority of the residents would really prefer to live in the Paris
region. Seventy percent of the Paris residents favor a diminution of I
the population of the Paris region; similarly, in other areas of heavy
urban concentration, such as Flanders, the Artois, and the Lyon
region, there is also strong public support for a diminution of their
populations.' Prom these and similar findings, Girard and Bastide
conclude that "if the expressed aspirations could be satisfied, the
movement away from the countryside, however vigorously con-
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demned, would continue, but a regroupment would be made to the
profit of medium and large provincial cities, and Paris would cease
to grow. Thus . . decentralization efforts conform to the wishes of
the population."" It should be pointed out that even the largest
provincial cities in Prance are not very large in comparison to the
largest SMSA's of the United States. Even counting the populations
in dormitory suburbs, industrial satellites, and municipalities situ-
ated along industrial or transportation axes closely tied to the re-
spective metropolitan areas, the 1962 population of 1-yon-St.
Etienne was only 1,479,757; of Marseille-Aix, 934,700; of Lille-
Roubaix-Tourcoing, 873,247; and of Nancy-Metz, 606,641. Thus,
the French preference pattern, like that for Australia, clearly favors
intermediate areas, in contrast to either rural areas or large urban
agglomerations.

Such data as we have for locational preferences in the United
States show a similar pattern. In Chapter 8, for example, it was
shown that a sample of Mexican Americans in south Texas pre-
ferred smaller cities to either large cities, on the one hand, or small
towns or rural areas on the other. Similar results were reported in
the context of eastern Kentucky in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4 it also
was pointed :Jut that the Piedmont Crescent of North Carolina
would be a feasible intermediate area to which Appalachian resi-
dents (as well as those of the Coastal Plains) who lack job oppor-
tunities could migrate. A sample of 385 people from two Crescent
citiesDurham (1960 population, 78,302 ) and Greensboro
(119,574) were interviewed to gain an understanding of how they
felt about their cities. Eighty-one percent of the Durham respond-
ents and 82 percent of the Greensboro responjents indicated that
they were either "satisfiel" or "very much satisfied." Only 3 percent
of the Durham sample and 4 percenc of the Greensboro sample
indicated any dissatisfaction witt iheir cities. The respondents were
also asked the question, "If you had complete freedom to choose
the size of city in which you would live, which of these city sizes
would be your first choice?" (A card was presented listing examples
of Southern cities in various population categories.) For both cities
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combined, 60 percent preferred a city in the 10,000-100,000 popu-
lation range, and another 9 percent preferred a city in the 100,00°
500,000 range. Only 6 percent would prefer to live in a metropoli-
tan city with over 500,000 people_ The satisfaction of the respond-
ents with their environment was also tested, using responses to
photographs of various types of residential areas. This study showed
that people do have preferences and are able to recognize gradations
of beauty, convenience, and other qualities that can be affected by
urban planning.'" If the Crescent cities did not fulfill the full range
of livability preferences of the majority of respondents, it was
equally clear that "there is a greater challenge in meeting needs on
a much larger scale elsewhere where urban agglomerations have lost
many of the living qualities the Crescent cities still possess."17 It is
noteworthy in the present context that a related study showed that
migrants to Durham and Greensboro had achieved a reasonably
contented existence. In this respect these cities were considered
representative of other cities in the Piedmont Crescent. Adjustment
of the newcomers was aided by the fact that most were natives of the
Southeast, and many were able to maintain frequent contacts with
friends and relatives in the areas from which they moved.'"

In more general terms, a Gallup Poll survey released in May,
1968, showed that 56 percent of the American people would prefer
living in rural areas or in small townsif jobs were available_ In
comparison with a poll taken two years earlier, the proportion of
persons expressing a preference for city or suburban living dropped
by seven percentage paints, whereas the proportion preferring a
rural location rose by the same amount.'" -No reasons were given
for this shift, but presumabl:,, increasing tensions of life in large
urban centers was a factor.

Finally, the Wall Street Journal reports that business executives
are increasingly reluctant to take jobs in the nation's biggest cities
because of their expensiveness and discomfort. Similarly, those
who are already based in cities such as New York, Chicago, and
Cleveland are the most inclined to leave for jobs in other places.
Many executives in big cities want to leave even at lower pay, an
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many being transferred to big cities are given salaries, titles, and
amenities far beyond what their job responsibilities would indicate
in order to overcome their disinclination to move. While there have
always been people who cannot endure large urban areas, "sud-
denly, to the growing dismay of corporations, executive talent
hunters and management consultants, the metrophobes are
legion."20 There is evidence that as a consequence there has been an
accelerated movement of companies froul the city, but as yet "few
companies are really adjusting to the problem. It isn't that they
don't want tothey just don't know how," says one official of the
American Management Association.21

In general, the limited evidence available suggests that,
insofar as a public preference pattern with respect to alternative
locations can be discerned, there is a definite tendency to prefer
intermediate-sized cities. There also seems to be increasing aver-
sion toward the big city.

A summary evaluation. While there is no hard "proof" that big
cities have become too big from a social point of view, those who
defend the "efficiency" of the big city generally base their arguments
on the costs and benefits accruing to private firms. It is also argued

that money incomes are frequently highest in big cities, though little
systematic effort is made in such cases to determine real incomes.
There are certainly many individuals who prefer to live in, say,
New York or San Francisco, no matter what the inconveniences, to
any alternative area. And their reasons are no doubt "good" onus,
though the author does not wish to judge the reasons for people's
location preferences. On balance, however, he agrees with Neutze
that if market imperfections could be corrected to compensate for
external effects there would probably be a less concentrated pattern
of population and economic activity. "If we cannot correct the
specific imperfections . . the indications are that there should be
fewer people in large cities."22

Furthermore, although the density of some highly urbanized
areas is falling because their areas are expanding by more than their
populations, this does not mean that the congestion problem is

2d9
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solved. For example, New York's area expanded by 51 percent be-
tween 1950 and 1960 while its Population grew by only 15 percent.
However, Philadelphia, Trenton, Hartford, New Haven, and other
metropolitan areas are also expanding. Thus, the population of the
Pastern megalopolis cannot continue to expand without increasing
population density, and without frustrating the search for large resi-
dential lots and suburban school grounds, sprawling shopping cen-
ters, single-story plants and broad expressways with space-consum-
ing cloverleaf interchanges.23

Finally, it may be argued that it is capricious to use public policy
to dampen urban growth, because even if it were possible to prove
that there are external diseconomies of growth firms could be
charged an amount equivalent to the difference between private and
social costs. But this is not operationally feasible because it is gen-
erally not possible to measure the social costs of adding a plant to a
given area. To make policy decisions dependent on our ability to
make such measurements is in effect to preclude public action.

The failure of the free market to halt the growth of large metro-
politan areas suggests that tax and credit policy and land-use
controls might be used to limit private investment in congested
metropolitan areas. However, the more feasible alternative from a
political point of view might be to use tax and credit incentives to
encourage private capital to locate in other areas; public overhead
capital could also be used to induce th location of private invest-
ment outside of large metropolitan areas. Of course, some of these
tools have been used by our federal agencies concerned with re-
gional development. The problem is that they have been applied for
the most part to promote economic growth in rural areas and small
towns, and thus they have been not only economically inefficient,
but largely ineffective too. To be sure, there may be some sites in
rural areas with promising industrial potential, but the most efficient
use of public funds might be to encourage the growth of medium-
sized cities, especially those which have given some real evidence
of growth characteristics.24
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The Case for the Intermediate-Sized City
Brian Berry's work on spatial organization and levels of welfare

(which was mentioned in Chapter 6) has demonstrated that degree
of labor market participation, average value of farm land and build-
ings, median family income, median school years completed, rate of
population growth, and percent gain in population through migra-
tion each decline with increasing distance from cities. In general,
Berry finds that labor markets appear to need a minimum popula-
tion of 250,000 to be viable parts of the urban system. Above this
level cities appear to have the conditions necessary for self-sus-
tained growth. On the other hand, few cities with fewer than,50,000
persons seem capable of influencing the welfare of their surrounding
regions. On the basis of these findings, Berry draws a number of
policy implications. First, the influence of small centers is too
limited to justify public investment in them for regional develop-
ment purposes. Second, an efficient development strategy might
concentratr -)n cities just below the 250,000 population level. Public
investment would provide the push required to get these cities over
the threshold to self-generating growth. Third, those persons resid-
ing on or between the peripheries of metropolitan labor markets
should be given adequate education and training, as well as reloca-
tion assistance, so that they can find employment in viable labor
markets. Howevi,r, care should be taken to discourage them from
locating in big-city ghettos, where employment problems often are
as difficult as those in rural areas.

The 250,000 population threshold is also invoked by Wilbur
Thompson, who points out that between 1950 and 1960, only seven
out of 212 SMSA's lost population. If one of these, Jersey City, N.J.,
is regarded as part of the New York-Northeastern New Jersey
SMSA rather than a separate entity, then there were no population
declines in SMSA's with over 500,000 people, and only two declines
in SMSA's with over 250,000 people (Johnstown and Wilkes-
Barre-Hazleton, Pa.). He concludes that "if the growth of an urban
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area persists lorm enough to raise the area to some critical size a
quarter of a million population?), structural characteristics, such as
industrial diversification, political power, huge fixed investments, a
rich local market, and a steady supply of industrial leadership may
almost ensure its continued growth and fully ensure against abso-
lute decline may, in fact, effect irreversible aggregate growth."2°

Neutze's investigations employing Australian data indicate that
most of the advantages of a city of 500,000 are probably also
found in a city of 200,000, but that if a city gets much beyond the
half-million level the external diseconomies probably begin to out-
weigh the concomitant economies. In any case, he suggests that
many firms will maximize their profits in centers with populations
between 200,000 and one million.27 "Let us say," writes Neutze,
"that 500,000 was the best size, or at least that most of the firms that
could be diverted from locating in Sydney would prefer, as an alter-
native, a city of about 500,000. The objective should be to push the
new centre as rapidly as possible through the early inefficient stages
to get it close to 500,000 and to prevent it from growing past that
size. More firms and families will suffer from further growth than
will gain."28 It should be pointed ont that Neutze probably under-
estimates the attractive power of large agglomerations. More firms
reap more gains from external economies in big cities than he admits

otherwise, so many of them would not continue to locate in
metropolitan areas even after they pass, say, the one million mark.
Government planners may be aware of the external diseconomies in
such places, but this is different from saying that a firm will be at a
disadvantage in locating there. It will not in many cases because it
does not internalize many of the diseconomies. Thus, policy meas-
ures to induce firms to locate in intermediate areas have to go
beyond simply trying to persuade them that it i Lo their advantage
to shun the large agglomeration.

Finally, if we consider only government services, it is clear that
intermediate areas are more efficient than either small towns or
large agglomerations. Werner Hirsch estimates that the greatest
economies of scale accrue to a government serving from 50,000 to
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100,000 people. His findings are similar to those of the Royal Com-
mission on Local Government in Greater London, which reached
the conclusion that the optimum size of a city would be a minimum
of about 100,000 people, and a maximum of about 250,000."
These results imply that cities that have passed the 250,000 mark
may encounter diseconomies of scale in the public sector, but these
will probably be outweighed by external economies in the private
sector. On the other hand, small towns and rural areas once a ain
are shown to be at a distinct disadvantage.

The foregoing analyses suggest that relatively rapidly growing
intermediate-sized cities might receive much more attention in re-
gional policy conceived from a national point of view. In these
places public funds may be integrated with actual or potential
external economies to produce rapid growth with a minimum of
external diseconomies of congestion. As noted earlier, there are
those who object to this policy on the ground that rapidly growing
places do not need any form of government subsidy. This is quite
true in the narrower sense, but if the growth of intermediate-sized
centers can be accelerated with government aid by more than growth
can be accelL rated in lagging regions, and if the accelerated growth
of intermediate centers can be made conditional on the granting of
newly created employment opportunities to a significant number of
workers from lagging regions (either by means of migration or
commuting), then clearly it is economically efficient for the govern-
ment to attempt to accelerate employment growth in intermediate
centers. Finally, this policy would also be consistent with public
locational preferences and with what little evidence we have con-
cerni: g efficiency and city sizes.

A Growth Center Policy
One variant of the growth center approach would be to build

entirely new towns. However, there are a number of reasons why
this probably would not be satisfactory. Although new towns have
received considerable publicity as well as a great deal of support
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from planners, they have been primarily a physical planning device.
Too little attention has been given to developing an economic
rationale for new towns. British experience has shown that location
decisions for new towns have not been made so as to maximize
their chances for industrial development, and insufficient attention
has been given to developing their employment base. Moreover,
most of the literature on new towns demonstrates that they are de-
signed to appeal to people who already live in urban areas and are
attached to them. They also seem to bc repetitive and monotonous
in terms of physical design, and to be generally dull relative to the
more animated "downtowns."'"

Reston, Virginia, one of the more highly touted experiments with
a lAew town in this country, has proven to be a disappointment. It
has had difficulty in attracting residents and it is, in any case, largely
a dormitory community rather than an independent center with its
own economy, as originally planned. Columbia, another new town
near the nation's capital, may meet with greater success, but it is
still far from being a center designed to divert m1jrants from large
metropolitan areas. Columbia may prove to be a successful experi-
ment in urban planning, but it is nevertheless part and parcel of the
eastern megalopolis. Indeed, most new town proposals are geared to
relocating people within metropolitan areas, and their costs are
such that they have little relevance to people in the income groups in
which most rural to urban migrants fall.

The material already presented in this chapter indicates that a
more realistic approach to the problem of rechanneling migration
streams might be to build on existing external economies in growing
cities in, say, the 50,000-1,000,0rO population range, and more
particularly in the 250,000-750,000 range. These values are of
course not magic numbers but rough indicators. As has been shown
there is evidence for believing that self-sustained growth is more
assured in a city with 250,000 people than in smaller places. On the
other hand, external diseconomies may make expansion of alterna-
tive locations desirable from an opportunity cost viewpoint after a
city passes the 750,000 mark. However, growing cities that are

fc.64
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smaller than 250,000 or larger than 750,000 should not be auto-
matically excluded from consideration; hence wider limits should be
introduced for the sake of flexibility.

It has been specified that a growth center policy should build on
cities that are already growing relatively rapidly. The simple reason
for this is that such places are demonstrating their ability to create
new jobs. There may be cities, and even rural areas, that have not
been growing but which for one reason or another may have real
job growth potential. Places at or near the intersections of inter-
state highways may fall into this category. Nevertheless, without
preparing a detailed and costly case study of every county, village,
town, and city that claims to have growth potential there is really no
practical way to select a system of growth centers other than to rely
on the record of the past, particularly the recent past. Sites that may
benefit from interstate highway intersections, resource discoveries,
or large-scale federal projects need not be automatically excluded
if they have heretofore been relatively stagnant, but their case
should be very strong if they are to be regarded as objects of growth
center policy; otherwise, the Pandora's box of Chamber of Com-
merce salesmen will be opened.

lt is not sufficient that a growth center policy be built upon
rapidly growing cities of intermediate size. Their growth must be
related to the employment of persons from lagging areas with high
unemployment or low incomes. This implies that education and
training programs in lagging areas be geared to employment oppor-
tunities in growth centers. In some cases workers in lagging areas
may be able to commute to growth centers, but they often will have
to move, in which case programs of comprehensive relocation assis-
tance should be provided (more will be said in this regard in the
following chapter). With these considerations in mind, it is neces-
sary to point out that rapid growth is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for designation as a growth center. A rapidly growing,
intermediate--sized city located, say, in the Midwestern corn belt
may have little relevance to residents of any of our large, lagging
rural areas. Workers from Appalachia, the Ozarks, or even the
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Upper Great Lakes may be unlikely to be persuaded to move to this
city, as would Mexican Americans, Indians, or Negroes. In this
event, the City would not qualify as a "growth center." In brief, a
growth center must be not only rapidly growing, but also a center
which could be expected to benefit a significant number of people
from lagging areas. Thus growth centers would have to be selected
on the basis of commuting and migration data, as well as data on
employment growth. The author is engaged in such a study for the
Economic Development Administration, but the project is still in
its initial stages. Of course, a growth center policy would not rely on
reinforcing existing migration patterns; too often this implies move-
ment from rural areas to big city ghettos. However, migration
studies would give valuable insights into the migration streams
linking lagging rural areas to rapidly growing, intermediate-sized
cities, streams which could be reinforced by a growth center policy.
For example, it was shown in Chapter 4 that many more young
people in eastern Kentucky would prefer to live in Lexingtona
city that meets our growth center criteriathan are actually going
there, even though a fairly large number are moving to the Bluegrass
city.

What measures could be undertaken to implement a growth
center strategy? As indicated in Chapter 6, efforts to stimulate re-
gional economic development, such as those that are now being
made in lagging areas by FDA, should be applied to growth centers
that conform to the conditions just discussed. However, the com-
position of the development aid tool kit should be changed, since the
tools will be applied to areas which are already economically healthy
and growing, rather than to areas which have relatively poor growth
prosr eets. There would be more emphasis on measures that would

to growing industries and less emphasis on subsidies whose
tz appeal is to small firms in slow-growing, low-wage, and

Itr .ALensive industries. fhere would be more money devoted to
equipping relatively sophisticated industrial sites and less to buildin
water and sewer lines (which may be sorely needed in rural areas,
but which should not be such a central concern of an agency whose
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purpose is to initiate self-sustained growth) . The kinds of tools
would have to be more varied and flexible than those presently ap-
plied in small towns and rural areas. The latter often need so many
improvements in order to make them relatively attractive to firms,
especially the bigger and more rapidly-growing ones, that the limited
resources of a development agency are not likely to change greatly
the total "package" of factors that a firm considers when making a
location decision. This is especially true to the exteni. that a "worst-
first" policy is either explicitly or implicitly followed. On the other
hand, the growth centers that are being proposed here would have a
large variety of external economies. This means in the first place
that a given type of aid extended by an economic development
agency would not be so visible as it would be in a lagging area_
However, if used wisely, a given type of aid can produce more em-
ployment opportunities in the growth center because it can be com-
bined with these external economies_ The development agency must
seek out the bottlenecks that are hindering or preventing a firm from
locating or expanding in the growth center and attempt to provide
the assistance needed to overcome the resistance. The situation may
call for a certain type of infrastructure, or for some form of invest-
ment or labor subsidy, or for some comoination of aid devices. In
any case, it is essential that the aid be made conditional on the ex-
tension of job opportunities to persons from lagging regions (and in
part to the unemployed and underemployed residents of the center
and that comprehensive relocation assistance be made available to
those who decide to move from lagging areas to growth centers.

The emphasis that is given here to the development of inter-
mediate cities as the principal focus for a national regional policy
is based not only on the job growth potential of these cities, but also
on the fact that problems related to their growth are still amenable
to solution. The massive renewal needs of our large metropolitan
areas can still be avoided by careful planning in growth centers_
city of 'optimal size,' writes Benjamin Higgins, "must be big
enough to be urbane in its range of activities and small enough to
provide effective proximity to these activities for its residents, w th

2 ;7
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the available techniques of city planning and transportation."'"
Unless the government knows what places are going to grow it can
provide public facilities only after the demand has appeared. If there
is planned growth of a few centers, then they can be provided with
an integrated and coherent system of public facilities in advance of
the demand. The conclusions to a comprehensive study of the
Piedmont Crescent by F. Stuart Chapin, Jr., are highly -elcvant to
all growth centers:
Apparently missing from numerous neighborhoods as now developed
are qualities of appearance and beauty. But along with appearance and
beauty, the qualities of the physical setting which seem to he highly
prized also include privacy, spaciousness, and related considerations of
density and crowdedness. From this study it would appear that from the
standpoint of livability these are the qualities that people are seeking
when they talk about the appearances of the downtown area, the city's
main highway approaches, and their residential communities. It would
seem therefore that action programs seeking to maximize economic
growth will need to give much more attentirn to the living qualities a
city has to offer industrial management, newcomers, and long-time
residents.32

Finally, if a growth center strategy has much to commend it from
the viewpoint of economic efficiency as well as that of public
preferences, there still remains the problem of the consequences of
migration from lagging areas to growth centers. The complexity of
this issue requires that it be dealt with at smile length.

The Migration Question

In earlier chapters it was shown in numerous instances that
people are much more willing to migrate from lagging regions than
has been generally acknowledged. However, this willingness is often
made conditional upon adequate preparation to take advantage of
job opportunities in areas where they exist. In a recent study of the
geographic mobility of labor it was found that one out of five family
heads would prefer to move if they could do as they please. How-
ever, the number who actually expected to move within one year
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was only half as large, or about one in ten. In fact, the actual mobil-
ity rate is about 5 percent per year for moves that cross labor market
boundaries. In other words, actual mobility is only about half of
expected mobility, which in turn is only about half of desired
mobility.33

Unfortunately, the kinds of workers who are susceptible to unem-
ployment have a relatively low propensity to move. Unemployment
constitutes a "push" leading people to move if they are young, well-
educated and trained, or live in a small town. But in the absence of
such characteristics unemployment is not likely to overcome the
reluctance to move. In general, John Lansing and Eva Mueller
found that the depressed economic conditions of redevelopment
areas inhibit inmigration more than they induce outmigration. The
pull of better economic opportunities is the most influential eco-
nomic stimulus to mobility, while the push of poor opportunities at
home s less effective. The evidence indicates that young people who
leave depressed areas have generally attained a substantially higher
level of education than those who remain.34 While some would use
this as a justification for attempting to industrialize rural areas, the
authors adopt a position in harmony with the position that has
been urged in the present study. They state that:

Net out-migration of the kind that has taken place in redevelopment
areas in the past and is likely to continue in the future /eaves behind a
population that is less and less able to cope with the already difficult eco-
nomic conditions in these areas, and that is less and less likely to migrate.
Educational and vocational training efforts as well as guidance programs
are sorely needed to maintain or improve the quality and also the mobil-
ity potential of the labor force in redevelopment areas.35

Lansing and Mueller suggest two principal approaches for aiding
lagging areas. First, in view of the fact that a great deal of the move-
ment out of lagging areas is ill-directed to nearby areas with similar
problems, there needs to be a program to expand information about
job opportunities elsewhere in the country. If this information were
more readily available it would help migrants to make more rational
mobility choices. Second, since the workers who remain in lagging
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areas suffer debilitating effects both from local economic conditions
and from selective outmigration, it is very important that their
quality and mobility potential be improved and maintained. Guid-
ance programs and special educational and training assistance are
recommended, as well as general support for educat1on.36

It is also pertinent to note an important distinction that Lansing
and Mueller found between so-called section 5-A areas and section
5-B areas. The .former, as designated by the Area Redevelopment
Administration, were characterized by high and persistent unem-
ployment, whereas the latter had a high proportion of low-income
families. Although employment declined drastically in some indus-
tries in 5-A areas, it increased in others, especially in areas possess-
ing rapidly growing sectors. On the other hand, the 5-9 areas, which
were generally rural and had long been depressed, gave little evi-
dence of growth potential.a7

Another recent study, concentrating on migration from agricul-
ture, has come up with findings similar to those of Lansing and
Mueller, but quite different conclusions are drawn from the data.
Dale Hathaway and Brian Perkins found that, other things being
equal, mobility rates from farm to nonfarm employment are lower
for Negroes, older workers, farm operators, persons from low in-
come rural areas, and persons in areas more remote from larger
urban areas. They point out that many of the gross data which have
shown other results have been limited to migration rather than oc-
cupational mobility, and they have not been adjusted for age dis-
tribution and other population characteristics. With these adjust-
ments, it is seen that most farrnworkers do not migrate far when they
change to nonfarm work. Long distance moves are chiefly character-
istic of Negroes and of the young, but there is no evidence that such
moves really pay off economically. There is a very high rate of out-
mobility from farm employment, but many persons eventually re-
turn to farm employment at least for some time, principally because
their expectations of higher nonfarm earnings have not been real-
ized. Over 40 percent of the persons studied who changed from farm
to nonfarm employment actually had lower earnings after the
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change. Thus, the return to farm employment that results from this
experience reduces the net outmovement from farm employment to
a fraction of those who are trying to leave. In the process, the in-
come gap between commercial agriculture and the low income
farmers seems to widen, as does the gap between the Negroes and
whites who leave farm eimployment, and between income groups
after they leave farm employment. Thus, Hathaway and Perkins
conclude that the mobility process serves to encourage, rather than
to eliminate, the transfer of low income problems from agriculture
to rural nonfarm areas and urban ghettos."

Because of the widespread interest in this study it is necessary to
consider in some detail the policy implications that the authors draw
from their findings. They conclude that there "is little in our
results to suggest that the 'low income area' problem will be solved
by the process of mobility; indeed the contrary appears more
likely."" The principal reason fo.: this position is that:

The rnobility process out of farm employment might be represented
as "Many are called but few are chosen." The problem, then, would ap-
pear [to be] not to devise policies to increase the number of farm people
who try nonfarm employment, but to develop policies whereby the pro-
portion who succeed in their efforts at occupational mobility is substan-
tially increased. . . Of major importance is to find out why farm
people with certain characteristics fare so badly in nonfarm employment
and then develop policies to either change the characteristics of the in-
dividuals or the nature of the labor market they must 'enter."

But there is little doubt concerning where the authors stand on
this question. They state that:

In order to improve the incomes of the lowest income groups more
cal development and employment opportunities are needed. Most farm

people do not move far when they change jobs; but it still pays them
best to move to large cities. Until this can be changed we can expect a
continuing influx of rural people into large cities and a widening gap
between the rural poor and our urban areas.41-

Thus, while Hathaway and Perkins recognize that the nonfarm
employment opportunities available to farm people can be improved
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by policies designed to "change the characteristics" of the individ-
uals involved, they say nothing more about human resource de-
velopment and nothing at all about improving job information
systems or relocation assistance. Instead, they conclude on the
theme that "more local development and employment opportunitie-
are needed." They fail even to raise the question of why fi 4-ns should
want to move to the countryside to employ people who have already
shown themselves to be relatively unproductive in their employment
efforts in the cities. In the case of the Negroes, lack of urban oppor-
tunities is often a matter of discrimination rather than productivity,
but again it is difficult to imagine that this situation would be im-
proved simply _by having firms move to the rural South. In brief, the
central farm manpower problem, as Theodore Schultz has urged, is
not that the amount of mobility between the farm and nonfarm
sectors is too small, or that farm workers are the victims of mo-
nopoly power exercised by employers of farm labor, or even that of
structural maladjustments resulting from rapidly increasing agricul-
tural productivity. Rather, the most acute problem is "the low level
of marketable skills of the farm labor force generally."' Garth
Mangum is correct in maintaining that too few of these persons
being trained for farm occupations will remain on the farm, and that
the funds for such training can be better spent on training for other
occupations. "Considering the growing demands, the efforts to de-
velop training in such critically labor-short areas as health and
technical occupations and some of the skilled trades have been sur-
prisingly limited."4 And, as Marion Clawson has pointed out, "One
is hard put to think of any federal program that has been directed
specifically toward the farm-to-city migrants."44 In brief then, them
is a crying need for educational, training, and manpower programs
to develop our rural human resources and to link them to expandin
job opportunities in growth centers. Appeals to industrialization of
the countryside are not only economically undesirable but serve to
divert public policy from programs which should have top priority if
farm workers are to share in growing national prosperity.

While outmigration, under the proper circumstances, may help
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the persons who are migrating, the economic conditions of those
who remain behind may improve or worsen, depending on whether
a new equilibrium can be attained that adjusts to the new labor mar-
ket situation or whether there is a cumulative disequilibrium. Peter
Blau and Otis D. Duncan are among those who take the positive
side of the case. They find that outmigration benefits not only the
migrants, but also those who remain behind in rural areas, because
outmigration lessens the competitive struggle for jobs.45 Harvey
Per loff maintains that efforts to delay the migration of workers from
areas with little employment opportunity can be a serious drag on
needed adaptation. He notes that low wages do not attract a large
inflow of capital into poorer areas, so that capital movements need
not bring about an equalization of wages for similar skill levels."

This suggests why additions to, and even existing members of, the labor
force within a given region may not be fully employed and wage levels
may be depressed. Under such circumstances, it is only through out-
migration that upward pressure on wage levels can be exerted and per
capita income raised.

As a general principle, it can be said that in a town or rural area where
workers are paid substantially less than they could make elsewhere and
where basic change in five years or so is unlikely, the shift of some of
the population out of the area might be just as important to the region's
economic future as - orts to promote economic activities.47

On the other hand, the selective nature of outmigration from
lagging areas means that such areas lose their most vital people
the best workers, the young, the better educated. Moreover, in addi-
tion to the initial reduction in employment (or, if the migrants were
unemployed, the reduction in transfer payments of a welfare nature)
there may be adverse multiplier effects. If outmigration leads to
absolute declines in population, the tax base will be decreased,
leading in turn to higher average tax levels or to a deterioration in
public service standards. In either case the area's attractiveness to
industry is likely to be reduced. Marginal firms may even leave the
area and create further adverse multiplier effects. The value of real
estate may decline with depopulation, causing banks and other
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financial institutions to be more strict in granting credit. Depopu-
lation and declining purchasing power may also cause some market-
oriented producers to curtail production and cause still more unem-
ployment. Outmigration may also fa il to produce a permanent solu-
tion to unemployment problems because of reverse migration. There
is evidence that when employment opportunities appear in a lagging
area there is a return movement of workers. Since these returnees
are frequently more highly skilled than the members of the local
work force, the hard core unemployed of the area may find little
relief for their problems.48 Thus, outmigration may cause cumula-
tive difficulties in a lagging region, and the benefits from an increase
in local employment opportunities may help return migrants more
than it helps the local residents. Of course, the positive multiplier
effects of any new activity will indirectly benefit the community as a
whole, especially if leakages to other areas are minimal.

Finally, the results obtained by direct movement of unemployed
workers from one sector to another can also be obtained by a decline
in the number of people who try to enter the less desirable sectors.
Lowell Gallaway has found evidence that a similar phenomenon
may be occurring on a regional basis. Inmigration into areas ex-
periencing chronic unemployment

is markedly less than that into other areas which are similar except for
their level of unemployment. At the same time these chronically de-
pressed areas do not have levels of out-migration which are greater than
those of other areas. Thus, the net effect is one of out-migration from
these areas despite the fact that there is no apparent unemployment-
induced increase in out-migration. Regardless of how the transfer is
effected, the impact on the labor market is the same, a redistribution of
unemployment."

Whatever may be the consequences of outmigration from lagging
areas, it is still clear that policies that merely try to check migration
even by attempting to subsidize the industrialization of rural areas
do little service to either the nation or the individuals concerned,
at least from an opportunity cost viewpoint. The remigrafion prob-
lem in particular shows that the real problem of lagging regions is
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underinvestment in their human resources, rather than migratir,n as
such, which is a symptom rather than a cause. Hopefully, a national
regional policy would aid areas with problems occasioned by out-
migration to attain new equilibria with a minimum of friction. The
nation may also deem it desirable to aid persons in these areas
whose prospects for either local employment or for retraining and
migration are not bright; older workers in particular would fall into
this category. However, it must be recognized that we are talking
here about welfare and not about economic development policy.

The main thrust of public policy in lagging regions should still be
in the direction of active manpower and human resource programs,
including comprehensive job information and relocation assistance.
Even among those who are fairly pessimistic about the economic
viability of small towns and rural areas, and who favor manpower
policies for such areas, there is a tendency to play down the reloca-
tion issue. For example, Wilbur Thompson writes that it is especially
_ritical to design local manpower policies that will make net out-
migration neutral with respect to population quality. "Some of the
brightest young men," he suggests, "might be kept at home with
premium pay and with travel and education allowances that permit
these ambitious people to maintain intellectual contact with the
rapidly advancing technology of their chosen professions (e.g. at-
tenciunce at professional meetings and post-graduate seminars at
leading universities)."3° It is difficult to imagine a typical community
in a typilcal region where outmigration is a major problem subsidiz-
ing its local intellectual(s) in his (their) quest for excellence. One
can well imagine the town council members' reactions as the profes-
sor proposing such a plan confirms their worst suspicions about such
types. Jocular skepticism would not, of course, necessarily imply
the unworthiness of the professor's scheme. On reflection the coun-
cil itself might even decide that the policy is a good one if the fed-
eral government would finance it. A good teacher (or local leader) ,
for example, may well be worth a subsidy from the community if his
contribution to upgrading the economic value of the community's
human resources exceeds that of the best alternative teacher by an
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amount at least equivalent to the subsidy. But given that outmigra-
tion is a principai characteristic of the community, it is understand-
able that the community might prefer to invest in a road or a
subsidy for a textile mill rather than in highly mobile human re-
sources. On the other hand, it is equally understandable that the
citizens of Chicago or Peoria would be reluctant to subsidize the
local intellectuals or leaders of whatever stripein Searcy,
Arkansas, especially if the subsidizers are supposed to accept tacitly
the condition that they are not to let their urban external economies
entice the subsidized. But, then, the whole tortuous business could
have been avoided in the first place if the location of skilled and able
people had been left to the interplay of their own preferences and
the market system within the context of a growth center policy.

Northern Ghettos and Southern Growth Centet s
If the departure of workers and their families poses problems for

lagging regions, it is widely agreed that "receiving areas may benefit
greatly from geographic mobility, in increased production and in the
demand for goods, services, and facilities. Although some costs are
also transferred from depressed areas along with the migrants, there
are indications that an area's benefits from inmigration greatly out-
weigh its costs."51 There is also the argument that migration from
rural to urban areas promotes the occupational mobility of the mi-
grants themselves, as well as that of the already resident urban
population. This position is usually based on the experience of in-
migrants at the turn of the century. Rural migrants to the cities, it ls
maintained, achieve higher occupational status than persons re-
maining in rural areas, but not so high as the urban natives. Because
of their poorer education and training, the rural migrants are em-
ployed in the lower ranges of the urban employment hierarchy.
However, this permits more of the better qualified city-reared
workers to move into relatively higher occupational positions than
would otherwise have been possible. Thus, the role that immigrants
from Europe once occupied in the cities has been assumed today by
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migrants from rural areas, to the advantage of b th the city natives
and the migrants.

Appealing though this argument may be, it does not hold for
Negro migrants, at least not without severe qualifications. The large
influx of Negroes to central city ghettos, particularly during the
1940's and 1950's, paralleled on the surface the experience of
earlier white immigrants. However, the experience of the Negroes
has been different in a number of fundamental respects.

From the outset the Negroes have been more highly segregated
than their European predecessors. Between 1940 and 1960, 33.0
million whites and 6.4 million Negroes were added to all metropoli-
tan areas_ However, 84 percent of the Negro increase occurred in
central cities, whereas 80 percent of the white increase was ac-
counted for by the suburbs. In the 24 largest SMSA's, which con-
tained over half the nation's urban population in 1960, whites in-
creased by 16.0 million persons and Negroes by 4.2 million. But
only 0.2 percent of the net white increase was accounted for by
central cities; the corresponding value for Negroes was 83 percent.
In some metropolitan areas there is an even sharper contrast. For
example, between 1950 and 1960 Cleveland's central city gained
103,000 Negroes and lost 142,000 whites, while the suburbs gained
367,000 whites but only 2,000 Negroes. In all of Cleveland's sub-
urbs, there were only 6 000 Negroes, as compared to 900,000
whites, in 1960.53

The high and persistent concentration of Negroes in central cities
has been accompanied by lack of job availability. The situation of
the urban Negro today is different from that of earlier immigrants
in that jobs are not as available now. Today, the occupational struc-
ture of the male Negro work force bears more resemblance to that of
all male workers in 1900 than it does to that of all male workers
in 1960, even accounting for shifts in occupational structure. De-
spite the low esteem in which foreign-born immigrants were held,
they made considerable progress from the start. In 1900, a larger
proportion of second generation Irish, Polish_ and Italian male
household heads were in trade, professional, and clerical occupa-
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tionsand a smaller proportion in service and laboring jobsthan
was the case in the first generation. Similarly, in terms of occupa-
tional structure the Chinese and Japanese probably had lower status
in 1930 than did the Negroes in 1960. However, by 1950 Chinese
and Japanese had made much greater strides in obtaining jobs in
prestige occupations, and by 1960 these oriental groups had out-
paced even the white population in terms of concentration in profes-
sional and technical employment and in white-collar employment
in general_ About 18 percent of the Chinese and Japanese were in
professional or technical work in 1960, compared to 11 percent of
the white population and only 3 percent of the Negroes.54

Historically, the tendency for lower income groups to locate in
the central cities has been related to a highly centralized employ-
ment structure. However, as was shown in Chapter 2, job oppor-
tunities today are accelerating in the suburbs, out of reach of the
central city poor. There is considerable evidence that high Negro
unemployment rates are at least as much an effect of housing dis-
crimination as of employment discrimination.55 The data presented
in Table 33 show that the proportion of low income whites living in
the suburban rings of the ten largest metropolitan areas is much
greater than the proportion for low income Negroes. In other words,
it is simply not true that Negroes are concentrated in central cities
because they are poor. Kain and Persky remark that
this finding is consistent with the work of numerous researchers who
have concluded that little of the existing pattern of Negro residential seg-
regation can be explained by income or other socioeconomic charac-
teristics. One of the authors has estimated that on the basis of Negro
employment locations and low income white residential choice patterns
as many as 40,000 Detroit Negro workers and 112,000 Chicago Negro
workers would move out of central ghettos in the absence of racial
segregation.56

It follows, therefore, that any long run solution to problems
central city poverty must involve a major dispersal of its low income
population. This runs counter to the proposals of segregationists,
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TABLE 33: PERCENT OF WHITE AND NEGRO FAMILIES (TOTAL AND
POOR) LIVING IN THE SUBURBAN RINGS OF THE TEN
LARGEST URBANIZED AREAS, 1960

White Negro
Families Families

with with
Incomes Incomes

All Below All Below
Families $3,000 Families $3,000

(1) New Yorka 27.8% 16.3% 9.4% 8.2%
(2) Los Angeles 65.2 61.6 27.3 23.3
(3) Chicagoa 47.6 37.2 7.7 5.9
(4) Philadelphia 50.8 37.4 151 14.2
(5) Detroit 58.9 44.9 12.1 11.3
(6) San Francisco-

Oakland 57.8 48.8 29.2 25.8
(7) Boston 74.3 64.0 19.2 13.9
(8) Washington 75.7 59.6 9.8 10.4
(9) Pittsburgh 70.5 63.3 29.4 27.1

(10) Cleveland 59.2 39.3 3.1 2.4

a For New York and Chicago the suburban ring is the difference between
the SMSA and central city. For all other cities it is the difference between
the urbanized area and the central city. Both San Francisco and Oakland
are counted as central cities.

Source: John F. Kain and Joseph J. Persky, "The Ghetto, the Metropolis
and the Nation," Harvard University Program on Regional and Urban Eco-
nomics Discussion Paper No. 30, March, 1968, p. 4.

black militants, and many welhmeaning whites who concentrate on
refurbishing the ghetto. The present writer agrees with Kain and
Persky that

nothing less than a complete change in the structure of the metropolis . . .

will solve the problems of the ghetto. Indeed, it is ironic, almost cynical,
the extent to which current programs that ostensibly are concerned with
the welfare of urban Negroe are willing to accept and are even based
upon the permanence of central ghettos. Thus, under every heading of
social welfare legislation, education, income transfer, employment, and
housing we find programs that can only serve to strengthen the ghetto
and the serious problems that it generates. In particular, these programs
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concentrate on beautifying the fundamentally ugly structi. re of the
current metropolis and not on providing individuals with the tools
necessary to break out of the structure. The shame of the situation is
that viable alternatives do exist.7

What are these alternatives? The first steps advocated by Kain
and Persky include improved information made available to Negro
job seekers, strong job training programs linked to employment
opportunities in industry, and improved transportation between the
ghetto and suburban employment sites. Instead of urban renewal
and public housing projects that reinforce racia/ and economic
separation in metropolitan areas, the supply of low income housing
outside the ghetto should be greatly expanded. Rent subsidies and
vigorous enforcement of open housing laws would give developers,
lenders, and realtors an excuse to act in their own economic self-
interest. Even if residential segregation is maintained, or if Negroes
prefer to live among other Negroes, there can be suburbanization of
the Negro without housing integration. The creation of a number
of dispersed Negro communities would place Negroes closer to
suburban job opportunities and, by reducing pressures on central
city housing markets, improve the chances for private renewal of
middle income neighborhoods. Along with these measures, it is im-
perative that Negro educational levels be upgraded so that they will
be prepared to take advantage of favorable job opportunities.'"

Antipoverty and ghetto dispersal efforts will have a better chance
of success if the flow of poorly educated and trained migrants to
metropolitan areas can be greatly reduced. This is not to say that
Negroes have not benefited by moving to the North. Many have de-
veloped their potential much more in the North than they ever could
have in the South. Ginzberg points out that even an industrious
worker on a poor southern farm is hard put to use his time produc-
tively at some times of the year. A northern worker who is em-
ployed usually has regular full-time work, and the values and habits
that he develops in this regard are passed on to his children. The
urban Negro family in the North has three times the income of the
average Negro farm family, and though living conditions may not
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be three times better, exposure to a wider range of available goods
and services is likely to stimulate greater efforts to raise living stan-
dards. Urban Negro families are generally smaller than farm
families, so there also is more income per family member. The
North has also given the Negro a wider range of job opportunities,
more contact with the white population, better educational facilities
for his children, and greater status in the community. The Negro in
the North is still the victim of serious inequalities of opportunity,
but Ginzberg believes that on balance "the rapid movement of
Negroes to Northern cities represents a substantial contribution to
solving the problem of developing Negro potential."5"

Ginzberg's argument again reflects the either-or approach that is
commonly taken toward interrelated problems of rural and urban
areas. Ginzberg would have the Southerner move to the northern
metropolis to escape the debilitating conditions of his rural life,
while those who want to "save" the family farm and the small town
would have people stay at home in order to escape the debilitating
conditions of metropolitan areas. The growth center policy that has
been advocated in this chapter would have workers, black and
white, leave areas where job opportunities are dim for rapidly-grow-
ing intermediate areas where labor is in relatively short supply. In
the case of the Negro, a national policy to develop human resources
and to create job opportunities in southern cities would ( 1 ) relieve
pressures on northern metropolitan areas while they upgrade the
education and skills of their ghetto residents and redistribute them
so as to make jobs more readily available, and (2) give the rural
southern Negro a viable alternative to the northern ghetto." As was
shown in Chapter 3, urban-industrial growth in the South is moving
at a much faster pace than in the rest of the country. Public policy
should build on this growth to give Negroes an opportunity to con-
tribute to the building of the "New South." As northern firms ex-
pand their operations in the South, and as northern managers and
technicians move into the South, there is likely to be less discrimina-
tion, or at least less desire to discriminate, in employment. As to
worker attitudes in the South, Emory Via reports that
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the stereotype of white workers resisting job desegregation is inaccurate_
There are numerous situations where Negroes and whites work amicabiy
together, and there are repeated instances of on-the-job mutual help.
Negro and white workers can have confidence in each other as craftsmen
and fellow workers and personal respect for one another_ It is senseless
to deny the presence of resistance to job claims by Negroes, but it is a
mistake to focus exclusively on such responses."

Recent Southern experience shows that job integration can be
made to work if management stands firm in implementing nondis-
criminatory policies. Significant desegregation has taken place in the
apparel, textiles, auto and farm-implement manufacturing, aero-
space, and tobacco sectors. A strong government posture on job
rights and a firm management policy of employment equality have
been shown to be decisive with employees in the great majority of
cases.62 Of course, employment discrimination is often a reflection of
discrimination against Negroes in education, housing, and the very
nature of some social and political practices. The nation as a whole
has a vital stake in upgrading the quality of our Negro human re-
sources, and in removing artificial barriers to the Negro's ability to
take advantage of the investment made in his resources. One advan-
tage that the southern Negro has is his youth. In 1964, Negroes in
the farm population had a median age of 17.6 years, whereas that
for whites was 31.9 years." Hopefully the South and the nation will
not neglect the opportunity that this represents. That the South is
making progress in providing opportunities for Negroes is indicated
by the fact that during the period from March 1, 1966, to March 1,
1967, two Negroes moved into the South for every three who left.
The South lost 149 000 Negroes through migration, but it gained
back 93,000.64



Chapter 11
Pio vticto nra rig Limbo rib

The Need for Relocation Assistance
Many students of manpower problems have urged the adoption in
this country of programs for relocation assistance. R. A. Gordon,
for example, in summarizing the findings of a number of papers on
manpower policy, writes that "Supply needs to be related to demand
regionally as well as by occupation and other characteristics. It is
clear that American manpower efforts thus far have not put suffi-
cient emphasis on the geographical relocation of workers."1 Among
the conclusions that Arthur Ross draws from a similar set of papers
is that although persons who are young and well educated can and
do move about the country in response to better job opportunities,
this is not the case for many middle-aged workers. They are not
used to travel and have long attachments to familiar surroundings
and friends. lt is expensive for them to move their families and
belongings, and, unlike younger people, they cannot afford to shop
around the country for better opportunities. Thus, to Ross, "The
case for relocation allowances is that displaced middle-aged workers
need special assistance or they are likely to vegetate and decay in
areas where employment opportunity has permanently dried-up."2
C. E. Bishop, drawing on papers prepared for the President's Na-
tional Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty and on his own
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research, points out the need to make the migration process operate
so that a higher proportion of those who migrate actually benefit
from migration. In advocating a nationwide comprehensive man-
power program that would provide improved job information to
potential employees, he states that

The meager evidence that is available suggests that the return received
from investments in mobility assistance programs far exce.-tds the return
from investments in education and training. Public assistance in de-
fraying certain mobility costs may contribute greatly to the success of
mobility efforts. In particular, a system of relocation payments provided
through, and based upon the advice and counsel of the Employment
Security Commission, could yield very high returns for society-3

Even The People Left Behind recommends that the public em-
ployment offices integrate mobility and relocation assistance into
an area manpower planning and development program. Relocation
payments are advocated in the form of (I) travel and living allow-
ances for persons seeking job interviews for jobs recommended by
the public employment service; (2) relpeation allowances for mov-
ing workers, their families, and their households to permanent jobs,
with both moving expenses and minimal settling-in expenses being
included in the allowances; (3) travel and subsistence allowances
for employment service-recommended training outside of the
worker's area of residence; and (4) supportive services, including
help in straightening out the worker's affairs in the place he is leav-
ing, information and counseling on living conditions in the new
community, referrals to social agencies, and other newcomer serv-
ices. However, in keeping with the spirit of its report, the President's I
Commission recommends a relocation program for disadvantaged
workers only as a last resort.4 Even so, the report contains a
"memorandum of reservation" by two Commission members stating
that "Providing jobs and opportunities for rural people where they t
are is a thread that winds through the entire report. It appears self-
defeating to suggest this cannot be done and therefore provision it
should be made to subsidize, even as a last resort, movement of the
rural poor to other places."5 The relocation recommendations are
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indeed incongruous with the rest of the report, but it is gratifying
that most of the Commission members were willing to let them stand
in spite of it.

Wilbur Thompson maintains that even though characteristically
small-town depressed areas are probably not viable economically,
we have programs designed to attract industry to these areas with no
programs to help redundant workers move from them to tighter
labor markets.6 "When more spending leads to overtime for Cleve-
land machinists while barely touching the plight of unemployed
West Virginia coal miners," he writes, "counseling, retraining and
relocation become the mainstays of a new employment policy."7
However, he argues that while the federal government should have
a supporting role, programs involving relocation should be primarily
the responsibility of local governments. "A sophisticated response
to structural unemployment requires . . . a bit of meddling in the
lives of people, in contrast to the relatively impersonal federal de-
ficits prescribed for cyclical unemployment. And 'meddling' is best
done at the loc:At level."8 Furthermore, he asserts that "the sheer
size and scope of a comprehensive retraining and relocation effort
would almost surely prevent the creation of anything more than a
nominal direct local role for federal personnel."

While there is a great deal of substance to Thompson's position,
there are a number of reasons for believing that he underestimates
the role that the federal government will have to assume in any com-
prehensive national program of retraining, job information, and
relocation. In many local communities in economically lagging re-
gions, those who need help must have little reason to expect any
positive initiatives from local leaders or officials. The Negro in rural
Mississippi and the Appalachian living in a county controlled by a
clique that seeks only to preserve the status quo would be surprised

. to learn that "meddling" on their behalf is "best done at the local
; level." Thompson clearly recognizes that it is unrealistic to ask any
one community to pay the costs of services that benefit another
community, yet since this issue is at the heart of any retraining and
relocating program, it would seem that the direct and active involve-
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ment of governments above the local level would be a necessary con-
dition for the successful imple_mentation of such a program. But
even state governments have shown little or no interest in programs
involving relocation. Since Thompson singles out West Virginia as
a state that particularly needs a relocation program, it is instructive
to note that this state's antipoverty programs have refused to recog-
nize the necessity for population migration, and nothing has been
done to help migrants.1° Whether or not federal personnel would
assume a direct local role in a comprehensive relocation and retrain-
ing effort, it is necessary that local functions be performed in har-
mony wf.th national policy as determined at the federal level.

European Relocation Programs
One of the most important differences between manpower policy

in western Europe and that in the United States has been the greater
emphasis given to worker relocation programs in western Europe.
This phenomenon was dismissed in some quarters on the ground
that European workers are relatively immobile and need more en-
couragement and support from public programs. However, a study
by the international Labor Office11 has shown that European
workers are in reality quite mobile. _Frequency of moves in West
Germany between local districts and Lander are about the same as
those between counties and states in tilt- United States. West Ger-
mans were found to be more mobile than French and Italian
workers, but even in these two countries 1.5 million people change
communes annually, and about half a million change regions. More-
over, as Jack Steiber has remarked, a case can be made that it is
even more important to give assistance to promote geographic
mobility in the United States than in other countries because of the
greater distances and higher costs of moving. 12

A survey of relocation programs in ten western European coun-
tries indicates that one cf the principal reasons why more European
workers have not made use of relocation assistance is that employ-
ment opportunities are usually found in areas with the greatest
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housing problems. As might be expected, reluctance to leave the
home area is a deterrent to mobility, but this primarily affects older
workers. Cultural and religious differences among the regions of a
country may also inhibit mobility. 'The number of workers who take
advantage of relocation assistance is limited by lack of knowledge.
Only in Sweden is information on relocation assistance publicized
by all employment offices; in other countries no particular publicity
on its availability is given. In some cases allowances have not been
sufficient to induce workers to leave their home areas. However, ex-
perience in Sweden and Great Britain has shown that applications
for relocation assistance have increased in response to increased
allowances. For those countries examined in detail, the rate of return
after relocation assistance seemed to average about 20 percent. In
addition, there were indications of considerable job switching in
new areas; in Sweden less than 40 percent of the workers who had
received relocation assistance were still in their original jobs a year
after moving. la

Sweden's policies for encouraging labor mobility are particularly
noteworthy. Despite relatively full employment, employment de-
clines in forestry and agriculture have resulted in high unemploy-
ment in some areas of the country, while there have been labor
shortages in others. In response the government has established
a comprehensive program to assist unemployed workers in lagging
areas in moving to labor-short areas and to give them skills that are
marketable in the latter areas. Financial assistance includes travel
and moving expense allowances, family allowances, starting allow-
ances, and special settlement payments to induce people to move
from lagging regions. Workers who are unemployed, or who are
likely to become unemployed, are informed of job opportunities in
other areas by the Employment Service. Frequently Employment
Service officials from labor-short areas visit labor surplus areas to
describe the opportunities available."

A worker and his w2fe may obtain financial aid to go and look
over a job opportunity in another area and to find honsing, and then
return home. If the family moves, the Labor Market Board pays

27
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the cost of personal transportat on, as well as for packing and mov-
ing the family's belongings. If a worker is not able to take his family
to a new area immediately, he receives an allowance from the Board
to compensate for the cost of maintaining two households. This
allowance can amount to a maximum of $40 a month for the wife
and $9 a month for each child for a period lasting up to nine months,
though it cannot be more than the actual rent or housing costs. It is
paid directly to the family in the home area. "Starting allowances"
are paid to tide transferred workers over until they receive their first
paychecks. The amount varies according to whether a job is tempo-
rary or peimilanent, but the maximum amount is $100. Finally,
-"settlement grants' of about $400 are available to persons in the five
northernmost counties, where unemployment is particularly high,
if they agree to move to other parts of the country acceptable to the
Labor Market Board. Workers who do not remain in their new
locations are required to repay money received as relocation assist-
ance. In the case of starting allowances, a worker must pay $1 per
day for each day less than a hundred that he does not work on his
new job. Howt:ver, if he moves to another job with the approval of
the Board, he does not have to make any repayment. Likewise,
travel or family expenses for temporary moves do not have to be
repaid.15

As indicated earlier, one of the major obstacles to mobility is
housing problems. The Labor Market Board and communities have
used emergency funds to provide housing for new workers and their
families. In some areas communities are given extra building loan
credits on condition that they provide dwellings to relocated
workers. Transferred workers are sometimes given preference on
housing waiting lists, especially if they are construction workers en-
gaged in building other housing. Relocated workers also are given
assistance in selling their homes; the Labor Market Board has even
purchased homes from workers in labor surplus areas.16

Labor Market Board reports indicate that in the course of a
year about 0.3 to 0.4 percent of the civilian labor force makes use
of some form of financial assistance to aid relocation.17 The funds
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spent to encourage geographic mobility amount to between 1 and 2
percent of the total cost of employment programs, which include
emergency public works programs as a major item. The success of
relocation programs in Sweden is due in large measure to the fact
that the Employment Service is an integral part of the organization
of most communities, and that it provides many services beside
matching workers and jobs.18 In the last analysis, however, the
appeal of relocation programs resides in the fact that, in the words of
a Swedish Minister of Finance, "It is cheaper to move manpower to
jobs than to move industries into labor surplus areas."1'

Labor Mobility Demonstra ton Projects in the United States

In 1963, the Department of Labor requested and received author-
ity to conduct a limited, experimental labor mobility program that
provided fmancial aid on a need basis. The program was made
possible by an amendment to the Manpower Development and
Training Act of 1962 and a Congressional appropriation of $5 mil-
lion each year since 1965 for administrative and allowance funds.
During the fiscal year that ended in June, 1968, the U.S. Employ-
ment Service (USES) and eighteen affiliated state employment
service agencies jointly participated in labor mobility research
projects that incorporated knowledge acquired from earlier projects.
In the twelve of these states that are east of the Mississippi River,
projects were linked by a compact that provided for common pay-
ments procedures, eligibility criteria, and other standards. This set
of twelve projects has been designated the Interregional Labor Mo-
bility Project, The Project was established to provide informa-
tion on how the USES could best operate a national program in-
volving interstate coordination."

For the most part, recruitment of relocatees depended on the
regular flow of applicants to local employment service offices. The
local office interviewer first explored with the applicants the pros-
pects for local employment, including possibilities for occupational
change or relocation. Only after all local alternatives were explored
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were applicants asked to consider relocation. If it appeared that
relocation might be feasible, applicants were referred to a labor
mobility representative, who interviewed them to determine if they
were eligible and willing to move and if they could be given ap-
propriate jobs outside of their areas. Any involuntarily unemployed
worker who was unable to secure suitable employment within nor-
mal commuting distance was considered eligible for relocation
assistance.

In addition to the normal vpplicant flow, a number of other re-
cruiting techniques were used by various projects. These included
call-in cards and letters sent to potential recruits after a review of
applications on file, the use of posters and pamphlet hand-outs,
and referrals by other agencies. The most successful method of
recruiting proved to be hiring interviews conducted locally by rep-
resentatives from firms in other areas. In some projects it was
found that up to half of the respondents to this type of recruitment
were not even registered in the local employment office. Many of
these persons who were not selected for relocation were able to fill
local job needs.

"Positive recruitment" does at times create problems. Employers
sometimcs want workers on the job in distant places within a few
days. This makes it difficult to process mobility assistance, and in
some cases provides too little time for proper counseling and evalua-
tion of applicants' reasons for wanting to relocate.

Once it is determined that applicants are eligible and willing to
move, a project must find suitable job opportunities. One means is
to use the employment service interarea recruitment system. The
project reviews the inventory of job openings for its state and then
for other states to determine whether appropriate opportunities
exist. Other local and state offices may also be requested to investi-
gate job openings for potential relocatees. If these methods do not
work, a project may rely on direct contacts with employers. Some
projects send resurnés of applicants to prospective employers, and
in some instances want-ads from out-of-town newspapers have been
used with success. When employers required interviews on their
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premises, most projects provided pre-employment expenses, in-
cluding round-trip transportation and subsistence. In some cases
where employers had had good results with previously hired
workers, hiring authority was delegated to project directors or inter-
viewers. A small number of persons were hired on the basis of
telephone interviews. In Missouri a "hire day" was used with good
results. A group of relocation applicants in a given occupation were
brought together in a central place in an area where their skills were
in relatively short supply. Employers were invited to interview and
hire the potential relocatees on the date fixed for the meeting. The
positive recruitment approach mentioned earlier was found in a
number of projects to be particularly useful for disadvantaged
workers, since most employers of unskilled labor do not want to
hire workers without some face-to-face contact. Many of the em-
ployers who engage in this type of hiring provide thorough training,
relatively high wages, and opportunities for occupational upgrading
and better pay.

Table 34 lists some of the relevant characteristics of relocatees
who participated in five projects which together accounted for about
half of all mobility project relocatees. The author has been told by
an independent Department of Labor official that these data, which
are taken from the USES publication Moving To Work, probably
overstate the degree to which project relocatees as a whole are dis-
advantaged. However, they represent the most complete tabulation
available at this writing.

The success of any relocation program rests in large measure on
the proportion of stable relocations that it generates. The experi-
ence of the USES mobility projects over the past three years indi-
cates that because of the complex problems surrounding moves, a
minimum return rate of between 5 and 10 percent can be anticipated
within the first few months. The number of relocatees that have
participated in projects under Title I of MDTA by fiscal year are
shown in Table 35. Moving To Work states that the proportion of
successful relocations has increased steadily from 70 percent in
fiscal year 1965 to 88 percent in fiscal year 1968. However, these
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TABLE 34: CHARACTERISTICS OF WORKERS RECEIVING

RELOCATION ASSISTANCE FROM LABOR
MOBILITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECTSa

1968 1966-67
Average age 26_4 30.0
Percent married 50.1 33.6
Average number of d pendents,

excluding relocatee 2.1 2.6
Average number of weeks unemployed 21.3 16_9
Average years of schooling 10_4 11_7
Percent receiving welfare assistance

at time of relocation 17.3 11.0
Percent receiving unemployment insurance

at time of relocation 19.4
15.9Percent MDTA trained 18_3c 1

Percent handicapped 9.0 4

Percent male* 90.3 93.1
a The data are based on a sampling of p-ojects. They concern five proj-

ects which together mcved half of au relocatees.
Not available.

c Of those relocatees who received MDTA training, 68 percent were
placed in training-related jobs.

Source; Moving To Work (Washington D.C.: Labor Mobility Se
Unit, United States Employment Service. 1968). Appendix 1, p. 1.

figures are suspect in view of the fact that the total number of re-
locations given in this report are inflated. In the most thorough study
of the labor mobility projects, which unfortunately examines only
fiscal year 1967, Audrey Freedman found that for relocatees who
responded to a questionnaire two months after relocation, 13 per-
cent were unemployed and about half of these persons had returned
and were unemployed in their home areas. The remaining 87 per-
cent were still employed in the new areas, although one-quarter of
them had changed jobs. Eighty-two percent of the respondents
stated that they were satisfied with their relocation. While these
results indicate a high rate of success in placing workers in perma-
nent employment and in settling them satisfactorily in new com-
munities, they are somewhat clouded by the fact that no response
was obtained from a quarter of the relocatees. Whether lack of
response was related to some failure of relocation was not known.21

1
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TABLE 357 NUMBER OF RELOCATEES IN LABOR MOBILITY
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS, BY FISCAL YEAR

1965 1966 1967 1968a

United States Employment
Service projects 228 1064 2175 6201

Private contract projects 347 574 1361 1296
Total 575 1638 3536 7497

a Includes the period to Septe ber 1, 1968.
Source: Department of Labor.

Workers who return home may do so for many reasons. A worker
may not like his shift assignment or may not have properly under-
stood the nature of his job when he was hired. In a few cases em-
ployers changed the work assignment or the wage rate so as to
reduce the worker's expected take-home pay. If, upon investigation,
the employer was found to be at fault, the worker was assisted in
finding a better paying job. Community related reasons for unsuc-
cessful transfers included inability to find suitable housing, high
costs of living, shopping and transportation complexities of urban
centers, and feelings of alienation. Personal problems related to
health, returning to school, entering the armed services, and simple
homesickness were also instrumental in some return moves_

To improve the rate of stable relocations, mobility project staffs
1.mve increasingly endeavored to investigate working conditions, pay
rates, and living arrangements before approving relocation allow-
ances. Moreover, all projects are now required to interview the
wives of potential relocatees to ascertain the families' attitudes to-
ward moving. Travelers Aid Association servicesvisits to the
home, visits with friends and neighbors, and inquiries into family
reliability and stability have helped many projects to eliminate
high risk relocatees. In the West Virginia project, for example,
Travelers Aid assistance has been an important factor in increasing
the relocation success rate from 50 percent to 91 percent.

Relocation costs have varied from project to project, depending
on the nature of the services provided. In general, however, costs
have been reduced as the project staffs gain more experience_
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Average indiN,idual allowance costs for all projects amounted to
$442 in 1966-67, but in 1968 this figure was reduced to $325.22
Some of the factors that have contributed to this reduction are better
screening of applicants, more intensive pre-employment interviews,
and better spreading of payments. No precise cost-benefit analysis
has been applied to the projects. However, the average relocatee in
the projects covered in Table 34 had been unemployed for 21.3
weeks and had probably been collecting welfare payments or une
ployment insuranc benefits. According to Moving Ted Work, the
average weekly wage that he earned on his last regular job was
$72.00, whereas the corresponding amount after relocation was
$90.00. Freedman's analysis of fiscal year 1967 data indicates that
in general, relocation appears to have shifted workers from low-
paying jobs held prior to unemployment preceding relocation to
moderate-wage employment.23

The findings of the labor mobility projects indicate that a wide
range of specialized supportive services will be needed in any nation-
wide mobility program, especially where the rural poor or ghetto
residents are involved. These services include pre-relocation coun-
seling, assistance in obtaining housing, orientation in the demand
area, health aid, financial counseling, help in obtaining transporta-
tion, clothing, furniture, and, in some cases, help in preparing appli-
cations for employment, school enrollment, public assistance, and
other public and private services. Nearly all relocatees need some
form of assistance, even if it only be information about the housing,
educational, recreational, and other facilities in the new area. Many
of the more disadvantaged relocatees have little ability to cope with
situations that differ from those to which they are accustomed in
their own community; these persons need considerable assistance if
they are to overcome the complicated problems they experience
both before and after moving. Workers involved in the mobili
projects have expressed their desire for more services in the demand
area. Housing is a universal problem, and some projects have pre-
vailed upon employers to create home-finding services within their
personnel departments.
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There has not been a great deal of public or political reaction to
the mobility projects because they have not been uiven much pub-
licity. Some employers in supply areas have expressed concern that
moving workers would dry up their source of cheap labor. However,
the workers were unemployed in their home communities, and the
employment service staffs have usually been able to convince the
employers that relocation was really best for the community and the
relocatee. Some businessrnen and other citizens in demand areas
have expressed concern about disadvantaged workers moving into
their communities. This concern has also been reflected by their
Congressmen, but objections were usually withdrawn when it was
pointed out that the inmigrants were needed to fill long-standing job
vacancies that apparently would not be filled by local persons.

In view of the experience obtained thus far from the mobility
projects, the USES has suggested a number of features that should
be incorporated into future mobility programs. The organizational
structure recommended by most states is a strong central mobility
office with area representatives covering a number of local offices,
and, in some cases, a full-time staff assigned to larger supply area
offices. This is preferable to the system that utilizes central project
officers with fractional or full-time staff assigned to specific offices.
The latter system is often characterized by lack of control by the
project director and by the need for staff members who are not as-
signed full-time to mobility activities to perform too many other
functions. In procedural requirements the projects have shown a
need for a stronger clearance system into which current supply and
demand data can be fed. Tie-ins between MDTA and mobility
programs have proven desirable and feasible. The project reports
indicate that applicants should be trained in supply areas for even-
tual relocation to demand areas if there are no foreseeable local job
opportunities. All projects have emphasized the need for compre-
hensive supportive services. The success of mobility programs is also
dependent on maintaining good relations with community organ-
izations, and on enlisting the cooperation of employers in helping
disadvantaged relocatees to adapt to their new environment. All
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projects pointed up the need for an adequate and flexible budget;
inflexibility in allowance schedules have resulted in "overpayments"
to some relocatees and insufficient fands for others. Finally, several
states have recommended that the mobility program be moved from

T-Illot to a permanent basis and that it be made national in scope,
with adequate publicity.

The Labor Mobility Services Unit of the USES believes that the
USES is --3ady and able to take on a permanent nationwide mobility
program to include a high degree of specialized, supportive services.
The cost of these services will be high, but the Unit finds that such a
program is self-supporting in the sense that the benefits that accrue
to the relocatees, as well as to society as a whole, are far greater
than the effort and expense involved.

The United States Employment Service and Labor IViobility
In its platform proposals sent to the Republican and Democratic

Conventions in 1968, the AFL-CIO correctly pointed out that:
IDespite the fact that the solutions to our manpower problems require

an inl-egrated, national approach, the public employment serviceour
single most important instrument for manpower programs is, for all
practical purposes, 50 different state systems. Under its prcsent structure
the public employment service inhibits efforts to establish an effective
national approach, or even a regional approach, to manpower problems.
And because its activities are geared to the boundary lines of local com-
munities and states, instead of being patterned according to job markets
which often cut across state lines, even local job markets are sometimes
fractured by the existing administrative arrangements of the public em-
ployment service.24

The AFL-CIO went on to recommend the establishment of a per-
manent program of adequate relocation allowances for unemployed
workers and their families to enable workers who so desire to move
to areas where job opportunities exist.25 The great differences that
exist in unemployment rates among labor areas make such a pro-
gram a necessity. In January, 1966, for example, Lexington and
Louisville, Kentucky, had unemployment rates of 1_9 and 3.5, re-
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spectively, whereas some eastern Kentucky counties had unemploy-
ment rates near 30 percent.28 Yet no systematic effort has been
made to establish permanent comprehensive relocation programs
even within this one state.

The relatively heavy use of state employment services by Negroes
and their high rates of outmigration from the South mean that the
USES could perform a vital role in making more adequate job in-
formation available than is now given concerning different labor
markets. The southern Negro often moves to other areas without
any information other than what he gets from family and friends,
who themselves may be recent migrants. As a result, he frequently
goes into an area with little or no real long-run growth prospects
for employment or wage levels. The employment service should
have offices in the South to provide potential migrants with adequate
information on job opportunities and living conditions -in other
parts of the country so that misguided moves may be substantially
decreased. 27

Since the USES will almost certainly be the cornerstone in any
future national policy for manpower development, it has frequently
been suggested that it be federalized so that it will be more respon-
sive to national objectives. Because national manpower priorities
have not yet been systematically determined it may be premature to
believe that the present federal-state structure can be dism ntled
and replaced by a new structure. As Arnold Nemore and Garth
Mangum have said, "the federal-state Employment Service is a
cumbersome bureaucracy with a complex decision-making struc-
ture," but "its very size is inextric :oly linked to the system's value
in implementing national manpower policy. Duplicating its 2,000
local offices is inconceivable and another 30 years would be required
to duplicate its experience."28 Nevertheless, they acknowledge that
even though local employment offices must be staffed by local
people who understand local needs, "A larger federal role would .
be useful in the interstate placement process and in serving labor
markets which overlap state boundaries."2°

If the Employment Service is to become a comprehensive man-
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power agency serving both employers and workers more efficiently,
it must function as an interarea clearing-house, relating worker
availability to job opportunities. To become effective in this regard
it needs to adopt modern methods of data collection, storage, and
retrieval; it must make maximum use of the latest computer tech-
nology on a nationwide basis. Pilot studies already have demon-
strated the feasibility of collecting job vacancy information from
employers. The USES, in cooperation with its affiliated state em-
ployment service agencies and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, has
conducted comprehensive job vacancy surveys in sixteen metropoli-
tan areas representing a broad cross-section of American industry.
In the aggregate, these areas account for about one-fourth of all
nonfarm employment in the nation.

One of the most significant and conclusive results of the experimental
program was the demonstration that valid job vacancy information by
detailed occupation can be collected from a large sample of employing
establishments. Approximately 80 per cent of the nearly 20,000 em-
ployers sampled responded to the survey questionnaires. As a result of
additional experimentation in some areas, it was demonstrated that
employers would also provide information on wage rates offered for
the vacant jobs and on the number o vacancies for part-time or tem-
porary jobs."

The operational success that pilot studies have had with regard
to definitions, sampling, and reporting still does not change the fact
that job vacancy concepts and data do not play a large role in the
operations of public or private employers. John Dunlop has argued
that "Until these data are perfected and enter into internal organi-
zational processes, the regular completion of questionnaires for out-
siders will have limited meaning."31 While job vacancy data are
needed by occupational and regional categories, job titles are
frequently not comparable among employers, especially across in-
dustry lines. Br,:cause theire are still no analytically significant defini-
tions to order nrld ckmnpare occupations L'Ild job classifications,
Dunlop emphasizes that "manpower projections by the enterprise,
internal labor markets, and occupational tables arranged by job
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content and job families constitute areas in which significant work is

vital in order to enhance the meaning and measurement of job

vacancies."32
On the supply side, a -greater outreach effort must be made to

test, counsel, and place disadvantaged workers, including those
whose geographic location isolates them from job opportunities. In
particular, a much more coordinated and comprehensive program
of social services must be made available to the mobile poor in new
job areas. The Employment Service does not have the resources to
provide all of the services that workers and their families moving to
new areas may need. It should, however, take the initiative in
involving social welfare organizations in these kinds of activity.
Despite allegations that mobility projects only "skim the cream" of
the unemployed in lagging areas, there is evidence that mobility
projects can reach the more "hard-core" cases. For example, a mo-
bility project involving employment in New York showed that
middle-aged workers can be satisfactorily relocated if supportive
manpower and social services are provided. The average age of re-
located workers in the New York project was 41.33 In general, the
mobility projects have shown that both willingness to move and job
retention after moving have been higher among applicants who had
been in low-wage jobs than among those who once held higher-pay-
ing jobs. This suggests greater program effectiveness for the poor,
since those who once held higher-paying jobs may be more skilled
and have more choices available.34 Some of the larger projects also
have begun to follow the approach suggested by the growth center
discussion presented in the last chapter. That is, they have diverted
migration away from large cities where an unemployed worker
would arrive with little or no funds and no immediate employment
prospects, and toward medium-sized cities where labor demand is
strong and adjustment chances better.35 This approach should be
continued and expanded as a part of a national program that inte-
grates regional and manpower policies.
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Chapter

As the aggregate rate of growth of employment rises and remains
relatively high there is a tendency for regional employment growth
rates to become more uniform. The convergence of employment
growth rates during periods of national prosperity is due more to
changes in the competitive component of total employment change
than to changes in the industry mix, which is generally moving closer
to that of the industrialized states because of rural to urban popula-
tion shifts and the concomitant movement from agricultural employ-
ment into non-agricultural jobs. Increased uniformity in regional
income changes also results from rapid growth in aggregate eco-
nomic activity. While regional income differences are diminishing,
the rate of convergence is slow, and considerable absolute differ-
ences still remain among the states. In 1967, per capita personal
income ranged from $1,895 in MissiNsippi to $3,865 in Connecticut.

Because urbanization is perhaps the dominant attribute of con-
temporary American social, economic, and political life, it is essen-
tial to consider spatial economic change and manpower problems
within the context of the dynamics of urban growth. The growth of
a region is closely linked to the growth of its cities. About two-thirds
of the nation's population lives in SNISA's, and over three-fourths
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of the nation's population growth in this century is accounted for
by the growth of SMSA's. Industrial and population concentration
in SMSA's is greatest in the Northeast and North Central regions,
but the highest rates of population growth in SMSA's are found in
the West and South. Between 1950 and 1960, cities in the 10,000 to
100,000 population range grew more rapidly than either small or
very large urban places, but many of the middle-sized places are
close to a large city or within a large urban complex, rather than
relatively independent entities dominating their own hinterlands.
Income differences among SMSA's are tending to decrease, largely
because of their increasingly diversified and similar industrial mixes.

Despite the rapid growth of SMSA's, many of the older central
cities have had stagnant or declining populations. The postwar
flight of people to the suburbs and the decentralization of economic
activity within metropolitan areas has resulted in substantial segre-
gation of pewle in terms of race, income, age, and economic op-
portunity. Especially difficult problems have been created by the
migration of large numbers of southern Negroes seeking improved
social and economic opportunities in the North. On the other hand,
although the central city-suburb dichotomy is relevant to SMSA's
that account for most of the total metropolitan population, the ma-
jority of snufler metropolitan areas of the South and West face
similar problems in the suburbs and the central cities.

Despite relatively rapid growth in recent years, the South remains
the nation's principal problem atca. Per capita income in the South-
east increased more than threefold between 1948 and 1967, and its
proportion of the national average increased from 70 percent to 77
percent, yet the absolute gap rose from $446 to $708. The South's
economic development has been retarded by its specialization in
relatively slow-growing sectors. The region's industry mix is be-
coming more like that of the rest of the nation, but its main employ-
ment increases continue to be in industries that are labor-intensive
and pay relatively low wages. The South must increase its competi-
tive gains in the more capital-intensive industries if its per capita
income is to approach that of -,ne nation as a whole. Because these
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industries have relatively high skill requirements it is imperative
that there be greater investment in the South's human resources.
The labor force in the South has a greater proportion of Negroes
than the rest of the country, and, while the education and training of
Negroes has been neglected in the nation as a whole, the southern
Negro is worse off than Negroes in other regions in these regards. In
addition, a higher proportion of whites in the South have low skill
levels than do whites elsewhere. Underinvestment in human re-
sources in the South has not orily been the greatest impediment to
the South's development, but it also has adversely affected the rest
of the nation. When education is taken into account, the migration
of people to and from the South has not, on balance, worked to the
detriment of the South in terms of its human capital. Migration has,
however, affected the rest of the nation unfavorably in relation to its
existing educational distribution. For this reason the nation as
a whole has a stake in the development of the South's human re-
sources. A particular effort should be made to upgrade the health,
education, and skills of southern Negroes since the human resources
of southern Negroes are even less developed than those of the
Negroes who have left the South.

In addition to the development of its human resources the eco-
nomic progress of the South is dependent on its urbanization. If the
South is to capture a greater share of rapidly growing, capital-inten-
sive industries, it will have to generate more of the external econo-
mies that attract such industries, and these external economies are
linked to urban growth. Although the South is still relatively under-
urbanized, its cities are growing more rapidly than those of the rest
of the country. Moreover, whereas rural areas of the South continue
to lose more well-educated people than they gain, the areas with
large, growing metropolitan populations are net gainers of well-
educated migrants from the rural South and the North. It may be
expected that the urbanization of the South will be accompanied
by a movement away from the traditional values and attitudes that
have impeded the region's development and toward greater integra-
tion with the life of the nation as a whole. The South also has an
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opportunity to plan its urban growth so that many of the disagree-
able aspects of northern cities may be avoided or minimized. The
nation, then, has a vital interest in promoting the development of the
South's human resources and the growth of urban areas in the South
which are capable of providing new and attractive job opportunities
to the recrion's people.

Since the future development of the South will be centered on its
cities, those parts of the region that do not have vital metropolitan
areas will continue to lag behind both regional and national income
and employment growth rates. The lagging parts should squarely
face the population migration question. Among the areas of the
South where people should receive particular attention with respect
to human resource investment and relocation assistance are most of
Arkansas and Mississippi and the Southern Appalachians.

Though it is by no means a homogeneous region, Appalachia's
employment structure tends to be heavily weighted with declining
and slow-growing industries. The region's relative isolation, its ne-
glect of its human resources, and its failure to develop rapidly grow-
ing metropolitan areas with attractive external economies have
combined to discourage faster growing and better-paying industries
from locating there. Many parts of Appalachia, and especially Cen-
tral Appalachia, will continue to be hard pressed to provide decent
job opportunities in the foreseeable future. The public works proj-
ects that are going into many of these areas may represent a misallo-
cation of resources from an opportunity cost point of view, and they
may do a disservice by building up false hopes among the people of
the areas concerned.

The Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965 was passed
on the assumption that sufficient economic activity could be at-
tracted to the region to give it a high and sustained rate of economic
growth, and that employment opportunities approaching those in
the rest of the nation could be achieved without significant out-
migration. The Act placed primary emphasis on using public infra-
structure investment to induce higher Jevels of private investment.
Most of the original authorizations under the Act were for highway
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construction because it was felt that the regicsn's greatest need was to
be opened up to the more prosperous regions which surround it. Un-
fortunately, the relative advantages which Appalachia offers to
private investment may be too small for the region to compete effec-
tively with other regions, even with the projects that have been and
will be provided for regional development purposes. Moreover, the
original Appalachian Regional Development Act failed to recognize
that the greatest need of Appalachia's people is for more investment
in human resource development and manpower programs, includ-
ing training for job opportunities outside the region and compre-
hensive relocation assistance programs_

Despite the claims of conservatives who wish to preserve the
status quo and liberals who wish to preserve their notion of a world
where the dulcimer and Elizabethan speech still proclaim the vir-
tues of cultural pluralism, the people of even the poorer parts of
Appalachia have much the same values and aspirations as other
Americans. Moreover, many Appalachians are willing to move to
areas where job opportunities are better, or at least they feel that
their children should move. Unfortunately, underdeveloped human
resources not only make Appalachia unattractive to growth indus-
tries, but they also make it difficult for many Appalachians to find
employment outside of the region_ If the nation as a whole has a
stake in the human resources of the South, this is even more the case
with respect to the hard-core poverty areas of Appalachia. The
Appalachian Regional Commission has been well aware of the re-
gion's human resource deficiencies, and actual appropriations and
expenditures under the Appalachian Regional Development Act
have given more emphasis to human resource development than is
indicated by the Act's original program authorizations_ In addition,
the Commission realizes that improving the quality of human re-
sources may induce further autmigration, though it has no program
to assist the moves of people leaving the region.

In the past, family members who have already migrated to cities
outside the region_ have influenced the migration of their relatives
still in the region; problems of adjustment to urban life of migrants
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from Appalachia have been greatly eased because of this process.
In the future, however, migrants probably will be less influenced by
previous choices of their families and more responsive to opportuni-
ties in the job market_ In any event, their destinations need not be
ghettos in large northern cities since jobs are available in intermedi-
ate areas. For example, employment opportunities are promising
in the Lexington-Louisville-Cincinnati triangle and the Piedmont
Crescent of North Carolina. Cities such as Baltimore, Washington,
Norfolk, Richmond, and Atlanta could also be tied into planning for
Appalachia, though every effort should be made to link Appala-
chia's workers to the growth of urban centers or complexes as close
as possible to their places of origin. In general, Appalachia is a col-
lection of hinterlands for urban centers outside the region, and the
people in these hinterlands might be better off if more emphasis
were placed on linking them to these centers and less emphasis were
placed on trying to force-feed economic activity in the hinterlands.
The latter approach is not only inefficient but too often ineffective.

There are places within Appalachia with growth potential and the
Appalachian Regional Commission can play a valuable role in
stimulating, guiding, and coordinating their development. Neverthe-
less, this does not necessarily imply that these places will transform
the entire region, nor does it deny the necessity to link Appalachia to
growth centers surrounding the region. The Appalachian highway
program provides links to many of these centers, but the Commis-
sion views them primarily in terms of commuting for Appalachian
residents or markets for Appalachian firms, rather than in terms of
comprehensive labor mobility programs.

The Appalachian development program is especially instructive
because it is supposed to serve as a model for the regional commis-
sions that have been created for the Ozarks, the Coastal Plains, the
Upper Great Lakes, the Four Corners, and New England. The last
is an exceptional region because it includes a metropolitan area
(Boston) which is a center for some of the fastest-growing sectors
in the country, the state with the highest per capita income (Con-
necticut), and a relatively well-educated population even in its most
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lagging part (northern New England). The other regions are made
up of areas that are relatively nnattractive to industry and, with the
exception of the Upper Great Lakes, areas that are badly in need
of more investment in human resources. The new commissions have
not been in existence long enough for them to establish program
priorities. There are indications, nonetheless, that they are show-
ing more interest in human resource development and manpower
programs than was the case only a short time ago_ Unfortunately,
the new commissions are primarily geared to attracting economic
activity to their respective regions, with no programs being under-
taken to place unemployed and underemployed workers in jobs in
other areas where opportunities are greater. Again, the New En-
gland region is an exception because it is comprised of both rapidly
advancing and lagging areas. Indeed, it would be preferable if the
other commissions would include relatively close urban growth
centers as an integral part of their planning activities. More will be
said on this point later.

The Economic Development Administration was created b v the
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 to help areas
characterized by substantial and persistent unemployment and
relatively low income levels. There is a great deal of overlap be-
tween counties receiving RDA assistance and those included within
the domains of the regional commissions. Although the commis-
sions and ELIA were created by the same legislation, there has been
little Coetrdination of effort among these agencies, primarily because
each commission wants to function with a maximnm degree of in-
dependence. As in the cases of the Appalachian Regional Commis-
sion and its own predecessor, the Area Redevelopment Admhiistra-
tion, Vi:DA's legislative mandate assumes that what the people
of lagging regions most need is improved public works facilities,
which in turn will induce more private investment and create more
jobs. Insofar as FDA. has followed any overall strategy, it has been
based on the theme of "worst first." Under this approach expendi-
ture priorities favor areas where growth responses are the least
evident.

The worst-first policy involves a number of difficulties. The ulti-

s
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county districts that have been found to promote more rational
planning in lagging areas are required to prepare Overall Economic
Development Programs which describe the problems of their respec-
tive districts and propose solutions_ However, EDA admits that bet-
ter-off districts tend to submit better OEDP's and more attractive
projects_ Still, the worst-off areas know that they will receive tap
priority no matter how minimal their planning efforts have been. In
fact, the quality of most OEDP's leaves much to be desired, and
Washington provides little incentive to improve the situation. The
worst-first policy also runs counter to FDA's own economic de-
velopment center policy. These centers are communities or localized
areas with fewer than 250,000 persons where, hopefully, resources
can be concentrated to create more jobs and higher incomes for
the people of the surrounding area. Thus, the centers are supposed
to have high growth potential and would not be likely to qualify for
aid under the worst-first criterion_ On the other hand, even if EDA's
"growth center" approach was not contradicted by worst-first con-
siderations, the centers actually chosen by the agency have been for
the most part too small to have any real impact on their surrounding
hinterlands. The major difficulty here is that FDA's legislation pre-
cludes the agency's operating in areas which are neither congested
urban agglomerations nor small cities and towns that are part of or
in close proximity to lagging areas. The excluded intermediate areas
have urban growth centers under a comprehensive regional
policy, probably could absorb more migrants more efficiently than
the EDA growth centers, esnecially if they too benefited from fed-
eral aid aimed at helping migrants from lagging areas to find em-
ployment_ Finally, if the difficulties of rural migrants to large metro-
politan areas are largely a function of lack of education and job
skills, as EDA has correctly maintained, it should also follow that
the migration of these people to smaller growth centers would pose
similar problems. Yet so long as policy for lagging regions continues
to emphasize public works projects, the pressing needs of the people
in these regions for more investment in human resources and for
expanded rnanpower programs will continue to be neglected.

Among the people who particularly need greater investment in
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human resources are the Mexican Americans and the Indians. While
considerable attention has been given to programs designed to
further the social and economic advancement of the Negro, rela-
tively little attention has been devoted to the often equally severe
problems of these minorities. The geographic concentration of the
Mexican Americans in the Southwest and the geographic isolation
of the Indians on reservations have tended to make the nation as a
whole unaware of their problems and therefore relatively unrespon-
sive to them. In addition, the conservative leadership of both the
Mexican Americans and the Indians has tended to play up the at-
tachment of their people to traditional values and their native soil.
Too often this defensive response to a larger urban-industrial soeiety
has only served to deny the people in question their potential share
in the fruits of the larger society's economic progress. The appeal of
the traditional way of life has had especially negative consequences
for the development of the human resources of the groups in ques-
tion. The traditional values of these groups tend to play_ down the
importance of education and to foster short time-horizons that
leave the individual's long run welfare to forces beyond his control.
Programs aimed at up,;rading the human resources of minority
groups must include an understanding and appreciation of these
groups' traditions and values, but they must also recognize the neces-
sity of preparing individuals from these groups for life in the larger
society if this is the life the people wish to choose_ At present too
many of these persons simply have no choice. For those individuals
who do wish to participate in the larger society and to take advan-
tage of the job opportunities which it offers to those with the neces-
sary skills and training to take advantage of them, it is essential that
the migration issue be squarely faced.

Th, widespread assumption that Indians are not suited to life off
the reser.; zstions was reinforced by the failure of the relocation policy
of the 1950's, which moved a large number of Indians directly from
reservations to cities, without adequate preparation and training.
In consequence, efforts to aid Indian populations have tended to
take the form of programs to attract industry to the reservations.
Despite some progress in this regard, Indian reservations have even
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fewer attributes than most lagging regions that would make them
attractive to industry. On the other hand, although their responses
will vary from tribe to tribe, Indians are not so reluctant to leave
the reservations or as unable to adapt to urban life as many believe.
However, they do need comprehensive programs to help them pre-
pare for life and work off the reservations. There is a direct relation-
ship between the amount of training and comprehensive assistance
given to the Indian and his family and both his income after reloca -
ing and his success at adapting to his new environment. Moreover,
the cost per job obtained by relocation programs is less than the
cost per job created by attempts to attract industry to the reserva-
tions.

There is clear evidence that the quality and quantity of education
and training received by the Mexican American population needs
substantial upgrading, and that increased education pays off for
them in terms of concretc economic gains. The greatest difficulties
for Mexican Americans are encountered in south Texas, where
educational levels are low and where pressures from migration and
commuting from Mexico tend to keep wages and employment op-
portunities depressed. Migration to better opportunities elsewhere
particularly in California, where discrimination is less a problem,
is one means by which many Mexican Americans from south Texas
have achieved some in.,asure of progress. However, so long as
migrants and commuters from Mexico continue to flow into south
Texas, wages wil! remain low and unemnloyment rates will remain
high.

With the exception of cheap labor, south Texas offers so few
locational advantages to firms that employment opportunities
would not be promising in the area in any event. Moreover, any
significant increase in agricultural wages would increase mechaniza-
tion and increase unemployment. The essential preconditions for
any effective manpower program in south Texas are restrictions on
the commuting of "green carders" and on migration. All indica-
tions are that Mexicans will continue to move to the border in large
numbers, and that many will seek jobs in the United States or in
American plants attracted to the Mexican side of the border by the
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Mexican governrnenL s Border Industrial Development Program.
The tendency for Congress to introduce greater restrictions to pro-
tect Mexican American workers should take the form of a gradual
tightening to permit the Mexican population to adjust to the new
situation with a minimum of friction. Meanwhile, adequate job
training is needed for the Mexican Americans who will still be
confronted with limited opportunities in south Texas, as well as in
other areas of the Southwest. Comprehensive relocation programs,
which already have proven to be feasible and efficient in matching
workers from south Texas with jobs in industrial centers to the
north, should be greatly expanded and made available to those who
wish to leave the area.

In general, it is obvious that regional policy in the United States
has been formulated and implemented on the assumption that it is
possible to attract sufficient industry to lagging, and for the most
part rural, regions of the country to give residents of these regions
economic opportunities comparable to those enjoyed by other
Americans. Moreover, most proposals concerning future regional
policy continuf, to stress this theme, as is apparent from recommen-
dations of the Department of Agriculture, the Manpower Report of
the President for 1968, the President's National Advisoty Commis-
sion on Rural Poverty, and the writings of some scholars. On the
other band, the experience of other countries which have been try-
ing for longer than the United States to stimulate the growth of
large lagging regions indicates that such force-feeding has gen-
erally been unsuccessful. The cheap land and low tax rates of lag-
ging rural regions may be more than offset by low levels of services.
Labor may be plentiful in such areas but it may prove costly to
adapt relatively untrained and unskilled workers to firms' needs.
Moreover, there are few contacts with other producers, suppliers,
and those who provide auxiliary business services. The local market
may not be significant and firms often prefer to locate near com-
petitors rather than at a distance. Bad thnnections with long dis-
tance traffic may mean higher transportation costs and more time in
transit, though these problems have become less important than Ln
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the past. The cultural and educational facilities of rural areas also
tend to be relatively undeveloped. Finally, there is often a great deal
of mistrust of industrialization in rural areas, including lack of co-
operation from local leaders who do not wish to change the status
quo.

Recent American and foreign evidence on greater equality in the
geographical distribution of manufacturing does not indicate any
corresponding lessening of regional income differences or any rela-
tively greater attractiveness of small towns or rural areas. Recent
growth in total national employment has primarily been accounted
for by expanding tertiary activities, which have been located for the
most part in metropolitan areas. Those industries that have tended
to leave metropolitan areas have been characterized by relative stag-
nation or decline; they frequently seek cheap labor in areas with
surplus agricultural populations. Rapidly expanding sectors, in con-
trast, have favored metropolitan areas because of their numerous
external economies.

This is not to say that the continuing --xpansion of large metro-
politan areas is a desirable phenomenon. Questions of efficient city
sizes are difficult to deal with because of the impossibility of measur-
ing adequately the external economies and diseconomies of metro-
politan growth. There are a number of students of this problem who
maintain that there is no evidence that even the largest metropoli-
tan areas are too big, in the sense that marginal costs exceed mar-
ginal productivity. These arguments generally are based on a
consideration of the costs and benefits to firms. However, external
diseconomies which result from congestionfor example, traffic
congestion, inadequate parks and recreation facilities, slum neighbor-
hoods, and air pollutionare often not internalized by private firms;
or if they are, they are not of a magnitude sufficient to offset the
external economies of agglomeration. Thus, firms will continue to
locate in areas where the relationship between external disecono-
mies and external economies makes the net social product less than
it would be in an alternative location.

The failure of the market mechanism to stem the growth of large
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metropolitan agglomerations suggests that public policy measures
might be introduced to retard their growth and to prevent other
cities from expanding to a point where they too become overconcen-
trated in terms of social costs and benefits. Taxation and credit
policy as well as land use controls could be used to limit private
investment in congested metropolitan areas. From a political view-
point, however, a more feasible alternative might be to encourage
private capital to locate in other areas. Public overhead investment
and subsidies in one form or another could be used toward this end.
Such tools have been used by regional development agencies, but
they have usually been applied to promote economic growth in rural
areas and small towns, and thus they have been not only economi-
cally inefficient, but too frequently ineffective. Of course, there may
be some locations in rural areas with promising industrial potentia
in general, though, the most efficient use of public funds would be
to encourage the growth of medium-sized cities, especially those that
have already given some real evidence of possessing growth charac-
teristics. In these centers public funds may be integrated with actual
or potential external economies to produce rapid growth with a
minimum of external diseconomies of congestion. Although such
centers do not "need" any government subsidy, it is easier to ac-
celerate their growth than it would be to accelerate growth in a lag-
ging region.

The type of growth center policy proposed here contradicts both
those who claim that large metropolitan areas are not too big, and
those who claim that the only alternative to force-feeding the growth
of rural areas is for rural people to migrate to metropolitan ghettos.
Such evidence as we have concerning both public locational prefer-
ences and efficient city sizes suggests that a growth center policy
could build on rapidly expanding cities in the 250,000 to 750,000
range, though wider limits should be considered for the sake of
flexibii

It should be emphasized that not every rapidly growing city
within this range would be eligible for designation as a federally
assisted growth center. Only those cities that could be expected to
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benefit a significant number of persons from lagging regions and
the unemployed and underemployed within the center) would be
eligible for designation. Thus, growth centers would have to be
selected on the basis of study of commuting and migration data, as
well as data on employment growth. A growth center policy would
not reinforce existing migration patterns that represent movement
from rural areas to metropolitan ghettos. However, migration and
commuting studies would give valuable insights into the migration
streams linking lagging rural areas to rapidly growing, intermediate-
sized cities, streams that could be reinforced by a growth center
policy. This in turn implies that education and training programs in
Jagging areas be geared to employment opportunities in growth cen-
ters. Those who benefit from such programs will be under no com-
pulsion to move, but at least they will have a choice, something that
too many of our citizens now lack.

A national regional policy should attempt to help areas with
problems arising from outmigration to attain new equilibria with a
minimum of friction. People in these areas, such as older workers
whose prospects for either local employment or retraining and
migration are dim, might be aided by the nation as a whole, though
here we are talking about -A-Afare rather than economic develop-
ment policy. In any event, the principal thrust of public policy in
lagging regions should still be in the direction of active manpower
and human resource programs.

The need for comprehensive relocation assistance for workers
and their families has been urged by numerous students of man-
power problems. The feasibility of such programs has been amply
demonstrated by both European experience and labor mobility pilot
projects in the United States. Because the United States Employ-
ment Service will almost certainly be the cornerstone in any national
program for comprehensive relocation assistance, it is necessary
that it function as an interarea clearing-house, relating job oppor-
tunities to workers with relevant skills and training. To become
effective in this regard, it must make use of the latest computer
technology for data collection, storage, and retrieval on a nationwide
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basis. Experimental programs have shown that useful job vacancy
data can be collected from employers, though there is still a need
for more analytically significant definitions to order and compare
occupations and job classifications. On the supply side, a greater
outreach effort must be made to test, counsel, and place disadvan-
taged workers, including those whose geographic location has iso-
lated them from job opportunities. In particular, a much more
coordinated and comprehensive program of social services must be
made available to relocatees in receiving areas. The Employment
Sex-vice does not have the resources to provide all of the services that
workers and their families moving to new areas may need, but it
should take the initiative in involving social welfare agencies in these
kinds of activity.

Some of the larger labor mobility demonstration projects have
shown that it is possible to divert migration away from large cities
where an unemployed worker would arrive with little or no funds
and no immediate employment prospects, and toward medium-sized
cities where the d,..nand for labor is strong and chances for adjust-
ment are better. For those persons who have already moved to
metropolitan central cities where there is a lack of available jobs,
a growth center policy, including a national system of job informa-
tion, could provide an alternative opportunity for employment.
However, for minority-group ghettc- ,iwellers in particular, there are
job opportunities available in metropolitan areas. The problem is
that minority groups have been denied these opportunities, as much
because of housing discrimination as because of employment dis-
crimination. 'There is clear evidence that Negroes are not concen-
trated in central cities because they are poor, but because they
cannot obtain housing in the suburbs, where jobs are available. Resi-
dents of urban ghettos, like those of lagging rural areas, are badly in
need of better education, job training, and generally expanded in-
vestment in human resources, but they also need better access to
suburban employment sites. Among the means that can be employed
toward this end are hnproved transportation between the ghetto and
suburban jobs, expansion of low-income housing outside of the
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ghetto, vigorous enforcement of open housing sta utes, and rent
subsidies. Policies which are based on refurbishing the ghetto, and
which therefore assume the permanence of the ghetto, will not re-
solve the employment problems of our big cities. Rather what is
called for is a change in the structure of the cities.

From the foregoing analysis it is evident that rural and urban
problems, which continue to be dealt with in piecemeal fashion,
need to be treated within an integrated framework. It would be
desirable and feasible to establish a regional policy agency at the
national level to coordinate and watch over the formulation and
implementation of comprehensive regional policy. Such an agency
should be attached to the White House and be independent of any
Cabinet member. EDA, or some equivalent agency within the Com-
merce Department, could have principal responsibility for economic
infrastructure investment and business-oriented programs in growth
centers, though greater emphasis should be given to intermediate-
sized cities and less to the smaller "development centers" on which
the agency now concentrates. The principal responsibilit-;,- for lag-
ging areas should be given to an agency, or set of agencies, which
have manpower and human resource development programs as their
principal concern. The most likely candidates would be the Depart-
ment of Labor, the Office of Economic Opportunity, and the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare. The United States
Employment Service and the respective state systems should provide
an effective clearing-house function at the regional and national, as
well as state and local, levels. The Employment Service should also
coordinate comprehensive relocation programs. In any case it is
important that the overall coordination of regional policy be en-
trusted to a truly independent agency. To place this function in any
department would create the obvious danger that it would give
major attention to its own objectives and programs and then try to
forcewhether consciously or unconsciously the accommodation
of other departments' programs to its own.

A large and growing number of persons Democrats and Re-
publicans, liberals and conservativesrecognize that federal adrnin-
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istration of billions of dollars for the War on Poverty is sprawling,
inefficient, and often chaotic. There is no place in the federal gov-
einm-.-mt where one can go to obtain a comprehensive view of fed-
eral antipoverty programs. Congress does not have sufficient infor-
mation to evaluate the relative effectiveness of various programs,
and the executive branch does not even have enough information to
find overlapping and duplication. In lagging areas which are the
object of federal aid, it is possible for a community leader to serve
simultaneously on at least five local committees or councils that are
the local links with federal agencies. The Appalachian Regional
Commission, OFO, EDA, HUD, and HEW all have them, and a
late-starting Department of Agriculture is now attempting to get into
the act.

I he alternative to the disunity of the present federal complex is
to decentralize assistance programs. This explains the recent popu-
larity of revenue-sharing proposals that would turn over federal
money to the states, and in some versions, to the cities, with no
strings attached as to how the funds should be spent. The principal
difficulty with this approach is that many state and local govern-
ments have not demonstrated that they are capable of dealing with
economic and social problems. It is possible, however, through the
vehicle of regional commissions, to have state and local officials and
leaders prepare coherent and comprehensive programs that would
be federally financed but to preserve a federal veto over projects
which are contrary to efficient resource allocation from a national
perspective. It would be necessary to divide the entire country into
multi-state regions1 (though they would not have to follow existing
state boundaries). Moreover, the present regional commissions,
with the exception of that for New England, should be redefined to
encompass both lagging areas and growth centers,2 as defined
earlier, in contrast to the present policy of defining regions which are
made up almost entirely of lagging areas. Only then will it be pos-
sible to relate problems of lagging areas and opportunities in genu-
ine growth centers within a common framework.

So long as national policy succeeds in maintaining a rate of ag-
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gregate growth sufficient to guarantee reasonably full employment,
I believe that a growth center strategy can be successfully integrated
with manpower and relocation programs. This is not to say that
programs to help develop rural areas or to improve conditions in
our large cities should be discontinued; I am not advocating putting
all of our financial aids into one policy basket. I have stressed the
possibilities inherent in an intermediate-sized growth center ap-
proach beeause I believe that they have been greatly neglected in
favor of alternatives which frequently have been less satisfactory in
terms of public preferences and economic efficiency. Of course,
implementation of the growth center strategy proposed here would
no doubt raise a number of problems. The matching of training in
lagging areas to job opportunities in growth centers would no doubt
involve . measurement difficulties. It might also be difficult to avoid
giving subsidies to relocatees who would have moved to the growth
center in any case, or to firms which might have expanded their
operations and hired a substantial number of lagging-region resi-
dents even in the absence of federal aid. Housing bottlenecks might
exist in the growth centers. Another potential problem is that the
kinds of firms most likely to locate in growth centers may not be as
responsive to subsidies as would be firms seeking cheap labor and
subsidies in rural areas. Despite these difficulties, I believe that the
strategy developed in this study opens new possibilities for dealing
more rationally with problems of rural-urban transition and the re-
structuring of our large metropolitan areas, to create efficiently
more equal opportunities for all of our citizens.
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3. Originally the term "external economias" was used to describe the
cost reductions experienced by individual firms in a growing industry.
The relevant economies (service facilities, specialized education, etc.)
were external to the firm but internal to the industry. "More recently,
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